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Fundamentally, in a democracy, dropping out of
school is the political reaction of a young person
to a political decision made by an adult. WCD
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INTRODUCTION

This study concerns itself with the identification and

interpretation of those factors that are germaine to a student's

perception of himself, his school and community, his home, and

the interrelationship of these areas and from which he extracts .

those factors that, to him, are pertinent in his attempts to

relate himself effectively to the rest of his world and upon

which he bases his decision to drop out of school. No attempt

has been made in this study, per se, to either determine or-

verify the dropout rate of 61e. local school district.

The mcthodological format of the study is predicated on an

attempt to overcome the disenchantment of many researchers, in the

social and behavioral science areas, with a purely quantitative

analysis of accumulated data, with the underlying assumption that

from such quantification, quality or the essence, can to :nfnred

or distilled. The statistical evidence of quantity is no substitute

for the quality inherent in the human experience. Thus, there is

little :oncern oith trying to elicit from the data an interpretation

of quality or the lack of it, by a demonstration of "rigorous quan-

titative method" at Lhe expense of ascertaining from an individual

person'irpoint of view, precisely why he believes he dropped out of

school. And one is virtually forced to assume this position because



for every student identified as a dropout by such quantitative methods

there is another student with identical quantitative characteristics

who successfully completes school; there must be something quantifi-

cation does not and indeed, cannot, take into account.

Quantitative methods and quantified results simply fail to

furnish data that provide a useful interpretation from the standpoint

of the underlying and interdependent factors that serve as the

-..:ciAolo3ical communication and interaction pattern of the

cultural matrix and upon which individual psychological interpretation

or sensory perception and individual sociological involvement are

almost wholly dependent. By way of example of this rather oversimplified

concept; when one observes that the quality of life style and accomplish-

ment ha-.e become for almost everyone, psychologically externalized, it

follows that the judgement of others and the assigned status of an

individual depends upon what goods does he have for visual display and

what services can he command at what price. Next, it appears that the

locum of self-respect is for all these people no longer found through

introspection. Further, while this situation has existed for the

uneducated for sometime, it seems to encompass today a larger percentage

of the U.S. population than it did prior to the Industrial Revolution.

Also to be considered is that this is the basis for non-intellectualism

and anti-intellectualism, with the mitigating element in the latter

being that usually it requires the use of some small segment of the

mental faculties in social involvement. Thus, from the above, it is

not difficult to deduce either excellent teAching strategies or why,
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for example, popular T.V. program are so popular and why the

efforts from outside the industry, to raise the quality of them

will not succeed. Also, stemming from a lack of understanding of

the importance of the above conc'pt, are the attempts tc identify

and utilize only the certain and rational in the face of the reality

of much obvious sncertainty and irrationality. Such efforts have

lead us into research results useful only for making the widest,

shallowest and least helpful generalizations. To apply such broad

abstractions to the field of public schooling is to negate not only

all we, at this point, know about the individuality of the learning

process but to render sterile the basic rationale If not of the

schools themselves then that of their compulsory attendance regulations,

i.e., that engagement in the social process of legally approved

schooling is so vital to the well being of the individual and to the

society at large, that attendance is mandatory for a period of time.

In short, if we cannot verify by individual behavioral results that

schooling is indeed worthwhile for all whom we require to attend, then

to demand such attendance becomes, at the least,immoral, in a democratic

society, and, at the best, in any society, unethical.

This study may be read, appraised and evaluated several different

ways. First, of course, one can read it in its entirety and thereby

encompass, 1) the quantitative synthesis and analysis of the data, as

indicated in the Tables, 2) the verbatim written replies of the

respondents to the questionnaire items requesting such, as quoted in

the addendums and 3) the verbatim in by far as possible, translations

from Spanish to English of the tape recorded semi-structured verbal

IX



interviews, as quoted in Section I (Males) and Section II (Famales).

SEcond, if one is interested only in an analysis of the quantitative

flats, tqe labl,s indiated by asterisk 'n the Table o Conl_ents will

provide ,ych data. Third, should one care to know something of the

qualitative essence, the intrinsic properties, of the socio-

psychological situation of the Laredo Public schools as related to

the dropout problem from the viewpoint of a random sampling from the

range of school authority (N-40), grade twelve students (N- 200), GED

students (N-40), and dropouts (N-160), the Addendums and Section I

and Section II contain such quoted information.

Additionally, the specific and individual interviewee's response

to each item of the several items contained in the various questionnaires

has been included. It is felt that such inclusion presents to the

reader an opportunity to verify for himself the extreme diversity of

individual responses eventhcugh there is significant agreement on a

number of items by the respondents within a particular grouping. And

considerable agreement on a number of items by the respondents repre-

senting different groups. Further, such inclusion of specific data

is felt to be necessary if the reader is serious in whatever interest

he purports to have in providing help to the schools.

The point is that one cannot aid a school. One can improve a

social situation or institution only by concern and action that is

both affective and effective on an individual basis. The dropout

problem is a result of many individual decisions and will be

ameliorated in an identical fashion or not at all. School authorities

seem prone to stork solutions to problems made evident by the accretion

of individual decisions, by recreating the classroom environment, i.e.,

with teacher, text and regimented rows of students. Since twelve years

9



of this environment; have not produced very many high school students

who can even spell correctly, with a considerable percentage of the

total possessing an attitude toward themselves that seems permanently

arrested at the early stages of puberty, an attitude that is based

largely if not exclusively on an chylous and deep seated fear of

growing up, one remains perplexed as to the rationale for attempting

to alter individual behavior on a predictable basis, by the continued

predominate use of this authoritative method of schooling.

While the inclusion of the tape recorded interviews as quoted

in Section I (Males) and Section II (Females), will hardly furnish

the key to the dynamics of individual and thus, cultural change, at

the least they will provide some acquaintanceship with the interviewee,

and it is not unlikely that they contain a key to the dynamics of

dropout behavior; a matter that will be more fully explored in the

Implications.

Very simply, this study is designed to illuminate the feelings

of the dropouts through seeking what is deep in their hearts..by listening

to them and from such conversations, ascertainin3 what needs to be

done to bring about sensible changes in the public school setting to

reduce the dropout rate.

In carrying out the research study I am particularly indebted to

those indicated by name on the earlier page showing the Laredo

Independent School District and the Federal Projects administrative

staffs,. and to Mr. Rosendo E. Ancira, Math Coordinator, Laredo

Independent School District for his assistance in translating the

Dropout Questionnaire into Spanish and in working with the teams of

.10



interviewers, Toni Gallegos, Maria Elena Requejo, Jose G. Cardenas,

Felipe Esparza and Jose Camacho, all of whom accomplished a very

difficult task with competence and high good humor.

My appreciation is hereby whole hearteily expressed to the

grade twelve teachers who allowd students to take time from their

classes for interviewing purposes, and to the principals, teachers,

GED students, and students who had dropped out of school, for their

cooperation and the generous amount of time given to the interviews.

For assistance in the exacting and tedious work of assembling the

tabular data and checking the analyzed results, I wish to express

my indebtedness to Doris Davidson, Title III office manager and

secretary for Mr. Ray Felger, Title III Project Director.

There is little doubt that without the very special, continuing

and extremely proficient assistance of Victoria Benavides the study

would be lacking in most respects, whatever quality it possesses.

Miss Benavidee made all the translations of the interviews from

Spanish to English via shorthand then transcribed her notes into

the dialogues quoted in Sections I and II, typed the maivacript, and

virtually wore out a machine in duplicating the required number of

copies.

For whatever faults the study possesses I will assume an

existe. tial responsibility; however, gentle reader of the immediate

area, as many a researcher has stated before me, "just because I have

brought these data to year attention, it does not follow that I created

the conditions that produced them."

2013 Chihuahua
Laredo, Texas 78040
May 1970
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LAREDO, TEXAS

La:7edo, Texas is located on the banks of the Rio Grande, near
the southern tip of Texas. The city lies at a latitude of 27.32 N.,

and longitude of 9.28 W. It is the principal City and population
center of Webb County, with an economy dependent on agriculture;
on federal, state, and local governo---%1 jobs: and on international

commerce. Laredo and her Sister Ci,, Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas,
Mexico are the principal ports-of-entry into Mexico on the Pan American
Highway, along the extensive Mexican border from the Gulf of Mexico to
The Pacific Ocean. Altitude ranges from 468 to 600 feet.

Laredo war; founded on May 15, 1775, by Don Tomas Sanchez, a-,
officer of the Roya? Army of Spain, at a ford on the Rio Grande, as
a part of the Spanish colonization program. Laredo is the oldest
independent City in the state of Texas and has been under seven flags...
Spain, Mexico, the Papublic of Texas, the Confederacy, the United
Staes, France, and at one time was the capital of the separate
Republic of the Rio Grande. Alone, among the other cities it has
retained its Latin atomosphere; and qualities of South Texas and
Northern Mexico have created a society which is to some extent
bilingual with a local patois, Tex-Mex, predominating. The City
has retained its early Latin customs, and many of the rich traditions
of these early Spanish settlers are still observed.

Laredo's climate is classified as semi-arid and is characterized
by an abundance of sunshine throughout the year, relatively high summer
daytirmt, temperatures with low humidities, and mild winters. The average

'monthly maximum temperatures range from 68.8 °F in Januaty to 1000F in
August, while the average monthly minimum range from 46.4°F in January
to 75.5°F in July. The highest temperature recorded since 1937 was
115°F in June, 1942; the lowest recorded in the same period was 180F,
or below only 6 times each year. The average growing season is 293
days stetting in February and ending in November. The average annual
temperature is 74.3 °F.

The average daily maximum relative humidity is 82%, and the
average daily minimum is 45%. Prevailing winJ Is from the southeast
at an average speed of 12.6 miles per hour. Normal annual rainfall
is 19.49 inches. Snow in Laredo is rare with only four measutable
amounts in the past 20 years. Storms ocrur very seldom. The last
storm with very high winds and intense rain occurred in 1909. Flooding
of the Rio Grande at Laredo, causing appreciable damage; is rare.

Construction of the second international dam, Amistad Dam, on the
Rto Grande, just above Del Rio, Texas, nssure a constant, abundant
supply of water for irrigation of crops and other purposes, in addition
to flood control In this area.

1
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Laredo's present population Is 75,512 (1970 estimate); We
county is 80,791. Ninety percent of the population is of Mexican

descent. Nuevo Laredo, Mexico has a population of 157,000.

Housing in Laredo is affected by the presence of Laredo Air
Force Base personnel, new residents, and winter tourists. There is

a scarcity of rental units; however, others are slated for completion

in the near future.

At the present time, these are twenty-six public schools in
Laredo, including 21 elementary, 4 junior high, and 3 senior high
schools, teaching both academic and vocational courses. These

schools are fully accredited with the Texas Education Agency. There

are twelve private and parochial schools, both elementary and high

schools; one business college; the Laredo Beauty College; and the

Laredo Junior College. Plans for the financing of additional class-
rooms plus enlargement and new tacilities at several existing schools

are already underway.

Laredo Junior College is a small two-year institution located
at Fort McIntosh, offering college and university parallel courses
in lower division work in liberal arts, science, engineering teaching,

medicine, etc. The college is accredited by the Southern Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Continuing education is provided

for those citizens who desire it; and terminal, technical and vocational
courses are offered, on a limited scale.

Laredo is provided with professional medical care by 35 practitioners
and 7 dentists. There are 6 medical clinics, and several others are
being planned or are under construction at the present time.

Laredo has a 250-bed hospital. The total cost of the present

building was $5,000,000.

There are two newspapers in Laredo....The Laredo Times, 1404
Matamoros Street, afternoon daily; and the South Texas Citizen, 1212
Victoria Street, weekly, Thursdays.

Radio service for Laredo and surrounding area is rendered by two
radio stations KVOZ, 1409 Kilocycles; and KGNS, 1300 Kilocycles
There are seven AM and 1 FM radio stations in Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas,
Mexico.

Laredo has one televisipn station KGNF:-TV, Channel 8. This

is a VHF station and carries programs for two major networks. Nuevo

Laredo, Mexico has one television station....XEFE-TV Channel 2.

Leading industries in Laredo are cattle raising, farming manufactu-
ring, import-export, and tourism, as well as oil production. The

following are some of the commodities manufactured in Laredo: Brick,

tile, children's clothes, novelty and work straw hats, mattresses,
saddles, daixy,pro4ucts, bakery goods, candles, icsecticidca, carbonated
beverages, transistors and diodes. Laredo has the only antimony smelter

in the United States. Much of the ore supply comes from Mexico in

2
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trainload lots; it is then refined and shipped all over the world.
The t)tal employed by industry is just under 1,600; by agriculture
2,075; 215 mining and smelting; 1,145 in construction; 2,145 trans-
portation communication and utilities; 9,020 trade employees, many
from Nuevo Laredo; 830 finance, insurance and real estate; services
and m_scellaneous 5,805, als' many from Nuevo Laredo; and federal
state and local government ',900. Unemployment ranges from a low of
6% in late summer to a high of 12% in the winter.

International trade is a major factor in L'iredo's growth.
Export, import, and tourist trade funnels through Laredo from all
parts of the United States and Mexico in steadily increasing volume.
It is the principal port-of-entry on the United States-Mexico border;
and more than half of the total north and south bound tourist trade,
entering and leaving Texas through its seventeen ports-of-entry,
and approxlzItely 60% of the total export-import trace crosses through
the port of Laredo. Laredo is also the retail shopping center of
residents from all of Northcentral Mexico.

Laredo is the southmost terminal of Interstate Highway 35 and
U.S. Highways 81 and 59. It is also the gateway to the Pan American
Highway. U.S. Highway 83 and Texas Highway 359 serve Laredo, too.
In addition to the highway system mentioned above, the City is
served by many farm-to-market roads.

It is served by the Missouri Pacific Railroad, the Texas-Mexican
Railway, and National Railways of Mexico.

There is an intercity bus line between Laredo and Nuevo Laredo,
as well as the Laredo Transportation Company which provides service
for the city.

Bus Transportation in the Laredo area is available, making use
of the facilities of the Winter Garden Bus Lines, the Continental
Trailways, and the numerous affiliated bus companies operating into
the interior of Mexico.

Laredo is served by one airport, the Laredo International Airport,
located a short distance from the North City limists of Laredo. Commercial
airline service into Laredo-Nuevo Laredo areaiis handled by Texas
International Airways with connecting achedules .o all parts of the
United States. The Mexico segment, with an excelleo1: airport, south
of the city limits of Nuevo Laredo, is served by Compania Mexicana de
Aviacion, with connections throughout the Republic of Mexico and
a new international airport capable of landing the 747 in under
construction south of Nuevo Laredo.

Laredo Air Force Base, located at the northeast corner of the
city limits, is a jet-pilot training center. It was used during World
War II as an aerial gunnery school and was re-activated as a jet base
in 1952 because of Laredo's climatic conditions.

15
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The presence of Laredo Air Force Base has strengthened the
community tremendously economically.

Cattle ranching is one of the nrincipal businesses in Webb and
surrounding counties in this trade area. Principal breeds are Santa
Gertrudis, White Face, Short horn, Charollaise, and Brahmas. Some

ranchers go in for special breeding.

General farming in Laredo area is divided into three types:
(1) Irrigated fanning, consisting of fruit, principally citrus;

onions, tomatoes, spinach, broccoli, carrots, beets, sweet corn,
peppers, mustard greens, melons, and some grass and field crops.

(2) Dryland farming, consisting of cotton, corn, cane, feed
crops, and sudatlegrass.

(3) Additional acreage is given to milk production, poultry,
and general farming. Table grapes or the Thompson seedless variety
are also raised.

Founded in 1847, Laredo's Sister City has a population of 157,000,
21/2 times its 1960 population. Nuevo Laredo is one of the most modern,
up-to-date cities along the Mexican border. The greater part of the
City has paved streets, beautiful gardens in the many city parks, many
new public buildings, a well-kept market place, a new recreational
park, and a new boulevard. Nuevo Laredo also has excellent tourist .

facilities .... gift shops, restaurants, nightclubs, a bullring,etc.

Ft. McIntosh was established by the Army March 3, 1848, immediately
following the Mexican War. This border fort, located at the foot of
Washington Street on the banks of the Rio Grande, was in continuous use
until May 31, 1946. It was originally built as one of a series of forts
guarding the population against Indian attacks and as a base for border
patrol. Laredo Junior College is now located on its grounds, but some
of the old buildings remain as impressive relics of the early military
fortifications.

Seven flags and seven traditions color the history o. Laredo, two
flags had already blown over the land where Laredo is now situated,
before the city was established.

As early as 1519, Spanish Expeditions were being made into Texas.
In the 1600's, as a result of LaSalle's expedition into Texas, the
French flag was hoisted briefly over Texas soil. By 1690, the area
now known as Texas was again under the Spanish flag.

The site of Laredo was originally a river crossing, discovered
In 1746 by a Spanish soldier, Jacinto de Leon. Originally named
"El Paso de San ..acinto," it was later changed to "El Paso de los Indios,"
or 'Iadian Crossirg," a name it was to hold until a community was
founded nine years later.

On May 15, 1775, The Villa San Agustin de Laredo vas founded by
Don Tomas Sanchez, who is honored with a red granite marker on San
Agustin Plaza by the Texas Historical Commission.

4
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Laredo, named after a port on the northern coast of Spain, was
one of a half-dozen towns established in the 1750's along the Rio
Grande River under the supervision of Don Jose de Escandon, Court
of Sierra Gorda, after his earlier exploratiot. of the territory under
orders of the Spanish King.

San Agustin Plaza was the center of the old city and the first
church, erected in 1776, faced c i the square, just as the present
San Agustin Church does now.

Indian raids of massive proportions continued well into the 1830's.
From 1820 until 1831 the city was a concentration point for Royal Spanish
troops during the Mexico's prolonged war for independence.

In 1836, Santa Anna's campaign against Texas was launched from
Laredo, where troops where assembled for the assault against San
Antonio de Bexar.

Despite the Texan's victorious battle at San Jacinto. Laredo and
much of the rest of the area between the Rio Grande and Nueces Rivers
remained under Mexican rule.

Then on January 1.8, 1840, an independent Republic of the Rio
Grande was proclaimed with Laredo as its capital. The nation adopted
its own constitution and flag, elected Jesus Cardenas as president,
and organized an army.

Claiming the area from the Nueces River on the North to the Sierra
Madre mountain range in Mexico, the republic established its capital
in a small building overlooking the Rio Grande. The building, still
standing, now houses a museum eGrablished by the Laredo Historical
Society.

The city was annexed by the Republic of Texas in 1844 and troops
were quartered on the plaza.

In 1845, Texas became part of the United State- aria the American
flag was raised over Laredo, Texas entered the Co....dderate States of
America in 1861, and the Confederate flag flew over Laredo until the
end of the Civil War in 1865.

Establish:;ent of an army post at Laredo during the Mexican War
in 1846 provides a humorous anecdote in the city's history, while
confirming a consistency of style long noted in military operations.
Taking advantage of heavy summer rains, the U.S. Army sent a steamship
up the Rio Grande to Laredo. The river receded unexpectedly, however,
and the ship was stranded at Lareuo for two years.

Fort McIntosh, established by the Army March 3, 1848, was in
continuous use until the close of the World ar II. Laredo Junior
College is now located on its grounds, and a U.S. Government housing
area with 30 units is maintained by the U.S. Air Force for personnel
of Laredo AFB.

The star-shaped fortress on a bluff over-looking the river was

17



abandoned by the U.S. Army in 1861, and taken over by the Confederate
Cavalry Regiment of Col. Santos Benavides. Federal forces reoccupied
the fort in 1865, and it passed successively into the hands of the
Infantry, Engineers and Cavalry before being deactivated.

The military tradition of Laredo, continous since its founding,
is now carried on by Laredo Air Force Base whi.lh was established in
1942. At that time the base was used as aerial gunnery school. In

1952 the babe was reactivated as a jet pilot training center. Citizens

of Laredo are quick to point to the economic boost which the air
base has given to the city.

Although a railroad bridged the Rio Grande at Laredo during the
1880's. the first international traffic bridge was not opened until
1899 and then was destroyed by a storm in 1903. Immediately rebuilt,

it was destroyed again in 1920 by Mexican revolutionist while Laredoans
congregated on the river's norther bank to watch the wooden span burn.
It reopened in 1922 and was in continual use until 1954, when a flood
removed parts of the central spans. The modern four-lane structure
linking the two Laredos was completed on February, 1957.

Today, Laredo still retains the atr.osphere which has prevailed
throughout its history. Dotting the city are many historical sites.
These historic points of interest serve as a bridge from the present
to the past and enable Laredo to hold its cultural heritage.

Laredo's population is largely Christian, predominantly Roman
Catholic. At the present time, there are 29 Protestant churches
of various denominations, 10 Catholic churches and two synagogues.

There are four taxing jurisdictions in the City:

City of Laredo
School District

County
State -

Laredo City Sales Tax -

State of Texas Sales Tax

$2.15 per $100 value
$2.04 per $1tJ value
($1.74 L.I.S.D, and

.30 for Laredo Junior
College.
$1.55 per $100 value

.42 per $100 value
1%

3.4%

The city of Laredo does ncc have ordinances governing either
building codes or zoning for business- or residential construction.

18



LAREDO INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

The Laredo Independent School District is a rather compact

school district encompassing the old Laredo city limits and

does not include geographical areas that the city has annexed in

recent years such as Belmont Plaza.

From an initial enrollment of some 18,300 in September 1969,

`he district attained an enrollment of approximately 21,000 pupils

in early January 1970, before the midterm high school graduates

left and tefore the migrant trek to the north began. This

enrollment is divided among two senior high schools, with a

combined enrollment of some 3,100; two junior high schools, with a

combined enrollment of some 3,700; and sixteen elementary schools

with approximate enrollments as follows: Bruni 560, Buenos Aires

850; Central 700; Daiches 540; Ferias 1,000; Heights 500; Tarver

350; Leyendecker 800; McDonell 525; Milton 700; Pierce 650; Ryan

1,000; Santo Nino 600; Sanchez 725; Sanchez Annex 675; and Urbahn

425. Also the Special Education Department has some 325 pupils

and the Migrant Program has 650 enrolled.

A break down of the above enrollment on the basis of ethnic

origin shows that there are 7 who are Oriental; 3 who are American

Indian; 41 who are Negro; approximately 1,600 or 8.0%, who are

Anglo; and the balance of 90.5% of the total who are Mexican

American children. Thus the district has an overwhelming majority

of pupils whose first speaking language was Spanish but whose

first reading and writing language was English. And the chances
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are better than 8 out of 10 that a first grade child will be taught

by a teacher whose ethnic language is not English and that in the

teacher's present home life, as in the homes of the Mexican American

children, the border type of Spanish, will be the means of communi-

cation. As the interviews in Section I and Section II, ano the

responses in the Addendums disclose, a number of students do not

like to study Spanish as they find it most difficult, of little

real use to themselves, and relatively few do at all well in it.

Quoting from a statement made by a teacher in the area to a local

newspaper "Many pupils who speak Spanish never learn to read or

write in it. When they take high school Spanish courses, they have

as much difficulty as the non-Spanish speaker."

The socio-linguistic situation of L.I.S.D. comes clearly into

view when the above situation is combined with the fact that among

the 160 dropouts interviewed in this study, only a small part of

one interview, 5 minutes of tape out of a total of 27 minutes, could

be conducted in English instead of border Spanish, and when these

two factors are further combined with: 1) Spanish is the language

spoken everywhere in the school environment, with the possible

exception of the classroom, 2) that there are simply not enough

English specking students in the schools to serve as linguistic

models for the Mexican-American student who really wants to learn

what passes for English among youthful Anglos, 3) Spanish is the

predominate language of the city to the extent that on all levels

from the clerks in the stores to the administration of governmental

agencies, one will be in the large majority of cases, first spoken to

in Spanish, and this city is unique in the U.S. in that one can

participate in about 98% of all its diverse activities and never

8
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speak or hear one sentence in English. 4) recently the local TV

station reduced by one-third the amount of time devoted to its English

language newscast to convey the sine news in Spanish to its audience,

and the local TV ads run in number about 50% in English and 50% in

Spanish; and 5) to the extent that the annual migrant worker's trek

to the north is stemmed, to that extent will fewer and fewer Mexican-

American children of this area have the opportunity to learn more

English in its more typical cultural setting, and upon returning,

communicate something of what they have learned to those children

who have remained in the local schools. Generally, when talking in

English with school children of this area, it does not take a very

keen ear to pick out those who have been participants in the migrant

stream. Simply put, they speak a more communicaave type of English.

During the last 8 months of 1969 a major shift in school population

occured in the Laredo area. At Laredo Air Force Base 400 housing units

were opened and most of the families moving from the, city of Laredo into

the new housing withdrew their children from L.I.S.D. and placed them

in the United Consolidated Independent School District.

United Consolidated Independent School District thus expanded

its enrollment by 60% over its 1960-69 enrollment. U.C.I.S.D. primarily

serves the children of the area of Del Mar, Belmont Gardents and the

Air Base aventhough Belmont Gardens and the Air Base are inside Laredo

city limits and Del Mar, which receives some city services, is virtually

surrounded by the city limits. The United Consolidated enrollment by

ethnic breakdown is; Negro children 39; Mexican American children 544,

342; Anglo children 983, 65X, for total of 1,566 as of December 1969.

United Consolidated has budgeted some $646,000 for 1970-71, not

including capital expenditures and not including federal projects, for

an expenditures per nupil of $416.00.

9
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The b...oget for L.I.S.D. for 1970-71 totals approximately 7

million including capital expenditures but excluding federal project

money. Thus the district spends some $365.00 per student per year.

Under the foundation plan the state supplies 802 of the budget and the

local district the remaining 20%. Taxes in Laredo are usually collected

to the extent of so-ne 85% of the total possible.

L.I.S,D. in 1969-70, included 639 classroom teachers, 30 special

education teachers, 20 vocational instructors, 12 supervisors and

counselors, 30 special services, 20 principals, 5 senior administrators

and 1 superintendent, for a total of 757 full time professional personnel.
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STUDY DESIGN

The research was designed to obtain tn., data as follows: A

questionnaire was construced in English then translated into the

Spanish idiom of the area. She instrument was then tested, changed

in one or two important respects, retested and found valid for

eliciting candid responses in the desired areas, i.e., personal, family,

and public school, with the school viewed as an institution representing

both itself and some elements of Zhe larger society.

While one group of research project personnel wan combing the

census office and junior and senior high school records for the names

alui addresses of students who had been dropped from the school roles

at any grade level, between the inclusive dates of January 1966 and

May 1969, two teams of interviewers composed of two girls and two boys

each, who gere 1) bilingual and native of Laredo, 2) college students

elsewhere and 3) home for the summer, were being trained by the research

supervisor in the desired interview technique. This technique was one

of carrying on, in either Spanish or English, a conversation with a

definite and delimited purpose, with such conversation being recorded

completely by the use of a portable cassette type, battery operated

and rather unobtrusive instrument.

It might be added here that the school census records in the office

of the director of the census and statistics are kept for grades one

through six, in alp.labetical order, with no divisions made by year,

grade level, school attended, etc., with the exception that such census

record cards are removed from the file when they are 5 years old. Thus

possibly of error by i researcher is of no small consideration; however,

such error would tend to skew the data curve to the low or minus sigma

11
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side in as much as it is hardly possible that a researcher could

add to tha dropout list the name and address of a dropout that is not

in the card file initially. Thus it is quite possible that a number

of dropout record cards were missed in the hand operation of examining

just under thirty thousand permanent record cards.

At the junior and senior high school levels the permanent,

cummulative records are kept in the two junior and two senior high schools

of the district. These records were examined one by one and the required

dropout data recorded.

A grand total of 7,384 dropouts ,-las identified by name, address,

g
date of birth, parentu names, date of dropping school, and grade level

at date of dropping school. From this number the 1,791 identified

dropouts from the 1st and 2nd grade levels were subtracted. From the

remainder of 5,557 almost equally divides by sex, a random sample of

3% or 166 dropout identifying cards were drawn. These identified

dropouts, 84 boys and 82 girls, were then contacted for interviews

and such obtained interviews recorded; however, all information pertirent

to the interviewees situation was not necessaril; obtained from the

recorded interview per se.

Of the original 166 random probability samples obtained, six were

for one reason or another, not included In the data of the study. Some

of the reasons involved not being able to locate the dropout, dropout

refused to be interviewed, etc. In one hilarious case, not known until

the interviewers returned to the office, the cassette recorder volume

control was not turned up and the total interview could be heard only

as murmurs punctuated by whtspers; it was not included. The'remaining

160 interviews, 80 males and 80 females, as translated from Spanish

12
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to English and as recorded, are pres.7nted in the Appendices as

Section I (males) and Section II (females).

In keeping with the intent of the stud) a.; indicated in the

Introduction, questionnaires were prepared and tested, changed as

necessary and retested until a sa:Asfactory instument was obtained

for use to elicit data from a random sample of 40 official school

personnel, 5.5X, out of a possible number of 757; 200 grade twelve

students, 15%, of a possible number of 1,300; and 40 GED students,.

35%, of a possible number of 109. The almost excessive percentage

of GED students was obtained because it was felt that inasmuch as

they had dropped out of school and returned to study at night on

their own time, their responses would be of significant import.

From the data obtained tables were constr..cted on the basis

of simple percentage, cumulative response rating order and cumulative

respocas percentage. The latter two based on an inverse value sum

total of the questionnaire item value as indicated by each respondent.

From areas of response on th4 quu.R...,nnaire requesting narrative

amplification cf the respondent's virlwf, the information as stated by

the respondent, was included as Addendums. Such addendums tend to

qualify and enhance one'o understanding of the quantitative data of

the tables.

The tcbles were constructed and ordered within the study on a

progression from simple to complex and to some extent, from concrete

specific data items to abstract comparisons. Abstract in the sense

that while. one can ascertain the experimentally determined value of

the specific response, the rationale of the specific response on the

part of the respondent remains less than completely clear even with

13
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the aid of the respondent's pattern of responses and the additional

information provided by the Addendums. However, this does not

influence the value of the response as an aid in arriving at a

better understanding and "valuation of the reasons for the

dropping out of school by a student.

The only commercial instrument used in the study was the

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory. It was administered in order

to ascertain the rationale of many of the specific responses of the

teachers, as compiled in the tables and included in the Addendums,

and to establish a base for understanding the classroom environment

of LISD to which a pupil is first subjected. Forty five teachers

of grades one through four were asked to complete the Minnesota

Teacher Attitude Inventory, and the results were included in the

Addendums as Ad!endum Table I

The questionnaire items requesting from the respondents a rating

order, were based on those formulated for use in the St. Louis Dropout

Study and Project STAY, and the researcher acknowledges his gratitude.

RECOMMENDATION

You are urged at ;:his point, to proceed in your reading of

this study, directly to Section I (males) and Section II (females)

and read the interviews contained therein before read!.ng the

research findings, etc. Failing that, one might then read a

selection of the interviews as follows: .Settion I, K1-1 ,,age

1; M4-14 page 63; M9724 page 105; M15-42 rage 189; M22-64 page 263;

.

M22-65 page 272; M24-70 page 285; MA-73 page 295; Section II,

72-4 page 331; F2 -7 page 345; F4-16 page 371:F6-23 page 395; F7-29

.;.page 418; F19-63 page 531; F21-68 page 549; and F24-77 page 573.
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The main purpose of this stydy was to identify certain elements

or characteristics whihh wore of sufficient importance in the life

of the student as to lead or force tbe'student into becoming A dropout.

(Definition agreed on by the Cooperative Project on Pupil Accounting

for local and state school systems. "A dropout is a pupil who leaves

a school, for any reason except death, before graduation or completion

of a program of stAlee and without tranIfer'ing to another school.")

It was found that for ell girls in school, pregnancy prior to

dropping school (PPDS) accounted for 36%, Table XIII, List of Tables

(Lt), page 13, the largest percentage for any specific reason and almost

double the second

LT, page 13. The

Table I, LT, page

reason, thrt cf overage in grade, 19.75%, Table XIII,

age ranr.,e of feaales PPDS war 13

1, with an inclusive grade range

LT, page 2. Table III, LT, page 3, indicates that

to 19 inclusive,

of 5 to 12, Table II

girls PPDS range from

0 to 4 years cveragp in grade, with the Largest percentage, 28.1% never

having been retained in grade. No consistent pattern of overage in grade

coupled with PPDS from grade 5 through 1.2, Table IV, LT, page 4, was

found; although from grade 8 through 12 a consistent loss of girls PPDS

who were never retained in grade was rioted.

Table V, LT, page 5, directs attention to tie greater chronological age

range of male dropouts as comeared with female diopoute. The data denote

a tendency for theboys to dropout at a younger age than girls and, to

remain in school to a such older age, with the largest percentage loss of

boys being at age 16, 23.7520and for girls at age 17, 23.75%.
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Somewhat different to the expectations created by the previous

paragraph, are the data of Table Vi, LT, page 6, in that the girls

are more apt to dropout initially at an earlier grLde than boys are,

but that by the end of grade 7 over 50% of the total male dropouts

have dropped uut; a figure not reached by the girls until the beginning

of the 9th grade. However in total range of dropouts by grade the

largest percentage for boys and girls both respect!vely and combined,

occurs at grade 7, 16.25% for girls and 25.00% for boys. While the

dropout by grade percentage never reaches at any other grade level,

any figure near the 7th grade rate for boys, for the girls at the

grade eleven level, it again matches the grade 7 level, 16.25%.

As indicated earlier male dropouts have a greater age range than

females; however, Table VII, LT, page 7, clearly demonstrates that

girls have the greater range of years overage in grade. Also as a

group, girls dropout in significantly greater percentages than boys

at 0 and 1 year overage in grade. However, for both boys and girls

those who are either two or three years overage in grade account for

over 40% of the dropouts and one, two, ane three years overage in

grade account foi SOX. This, we might reasonably state from the data

that males tend to remain in school to an older age level than girls

and that girls are more persistent, by two years overage in grade, than

are boys when it comes to remaining in school despite repeatedly being

retained in grade.

Examination of Table VIII, LT, page 8, reveals the decreasing

number of girls remaining in school as a number of times retained in

grade intreasesowith the largest number of dropouts occuring at 3

years overage In grade, 23.8%, and dropping away rapidly thereafterj
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to 9 years overage in grade, 1.2%.

Examination of Teblo IX, LT, page 9, while showing a general

decreasing number of boys remaining in school as the number of years

overage in grade indreeztes, does not indicate the rapidity of loss

of boys after being retained three or more times in grade Ghat the

previous table denonstrated relative to girls. Tt does show, however,

that the largest percentage of boys 22.5% dropout after being retained

twice and that a significant number contine to dropout after being

retained 3 times, 16.2%; 4 times, 18.7%, and 5 tints, 17.5% with a

range o* 0 to 7 times or two less years overage in grade than the

girls.

Thus, TableX, LT, page 10, reveals that for boys and gills

combined, the student who is moat likely to dropout of school is a 7th

grade student who has been retained twice, a ratio, of one in just over

fiye, and that the student with the next largest potential is a 7th

grade student who has been retained three times, a ratio of one in

just under five. On this basis the school will lose 20.6% of its

dropouts at the 7th grade level and 50.0% of these dropouts will be

either two or three years overage in grade.

To obtain ,,oer. ides of the build up of the number of students

overage in grade, 1,446 records of students in grades one through four

as of September 1, 1969, were examined. Table XI, LT, page 11, was

constructed from these data and it revel's a built in, virtually

guaranteed dropout rate as 32.7% of the 1,446 children in the random

sample drawn from grades one through four, are from I to 0 years overage

in grade. Of thee.: 438 overage in grade childre1061.12 are overage in

gradeJone year, 23.5% two years amd 10.7% three years. Grade 1 had

7114 of its children overage km grade and by Grade 3, 46.8% of the

17



pupils are overage in grade.

By way of comparison all of the records offthe 490 grade 12

students in Martin High School were examined and the dikts tabulated

into Table XII, LT, page 12. Of the girls 52.1% and of the boys

41.6%, were not overage in grade as of September 1, 1969. From the

data of those overage in grade a significant situation emerges. For

grade 12 bays and girls combined only 3.5% are three years overage

in grade while Table XI, LT, page 11, reveals that of children who

are overage in grade in Grade 3,'10.7X, or 3 time the 12th grade

percentage, are already overage in grade by three years and 3.9%

are average in grade by four years.

Table XIII, LT, page 13, was constructed from the data toms/certain

whether or not a significant time.or calendar pattern of dropping out

of school existed. The data reveal Oat 31.2% of the dropouts say be

termed as "summer dropouts". By leaving school in May or by, not

returning the following September, such summer dropouts effectively

escape whatever attention they might otherwise have drawn to themselves.

The dropout percentage for March and April, 18.6% and 26.3%,

respectively, is usually attributed to the migrant worker's move to

the north; however, there is considerable evidence contained in the

'interviews in Section I and Section II that many dropouts use the

well pablisized and expected migrant movement as a cover for dropping

out of school while -smaining in the local area. For girls PPDS

13.7% appears as a significant month; however, from information other-

wise obtained, moat girls in a PPDS situation drop out of school during

the fourth month of pregnancy. If this information is correct, December

viii all of its school activities would tend to have been the crucial
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month. This would also substantiate the high incident of male dropouts

in April, 28.2%. Because of the cultural milieu inwhich the Laredo

subculture exists, the male is required to accept his responsibility

by marriage to the girl PPDS. In the data obtained from the interviews

in Section II, the girls PPDS married boys who were also enrolled in

school, with one exception. (That exception was due to the fact that

the girl's family preferred that the boy not marry the girl.) Thus,

the 36% of all the female dropouts who are girls PPDS, takes on added

significance when coupled with the subcultural requirements that lead

to a like number of boys dropping school to marry and rapport the girls,

From the above, it can be inferred that Table XIV, LT, page 14, which

indicates that for boys, Overage, 28.75%,;is the largest percentage

reason for dropping school, could properly show a first reason of

Marriage to Girl PPDS, of approximately 36%, i.e., virtually the same

as the percentage of girls PPDS, Table XV. LT, page 15. While the

random sample of male dropouts did not include any of these now married

male dropouts, their presence as substantial and individual contributors

to the dropout rate is clearly recorded in'the interviews in Section II.

Table XX, LT, page 20, indicates by rating order, a not unexpected

similiarity between the views of male and female teachers regarding

the reasons for students drcpping out of school. However, the data

discloses significant differences between the points of view expressed

by the teachers Table XXI, LT, page 21, and those expressed by the boys,

Table XIV, LT, page 14, and the girls Table XV, LT, page 15. for the

boys, 28.75% of them could no longcr tolerate. being in the classroom

with children much younger and generally much smaller than themselves.

Added to this condition, was the matter of the social life of the boys,
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especially with members of the opposite sex who tTere in the same age

bracket rs the boys but: who were, in many cases, several grade levels

above the boys. When to those conditions, i.e., the personal feelings

of the boys and the feelings of their peer group members,are added the

pressures of the official school personnel and the attention called

to the boys, individually, by such pressures, it is not unlikely that

some form of frustration reducticl, among them that of dropping out'

of school, will oc'ur. For 19.75% of the girls much t:e same situatiin

as for the boys seems evident, with the added factor that due to the

extremely large families among the people of this area, the girls are

expected at a rather early age, to assume a woman's share of the home

work load. And it is not nlaisual for the parents to remove the girl

from school in order to have her work at hope or in the fields; however,

from information gleaned from the interviews the majority of parents do

all in their power to keep their children in school.

The economic factor for boys, ;27.50%, and for girls, 9.00%,

requires some clarification. In. the 1960 Census results Laredo had

the lowest per capita income of any city comparable in size in the U.S.

Presently it is poverty stricken to the extent that 63.8% of the

famlliee earn less than 83,000 per year. One half of all Laredo's

families who earn less than $1,000 per year are crowded into a ghetto

of less than 7% of the total city area. And there is no other place

within a reasonable distance in the state for these families to go

to better themselves. According to the U.S. Office of Economic

Opportunity figures, Texas had more low income citizens than any

other state in both 1968 and 1969. Over 26% of all families in Texas

are presently receiving incomes below the poverty level according to

a statement made by the governor of the state in February 1970.
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Yet in the midst of such poverty, cne finds from the interviews

that many teachers require that each student must purchase a number cf

items that substantiates only the form of mass teaching but has little

to do with implementing the function of the public schools. For

example, the purchase of a new binder or folder for each subject every

six weeks.

That teachers .re not cognizant of the problems of the girls

PPDS and the boys who marry them, is clearly demonstrated in Table XXI,

LT, page 21, by the fact that such condition was placed last; while a

feeling of failure and hoplessness resulting from failing grades was

placed first by the teachers when such feeling seems to apply to

only 5.00% of the girls, Table XV, LT, page 15.

A partial if not a complete, explanation of: The lack of

teacher acquaintanceship with the problems of the students who

become dropouts; the lack of trust in the teachers by the dropouts

as made evident in the Interviews and the appropriate Addendum;

and the excessive buildup of overage in grade children, previously

mentioned on page 17, is forthcoming by an examination of Addendum

Table I, page 25 e. The data obtained from the Minnesota Teacher

Attitude Inventory reveal that of the 45 elementary Leachers only

7 exhibited teacher-pupil attitudes above the national mean of 55. ,

while 3 scored in the lower fifties. Only 24 of the 45 tested made

a positive pupil attitudinal score and their average (moan) was 36.6.

The lowest score was a -80, and 21 teachers made a negative pupil,

att. .,einal score between 0 and this score of -80.

It seems evident that among other characteristics,at the time

of Oropping out, of the student who formally drops out of school, the

factors of lack of confidence in school personnel and the feeling that
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no help can be expected from them may be prevalent ones. It is also

within the realm of possibility, since many students drop school

without fomt.Oly doing so, that some of the school authorities take

it upon themselves to record a reason for each such dropout without

consulting the dropouts themselves.

A significant attitudinal situation is made evident by an

exeIiination of Table XXIX, LT, page 37. With the exceptions of the

percentage values and of the rating order in items dealing with

pregnancy and lack of adequate clothing, the grade 12 students were

in complete agreement with the teachers, Table XXI, LT, page 21, as

to the reasons for students dropping out of school. It seems obvious

that the academically successful students on the grade 12 level were

not any better acquainted with the dropouts and their problems than

the teachers were. Addendum; II, page 37a, futther amplifies the

attitudes and understandings of the grade 12 students toward not

only the dropouts per me, but toward various areas of the soh and

family environments of the dropouts.

Addendum III, page 37c, provies considerable insight into

the tenuous hold the school has had on many of the grade 12 students

and thesimiliarity of the circumstances that were overcome by the

grade 12 students but :hat were defeating for the dropcits, as made

evident in the interviews in Sections I and II.

It,.seemed reasonable when considering the construction of

the various question4aires to be used in the study of.the dropouts,

to include several items by which one could ascertained the other side

of the coin, i.e., what skills and abilities are most necessary for

school success and what reasons do students have for remaining in
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school. Table XXXIII, LT, page 49, provides such data, and Addendums

IV, page 49a, and V, page 49j, !urther amplify and qualify the

tabular data. The table indicates that the desire to learn and the

desire "to be somebody" encompass over 26% of the grade 12 student

responses. The linking of a psychological factar, the desire to learn,

with a social status one, the desire "to be somebody" is, of course,

not an unusual circumstance; hoWever, when these data are coAained

with the amplifications contained in the responses in Addendums IV

(obviously cot the best constructed item possible as many students

interpreted it differently than the meaning intended by the researcher)

and V, the school situation might well be viewed as one in which it

is evident that the student does not feel that he is "somebody" now

and that to be somebody is a future condition dependent on the external

factors of employment and reimmeration. And these employment goals

are :or the moot part, singularly modest, at least among, the dropouts.

A ;perusal of Table XVI, LT, page 16, and Table XVII, LT,

page 17, reveals that for the dropouts such vocational goals as

secretary, hospital work and retail sales clerk encompass 18.75% of

the vocational aspirations of the girls. For the boys, 55.0% had

goals that included mechanic, electrician add carpenter work, with an

additional 10% having no'vocational plans. It is interesting to

note that only 7.50% desire welding as a vocational goal inasmuch as

many if not most, vocational schools on the high school and junior

college level seem to offer welding as though it wire a first or

second choice among male potential dropouts and regular students.

A further study of Table XXXIII, LT, page 49, reveals that

whatever athletic programs may mean to others, to the grade 12 student

such programa are relatively insignificant as reasons for remaining in
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school.

As had been Ound iu an earlier comparison between data obtained

from teachers and those obtained from grade 12 students, page 22,

similar areas of agreement on changes needed in school to reduce

dropouts, are indicated by comparing Table XXXVII, LT, pap 61, with

Table XXV, LT, page 25. Of the five highest rated areas in which

changes are needed, the major difference between the tables, is in

the specific ordering of the. items. For tFe teachers additional

counseling rated highest, vhile.for the grade twelve students ad

ditional counseling ranked second, with more individual help from

teachers rated first. Addendum VI, page 61a, lends substance to the

tabular data, and also reveals a continuing coneern on the part of

the students with employment opportunities.

As there is some significant vartapce between the rating

order of the GED males and the GED females on the items contained

in Table XL, L, page 64, separate discussions are in ,rder. While

the factor of employment as a means to gain money rated first with

both males and females, failure to see any relevance of curriculum

to future employment rated fifth for the boys as a reason for dropping

school, but rated second for the girls. Considering the girls major

vocational aspirations Table XVI, LT, page 16, all of which require

at least communication skills, such ranking is possibly best explained

as expressing a desire for specific training in vocational goal areas.

However, nothing in Addendum VII, page b5a, or Addendum VIII, pags.65d,
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substantiates this possibility; however, some of the reeponies in

Addendum XII, page 73a, lk.nds credence to it,

The fe_ling of failure end hopelessness resulting frum failing

grades that is rated second and third by the males and females

respectively, varies considerably from thedata provided by the

dropout males in TAble XIV, LT, page 14 and is ment: -Led by only

5.0% of the female dropouts, Table XV, LT, page 15.

It seems apparent that among the GED students, the males

felt a need for counseling and other supportive services to a

greater extent than did the girls.

Both male and female GED students share: with the teachers,

Table XXI, LT, prge 21, and with the grade 12 students, Table XXIX,

LT, ;Age 3'6 a lack of knowledge of the problem of pregnancy as

a reason for dropping school, as it was placed last by them.

Female GED students were apparently more sensitive to the

problem of a lack of adequate clothing than were themale GED

students as a group. /Ind that this is a problem at all is apparently

it recognized by either the teachers or the grade 12 students,

Howet:r, teachers, grade 12 students and GED students are in sub-

stantial agreement that personal clashes with teachers as authority

figures fr one important factor in dropping out of school.

limpecially, does the item personal clashes with teachers as

authority figures, make itself felt as a significant element for

the male GED student, 12.50%, Table XL, LT, page 64, whereas for
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male dropouts, 7.5%,'I9'Able XIV, LT, page 14 and female dropouts,

3.75%, Table XV, LT, page 15, it is of less significance.

Table XLV, LT, page 69, presents an almost identical rating

order by GED students of the questionnaire items, to that presented

by the grade twelve students in Table XXXIII, LT, page 49. The

desire to learn, the desire "to bl somebody" and the desire to attend

collage or some form of post secondary schooling, rated one, two add

three by both groups, also do not Yary on a statistically significant

cumulative reeponse percentage basis from Table to Table. Thus

Addendum IX, page 69a, Addendum X, page 69d and Addendum XI, page 69f,

are included in order to find some 'answers to the implied question

"Why is it that some students are successful grade twelve students

and others very much like the successful ones, become dropouts then

return to school as GED students?"

A comparison of the data contained in Table XLII, LT, page 25,

discloses that the GE?) students are in agreement with the teachers

that additional counseling is the foremost change needed in the

schools to reduce dropouts. The GED students differ from the grade

12 students on the need for counseling and the need for more individual

help from teachers only by a reversal of the one two rating positions.

Viewed from the perspective of the four top rated items on the

tables indicated above, the teachers and the GED students were in

complete agreement. And when considered from the stand point of

the top five rated items,'the teachers, the grade twelve students and

the GED students all concurred in their importance; of such importance

in fact, that Addendum XII, page 73a, offers an explication of individual

viewpoints unmatched by the previous Addendum's.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

PPDS accounted for the largest number, 36X,of female dropouts

and marriage to sech girls created a similar, but non-study included,

percentage of male dropouts. The age range of gitls PPDS was 13 to

19 with a grade range of 5 to 12. Girls PPDS rangcd from 0 years to

4 years overage in grade; however, the largest percentage, 28.1%, were

not overage in grade, at the date of leaving school. Teachers have

little comprehension of the frequency that PPDS occurs. This lack of

understanding is due to the sociological gulf between the teachers

and the students. And the sociological and psychological distance

maintained by the teachers is made more explicit by the high rating,

by the grade twelve students, the GED students and the dropouts, giNen

to such items as need for additional counseling, need for individual

help from teachers and the need for more understanding and sympathetic

teachers. Such a teacher maintained social fence also would account

for the low rating assigned by the three student groups, to friendship

with a teacher, counselor or administrator as a reason for remaining;

in school. Thus the teachers have placed themselves in the positior

of purporting to teach students whom they do not know individually of

collectively but only as stereotypes.

Boys tend to dropout at a younger age and remain in school to

an older age than girls. With the largest petcentage of ltas, 23.75X,

at age 16(the maximum legally required attendance age in Texas)for

boys, with the girls largest percentage loss at age i7, 23.75%.

Girls dropout initially at an earlier grads than boys; however,

once begun boys dropout at the elewentary level to such an extent that
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by the end of the grade 7 year, 50% of the total male dropouts will

have left. Girls do not reach the 50% level of dropouts until the

begining of grade 9, and girls have the greater range of years average

in grade by two years more than boys; girls range 0-9 years overage in

grade, the boys 0-7.

The largest percentage of boys, 22.5%, dropout after being

retained twice. The largest percentage of girls, 23.8% dropout after

being retained three times.

The student most likely to drop out of LISD on a basis other

than PPDS, is a 7th grade student who has been retained twice. And

the next most likely one to dropout is a 7th grade student who has

been retained three times. On a year round calendar basis, 31.2% of

all dropouts occur during May, June, July and August, i.e., the summer

dropouts.

The majority of boys dropped out of school for reasons of Overage,

28.75%, Poverty 27.50%. Th9 majority of girls dropped out for reasons

of PPDS 36.25%; Overuse 19.75%and Poverty 9.00%.

The majority of the boye had vocational goals of mechanic 23.75%;
11

electrician 11.25%; carpenter 10.002 and no plans 10.00%. The majority

of the girls had vocational plane of secretary 28.75%; hospital work

23.752; and retail sales clerk 16.252. All..of these vocational goals

have a high degree of visibility in the local area.

An examination of Table L, LT, page 74, discloses with the

exception of the reversal of rank order items judged 7 and 8.tha-

teachers and the grade twelve studentr are in complete agreement as

to the reasons for students dropping school; however, this does not

agree with the rating order provided by the GED students, in the same

Table. And data of the entire.table is in disagreement with that of
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the dropouts themselves in Table XIV, LT, page 14, and in Taole

XV, LT, page 15.

Table XL, LT, page 75, indicates that the Cop rated six items

of reasons for remaining in school were agreed on by the grade 12 and

GED students..

AlAignificant situation is revealed by Table LII, LT, page 76,

and it will be recalled, by the appropriate Mdendums and boa sections

of the Interviewi. The situation is the concurrence of the dropouts,

the teachers, the grade 12 students and the GED students that additional

counseling, more individual help from teachers, and a job training

program leading to employment are the foremost changes needed in LISD

to reduce the number of dropouts.

However, the most important finding is derived from the addendum

statements of the GED students and from the interviews with the dropouts.

That finding is the necessity on the part of the schools to create an

environment in which all of the students are treated with compassion

and respect. That each one is sombbody.

In the public schools of Laredo for the dropout, there does not

seem to have been the common bond of humanity that is the birthright

of every child in this land. And the trauma of the dropout will

continue to exist as long as basically decent though poverty stricken,

people are being treated by those who are only economically their

superiors without due process and without the every day human decenciea;

the lack of which would be an affront to the sensibilities of even

the poorest county on earth.

Tha fact is that the dropoutsamosas an important part of the

value system of the schools. The dropout functions not for himself
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but to define the superiority, affirm the success, and serv: as

living symbols of the power and authority of those among the school

personnel who are psychologically crippled. As made apparent

by the evidence elicited from the teachers on the MAnnesota

Teacher Attitude Inventory.
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I

"just Letween us, Juan., why don't you drop out?"
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PREFACE TO THE IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It has become clearly evident to the researcher that it is

difficult to control the tendency to over-romanticize not molly the .

content of but the implications and inferences of the Addendum and

Inttrviews. One reason or if you prefer, rationalization, for this

tendency is that to approach such material dis-passionately could

well result in under-valuing it and in minimising the traumatic

effect on the Mexicsn-American dropout of his present situation as

a result of the psychological blows he has sustained from hie own

immaturity and ignorance, from his school and home environments and

from the societal milieu of Laredo. This is a study of human beings;

couched in terms that portray all relevant aspects of the gestalt of

their individual humanism.

In reading the implications of the descriptive narrativt,, the

tabular data, the Addendums and the Interviews, it might provide

better insight into the rationale of such implications, and the

recommendations In the last chapter of the study, if several points

are kept in mind as follows:

1) While the Laredo schools are not blameless neither are they

solely at fault for either the dropout rate or its causative factors.

And much high level administrative effort was needed to overcome the

recent problem of double sessions and such effort has kept the drop-

out problem from getting completely out of hand. However, it is

,conspicuously evident that a general failure in the LISD (and this

failure is confirmed by the high rating given by the teachers in the

random sample to the need forTmore understanding and sympathetic

teachers) is the failure of possibly the majority of teachers to

realise that the world as they know it will fade sway rapidly in these

changing times, unless they deeply

4
and personally involve themselves
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with the problems and situations of youth. Involved with youth not

as a teacher, preacher or judge but as an adult with whom the young

people can freely communicate sometning of the hell on earth it is for

them to attempt to reach maturity in a world in which seemingly to

themythe only value system extant is no value system. So the young

people take to drugs for more reasons than a teacher could even guess,

and the schools take up the hue and cry and with much fanfare immediately

get out a text book on the subject, and begin through fear, to treat

the symptomatic factors while paying not the slightest attention to

the underlying causative ones.

If textbook content rather than the instructional-learning

process ever solved any problems other than the one of determining

who could memorize the most material, all that needs to be done and,

in fact, all it seems far too many teachers do, is to have the

students read the texts, answer a few questions from etch chapter

within them, then present the student with'a diploma. If the

problem were so simple that .Lt could be satisfactorily solved in

the restricted area encompassed by.the public schools, the general

public would not even be aware that the problem existed.

Teachers who are such in more than occupational title only,

are aware that in order to put into classroom teaching practice

the best that is presently known about how pupils learn, it must

be understood that the classroom learning environment requires that

the activity of teaching, by either teachers and/or technological

media, is itself a means of process composition as well as communication.

2) Within the Laredo Independent School District and indeed

within Laredo itself, there.is no Anglo cultural majority attempting
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to coerce e Mexican-American minority into aasimulating a dominate

culture. Rather within Laredo there are so many factors of population

percentage and number, language, cultural patterns and political

organizations that are Latin in orgin and operation that they prohibit

much locally derived impact from the Anglo culture. Where there are

specific instances to the contrary, such have not been forced on an

ethnic minority but have been found expedient by the Mexican-American

majority or in the case of cultural activities, have developed within

the community because of the support of the ethnic majority. For

example, the celebration of George Washington's birthday and its

attendent festivities. The very existence of United Consolidated

Independent School District attests to the fact that local Anglo

acculturation pressures are minor in Laredo, if not completely non-

existent.

3) Some researchers have taken the point of view that border

'Spanish as spoken in the homes of the border area, is consciously used

in order to set the speaker apart, with the inference that such

isolation is somehow a laudable and more qualitative attribute than

speaking either formal or standarized English and/or Spanish. The

point of view of this researcher is that the children in the schools

as their parents before them, speak border Spanish because that is

the initial communicative pattern open to them. It does not surprise

anyone to find that the exceedingly numerous dialects of the Chinese

language are maintained simply because children, during their formative

years within a dialect grouping, communicate as they have heard since

birth and spoke in some fashion as soon as they were able. So, too,

do most of the children of Laredo. And as far as that goes so, too,

do their pet animals understand commands in border Spanish rather than
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In standard Spanish or English. Simply put, it is a cultural albeit

a very individually expensive, self-confining one, if they wish to join

in the opportunities open to them elsewhere. If they do not wish to

learn Hnglish it is difficult to substantiate that any local Anglo is

really perturbed about it

The point established by most school athorities elsewhere is

that the Mexican-American child should have a choice in appropriate

circumstances, between using his ethnic languaJe or English, and if

he speaks only border Spanish, he certainly has no choice.

4) Beginning early in their school careers, upon the urging of

their parents and apparently without the opposition of the official

public school personnel, many students strive and are successful in

excluding from all aspects of public school social activities those

who share their aspirations for a better life and whose only real

difference is that the road to ..ne fullfilment of such aspirations

is a longer and more difficult one.

When the percentage of such disadvantaged students is so large

that the social outcasts threaten to freely participate in the non-

academic activities of the school, the flight to the suburban public

schools or enrollment in private schools, begins for the children

of this anointed group of parents. This flight does more to deprive

the students in the suburban schools of an opportunity to become involved

with the creative tensions of what America is all about than anything

else, and the survival value of honesty, with self and others, in

such public schools is in an inverse ratio to the development of

snobbery, selfishness, and hypocrisy. However, and somewhat over-

simplified, if the young people in the suburban schools recognize what
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has happenEd to them and the reasons for their parent's move to

the suburbs, and from all accounts of the problems reported by

suburban high schools across the land, the young people do find out,

then the generation gap becomes a psychological and sociological

reality. Many of young people although not all, adapt the dress,

attire, language and many of the habits of their less fortunate

peer group who were left behind in the inner city schools. They

identify with those groups which their parents have rejected. This

idealism of youth combined with a T.V. induced cosmopolitanism,

unexperienced by their parents, has crested the reality of

egalitarianism among manyyoungpeople, to the despair of their parents,

who preached it for years but whose actions contradicted their

verbalisms.

This lack of attempt or failure to develop a keen social

sensitivity and a compassionate social conscience in all of the

students on the part of the public schools, undoubtedly makes its

contribution to many of our social ills, including the dropout rate.

Apparently the public schools have failed for some years now to fully

accept the implications of the responsibility of the function assigned

to them as one of many institutions in American society, the total

of which, from the Supreme Court downward, has attempted with con-

siderable success over the past 185 years, to transpose the ideals

embued in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights into cognitive and

behavioral reality. And the best public schools in this country do

not view their highast function to be that of preparing students for

college. (See Saturday Review March 21, 1970).

5) The movement of so many lower-middle and middle-middle

class Anglos from Laredo to the air base housing and to the Webb
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County situated Del Mar, accompanied by a number of the more anglized

and affluent. Mexican-American families, has had and will have a

continuing economically depressing and cultural solidifying effect

on LISD. The construction of the new Border Patrol Station in Webb

County jurisdiction even though sarviced by the city, and the projected

construction of a large shopping center, both in the Del Mar general

area, serves notice to LISD that it will soon possess all of the

problems of the typical "inner city" schools while the children of

those mentioned above will attend a rather typical suburban school.

The previously mentioned, 90.5% Mexican-American children in

attendance in LISD will, under these circumstances, increase and as

the residential areas outside of the LISD boundaries develop, these

Mexican-American children will tend to fall within an ever decreasing

social and economic range.

In fact, it might be said with considerable evidence to justify

it, that the old Laredo city area is being abandoned as a residential

area by those who can economically and politically afford to move out

of it. And their former residences if large and well situated, will

become either rooming and small apartment houses or will be torn down,

with the site used for other commercial purposes. If small, these

residences will be occupied by waves of tenets or short term owners,

with each wave having less affluence than the preceding one. If

these residences are large relatively expensive and not so well

situated for rental purposes by the room or useful for other commercial

purposes, they are likely to just sit there until they fall in with

The aid of vandalism. And as several realestate brokers can testify,

a number of such houses exist in Laredo at the present time. Another
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category of houses is the well kept, middle size home occupied by an

older couple, a widow or widower. Those who for the most part, have

lived here many years but whose children have grown up, married and

moved elsewhere or have establisheL homes of their own in the city.

This type of home upon being vacated by the older owner, becomes the

rental home of those who come to a small city for a limited time.

In the case of Laredo this would include some employees of the air

base, specialized construction workers, many federal and state

employees, etc.

The sociological state of affairs described above generally can

only be hastened by the introduction of large scale industry into an

area of this size. Since most industrial site scouts for the larger

companies know this, there is little chance that the city of Laredo

can expect to bring industry of any appreciatable size into the city

limits. And rather certainly not into the LISD limits. Also of

course, are two more major inhibiting factors to the acquisition of

industry for Laredo. One is the industrial site that is part of Del

Mar and the other is the border development program, whereby U.S.

owned manufacturing concerns can operate just inside the Mexico

border with all of its labor cost advantages and transport the

products into the U.S. without the usual import disadvantages.

The 6% to 12% unemployment rate mentioned earlier for the Laredo

area, will tend to rise, under the conditions discussed immediately

above, to an unbelievable percentage in the area encompassed by the

LISD. Those who move in to the new residential areas will so to

speak, take a job percentage with them and those left behind will

increasingly on a percentage basis, be jobless. Thus the people
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living outside the LISD boundaries will come within it for their

jobs and many public serviccs, but their tax base will be outside

the district, except for the 1% sales tax. And even part of this

will cease when the new shopping 6res is built in the Del Mar area.

This is the sociological pattern that has created financial chaos

in more inner city areas in the last 20 years than any other factor.

6) Other than a major war and it will be short lived ever then,

the major economic inpact of Laredo Air Force Base on Laredo is over.

While it will continue to funnel outside money into the area the

amount will tend to decrease as time goes by. Gestures of good will

between the air base and the local officials will continue and in

fact much good will expressed in the form of cooperative activities,

will occur. However, the base will increasingly become self sufficient.

Self sufficient in housing, in recreation, in everyday household

purchases, etc. And all the while, its air traffic pattern will

continue to inhibit the development of Laredo to the east; however,

such inhibition has a strong ally in the form of the meat packing

company located to the southeast of the city.

7) Family life among the Mexican-Americans differs drastically

from that of the Anglo in at least one very major respect. Whereas

generally the Anglo youth can hardly wait to get away from the family

and out on his own, the Mexican-American youth has no such traditional

pattern to follow and no encouragement to eart one. As the .Interviews

make so clearly evident, Mexican-American young people feel and accept

the consequences of responsibility to help the older family members in

their endeavors and to help the younger ones to go to school; even

though the acceptance of such responsibilities by obtaining employment
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dooms the young person's own opportunity to finish school. In short,

the Mexican-American family rises or falls as a family. Individualism

in the Anglo sense is not generally found, and this places an

additional burden on the Mexican-American youth in his attempts to

come to grips with a technological, dive-se and complex culture in

which individual performance, individual mobility, and individual

decisions are so common place as not to require a second thought.

8) Most Mexican-Americans known to this researcher sell themselves

short, they are worth more than they think they are and, except for

the operation of driving an automobile, can do more than they often

are willing to attempt. In a society as complex, diverse and

technologically oriented as is the Anglo one, there is a tendency on

the part of even the bent educated Mexican-Americans to overlook

relevant and important areas and to take a very short term view in

arriving at a decision. Their acquaintainship with its well publicized

superficialities, rather than the deeper mainstream of American socity,

has provided many Mexican-Americans of Laredo, as well as the people

of some other American communities, with the belief that a number of

thought to be desirable aspects of the Anglo culture in existence

elsewhere in the country, can be reproduced locally if only someone

will provide them with a copy of the plan used to produce the result

in the first place.

Their psychological sense independence from authority combined

with their extrIme sociological dependency on an infallible, official

public authority structure, irrespective of the competency level of

the individuals in the authority structure, is the despair of many

politicians and has produced many wild charges up dead-end streets.
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The resultant entanglements often set them back individually,

collectively, and institutionally for many They are hard

working, lazy, mean, gracious, anc, kind, to about the same degree

and encompassing about the same range as all other large groups of

people. And their deepest frustration, this context, is the lack

of comprehension that as participants in American society there is

not a known means, method, plan, or road whereby one can with

certainty, reach the specific top of anything; that the opportunity

for success contains within it an opportunity for failure. That

education is not a panacea, does not represent salvation, and is not

a means whereby one remains the same in selected areas but merely

picks up a package of something as a result of time, effort and

money, but that in America the deepest implications of education, as

opposed to training, are that it produces a change in behavior leading

to a variety of choices, with all the attendant hazards of choosing

the wrong one, in the light of one's goals. That success for most

other Americans is arrivea at accidentally, by having been prepareu

to formulate, recognize and take advantage of opportunities, in a

multiplicity of areas. In short, education simply produces a maturity

of attitude.

Thus the Mexican-American like everyone else, clings to a

mythologized heritage while making tentative thrusts here and there

in an attempt to raise his standard of living. And the Mexican-American

of Laredo is at an incredible disadvantage in making these attemits.

Primarily the disadvantage, relatively speaking, of geographical

isolation, from other urban areas and/or more thickly settled rural

regions. This geographical isolation and its attendent aspects, has

produced a widespread economic poverty level virtually beyond belief.
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Simply stated, Laredo's overall trade balance for all practical

purposes, is all import. Were it not for the inflow of federal and

state support and grant money and even considering the cash flow

created by a number of business firms that have remarkable profits

due to income derived from the daily influx of shoppers from Mexico,

Laredo would scarcely have 10,000 people.

9) However, the Laredo area already has much that the rest of

America says it would like to possess: A less hurried pace of life;

time to mingle with friPnds; regard and concern for the older family

members; a disregard for such petty city ordinances as parking on the

right hand side of the street, no jaywalking, and stopping for signal

lights that just happen to be inconveniently red. It would lose much

and quite possibly more than it gained were it to esquire a really

large industrial plant complex.

10) The Laredo area cannot be faulted for lack of trying to

better itself. The fact that it is here at all and trying to improve

bespeaks a tenacity, courage and basic good will long missing from

some other elements and small cities in America. But the majority

of its children are disadvantaged to such an extent that for them

to be able to share in the American Dream with ocher Americans,will

require not just the continuation of federal and state financial

support but the temporary efforts of a number of persons not now in

Laredo.

Operating as close to sudden poverty for themselves as an extremely

large number of employees do in Laredo, there are intense and more often

than not, successful pressures applied when new agencies or programs

are organized, to appoint only local people to various positions in
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such agencies or programs, und...r the guise that the local person

is better acquainted with the problems that anyone from "outside".

It does not seem important to anyone that such employees are acquainted

with the problems only because they are part of them and that lacking

the genuine experiental background and academic education and training

necessary to treat the problem instead of its symptoms, they are more

apt than not to aggravate the problem while not having a clue to

possible solutions.

11) For the Laredo area many of its celebrations; holidays;

festivities; business, social, and political patterns, etc., are in

their last generation. For those who scoff at such a statement, it

only needs to be recalled that at one time not so very long ago a

sociologist could have wandered through Laredo and made an identical

statement, with the Country Club and all it symbolized in mind. Now

the Country Club is a county owned, public facility and a glittering

ball has not been held there for some years. The same sociologist

could also have predicted correctly that the building of the large,

mansion type homes so prevalent in the older areas of Laredo, would

for many reasons outside the control of the local people, come to an

end. And as we now observe, such building ceased sometime ago.

Taken all together the several points mentioned above and

others not so germaine to this study,add up toa syndrome of societal

change. A pattern of symptoms that suggest that Laredo can be

referred to as an interface area. An area where two, or more,cultures

have come together and patterns new to the area and different to either

culture are established, over a long period of time. (However, important
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for business and politics a discourse on these economic and social

patterns might be, they require a research study of their own.)

12) It should be evident by now that the results of this

study are applicable only to the Laredo area. The unique areas,

peculiar to every city, are in evidence here to such an extent that

it would be remiss to suggest that the anthropological- socio-

psychological syndrome'of Laredo, exhibited by the study could

even be considered relevant in another U.S-Mexico border city.

13) It should also be evident that LISD possesses a nucleus

of teachers who are concerned with the improvement of the schools

and upon whom the administration can rely as a source of strength

as LISD is subjected to many buffeting changes over the years ahead.

14) Little of the foregoing can be construed as coming into

existence all at once and immediately. It has taken United Consolidated

some years to reach its present and forecasted student population. It

will take a few additional years for many families to sell their

property in LISDan6 move to an area outside of it. But unless LISD

begins immediately to commit itself to a new course of action based

on the eventuality of its becoming an inner-city school system,when

the full impact arrives, it will have created within itself a schism

of the people not unlike the present Crystal City one but for entirely

different reasons,as within LISD there will be conflict within oic

ethnic group not between two.

15) This rcudy is not to be construed as a blanket indictment

of LISD. Rather it attempts to present the salient elements, each of

which makes some small contribution to the dropout rate, that seem of

immediate import, if the LISD is to provide schooling for all children
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to the ultimate benefit of the community at large. And at this

particular moment in time,LISD has an opportunity to become one of

the foremost school systems in the country; however, it can also

proceed in another direction toward a situation that as someone has

succinctly pointed out, lack of schooling creates poverty---poverty

creates desperation---and desperation creates violence And demagoguery.

16) Research results produce in many inhabitants of the locale

of the research, an attitude of "I don't believe as. such

results do not generally confirm either individual prejudices or

reinforce individual biases. In fact most researchers in this

context, are reminded of the statement made by a very observant

fellow "All Indians walk in single file. At least, the one I know

does."
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IMPLICATIONS, ATTENDENT CONSIDERATIONS, MD CONCLUSIONS

1) The first and foremost implication is one dealing with the

the factor of time. For most students in school the future is of

major concern. They have some place to go such as college, the

military service, etc. Howev'r, for the poverty stricken dropout

no such future really exists as a definite possibility. He has no

place to go to be somebody. He is hungry right now. He needs better

clothing right now. He needs to he treated by everyone as a human

being who is desperate for help right now. He needs parttime employ-

ment right now. And he needs training for a job right now.

For most of America going shopping is a matter of deciding what

not to purchase. For those in poverty, shopping is a matter of

deciding what to buy, from among all the necessities required but

immediately lacking. In short, the dropout is concerned with the

present and the school is concerned with the f,..Iture. And in his

crises of the immediate, the dropout finds it difficult to concentrate

on the school to the degree and the level necessary to attain that

which is adjudged as success by school personnel. Yet the dropout

is reluctant to believe that all the laudable things he has been

told about schooling are for him, untrue. So, 8P the Interviews make

clear, with the help of many teachers he blames himself, and he returns

again and again until he realizes that he is years and years overage

in grade <nd several light years away from obtaining a diploma Thus

he becomes a dropout as he has finally accepted the factual situation

that the school is not going to provide him with training relevant to
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his economic sitvation, it is not going to bolster the feeling that

he has some power over his own destiny and it is not going to provide

experiences that allow him to establish and maintain a sense of self

respect that is based on his own motivations and both present and

potential mental levels of capacity and development. In short, the

school is not going to provide him with a genuine opportunity to acquire

such individual strength as is commensurate with the level cf freedom

in America.

2) Every pupil must learn to speak, read and write English. In

The U.S. today some 45 million children are in school at an annual

cost of $38 billion dollars. And of that 45 million, national testing

programs indicate that 11 million, 25%, of the children arr deficient

in reading skills.

In LISD the problem becomes acute due to a lack of home and

community support in the use of English as a communicative skill.

Within the classrooms of LISD, from presdhool through grade four.

the English as a Second Language program should be effectuo.ted, to

classes of not to exceed.15 pupils. It is not a matter of coat, it

is a matter of priorities. To have less at the high school level

and more at the elementary and junior high levels will produce better

schooled graduates thtn to continue on the present path where few

even reach high school. And from the grade 12 Addendums it is difficult

to substantiate tae's these soon to graduate stude..ts can read or

write with anything approaching the level of skill that twelve years

of schooling should have And could have produced if the pupil had

been provided with a solid foundation on which to build.
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Beginning at the junior high school level and continuing

through high school, those students who are the most skilled in the

use of c,nglish might well be employed on school time and during the

summer time, at hourly wages on the N.Y.C. scale, to tutor those

students who need special help and who are two or more grades below

the tutor. Also during the summer, well qualified L.J.C. students

could supplement the tutorial staffs. It has long been known that

students learn more from one another than from a teacher.

Throughout the LISD from grades five through twelve a

corrective-developmental reading program should be instituted with

the aid of a professionally staffed reading clinic located at each

of the two junior high schools. Again this is a matter of priorities.

Does this area feel that it would rather put its money in welfare

or in public schooling?

Dropout prevention programs and first rate public schools do not

result from saying a few magic words and spending money on unused

and ill used ma:erial, by untrained teachers,whil,2 ,nierything else

remains the sane.

3) It is evident that all students sho,ld be taught factual

information, of a psychological and sociological nati,re, concerning.

human reproduction; family planning; personal hygiene; nutrition;

family budgeting and consumer economics; and first aid, to mention

a few of the areas often covered in a well considered coursa, which

has unfortunately beea misnamed sgtx education. And this course

should not be taught by a classroom teacher but by nrofassional

persons of social avncies outside the schools, the services of which

should be available to studemita not only on a regular basis within the
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school curriculum but outside the school itself. Some agency on a

contract basis, such as c local family planning center, Public

Health Center or even an agency established through Model Cities,

if staffed with knowledgeable professional persons, might prove

satisfactory.

The question does not involve whether or not young people

are going to obtain information in the areas covered by Family

Living and Planning but whether or not such information will be

conveyed to them in a reputable way instead of on a hit or miss,

parked car, pooling of ignorance compounded by rumor, illicit and

psychologically unhealthy basis.

The LISD should have few problems in beginning such a course

of study as the Family Life Division of the U.S. Catholic Conference,

theorvrationalagency of the Bishop of the Catholic church, endorsed

sex education programs for both public and parochial school in early

September 1969.

The National Gilbert Youth Poll of the National Bdurlation

Association found that of those persons in the under 17 age group,

89% favored sex education in the schools; 17-18 age group, in favor

86%; 19-21 age group, 100% in favor; 72 plus age group 94% in favor.

On the basis cf educational level of the respondents and in answer to

a question concerning the grade level sex education in school should

begin, those with a high school education replied as follows: .20X felt

it should begin in kindergarten, 1st or 2nd grade; 20%, in third to

fifth grade 38X, fifth toeightilgrade; 17%,eightbto ninth grade; and

2%,fil1ethstade. Those with a college degree felt that such education
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should begin as follows; 27%, in kindergarten to fourth grade; 16%,

in third to sixth grade; 25%, in sixth to eighth grade; 17%, in eighth

or ninth grade; 8%, in ninth or tenth grade; and 3%, in tenth grade.

Of the grand total 91% were in favor of sex education in the schools

and 9% were opposed.

4) Some provision might well be made to provide a continuation

of schooling for those girls who are pregnant during the school term

and the boys who dropout to marry them. Many school districts elsewhere

handle this situation through special classes, through residential

classroom study classes, or through night classes held at the same time

as GED and adult education classes.

Not having as yet found that person who is eligible to cast the

first stone, this researcher believes it difficult for the school

authority structure to fail to teach or sponsor the teaching of,

sex education on the one hand and then on the other hand, to penalize

the young person for exhibiting ignorance. Such treatment of the

defenseless can only brutalize the sensibilities of all concerned.

5) Dropouts may be placed in at least two classifications.

The first category is comprised of those who return several times

after being retained in grade then dropout with little or no serious.

thought of returning. They could be termed the hard core dropouts.

The second classification has within it those who like the GED

students, dropout of school but only as a temporary expedient. They

plan on resuming their schooling and generally speaking they do.

Although GED classes have a dropout rate of their own.

6) From the point of view of the dropout, the public school

personnel seem to feel that the only existence that is valid in the
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schools is that of the lower middle class. Ea is told that the public

schools are free yet at every turn they are either collecting money

from him, or making assignments that require him to purchase something,

or planning events in which he can participate only by having special

clothing or personal spending money, or both. In this context, what

the dropout represents augurs even worse for the future of the cities

of Aierica than the debilitating plight of the individual dropout

himself.

7) The teachers and the grade 12 students established as the

first: reason for dropping out of school, the feeling of failure and

hopelessness resulting from failing grades. From this two inferences

may be drawn. The first is that the teachers and grade 12 students

are projecting a self analysis. Saying in effect that if they were

to have been dropouts the feeling of failure and hopelessness resulting

from failing grades is why they would have left. Second, the teachers

obviously have failed to perceive or have withdrawn from the human,

personal and professional implications of the reason they established

as number one.

8) Whether deliberate or accidental or whatever, it would

appear that the schools have established two patterns of operation.

The first is an overt system designed to keep a selected number of

students in school, aad it is augmented by an additional number of

students who can stay or leave, without too much concern either

way on the part of the personnel in each school. This overt system

includes, of course, the graee twelve students, some of the GED

students, and some of the dropouts, i.e., those girls PPDS who were

not overage in grade and the toys who were not overage in grade

but who dropped out to marry the girls PPDS.
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A careful reading of the Addendums and the Interviews reveals

the subtle innuendos of individual experience that confirm the

existence of a second pattern o= school operation. It is a covert

system designed and operated quite as well, possibly even better

than the overt one, but with the purpose of eliminating all of

those students who do not measure up to some imaginative, teacher

imposed standard. Those who do not possess the attributes necessary

for inclusion in the select group who meet the Etandard, are labeled

as having a "poor attitude". And as one teacher made clear in a

discussion with this researcher "when they nail a kid around here

with having a bad attitude he couldn't pass if Christ himself did

the kid's homework." And thus the hard core, overage in grade, poverty

stricken, dropout eventually occurs, in considerable numbers.

Under such conditions it is not suipricing to find, as the

tabular data indicated, that the grade twelve students and the

teachers, and to a significant extent the GED students, were in

complete agreement in every area of the questionnaire where attitude

was a factor in the rating order,

From the logic demonstrated by some of the dropouts in the

Interviews, and a conditon recognized by the U.S. Office of Health,

Education and Welfare when it began the Talent Search Project, it

is more than likely that many dtopcuts as students had a teacher

recognized potential far exceeding that of any of the attitudinally

correct students but because they did not fit the required pattern

and probably asked too many questions, they were prevailed upon

voluntarily to dropout.

It is obvious that if one places enough barriers in front

of a student with a high potential, that potentiality will atrophy.
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9) From the point of view of the dropout, the public schools

are fundamentalist in nature. That is they inhibit, prohibit and

deny behavior and thought while being excessively concerned with

errors. The dropout personality seems to be a more positively

oriented one than the grade 12 students appear to individually possess.

Thus the dropout is more concerned with knowing what did he do that

was correct or laudable. To him the schools do not effirm what their

function is all about. In his positive quest for a means or a

skill to lift himself and his family out of poverty, he is told to

wait, to exercise patience and to do his homework st, that it may be

corrected, i.e., so his mistakes can be pointed out. He knows from

having learned to ride a bicycle, that one builds on correct responses

and that to dwell on errors means that one walks in.,ead of rides.

10) Since the Addendums were without exception, written in

English, and the Interviews, with the exception of 5 minutes of

broken English mentioned earlier, were given entirely in border

Spanish spoken by the interviewees, the inference is that the

successful grade 12 students and the GED students differ from the

hard core dropouts in having learned not only conversational English

but to read and write it. Presumably, if the interviewees could

not carry on a conversation in English they could hardly be expected

to read and write it with any competency, and te content of the

Interviews tend to confirm this. Number 8) above contains some

inferences by way of explanation as to why some children learn

English in the schools and some do not, however, as the experienced

foreign language or English as a Second Language, teacher knows, for

some persons learning another language appears an almost impossible
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feat. And especially so when the Second Language is taught and used

only in an academic atmosphere and the ethnic language is reverted

to outside the classroom. Undoubtably, some of the dropouts fall

into this category. For those very few who cannot learn English

the only reasonable alternative seems to be to teach them standard

Spanish and to allow them to chose a vocational area for instruction

by a bilingual teacher.

11) To suggest as many different areas of data do, that what is

needed to help the potential dropouts remain in school is a vocational

program for them implies that the types of training, i.e., mechanics,

stenography, etc., is not only known but that the numbers necessary

to fill work positions presently vacant or to be vacant in the future,

and the degree of proficiency required for such employmet,t, are all

known for the Laredo area. Such is not the case, however, no thorough,

professional level research study of Laredo in terms of occupational,

technological and vocational information and analysis is underway;

although a survey of some nature is presently being planned by the

Texas Employment Commission.

12) Another facet of the recommendations for vocational training

for potential dropouts has deep implications for the method of

instruction used in the typical public school classroom. Public

school academic personnel seem to make of vocational training a

castoff, non-intellectual endeavor somehow beneath the vaunted

academic track. It is the view of this researcher that the

difference between the academic track and the vocational training

track does not lie in the illusionary differences between the high
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intellectual level required of the first and not needed by

the second but in something very different. In shoit, it is not

the difference in the nature of the content but the difference in

the nature of the instructional-learning process of vocational

education and the methods presently in use in the academic track

classroom.

The classroom or area in technological-occupational-vocational

education is a positively oriented process by virtue of the nature

of its instruction and by virtue of the nature of the learning process

on the part of the student; it is self-articulating, self-regulated,

self-dignifying, and the individual student is responsible for and

to himself. In the academic classroom teachers seem to be overly

concerned with covering the material of the textbook instead of

establishing behavioral objectives that have applicability both

inside add outside the classroom. Further, few academic track

classroo.n teachers seem to know how to convey to a student that the

student :s doing the learning himself, for himself, and not doing

something or other just to please the teacher.

even fewer teachers and administrators seem able not to

personalhe the el...1'8room or the school. To them it is "Hf classroom,"

"my school," etc. When in fsct schools, as is obvious, are built not

to provide jobs for teachers and administrators but to provide schooling

for children. However, while there are numbeous organisatitai which

represent the interests of the teachers, the adminiatratote, the

school boards and the parents, it was not until recently that anyone

spoke for the students' interests in the matter.
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13) It Eppears iron the Interviews and the GED Addendums that

some of the d:opo:Its did nor demonstrate a type of behavior the

schvols that would have ide-itified them as potJatial dropout-, This

further confirms the necessity for school personnel to be,:or, .9u-inted

with each student on an individual basis. It would also appear

desirable that school personnel became acquainted with the scifi,;

home environment and to some extent with the patents or guardians

of each student. The usual "Back to School Night" by whatever mle,

is hardly sifficient for anything of this nature an such ope,

events ere wore clearly revealing of their purpose and rationale by

the absence of the school work, demonstrations and personal involvement

of those not chosen to participate than is made evident by those

students represented in ,..ome way.

14) The phenomenon of dropping out of school may be national

in scope, but it is a local occurrence and thus, a local problem, with

local originF.. And while partiel solutions may be formulated from

information that crwes from elsewhere, the full solution will result

from a blending of such externally derived information with the

relevant local factors in such a way as to obtain an environmental

entity. A functional environment that takes into account the

particular individual circumstances that not only load to a student

becoming a dropout but strergthens those elements of the school that

keeps students in it until graduation, and provides they with an

attitude that leads to support of the schools as adults.
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15) Thera is need for en extensive school breakfast vogram

similiar to the LISD lunch program and similiarto the breakfast

operated for some 125 children from one small section of Laredo,

by the Salvation Army. Going to school without money, wearing poor

clothing, etc., is one situation. But going to school without

breakfast surely must come under the heading of cruel and unusual

punishment; just for being born in poverty.

lb) The Apendums anal the Interviews as well as several items

included in the tables contain sound evidence of many years duration,

of the failure of the schools in two major respects. 1) The ochools

have not exhibited sufficient flexibility to cope with the child who

falls outside a narrow range of permissible human expression and 2)

many teachers and adwinistrators in the schools have continued to

demonstrate and promote ewperiences of both an emotional and intellectual

nature, that systematically destroys a genuine opportunity for schooling

for the disadvantaged child. Too many teachers have Leen content to

expect failure on the part of the disadvantaged child and then to

serve as the prime mover in a self-fulfilling prophecy. Yet it is

difficult if not impossible to place the onus for dropping out of

school entiurely on the students.

17) Without going into a recital of the qualifications most

desired in teachers, it is evident that LISD needs to do something

with, to, or for a number of the personnel in the schools; however,

an examination of the financial resources, the organization of class-

room instruction by the principals and the established priority system

for the expenditure of the public school funds of the district reveal

that there is little likelihood that sufficient funds are or ever will

be, available by which the district can offer a salary level competitive
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with the larger urban areas or with the very wealthy rural districts

in other areas of Texas. Further, the state loses several hundred

teachers per year to New Mexico, Arizona, California, and Colorado.

From the New York Timcs November 1969, survey, these last named s,ates

pay an annual average salary to teachers that ranges from $600, New

Mexico and Colorado, to California, $3,000, more than does the State.

of Texas. And while the most recent Texas state legislature effected

a new salary scale, it only raised the state to 27th in the nation,

as the other states mentioned above have also effected raises. And

the difference in expenditures for public schooling wakes a difference

in the drc?,ut rate. The hign school dropout rate in California is

12.3% while the high school dropout rate in Texas is 30.3%. Another

widely used measure cf the public schoolc' efficiency is thenumber

of Selective :service draftees failing mental tests. In California

the figure iE 7.5X, in Texas the figure is 11.1%. Wewed from another

angle, Texas will reach in 10 years with its salary scale, the salary

level where California le now. And the figures indicated above are

not extreme examples. Whereas USD spends some $;65 per pupil

annually and California spends 5697, tha extreme is New York with an

ennual expenditure per pupil of $1,235.00. Hcqeer, the remuneration

received by the best of teachers is not the only or even the most

important factor in their employment. Just as has boea found in

some other occupational areas, the nature of the social elate emironment

and the degree of acceptance by the individual of his assignee status

in the social class structure have much more to do with employ tent

satisfaction than does salary. In brief quality attracts quality.

And in the social environment of the schools, in which raises in pay are
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equalized on the basis of "experience" for everyone within a given

classification, irrespective of the quality of the effort expended

and the results obtained, the better teachers are apt to move on in

search of positions where their talents ate appreciated and their

peer group members more like themselves. Especially does this seem

likely when there are such diametrically opposed attitudes as those

exhibited among the 45 teachers Ito responded to the Minnesota

Teacher Attitude Inventory. (A tent &signed to measure those

attitudes which predict how well .a teacher will get along with pupils

in interpersonal relationships, arid indirectly, how well satisfied

the teacher will be with teaching as a vocation.) That 21 out of 45

teachers hold a verifiable, tegative attitude toward their students,

their teaching positions and their occupational status indicates some-

thing or someonzt sriously in need of correction, or elimination.

Further, as is well known, poverty breeds anti-nocial behavior.

schoolThus, to attend a school in whicli the classrooms are staffed by first

rate teachers, interested and proficient in cresting a learning

environment, cculd become for the poverty ridden, Mexican-American

potential dropout a therapeutic, rehabilitotivc, and self-liberating

process.

18) A social commitment on the pert of LISD to involve itself

as a foundation of economic strength within the community, by prov!sling

technological- occupational - vocational training in such areas as will

allow a young person to find satisfactory employment elsewhere or will

induce small scale industry to begin or to relocate here. In the last

half of 1969 and the first quarter of 1970 combined, some 8 small

industries with a projected total of 500 employees were established

in the fa:edo area. However, several times 500 jobs are needed if the
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unemployment rate of 62 minimum to 12% maximum during tLe year, is

to be permanently reduced. And such permanent reducti,in in the rate,

would of necessity have to provide some 4,000 new jobs right now and

a geometric increase in jobs to total approximately and very conservatively,

60,000 adolZional jobs in the Laredo area in the next 17 to 20 years to

just stay even with the excess of births over deaths in this area. For

example and even though the figures presented are concerned with babies

of 1, 2 and 3 years of age the excess of births over deaths in Laredo

was:
2271 in 1967, was

2594 in 1968, and was

2y13 in 1969.

And this number will, without family planning, increase geometrically

over the years. And nothing in the above figures has accounted for

either families new tc. the area from other parts of the U.S. or from

Mexico. Also nothing in the above figures includes the not in-

considerable number of parttime jobs required by students as a means

of staying in school.

19) From the Interviews and the relevant Addendums, a number

of the grade 12 stu''nts are in school and a number of dropout's stayed

in school 1)nger than they otherwise would have because of the

possibility of being drafted. The inference is that should the U.S.

establish an all.ivolunteer military service, the dropout rate fc:

boys will increase, if all other factors remain generally the same.

20) Another striEing implication of the data when viewed from

the level of national affairs, is that should the present 10 million

18 yeas old citizens by given the fran ise in federal elections,
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possibly as many as 60% of a typical grade twelve class would be

eligible to vote in some years, in a national election during the

November immediately following their becoming seniors in September.

While the preceding senior class would have contained possibly as

many as 80% of its members eligible to vote in the primaries. Thus,

political agitation within the public schools could well become their

primary endeavor whether the authorities sanctioned suIll activities

or not.

And as several states have alreacy given the franchise to

citizens who are less than 21 years of age, it 1.6 not likely that

many years would elapse, after the federal franchise, before every

state would find it expedient to grant such franchise to its residents.

Should this occur it would create the interestiog situation of the

merits and demerits of school board uembers being debated by public

school students who could vote ft:: or against thermbera of their

own school board.

21) An even more impressive impli,:ation of the data when viewed

from developments on the national level, is the matter of establishing

competitive situation for the nation's schools. On Februery 2, 1970

it was reported in the Nations" Observer thit President Nixon's

administration, having pledged "new and strong emphasis on experimentation

and evaluation" in education is studying a plan that would permit

parents to buy schooling for their children at any school they choose.

The working name of this competitive device is "educational

voucher" A parent would be given a voucher, rapreselting his child's

or children's share of the public' school budget. The voucher could
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then be "spent" at the public or private elementary or secondary

school of the parent's choice, or even, at profit making schools

that might be established in response to the voucher market.

Fresently the educational voucher plan is being developed

under a $196,000 grant, at the Center of the Study of Public Policy

at Cambridge, Massachusetts. Obviously the federal government is

serious in its endeavors on behalf of the disadvantaged child as

the plan is to be tested in several cities beginning this next

school year.

The implications of such educational vouchers and parental

free choice of schools fcr their children are immense. What kind

of situation would result if all the personnel of a particular school

were under contract for a forthcoming school year, and few if any

students enrolled in that school? Obviously, as has happened to

many colleges and trade schools since 1950, the school would close

down. There is nothing new about this plan except its application

on the elementary and secondary levels. The G.I. Bil3 begun shortly

after W.W. II, is a type of voucher plan and thus has provided the

U.S. government with considerable data and experience with such a pla.i.

A plan that operated so well on the college 1 e1 that a college or

university or trade school that did not shapeup to the level of

student requirements and expectations, simply lost its students.

22) When consideration is directed toward the tone of urgency

of the Addendums and Interviews, it can be inferred that, in a relative

sense,morc importance is attached to public schooling than such experience

really merits. What is being stated here that all generally normal

students should be able to complete either the diploma requirements
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cf the schools of LISD or receive an equivalent amount in technological,

vocational, or occupational training just as a matter of course.

To continue in this relative vein, and generally speaking, a nigh

school diploma in the U.S. today, ranks at about the same level as

completion of the 8th grade in 1920, in respect to level of schooling

required for minor employment positions and the requirements of

citizenship. A B.A. from a typical state college or university ranks

about with a high school diploma of 1940 in regards to the requirements

for entry into highly skilled, semi professional and preprofessional

areas of endeavor.

To make of graduation from schooling an event comparable with

the pomp and pageantry of the Court of Vers-illes during the reign of

the French kings, is to create in the mind of the graduate a feeling

of relative intellectual and social accomplishment totally at variance

with reality. The graduate is told in effect and literally at

commencement, an anachronism if one ever existed, that now he is

equipped to face the future with something that in fact he does not

have, and that he is equipped to do things that simply, he does not

have the skills to do. The need of additional training in some

institution, or form of apprenticeship, and/or study at a college or

umiversity.is a fact of life for most youth today.

The implications fc.: the schools is that they have continued

a ritualiitic, theatrical form of effort, virtually liturgical in

naturev.ene that effects the schools from grades one through twelve,

and that is inappropriate to the re.lirements of the majority of the

students.
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In a technological culture the present is, in fact, always

from 10 to 15 years away, i.e., the time lag from the idea to the

drawing board, to the prototype, to the formulating of machinery,

to the production, to the distribution, to the use of the product,

to change :n society. The instruments, both cognitive and material,

of technol,)gy tend to create immense changes in society. The

institutions uf society tend to maintain the status quo and to

bury the individual in the immediate present and in the pasties time

and change flow by him. Thus it is necessary that the public schools

provide a more or less timeless but not nertessarily changeless,

foundation that has immediate and future relevance to the students

and to society.

This foundation should be one upon which every student can build

at his option, a life style or an employment career from among the

same 40,000 different job titles presently in this country. And it

is the lack of such a foundational curriculum that does much to create

the sense of urgency its the students who later become dropouts.

The direct implication for LISD and Laredo generally, is that

LISD is in need of a better balance within its curriculum, and in

Laredo there should be a better balance of opportunities for the young

people by the estublishmeat of institutional type, technological

and vocational training facilities.

Such a foundational curriculum can be formulated by extracting

from the society at large those elements most common to all its

activities and adding the nique elements common to the local region,

in which experience is beneficial to the students. Thus by inference

LISD should simplify its curriculum.



ti

Simplify just to that degree which provides foundational

scho' ling and preliminary experiences that encompass actual options

open to its students, whether such options are exercised in Laredo

or elsewhere.
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Conclusion:

From the data itself as well as from its implications, it is

evident that the contributors of the data of this study, feel that

a great number of ills both of omission as well as commission, exist

in the schools of LISD. And these implicit and explicit chronic

ailments run almost the entire gamut of human endeavor, from pregnancy

prior to dropping school to the need of many students for par time

employment. Such a wide range of individual and social requirements

demands a curriculum and an assumption of societal responsibility

totally at variance with the degree of support rendered LISD by the

representatives of the community, the community itself, and the

state. Three hundred sixty five dollars per year per student will

not buy the services of very many competent teachers, very much

schooling or very much discharge of institutional responsibility.

in just this year alone LISD has had included or perhaps

better put, imposed, within its curriculum a 475 page study of the

Spanish and Mexican Influence on the Cultural Development of the

Southwest and a 440 page study of the Use, Misuse, and Abuse of

Drugs Grld Narcotics; the latter for grades one through twelve.

This is not to deny the value of the contents of such material

to the students, but to suggest that a student who cannot read very

well and whose conceptual level is hardly past the budding stage will

find the first of these of little use, and the second is beyond the

powers of the school to make real.

Poorly financed schools cannot continue in their attempts to be

everything to everyone. They do not have the expertise, the type of
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campus environment, the flexibility of rrgani2ati:nal structure,

the methodology . for sensible and rapid modifications of the

curriculum,or a method of assessing the efficacy of such an all

inclusive curriculum.

Just because the public schools have on hand a captive audience

dz.es not mean that every social aberration or adversity can be solved

for the younger generation by the older generation's proclivity

for shoving its untested and usually poorly conceived, solutions into

sn already overloaded curriculum and thus down the throats of a

bewildered student body. And at the expense of that which the schools

could and should be doing.

Ideally, a public or private school curriculum, essentially and

much too briefly, is a process of blending experiences, some of which

are real andsome of which are vicarious, that produces a predictable

and desirable form of behavior in the pupil involved in the experiental

process. It is a matter,of training, a constraining process, designed

to provide a student with certain skills, certain bodies of information,

and certain view] and to interfere with and to inhibit certain natural

proclivities.

In a sense the curriculum in a modern society, requires one to

be unnatural as, for example, no one naturally, that is, just by growing

up, learns geometry, or, to most pupils, et.ong the most abstract concepts

in existence, the parts of speech and their functions.

It is clear from the data of the study, that one can conclude

that: many teachers, students and dropouts do not understand the nature

and function of schooling, which can be included as part of education

only when the term education is used its its widest application or most

general sense. As they ere so very different there should be no reason
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to confuse schooling with formal education, which is a freeing

enterprise and one that puts to use the skills gained at the schooling

level as well as adding skills and conceptualizations required of an

individual by which to reasonably verify and to some extent, demonstrate

beforehand, that one choice is preferable to several other possibilities

open to him.

Institutions that funttion as schools should not serve as arenas

for student debate centered around the curriculuT as a process of

experience. On the other hand the best colleges and universities are

sc filled with intellectudl ferment that the roofs of the buildings

just barely stay in place. They are places where student self discipline

is expected; a form of behavior that has for its foundation the imposed

discipline of the schooling process, which stem; from the discipline

of the home; although not entirely dependant on it. And discipline

is only a procedure for orienting a person toward a given form of

behavior and need not be harsh, cruel, or lead to regimentation.

This polorization between the highest ranked systems of schooling,

as they function in society, and the best college and universities, as

they function in society, is the reason why college and university

prep schools ate in existence. They serve to ease the transition from

an imposed discipline to self-discipline. Something that most public

schools never do; then they wonder why the dropout rate at the college

level is so immense, for their former students.

And the polorization has been included in these conclusions

in order to make clear a thread running through most of the Interviews.

That thread is the statement made by many and implied by an additional

number that no one was going to tell them what to do. Neither parents

nor teachers nor anyon, else apparently, would be listened to when it
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came right down to what the Intervievees wanted to do.

Is it possible that the culture of poverty in creating anti-

social behavior, creates it so early and so vehemently that the child

in coming to school at six years of ege, is already so disadvantaged

that he arrives too late to be helped in the typical 1st grade class-

room? Some developmentalpsychologistswould
answer in the affimative,

others in the negative; however, if the child of poverty is placed in

a classroom in which the teacher's attitude creates an atmosphere of

tension, fear and submission on the part of the students, it seems

reasonable to conclude that such reinforcement of the poverty child's

anti-social inclinations by a teacher with whom the child can neither

identify nor respect, very early
produces a high dRgree of resistence

that manifests itself in the child's refusr.1 to learn. And that if

such a negative, oppressive attitude on the part of the first grade

teacher or by any other teacher when the child is in the primary

grades, is reinforced by subsequent
teachers, sooner or later the

poverty child's threshold of tolerance is reached, the correctness

of his anti-social behavior is verified, and a dropout occurs.

It is also possible although hardly a conclusion can be made, that

many girls PPDS become so due to the deep and normal psychological

requirement for a sense of intimacy of shoring, of being needed by

and of needing someone else that all of us have, in varying degrees.

It say be recalled that Tolstoy wrote to the effect that all

happy families are so in a similiar way but that the unhappy family

isao in a unique way. That this is applicable to tb individual

child of USD who becomes a dropout is evident from the data.
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These children and adolescents

virtually every way the term can be

from a school system that is itself

And while this researcher does

are not only disadvantaged in

defined,bur they are dropouts

a disadvantaged one.

not believe that the very best

school system possible to devise would alleviate all or even most of

the ills of society, it is believed that any system of lesser calibre

immeasurably increases such ills, in both number and degree.
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RECOMENDATICCS

These recommendations are predicated on a view of the U.S. as

a distributive-electro-biochemical industrial system in which it is

expected that the state of Texas as a whole, will continue to play

a moderate role in attracting new industries; that some cities in

Texas, such as Houston with 23.4%, Lubbock with 23.2% and Dallas

with 23.1% urban growth rates, as reported by the U.S. Bureau of

the Census, will continue to attract a disproportionate share of

industry and othlr forms oL urban development; and that Laredo cannot

reasonably expect to attract enough investment capital or industry

to supply employment to 100% of either its present or potential labor

force. Thus Laredo might well give some consideration to providing

a school system whereby at the option of the students, they may be

prepated either for college academic studies by P.ualifying for the

usual academic diploma; or for immediate employment after graduation

with a technological diploma, based on.3 ;ears successful work in

grades 9, 10, and 11, in a terminal type program; or continuation in

career technological- occupational training, in either Laredo or else-

where.

A further predication of these recommendations is that one of

the moot outstanding delusions of our time is that societally pervasive

problems can be rectified on a piece meal nr patchwork basis. L/SD

needs more than a few additional counselors, replaument of a few

teachers, the addition of a few vocational training courses, etc., etc.

Essentially it needs a curriculum and organisational structure that
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dogs for the disadvantaged child, the potential dropout, at least

as muzh as the present academic curriculum and organizational structure

does for the college bound student.

An additionl predication is that LISD is going to have to go with

what it has; plus whatever extra help the state and federal governments

can give in the way of funding, with considerable help from other

community organizations and institutions; and with whatever LISD can

do to arrange additional training, education, and supervision of the

school personnel available to it.

And there are numerous reasons outside of the data embraced in

the study, why at this time such a moderate re:prganization of L1SD

isjzopitious, and predictably, will not soon occur again:

1) A single board of trustees governs LISD and Laredo Junior

College.

2) Several board members have recently been reelected so board

composition will remain stable for some time.

3) Several administrators in the office of the Superintendent

and in the office of the Federal Projects have a progressive orientation

combined with long experiental backgrounds, to make such reorganization

I -Nt only feasible but sound in procedure.

4) LISD just beginning ETV programming, an extremely laudable

development as it will permit many stuients to iuteract with worthwhile

material placed between themselves and the less qualified teachers.

5) Laredo city political structure just reelected so will remain

in office throughout reorganization.

'6) Model Cities program just gettivl underway and cooperation

can be expected from this and other community agencies.
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7) Texas Education Agency members are well acquainted with

problems faced by disadvantaged students in LISD, and seem fav-Aably

disposed toward rendering expert aid in arriving at possible solutions.

8) Federal rgencies oriented toward necessity of innovative

programs to aid the disadvantaged student.

9) It is expected that senior administrators of John Connally

Tech at Waco, if requested, possibly would be availeble for consultation.

10) The College and University Coordinating Board does not seem

to be in opposition to local regions seeking solutions to local educational

problems based on a unique, local situation. And the formulation of

the state wide junior college system is still in a state of flux.

11) Laredo can no longer evade or avoid the issues of social'

class as such issues Impinge on publicly supported institutions operated

for the benefit of an advantaged, select few.

The following recounendations are inclusive of detail only to

the minimum extent necessary to convey a broad pattern of student

opportunity and anticipated participation behavior, student preparation,

and expected beneficial results to the student and to the community.
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1) It is recommended that LISD and Laredo Junior College

be reorganized initially on a 5 to 7 year experimental, innovative

basis into the following grace structure.

Academic grogram

Grades

LISD GRADE STRUCTURE

Technological- Occupational Preparatory

Institute Program
Grades

K-1-2 Primary Grades **

3 -4 -5 Elementary Grades . **

6-7-8 Junior High Grades **

9-:-11 Senior High grades 9-10-11 Technological-Occupational
Preparatory Institute

Curriculum: Academic Curriculum: Academic-Car,-.er Preparation

(6 day Academic - l4 day career program)

Result: Diploma Result: Technological Diploma

Three Year
Academic Program

College prep year
Freshman year
Sophomore year

LAREDO JUNIOR COLLEGE

Three Year

Vocational Education Program
(Includes terminal training programa of less time duration)

First year in College Vocational Education Program
Second Year in College Vocational Education Program
Third Year in College Vocational Education Program

s* All pupils in Grades F through 8 would be in the regular primary,

elementary and junior high school programs, with the possible exception of

some overage in grade students who have become 14 years of age and who wish

to move to the TOP Institute for vocational training.
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For the Acidemic program such an organization would:

a) Allow LISD to organize the newly required kindergarten level

without having to recruit a full complement of teachero for it, by

the retraining of many of its present teachers.

b) Obviate the necessity for new academic classroom space over

and above that which is presently requIred or anticipated.

c) Allow a student to begin school at age 5 and complete 12

years at LISD at age 17.

d) Allow for smaller class size at the senior high school level

e) Tend to create a batter and more cohesive senior high school

classroom atmosphere, through having students with a greater homogeneity

of interects and goals.

f) Allow the presentation to interested classes of course content

supplementary material. concetned with careers requiring college or

university preparation.

g) Allow guidande counselors to become thoroughly familiar with

suel aspects of guidance as are pertinent to academically inclined

students.

h) Allow modifications of the curriculum based on a reasonably

well defined criteria of goals, aims and puri.msra appropriate to the

student body and to the community.

1) Allow supervisory personnel to establish with teachers, more

finely Jriun goals and aims designed to produce student reading pro-

ficiency and to maintain student classroom deportment based on a higher

degree of student motivation andon well established educational objectives,

such as Bloom's Taxonomy.
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c.

For the Technological Occupational Preparation Institute (TOP Institute)

such an organization would:

a) Allow the pupils the benefits of the ropier program in

grade K through 8, plus a curriculum content that includes at the

jenior high school level, material concerned with career choices of

a technological-occupational nature.

b) Lend credenza to the stated inteut of the public schools to

prepare all students for various kinds of o,:cess, after the years of

schooling are completed.

c) Eliminate patchwork vrocedares usually associated with adding

and deleting vocational courses and shop work, by

d) Establishing a separate building complex and organizational

structure of its own, but one integrated into the present overall LISD

public school organizational structure.

e) Present to the students academic type classroom instruction

more directly beneficial in content. For example, reading development

through the use of tech manuals, repair guides, etc.

f) TOP Institute program would allow students to enter it just

at the time when the dropout problem becomes acute for 50% of them.

g) TOP Institute program allows sufficient flexibility for

work-study arrangements whereby student receives sufficient salary

to remain in school.

h) A mobil, experimental ITV unit placed within the TOP Institute

structure would allow innovative training films to be developed.

i) Allow guidance counselors to become thoroughly familiar with

such areas of guidance as are pertinent to those students in the TOP

Institute.
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j) Provide a possible location for supplementary courses and

instructors provided by large corporations. For example, International

Telephone and Telegraph trains some 200,000 people in sixty countries

each year as an educational service. The company presently operates

a coas'c to coast network of 30 schools, and there is no reason why

they could not he invited to offer one or more courses.in the TOP

Institute.

k) Allow modifications of the curriculum on a basis tle.cible

enough to meet the requirements of the students and of the community.

And especially is this desirable in the area of relatively short term-

one time train!zg courses.

It is also of considerable importance that as the labor

requirements in ereas outside Laredo,, for training in specific fields

change, that the curriculum make the necessary adjustments. For example,

the U.S. Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics reported in 1969

on as average annual basis through 1975, employment opportunities,

amont many other areas will be primarily in the following:

Bookkeeping workers 80,000

Carpenters 32,000

Cashiers 60,000

Cooke /Chefs 44,000 .

Hospital Attendenta 77,000

Mechanic/repairman 84,900

Nurses: Licensed Practical 39,000

Registered Professional 61,000

Office Machine Operators 43,000

Sales people Retail 140,000

Steno/secretaries 175,000

Truck Drivers
Typists- 60,000

In addition, ITT estimates that in the next 5 years industry will

need 350,001 new technicians
anddraftsmenidesigners and 138,000 computer

programmers. Aal these requirements change over the years so must the

, !

TOP Institute curriculum reorient itself.
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Another area of possiMe usefulness to Laredo is the field

of fibre glass construction. High echool level, TOP Institute,

students could produce pick-up bed canopies and open cockpit

boats, for sale at material cost prices. This could well lead to

a boat/camper light industry in Laredo, located as it is between

two large lake and recreational areas.

1) Allow students from the larger and some what isolated trading.area

served by Laredo access to TOP Institute training on a -mlerate tuition basis.

m) Prepare LJC for the time wh,:n it will become advisable to broaden

its revenue base by becoming a regional college.

2) It is recommended that irrespective of any changes in the

number of grades in the public school and college organizations, the

TOP Institute program, or some rather large scale variation of it be

organized, if LISD is to decrease the dropout rate significantly.

3) It is recommended that LISD organize its Census and Statistics

office include individual student data on the junior and senior

high school levels, and that all census and statistical data be

computerized, or, at the very least, such data should be key punched

into IBM cards forimachine processing.

Further the installation of data processing generates information

indispensable to the individualization of student instruction,

scheduling, and high quality student personnel services, including,

of course, guidance end counseling.

21) It is recommended that English as a Second Language (ESL)

be implemented throughout the elementary schools of LISD, and

5) That developmental reading prograLs be the first priority

for junior high school students, for senior high school students and

for all teachers in LISD.
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12 It is recommended that an accountablility for learning system .

be instituted in all the schools of LISD, by requiring supervisory

and administrative personnel to formally and professionally appraise

the individual efforts of the teachers in regard to:a) studel.

motivation; b) mea°'trement and evaluation of student learning as

related to behavioral, sometimes referred to as instructional, objectives;

0 human relationships with the students; d) a knowledge and use of

a substantially sound theory of developmental psychology, by teachers

on the elementary level in regular and remedial classes; e) individual

guidance and direction of the students based on a), b), c), and d).

1) It is recommended that a plan be placed in operation to

utilize the students who are the best readers on the junior and senior

high school leVels, as tutors to those elementary and junior high

school students in need of such help.

132 It is recommended that a reading clinic he ;!stablished;

initially to work with primary level pupils.

91 It is recommended that high quality, graduate level university

extensiov. courses in guidance and counseling, human relations, educational

psychology and developmental reading be required of all teachers in

LISD who have not acquired 5 or more graduate semester hours in the

last 4 years.

10) It is recommended that definite and direct steps be taken to

provide to the students through some community agency, information relative

to Family Living in the 20th Century.

11) It is recommended that a breakfast program on the same basis

as the present lunch program, be organized.
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12) It is recommended that in order to obtain the maximum services

from the nucleus of excellent teachers in LISD, that two committees be

formed from these teachers,1) To formulate a non-graded system for the

purposes of making more evident the process of the individualization of

instruction and for evaluating student progress,without placing the

stigma of failure on those who do not learn quite as fast as some others

do. 2) To organize a junior high and senior high school program that

embraces large group and small group instruction and inependent study,

without resorting to team teaching. There just does not appear to be

a sufficiency of qualified teachers for team teaching to become a

reality.

U.) It is recommended that no teacher be permitted to require the

purchase by any student of any item that does not clearly and directly

enhance the learning environment of the student.

14) It is recommendca that in order to establish the efficacy

of the present curriculum that a through follow-up study be made of

at least two graduation classes, with a spread in years between such

classes of at least four years, with the following Ojectives as a

crucial part of the study.

1) What percentage of the high cchool graduates continued

into post high school programs and what percentage did not?

2) What types of programs were selected by continuers?

3) What reasons were given by graduates for deciding to continue

their education and-for choosing particular post high school

programs and why did some choose not to continue?

4) What percentage of those entering post high school programs

completed programs and what percentage discontinued?

5) Are there discernible common factors which characterize

continuers in contrast with non-continuers such as: sex,
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size of family, facility in ethnic language, education of
parents, number and type of schools attended, repetition of
grades or subjects, favorite subject in high school, and
favorite activity in school?

6) What were the sources of financial assistance to continue
training or education?

7) How do Mexican-American graduates evaluate their high school
experience in the light of the following:

a. The value of their high school experience in relation to their
prese^t status?

b. The extent and effectiveness of guidance and counseling
received in high school?

c. The encouragement they receive to continue training?

d. Changes which they consider desirable in the high schools
they attended?

e. The paths they would follow if they could retrace their
steps in public schooling and post high school programs.

f. The influences their high school associates exerted upon
their post high school plans?

g. Their opinions as to why some of their fellow grade 12
students did not graduate?

h. Their impressions of prejudice through experience or
observation and its effect upon their post high school
plans and achieve7ent?

i. Their definitions of success, and the percentage who
consider themselves successful?

8) What curriculum additions, deletions or changes seem necessary
in the light of the data obtained in objectives 1 through 7, if
the graduate is to be able to take advantage of the actual
opportunities open to him, as opposed to the theoretical ones?

15) It is recommended that there be organized an in service

program that makes use of the experiences of a number of professional

persons' qualified to convey, to the teachers and administrators

presently and virtually entirely concerned with the things of schooling,

the spectrum of learning as an attitudinal, behavioral, process

formulation.
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TABLET

DROPOUT GIRLS PREGNANT PRIOR TO DROPPING SCHOOL
(PPDS) BY AGE C -29)

Age

13 3.5

14 10.5

15 17.0

16 17.0

17 ,
17.0

18 24.5

19 10.5
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TABLE II

DROPOUT GIRLS PREGNANT PRIOR TO DROPPING SCHOOL
(PPDS) BY GRADE (N-29)

Grade

5 10.0

6 7.0

7 14.0

8 7.0

9 17.0

10 14.0

11 21.0

12 10.0

2
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TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF DROPOUT GIRLS PREGNANT PRIOR TO DROPPING SCHOOL (MS)
BY GRADE & YEARS OVERAGE IN GRADE (N -29)

Grade Years Overage in Grade Overage
By Grade

0 1 2 3 4 I

4

5 1 1 1 10.0

6 2 7.0

7 2 2 14.0

8 1 1 7.0

9 2 2 1 17.0

10 1 1 1 1 14.0

11 2 3 1 21.0

12 2 1 10.0

Overage
Years 2 28.1 20.3 24.1 17.2 10.3

3
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TABLE IV

GIRLS PREGNANT PRIOR TO DROPPING SCHOOL (PPDS)
BY GRADE, AGE, S YEARS OVERAGE IN GRADE*

Grade

(N-29)

Age and Years Overage

(15-4)

(16-3)

(17-2)

(18-2)

(18-1)

(19-1)

in Grade

(19-2)

Overage
By Grade

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

(13-2) (14-3)

(16-4) (16-4)

(15-2) (15-2)

(14-0) (15-1)

(14-0) (15-0)

(16-0) (17-1)

(17-0) (17-0)

(18-0) (18-0)

(16-3)

(17-2) (18-3)

(19-3)

(18-1) (18-1)

7.

10.0

7.0

14.0

7.0

17.0

14.0

21.0

10.0

*(0-0) Each bracket signifies 1 girl PPDS, First number
enclosed in bracket refers to chronological age; second number
to years overage in grade.
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TABLE V

DISTRIBUTION OF DROPOUTS BY AGE AT DATE OF DROPPING SCHOOL
(N-160)

Age Girls (N-80) Boys (N-80) Girls and Boys (N-160)

10

11

1.25 .625

12 1.25 .625

13 1.25 2.50 1.85

14 5.00 2.50 3.75

15 12.50 11.25 11.80

16 18.75 23.75 21.50

17 23.75 21.25 22.50

18 18.75 22.50 20.50

19 15.00 2 50 8.74

20 3.75 3.75 3.75

21 6.25 3.12

22 2.50 1.25

S
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TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION OF DROPOUTS BY GRADE AT DATE OF DROPPING SCHOOL

(N -160)

Grade Girls (N-80) Boys (N-80) Girls and Boys (N-160)

1

2

3 2.50
1.25

4 5.00 1.25 3.12

5 11.25 17.50 14.26

6 6.25 8.75 7.50

7 16.25 25,00 20.62

8 10.00 6.25 8.25

9 15.00 11.25 13.36

10 13.75 15.00 14.26

11 16.25 12.50 14.26

12 3.75 2.50 3.12

6
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TABLE VII

DISTRIBUTION OF DROPOUTS BY YEARS OVERAGE IN GRADE
(N-160)

Years Girls (N-80) Boys (N-80) Girls and Boys (N-160)

Overage

0 11.25 8.75 10.00

1 16.25 5.00 10.62

2 18.75 22.50 20.62

3 23.75 17.50 20.62

4 15.00 17.50 16.32

5 5.00 17.50 11.25

6 5.00 8.75 6.83

7 2.50 2.50 2.50

8 1.25 .62

9 1.25 .62

7
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TABLE VIII

DISTRIBUTION OF DROPOUT GIRLS BY GRADE AND YEARS OVERAGE IN GRADE

(N-80)

Grade Years Overage in Grade Overage
By Grade

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 X

3 1 1 2.5

4 1 1 1 1 5.0

5 1 1 2 2 2 11.2

6 2 3 6.2

7 1 3 4 4 1 16.2

8 1 1 2 3 1 10.0

9 2 1 3 4 2 15.0

10 2 4 2 2 1 13.7

11 2 5 4 2 16.2

12 2 1 3.7

Overage
Years 2 11.2 16.2 18.8 23.8 15.0 5.0 5.0 2.5 1.2 .1.2
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TABLE IX

DISTRIBUTION OP DROPOUT BOYS BY GRADE AND YEARS OVERAGE IN GRADE
(N-80)

Years Overage in Grade

_

Overage
By Grade

4

0 1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 %

1.2

5 2 6 4 2 17.5

6 1 1 2 1 2 8.7

7 1 5 3 4 3 1 25.0

8 3 4 1 6.2

9 2 1 1 3 2 11.2

10 2 2 5 1 2 15.0

11 1 1 3 1 2 2 )2.5

12 1
t

1 2.5

verage
ears 2 8.7 5.0 22.5 16.2 18.7 17.5 8.7 2.5Y

os
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TABLE X

DISTRIBUTION OF DROPOUT GIRLS AND BOYS BY GRADE AND YEARS OVERAGE

IN GRADE (N-160)

Years Overage in Grade Overage
de

0

3

1 2 3

1

4 5 6 7

1

8 9

ny UTT

1.2

4 1 1 1 1 1 3.1

5 1 1 4 8 6 3 14.2

6 1 3 5 1 2 7.5

7 1 1 8 7 8 3 2 20.5

8 1 1 5 7 1 1 8 -..

9 4 2 4 7 4 13.3

10 4 6 7 2 2 2 14.2

11 3 6 7 3 2 2 14.2

12 3 1 1 3.1

we rage

ears % 10.0 10.6 20.4 19.8 16.7 11.7 6.8 2.5 .62 .62

10
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TABLE XI

DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTARY STUDENTS BY GRADE AND YEARS
OVERAGE IN GRADE AS OF 1 SEPTEMBER 1969 (N-1446)

Years Grade I
(N-337)

#

Grade II
(N-359)

#

Grade III
(N-355)

#

Grade IV
(N-395)

#

Total

(N-458)
By Years

Totai

(N-1446)
By Yearr

Overage
in Grade

Overage
X

Overage
%

1 18 64 105 92 61.1 20.0

2 2 15 35 56 23.5 7.5

3 3 4 21 21 10.7 3.5

4 1 2 5 10 3.9 1.5

5 0 0 0 2 .4 .05

6 0 0 0 2 .4 .05

Total Vs 24 85 166 183

Grand Total 458 32.7

I OveregE

in Grade 2 7.1 23.7 46.8 46.3

.11
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TABLE XII

DISTRIBUTION OF 1969-Th MARTIN HIGH SCHOOL GRADE 12 STUDENTS

BY YEARS OVERAGE IN GRADE AS OF 1 SEPTEMBER 1969* (N-490)

Years
Overage

0

1

2

3

4

S

.Overage

in Grade Z

Total Overage
in Grade 2

Girls (N-265)

52.1

Boys (N-225)

41.6

Girls and Boys
%

47.3

(N-490)

29.0

13.0

2.6

2.2

1.1

47.9

34.0

18.6

4.5

1.3

0.0

58.4

31.5

15.8

3.5

1.8

.55

52.7

*Texas Public School Law requires a pupil to be 6 years of age

prior to 1 September of the year in which he enrolls in school. Thus

the expected age on September 1 of the beginning of the senior year

would be 17.

12
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TABLE XIII

DISTRIBUTION OF GIRLS PREGNANT PRIOR TO DROPPING SCHOOL, DROiOUT GIRLS,

AND DROPOUT BOYS BY MONTH OF DROPPING SCHOOL (N-160)

Girls

PPDS
(N-29)

Other
Girl
D /o's-

(N-51)

Girl
D/o's
(N-80)

Boys
D/o's
(N-80)

Girls and Boys
Dropouts
(N-160)

Month % % % % %

Sept. 2.5 0.0 2.5 3.7 3.1

Oct.. 6.2 2.5 8.7 3.7 6.2

Nov. 1.2 3.8 5.0 3.7 4.3

Dec. 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 .6

Jan. 2.5 6.2 8.7 2.5 6.0

Feb. 0.0 2.5 2.5 6.0 3.7

March 3.7 12.5 16.2 21.0 18.6

April 13.7 10.2 23.7 28.2 26.3

May incl.
Summer 6.2 26.3 32.5 30.0 31.2

Total
(N-80) % 36.0 + 64.0 100.0

Total
(N-80) Z 100.0

Total
(N-160)% 100.0

13
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TABLE XIV

BOYS STATED REASONS FOR DROPPING SCHOOL (N-80)

X

Reasons

Overage 28.75

Economic 27.50

Bored with school routine 7.50

Afraid they would not pass 7.50

Clash with teachers or administrators 7.50

Too many fights at school

Became known as playboyb
or trouble makers

To marry and support wife

No help from teachers

School not relevant

Parents after him to study

Embarrassed by perspiration

Personal Health (MD's direction)

6.25

5.00

2.50

2.5C

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25



TABLE XV

GIRLS STATED REASONS FOR DROPPING SCHOOL (N-80)

Reasons Stated

PPDS 36.25

Overage 19.75

Economic 9.00

Care for ill parent 8.75

Personal Health (MD's direction) 6.25

No help from teachers 6.25

Became discouraged 5.00

Clash with teachers or administrators 3.75

Bored with school routine 3.75

Molested by boys 1.25

15
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TABLE' XVI

STATED VOCATIONAL GOALS OF GIRL DROPOUTS (N-80)

Goals

Secretary 28.75

Hospital work 23.75

Retail Sales Clerk 16.25

Public School Work 8.75

No vocational plans 6.25

Waitress 3.75

Grocery Cashier 3.75

Bookkeeper 2.50

Delivery Clerk 1.25

Housemaid 1.25

Librarian 1.25

Beauti fan 1.25

Repetitive Work 1.25

16
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TABLE 'ail

STATED VOCATIONAL GOALS OF BUY DROPOUTS (N-80)

Goals

Mechanic 73.75

Electrician 11.25

Carpenter 10.00

No plans 10.00

Retail Sales 7.50

Welder 7.50

Office work 6.25

Bookkeeping 2.50

Public work 2.50

Teacher 2.50

Lawyer 2.50

Male nurse 1.25

Graphic artist 1.25

Telephone Company installer 1.25

Computer Programmer 1.25

Janitor 1.25

Butcher 1.25

Fashion's designer 1.25

Mathematician 1.25

Heavy equipment operator 1.25

Railroad Brakeman 1.25

Truck delivery work 1.25

17
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TABLE TWIT

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE
BY MALE TEACHERS (N-20)

reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see
any relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
ployment

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out -of- school

friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

Teacher Interviewee #

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20

4 2 2 3 5 4 4 6 4 1 4 4 2 3 4 5 1 5 5 6

3 4 3 2 2 5 3 8 3 7 1 ? 3 4 5 4 5 3 4 4

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 2 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 1

5 3 5 4 4 3 5 2 6 6 5 3 5 2 6 7 6 2 6 5

8 8 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 8 8 8 .7

7 7 8 5 7 6 7 4 5 4 8 7 8 7 8 6 7 7 7 8

6 5 4 6 6 7 2 3 7 3 ( 5 6 6 3 2 3 6 3 2

2 6 6I7. 3 2 6 5 1 2 3 6 415 2.1 2 4 2 3

18
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14.8

14.7

20.8

12.6

3.6

6.0

12.4
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TABLE XIX

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE
BY FEMALE TEACHERS (N-20)

Reason:

Desire to get a
job S have some
money

Failure to see
any relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
ployment

feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counceling
or other supportive
services

Teacher Interviewee #

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 16 12118 19'20I1

I

3 1 1 1 6 2 1 6 4 3 3 2 1 6 2 1 1 3 4

4 3 2 4 4 3 .4 4 1 5 2 3 3, 1 1 3 2 4 6 2

2 2 3 3 1 / 2 1 6 1 1 1 21 3 3 2 3'2 3 1

5 6 5 6 5 6 5 8 8 4 4 7 6 4 5 6 6 1 8 7

8 8 7 8 7 8 7 3 7 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 7 l 8 : 7 8

1

7 7 8 7 8 6 6 7 5 2 8 6 4 7 4 4 8 7 i 5 6

6 5 6 5 3 5 8 2 3 7 5 4 5 5 7 5 4 1 6 2 3

I

1

i

1

i

1 4 4 2 2 1 3 5 2 6 6 5 7 , 2 y 6 , 7 , 5 1 5 ; 1 1 4

19.
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17.3

16.6

18.7

8.4

4.4

7.6

11.4

15.6
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TABLE XX

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE
BY MALE AND FEMALE TEACHERS (N-4n)

Reason:

Desire to get a job
have some money

Failure to see any relevance
of curriculum to future,
employment

Feeling of failure and hope-
lessness resulting from failing
grades

Persuasion of out-of-school
friends to leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate clothing

Personal clashes with teachers
as authority figures

Lack of individual or group
counseling or other supportive
services

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order
Males

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage
FemalesMales Females

(N-20) (N-20) (N-20) (N-20)

3 2 14.8 17.3

4 3 14.7 16.6

1 1 20.8 18.7

5 6 12.6 8.4

8 8 3.6 4.4

7 7 6.0 7.6

6 5 12.4 11.4

2 4 15.1 15.6

*Pertaining to the sum of the fre;uencies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.

20.
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TABLE XXI

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE BY
ALL TEACHERS (N-40)

Reason:

Desire to get a job &
have some money

Failure to see any relevance
of curriculum to future
employment

Feeling of failure and hope-
lessness resulting from failing
grades

Persuasion of out-of-school
friends to leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate clothing

Personal clashes with teachers
as authority figures

Lack of individual or group
counseling or other supportive
services

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage
All teachers All teachers

(N-40) (N-40)

2 16.05

3 15.65

1 19.75

6 10.50

8 4.00

7 6.80

5 11.90

4 15.35

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.
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TABLE XXII

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE DROPOUTS
AS STATED BY MALE TEACHERS (N-20)

Additional counseling

More individual
help from teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity for
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less Homework

More understanding.
and sympathetic
teachers

More male teachers

Smaller class sites

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

Teacher Interviewee #
1 2 3 4.4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15.16 17 18j19 20

3 1 9 2 6 4 6 3 1 6 5 2 2 2 13 3 2 1 4 1

2 2 6 1 5 3 3 1 2 8 1 3 3 1 7 3 4 3 3 4

3 10 12 9 1 8 12 9 5 5 13 1 4 3 2 4 12 1 6 6

1 3 1 4 2 1 5 2 6 1 6 4 5 4 3 2 9 4 1 8

11 .4 7 3 9 9 11 5 3 7 10 7 1 5 5 6 13 8 2 2

5 13 11 12 11 10 7 12 7 9 9 11 q 13 4 12 7 10 5 12

8 7 10 13 13 11 8 10 12 13 12 12 13 9 12 13 8 11 7 13

4 6 2 5 3 7 4 6 4 2 11 10 6 7 6 5 5 12 8 5

9 8 5 6 4 2 1 4 8 3 4 5 7 6 1 7 2 9 13 3

6 12 8 11 8 13 13113 13 13 8 8 12 8,1110 11 5 12 7

7 5 3 7 7 5 2 7 9 4 2 6 8 12 9, 9 1 6 9 9

12 11 4 8 10 6 10 8 10 10 3 9 10 11 8 8 6 7 10 10

10 9 3 10 12 12 911 11 11 7 13111 10:10.1111013 '1 11

22
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11.6

7.9

8.2

5.2

3.5

8.9

9.4

4.4

8.3

6.0
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TABLE XXII!

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE DROPOUTS
AS STATED BY FEMALE TEACHERS (N-20)

Additional counseling

More individual
help from teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity for
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less homework

More understanding
and sympathetic .

teachers

More male teachers

Smaller class sizes

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

Teacher Inteviewee #
1 2 3 4 15 6 7 8 9'10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18.19 20

5

1

13

2

5

1

4

2

1

1

5

2

3

5

9

2

1

3

1

7

1

1

2

3

3

2

7

4

3

1

2

3

11

3

2

4

2

6

1

2

3

1

5

7

2

4

3

2

3

1

5

2

3

1

1

2

5

1

2

4

4 3 5 6 4 6 2 10 5 11 1 1 3 4 1 1 2 4 6 3

L2 4 3 8 7 6 7 3 6 6 2 7 5 7 7 11 6 10 6 3

3 12 6 12 10 11 10 13 10 12 6 11'13 10 9 10 8 12 7 13

LO 11 9 11 12 8 2 7 13 9 13 9 8 8 10 8 9 7 12 7

I

11 6 12 3 13 4 4 4 11, 5 12 6 5 5 12 5 7 8 4 6

9 7 3 4 7 5 6 5 1 6 4 7 4 6 8 7 6 5 8 5j
I

6 10 11 10 8 9 8111 9 10 9 10 9 13 6 13 12 10 13 10;

2 8 7 8 1 10 5 8 4 7 5 8 11 9 3 9 4 9, 91 91

4

7 9 10 9 2 13 3 9 8 8 8 13 12 12 4 11 13 11'101 81
. ; ,

8 131.13 13 11 12 9 12112 13 10 12 10 11 13 12 11 13+11421

23.
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12.0

11.6

11.2

7.9

4.5

4.9

7.4

8.5

4.6

7.6

5.1

3.7



TABLE XXIV

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE DROPOUTS
AS STATED BY:MALE AND FEMALE TEACHERS (N-40)

Additional counseling

More individual
help from teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of some
academic subjects

Opportunity for
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Lcss homework

More understanding
and sympathetic
teachers

More male teachers

Smaller class stale

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

Cumulative*
Response

R:tting Order

Females
(N-20)

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage

Males
(N-20)

Males Females
(N-20) (N-20)

3 1 11.2 12.0

1 2 11.6 11.6

8 3 7.9 11.2

2 4 11.4 11.0

7 6 8.2 7.9

10 12 5.2 4.5

12 10 3.5 4.9

5 8 8.9 7.4

4 5 9.4 8.5

11 11 4.4 4.6

6 7 8.3 7.6

9 9 6.0 5.1

13 13 3.5 3.7

*Pertaining to the sum of the freque.lcies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.
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TABLE XXV

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE DROPOUTS

---ArnATED BY ALL TEACHERS (N-40)

Cumulative* Cumulative*
Response Response

RatingLOrder Percentage
All teachers All Teachers

(N-40) (N-40)

Additional counseling 1 11.60

More individual
help from teachers 2 11.60

Work study program
with weekly salary 4 9.55

Job training
program leading
to employment 3 11.20

Elimination of some
academic subjects 7 8.05

Opportunity for
extra school activities during
the school day 10 4.85

Additional after-school
activities 12 4.20

Less homework 6 8.15

More understanding
and sympathetic
teachers 5 9.15

More malt teachers 11 4.50

Smaller clasb sizes 8 7.95

Smaller school
enrollment 9 5.55

Shorter school day 13 3.65

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.
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ADDENDUM I

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of Teachers Questionnaire Item

Questionnaire Item.

Most of the above factors are the overt symptoms resulting
from personal, motivational, and attitudinal characteristics
of the student and from the influence of his environment.
Please deal in depth with your assessment of the major factors
which led to the student dropping out of school and/or any
changes that might tend to reduce the number of dropouts.

Verbatim written responses:

1. "The Administrators should be well aware of all types of
students 'nd know the needs of the community. The curriculum
should be related to future employment. The role of teachers
should be that of more of a counselor, someone ready to lend
a helping hand - no preaching. After proper counseling and
upon recommendation of counselor, student should be encouraged
to follow either acad. or voc. route and classes should be set
up to meet his needs.

2. The type of student found mostly in Laredo, comes from a low-
income family and hae been deprived of many opportunities
because of an over-size family who has to be fed, clothed,
etc. The student, then, upon reaching a certain age feels the
pressure and demands of society and reaches out to what he
feels is the only solution to his problem -- drop school and
get a job.

3. The reason for withdrawing in the cases' with which I am familiar,
staled from domestic rather than scholastic factors. All changes
to financially help the student would add in solving the problem.
These changes would create a more inviting personal atmosphere .

for the potential dropout.

f. Most of thl students that have dropped were failing in two or
more subjects.

5{ Closnr relation between teacher and administrators.will greatly
increase reduction of:drops simply because teachers and
administrators will buoy what the goal is and how much work it
really is to teach. It seems that administrators have forgotten
all the little detail of teaching simply stick teachera with work.
The teachers should have more understanding and be more sympathetic
toward students. Teachers cauldbe involved along with administrator
with helping the potential dropout.

25a
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6. We have to be so socially rigid that we penalize everyone
who does not fit the narrow minded ways of the community
that the administrator enforces in the schools. I really
believe many good students drop out because of this.

7. Broken home - leaving with relatives, money to buy and keep a
car, slow learaers - need more attention.

8. Want to get married.

9. The administration of school is actually where the reorganization
should start, setting up a program with a committee of each
teachers and counselors. Then set up a curriculum for them such
as vocational courses. These students don't want to learn facts
in history or science but rather want to work with their hands.
Teachers should recognize the fact that these students dropped
because of our attitudes toward then. Morning classes should
be emphasized on a few academic courses and the afternoons
should be vocational courses or vice versa.

10. Students ate overage for their grade level.

11. Needs better elementary school training.

12. The principal of this school tries to force all the atudents
to fit the procrustean bed. Those that do net are soon forced
to drop.

13. Students being overage for their grade level.

14. Some students drop out of school because their foundation for
the courses is inadequate and they cannot do the work. Repeated

failure is very discouraging. Some do not have the I.Q. which
is needed to meet the requirements of the course. Placing
these students in vocational courses might keep him in school.

15. Make the lessons interesting and meaningful so the student wants
to stay in school.

16. Perhaps a contributing factor is that of the student's desire to
have some money in his pocket and to get employment. This appears

. to provide a feeling of "being a somebody" it may be an emphasis
on what money can buy the material things that we seek in life.

17. Administrator should b. an academician first and an administrator
record. Demytholigize the curriculum. I believe in the
classroom teacher in the traditional role as teacher and
administrator, and now with a new role as motivator of interest.
Evening classes might be helpf41.

18. Most students in our school belong to the lower social class.

25b
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Their parents did not finish their school therefore the home
environment does not help the child in his school work. As
a result, the child's grades are low, and he becomes discouraged
with failure.

19. Compounding poor English skills and intimidation (and lack of
humanism on part of the teachers).

20. The student's lack of skill in the use of English is I feel, the
major facet in his decision to drop out.

21. Students should have more say so in the way the school is run and
there should be less subject matter and more courses that will
help them once they get out of school. We need more sympathetic
and understanding teachers.

22.. Lack of motivativation, lack of interest by some teachers.

23. I think the lack of individual or group counseling or other
supportive services is one of the main factors for dropout because
it is at advice of need and help that a student should be helped
and mcourdged so as not to drop from school. When the child
feels let down other things and teachers seem to be against him
and he cannot take it anymore and therefore gives up.

.

24. "Parents" couldn't care less if their children get an education
or not.

25. Students dropped out of school without ever knowing that their
future has been partially cut off merely because of the attiCule
they have toward school. In other words they have refused to,
learn and have lost the real meaning of "education"

26. Student fell into poor study habits at an early age then he failed
to acquire a solid foundation in English and arithmetic. He vas
promoted - justly or otherwise. (Perhaps it was not his fault
that his foundation is a handicap - perhaps he is the victim of
poor teaching). In any event he was pushed along until he reached
high school. Once in high school he finds himself in deep water
without having learned to swill. He is under pressure to mend
his poor study habits, acquire a better foundation and at the
same time learn new concepts And skills. He is of an age he is
under social pressure to keep up with his peers. He is older
than his classmates. He is faced with an almost insurmountable
task. II it any wonder he considers getting a full time job in
order to buy a second-hadd car.

27. A communication gap in the very early grades led to poor school
work. With overcrowded conditions the children could not be given
enough individual attention, so were failed, failed again, and
finally passed on because of age when they had already lost all
hope and interest.

25c
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28. My conclusion as to the reasons why studentd drop out of school,

are as follows: (1) consecutive failures in classroom activities,
which eventually leads then to lose interest in school completely
and either become discipline cases or seek a job where they will
succeed. (2) some students get too old for their grade level
and are surrounded by younger and smarter students, therefore not
interested enough in all subjects. (3) some students are and
get consequently bored in all areas of school. (4))the administration
of this school never supervises the teaching in the classroom.

29. .eick of self-confidence in setting low goals for themselves.

30. Definitely the curriculum should be geared to fit the needs of
these dropouts. Courses that will prepare them for the jobs
should be given to them.

31. Sometimes the dropout students don't get the proper counseling

P from the counselor and teachers. We teachers don't have patienne
1 enough to listen to them. The state should set up a program for

smommeling these students. The state should eliminate some
academic subjects and introduce vocational courses.

I

32. Students do not see any relation between their school work and
what they will be doing once they leave school.

33. Intimidation of student in non-premeditited way as a function of
cultural control.

34. These students need to be able to see a more direct relationship
between what they are being taught now and what they will need
later on.

35. Smaller classes will start the ball rolling. With smaller classes
individual work can be performed and if teacher runs into a proWen.
the counselor is there to help. With understanding and sympathetic
teachers problems will be at minimum. Homework is a waste of
time therefore here we can eliminate one frustrating problem.

36. Taere ought to be closer supervision of classroom teachers. (what
is being taught and how). And the curriculum should have more
relevance to future employment. The teachers should show more
interest in the individual student and have willingness to change
or accept change. (Try new ideas or methods if the old ones are
not doing the job.) We need smaller classes and more and better
counseling.

37. Individual counseling and personal feeling for every student.

38. Slller classes.

39. 9mne way of helping parents to see importance of letting student
stay in school all year.

40. Most drops would stay in school with better counseling and a job
placement department for eter'school jobs.
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ADDENDUM TABLE I

Rank Order Results By Grade From Minnesota Teacher Attitude

Inventory of Elementary Teachers (N-+45)

First Grade (N711) Third Grade (N-12)

72 59

63 58

62 NN

55 40

NN 34

52 30

39 3

26 -1

6 -11

-6 -13

-18 -26

-23 -34
-46

Second Grade (N-10) Fourth Grade (N-12)

All are 23 points or
more below NN

68

NN
51

22
32 9
32 8

28 -4
22 -10
8 -10

-1 -17
.

-22 -36
-29 -38
-35 -56
-80

NN-Nationdl Norm 55.1
LISD Norm 36.6
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Rank Order of All Scores (N-45)

72
68
63
62
59

58
55

NN
52

51
40
39
34
32
32
30
28
26

22

22
9

8

8

6

3
-1
-1

-4
-6
-10
-10
-11
-13
-17
-18
-22
-23
-26
-29
-34
-35
-36
-38
-46
-56
-80



Reason:

TABLE XXVi

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE BY
MALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-100)

Desire to get a job
& have some money

Failure to et*
any relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
loyment

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

Student Interviewee #

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9'10111 13 4 11 :

4 1. 1 1' 5 1 1 2 3 1 3

,12

1 1 1 5 2 7 2

6 5 4 2 6 3 5 4 7 4 4 3 5 3 2 4 8 3

1 2 3 8 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 5 2 8 1 3 1 1

8 8 6 3 7 6 4 5 6 3 6 4 4 4 3 6 3 4

5 3 5 5 4 8 8 7 8 7 5 8 3 7 7 7 2 7

2 4 8 4 8 4 7 a 5 8 8 7 6 5 6 8 6 8

3 6 2 6 2 7 3 8 4 5 2 6 8 6 4 1 4 5

7 7 7 7 3 5 6 6 2 6 7 2 7 2 8 5 5 6

t

26

128
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3

2

1

7

8

5

4

5

3

4

6

7

8
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Reason:

Desire to Ret a
job id have some
money

Failure to see any
relevance of
curriculum to future
employment

Feeling of failure
and hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out -of- school

friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash with
teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

' . -

1'41' 4_4i,1 ' -

TABLE XXVI Cr,nt'd

Student Interviewee #

21 22 23 24 25 26

1

27

1.

28

1

29

2

3(

4

31/32

2 2

33

3

34

8

35

1

3.

34 2 1 1 7

3 5 4 5 6 3 5 6 1 1 5 4 1 1 5 5 8

1 3 3 2 4 5 2 2 4 3 1 3 2 6 2 1

5 7 6 6 5 6 3 7 5 6 8 8 7 7 3 4

6 8 5 7 1 8 7 8. 8 8 7 6 6 2 8 2

2 1 2 8 8 7 6 5 7 7 3 4 8 3 7 5 1

7 6 7 3 2 4 4 3 3 1 5 5 5 4 4 6

8 4 8 4 3 2 8 4 6 2 6 7 4 1 6 7 f

. .

27.

129

7

4

7

1

38

1

4

2

394

5 3

2 2

5 3 7

6

8

3

7

4 8

8 4

7 6

6 5
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Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see
any relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
ploment

Feeling of
failure and
hopel,:ssness

resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school,
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Tack of adequate
clothing

Personalclash
with teachers as
authority
figures .

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
cervices

TABLE XXVI Cont'd

Student Interviewee 4

41 42 43144 45'46 47 48 4 50 51,52 53 4 55 5 57 58

2 2 7 3 4 1 5 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 3 5 6 1

4 1 8 1 3 5 4 1 1 3 2 4 4 5 6 6 4 2

1 4 1 5 1 2 3 3 6 2 4 1 2 2 2 1 3 4

8 8 2 2 7 6 8 7 3 8 3 5 5 4 7 3 7 5

5 3 3 7 5 3 6 8 7 4 6 7 8 3 5 4 1 3

7 6 6 8 8 7 7 6 8 7 5 8 7 8 8 B 5 8

3 7 4 6 2 4 1 4 4 5 7 3 6 6 4 2 8 7

6 5 5 4 6 8. 2 5 5 6 8 6 1 7 1 7 2 6

28
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Reason:

Desire to get a job
have some

money

Failure to see any
relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
ployment

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clas41with
teachers
as authority
fisures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

TABLE XXVI Cont'd

Student Interviews! #
Inv

61 62 63 4 65 6 #7471'72 73 74.75 76 77 78 7

2 2 5 - 2 4 3 1 4 5 3 1 2 5 3 1 5 1 3

j

4 1 4 8 5 5 5 3 1 3 2 4 1 6 2 4 3 3 f

5 4 1 1 4 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 4 2 ]

1 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 7 6 7 8 4 3 4 6 8 4 1

8 8 8 6 3 8 4 '47 5 7 4 7 8 7 8 7 1 7.

7 3 7 5 8 7 7 6 8 8 8 3 7 8 7 8 2 6 I

3 7 2 7 1 2 2 5 6 4 6 6 6 2 5 3 6 8

6 5 3 3 7 3 8 8 3 1 5 5 5 4 6 5 7 5

29
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Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see any
relevance of
curriculum to
future employment

Feeling of,

failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personil.,,Clash

with teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or otbar supportive
services,.

TABLE XXVI Cont'd

Student Interviewee #

81 82 83 84 85'86 87 88 89 90 91192 93,94 95 96 97 98 9' 10'

2 1 6 1 5 1 4 2 6 1 4 1 1 3 3 3 2 3 2 2

3 5 2 2 2 3 5 1 4 3 3 4 3 5 4 2 3 2 1 3

1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 6 1 3 1

7 6 5 8 4 4 3 7 1 7 6 3 4 6 5 6 7 5 8 6

6 7 7 6 8 6 6 8 5 6 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8

8 8 8 5 6 8 8 6 3 8 8 6 6 7 1 7 5 7 6 7

4 4 3 4 7 5 2 4 7 5 2 5 5 4 6 5 4 6 5 4

5 3 4 7 3 7 7 5 8 4 1 7 7 1 7 4 1 4 4 5

30.
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TABLE XXVII

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE BY
FEMALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-100)

Reason:

Desire to get a job
& have some money

Failure to set
ahy relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
loyment.

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

Student Interviewee #

1 2 3 .44 5

.1

7 9 1011 12 13 14 15 164 i7.1/$112

2 2 6 2 3 1 1 1 1 41 5 3 2 1 2 3 31 4 2

5 5 2 6 2 7 4 6 3 21 2 3 5 6 3 6 4 7 5

1 1 1 1 1 8 3 3 4 11 1 5 1 1 2 3 8 1 I 3

6 4 5 5 7 5 2 4 5 71 4 6 7 7 8 7 5 5 5 1

4 7 7 4 4 3 7 7 8 81 6 8 8 8 6 1 6 2 8 4

3 3 8 7 8 2 8 8 6 31 8 2 4 4 4 8 7 8 6 8

7 6 3 8 5 4 5 2 7 51 7 7 2 3 5 4 1 6 2 7

8 8 4 3 6 6 6 5 2 61 3 1 6 5 7 5 2 7 3 6

31
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Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have smile
money

Failure to ace any
relevance.of
curriculum to future
employment

Feeling of failure
and hopelessness
resultins.from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash with
teachers
as authority..
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

TABLE XXVII Cont'd

Student Interviewee #

121122 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 34 35 3 37 38 39

1

1 4 1 2 15 5 7 1 2 2 1 3 3 8 1 21 3 5 3 1

3 3 5 4 17 2 4 7 3 3 4 1 4 7 4 4 4 3 2 4

2 1 6 3 12 1 1 3 1 7 2 8 1 2 3 1 2 7 3

4 7 2 1 11 8 8 8 6 8 7 4 5 3 2 3 2 7 4 5

6 2 8 5 13 7 2 5' 5 5 3 2 8 4 8 8 8 8 6 6

8 8 7 7 18 6 6 4 4 4 8 5 7 1 7 7 7 4 8 7

5 6 4 6 16 4 3 2 8 6 5 6 6 5 5 5 5 1 5 2

7 5 3 8 14 3 5 6 7 1 6 7 2 6 6 6 6 6 1 8

32
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Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see
any relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
ploment

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
fa!ling grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school,
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers as
authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

TABLE XXVII Cont'd

Student Interviewee ft

41 42 43 4. 45 46 47 48 49001 91152 53 54 55 56,57 58 52

3 1 3 5 4 1 2 4 2 2 4 5 2 1 3 2 1 6 4 2

2 2 6 2 S 5 3 5 6 4 1 3 6 3 4 7 S 4 5 4

3 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 6 1 5 2 2 2 1

6 7 8 8 3 5 .1 3 6 5 4 8 5 6 3 7 5 1 5

8 6 5 8 6 2 4 8 7 7 3 6 7 2 2 6 6 7 3 8

5 8 7 7 7 6 8 7 8 8 8 7 3 4 8 8 8 8 8 3

7 4 4 3 2 8 6 6 S 5 7 8 4 7 5 4 4 3 7 6

4 5 2 4 3 7 7 3 4 3 6 2 S 8 7 1 3 1 6 7

33
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Reason:

Desire to get a job
& have some
money

Failure to see any
relevance
of curriculum
to future em-
ployment

Feeling of
failure and
horelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-mofyschool
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clas with
teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or stoup counseling
or other supportive
services .

TABLE XXVII Coned

Student Interviewee IP

61 62 63164 65 67 68 69 74 71'72 73174 75 76 77178 7

4 4 1 2 3

,66

4 2 2 4 4 5 1 7 2 4 3 5 1

6 6 3 3 4 5 6 4 3 5 7 3 4 4 3 4 4 B

2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 6 2 2 3 1 1 1 5

8 5 6 7 2 6 3 6 2 6 4 6 3 8 7 8 7 2

1 7 7 4 5 7 4 7 7 7 8 8 5 7 8 2 8 6

7 8 8 6 8 8 7 1 8 2 3 4 8 1 5 5 2 3

5 1 4 5 6 2 5 5 5 8 1 7 6 6 2 6 6 4

3 3 5 8 7 3 8 8 6 1 2 5 1 5 6 7 3 7

34
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Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see any
relevance of
curriculum to
future employment

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers
as authority
figures

Lack of individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

TABLE XXVII Cont'd

Student Interviewee #

81 82 83 84 85'86 87 88 8 2 93 94 9596 97 98 9' 10(

4 1 3 1 2 2 6 5 3 8 1 4 4 1 1 8 5 5 8 2

6 2 4 6 5 4 7 8 2 7 5 6 6 5 3 4 6 2 4 4

1 3 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1

8 4 7 5 7 6 3 4 4 6 4 5 7 8 4 5 7 8 5 5

7 5 2 2 8 8 2 3 6 1 3 8 1 3 8 2 8 4 1 3

2 8 8 3 6 7 8 2 7 5 8 7 8 4 5 7 4 3 6 8

5 7 5 8 4 5 4 7 5 3 6 1 3 6 6 6 2 6 3 6

3 6 6 7 1 3 5 6 8 4 7 2 5 7 7 3 3 7 7 7

35
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TABLE XXVIII

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE BY
MALE AYD FEMALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-200)

Reason:

Desire to get a job &
have some money

Failure to see any relevance
of curriculum to future
employment

Cumulative* Cumulative*
Response Response

Racing Order Percentage
Males Females Males Females
(N-100) (N-100) (N 100) (N-100)

2 2 17.00 16.38

3 3 14.75 12.90

1 1 18.50 18.80

6 5 10.10 10.88

7 8.15 10.00

8 8 7.60 8.35

4 6 12.75 10.50

5 4 11.15 12.19

Feeling of failure and hope-
lessness resulting from failing
grades

Persuasion of out-of-school
friends to leave school

Pregnancy 7

Lack of adequate clothing

Personal clashes with teachers
as authority figures

Lack of individual or group
counseling or other supportive
services

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.

36
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Reason:

714000"1-

TABLE XXIX

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE BY

ALL GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-200)

Desire to get a job &
have some money

Failure to see any relevance
of curriculum to future
employment

Feeling of failure and hope-
lessness resulting from failing
grades

Persuasion of out-of-school
friends to leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate clothing

Personal clashes with teachers
as authority figures

Lack of individual or group
counseling or other supportive
services

Cumulative* Cumulative*

Response Response

Rating Order Percentage

All Students All Students

(N-200) (N-200)

2 16.69

3 13.82

1 18.65

6 10.49

7 9.80

8 7.98

5 11.63

4 11.67.

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined

val'ea of a random variable. .
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ADDENDUM II

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of Grade Twelve Students
Questionnaire Item Ii

Questionnaire Item:

I. What are the major reasons causing students to drop out of school?
(Rank those chosen in order of importance.)

i) Others (Describe) Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "Because They have to help the family in order to make a living.

2. Some students who have face the prcblem of being not able to
pass the subject and they are to blame in such a way but not
only them but their parents.

3. Other students drop out of school because they get tired of
school even if they are very passive. Others join the service
because they think they have a 6etter chance to finish school

over there.

4. No support from parents to stay in school.

5. Feeling of failure and lazyness resulting from failing grades.

6. People just get bored with told things.

7. To enlist in armed forces.

8. Because of short income in household.

9. Problems at home with family cr parents.

10. Not being helped at home by people who have a better education.

11. Not both parents.

12. Favoritism by moat teachers towards their students. Lack of

understanding and sympathetic with their students.

13. Lack of desire to work and study at home.

14. Some student just don't know how good education is after spending
a few years out of school.



15. If someone dies in the family and the son or daughter has to
work to help the family.

16. Others may want to drop school because they like to play lucky
ar.d like being free from school duties or obligations.

His environment, people with which he is affiliated with much
to do with this, since people from a low community tend to
(bum) around more.

18. School is not the same anymore. Some Students don't take
seriously.

19. Because I think then Is no good work here in Laredo to
college.

20. Leak of individual or group counseling, feeling of
hopelessness resulting from failing grades, desire
job and have some money.

go to

failure and
to get a

21. Numerous and varied personal reasons.

22. Possible-feeling of being neglected at home. Not being
enough. Of course, C6is may be so because of placement
(the middle child for example.)

23. Farily problems.

24. Desire to get a job to 112.1p your
dropping school.

25. Failure of other studies thereby
maia course you have chosen.

26. Not actual desire, it need to earn monay.

27. Novels in English classes are unnecessary and waste of time, hoy
is Macbeth going to help in my job.

encouraged
when born

family or younger brothers from

preventing you from persuing

28. Obedience to father and mother's need for money to go into the
home is one of the major reasons causing students to drop out
of saool.

29. No personal satisfactions out of being in school (lost interest)

30. Lack of advice from parents encouragement on their part at a low
level.

31. Teachers often make the course uninterested and show no consideration
for those who want to learn.

32. The most basic reason, I feel, is the environment hold on the students'
life. If he is poor he will be more willinz to sacrifice his
education to help his family now instead of later.

1[4a
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33. Kids would rather run aroud town (esp. if on a car) than do
work they get a failing grade and give up or decide to do it

later.

34. Having responsibilities to meet at home cause of either parent

deceased.

35. Just because they don't like school at all.

36. Large family many problems.

37. Careless patents that won't advise their kids to stay in school
for a better opportunity in the business world.

38. Sickness in lamily.

39. Lack of interest in study.

40. Need to work, problems at home might lead to frustration, out
of vengeance one might leave school, defy authority.

41. Feeling of being left out of extra curricular activities.

42. Goes to work to help support family.

43. Pressure from parent's and overage.

44. Feeling of being left out a sense of not belonging to the school.

45. Just wanting to get married.

46. Marriage sometimes one may feel they must get married or lose
their lover forever.

47. Need money to help support the family expecially if your father
doesn't have a job.

48. Midst help suppot family: student feels left out from a group.

49. Lack of equal attention to all the students.

50. Problems at home, mothers not being able to understand that
homework comes first than housework.

51. Age. Some students believe they are too old because for some
reason or another failed some school years.

52. Parente lack of understanding toward his or her child.

53. Inability to communicate with fellow students.

54.' Having to drop school early and enter late due to working as
a 'avant.

37c
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55. Maybe if they think they are too old stay in school or maybe
because they want to get married.

56. Early marriage.

57. Lack of money for the family and if there's none but your help,
you have to drop out.

58. Getting married.

59. No understanding of parents. Taking care of little sisters and
brothers while mother works.

60. Pride.

61. Marriage."



ADDENDUM III

Individually Written Responses to Survey of Grade Twelve Students

Questionnaire Item II

Questionnaire Item:

II. If you have ever serously thought of dropping out of school,

please state briefly the reason or describe the circumstance
chat caused you to consider such action.

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "Yes once I did decided to drop school for the reason that I
need a job after school and can't find one so maybe by dropping

school I could find a full time job.

2. The feeling of failure and grades.

3. I needed money to buy my own things and I did drop out to get

a job to have money.

4. The need of more income money to our home.

5. I have never thought of dropping school because I have se.ln
many people sufer working on the fields eventhough I have

stayed two times I still want to find school.

6. Trouble with a teacher.

7. Needed to work to help my family.

8. I did consider droppIng school my reason was pressure at home
to get a job after school so I could have for what I ever

needed.

9. Personal problem with the family like lack of money to support

family.

10. Lack of adequate clothing and the desire to earn money.

11. Well, most of the time I thought dropping out of school was

when I had to do the studying part. (homework)

12. An embarrassment of a personal matter in front of the class.

13. The transition from elementary school to,Jr. high.

14. I have thought of dropping school because we are 13 in out
family and we haven't got jobs, and the only way for me to get a

14374.



a job is to drop school because wherever I go to find a job,
they say we don't have any parttime job.

15. I have thought before of dropping because of my grades I was
making and I thought I was good for school.

16. Yes, I have thought of dropping school because too much of
studying and wanted to have a job.

17. No one really interested enough in learning will ever seriously
think of dropping out. If they do however, you can be sure the
cause may be because of the above article. Not necessarily in
the order they are.

18. I felt that I knew enough to succeed in life.

19. Some of the days when homework and grades get harder and tougher
gives me a feeling to kick school.

20. I did because I was doing bad in my grades, I wasn't admitted
into 1)otball track etc. Beceuce of my height I didn't have
much sometimes I was on drugs 1 year later.

21. 'Ay father had an accident about a year and a lalf ago and wasn't
able to go back to work because he was hurt. Since we are
seven children in the family, I wanted to get out of school
because my father was on workmen compensation and is not enough
money for the family.

22. I have Consider dropping out of school to help my mother.

23. My friend was lacking attention from his parents and I wasn't
but I was angry with my father cause he was getting after me
and I wanted to join the army. BLt my friend had already
grtduate but didn't go to college le joined the army. Finally
I was convinced to stay in school by my parents.

24. One time when we needed money for our food.

25. The circumstance of lick of patience from teachers of many
subjects being taught in school.

26. If my family would be under extremely tight budget I would work
in order to help support my younger brothers and sisters.

27. Complete loss of interest in school. School is bored.

28. The desire to get a job when there is a trouble at home and
because soma money for financial aid to the family.

:

29. When I was in six grade and pass to seventh I was seriously
going to drop school because I am overage and because I needed
money to help my mother support the house.



30. Would have dropped in 9th grade but older brother started
to give me money I needed.

31. We have a big family very little money was coming in and I
wanted to work and dropout of school.

32. I once thought of dropping out of school to help my mother
when my father diedj but we were lucky to get help and my
mother a good job.

33. Problems in the home. Problems such as illness and one has to
find a job to help out.

34. I did drop out, Because my parents moved outside the U.S. (Mexico)
but as soon as we got back I came to Malan and .,ill continue.

35. I have never had a thought of dropping school. So I don't know
exactly what causes a student to drop.

36. I thought of it once because I was just bored, but reconsidered
it because of my future plans.

37. Never thought about it but one in 7th grade.

38. Never considered dropping out of school. Parents wouldn't let me.

39. Yee, because of teachers. Some are very unreasonable.

40. Home and desire for money.

41. I thought of dropping because I lost my interest in school.

42. I was g'.tting a little bored with school.

43. No I have never thought of dropping out from school, because
without education I've seen how other person have had difficulty
in getting a job.

44. I considered it because school was boring. Now I really would
like to succeed in something.

45. I once had the idea of getting married and dropping school, but
I'm now more interested in a better education for a better
marriage.

46. Yes because of teachers and principal who are always preSsuring
a person.

47. I have several times considered dropping school because it was
very hard for me to work at school and at home all the time,
and having a mother not able to understand you are tired.

48. Well, not very seriously thought but home problems was the
first thing that shade me think about dropping out of school but
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fourtunately I didn't.

49. Actually, I had never really liked any subject. Then this
year my.most important year (senior) I had to go and good
by flunking 3 subjects. All academic Biology, Algebra, and
French, for awhile there I considered dropping out but I
thought of what it would do to my parents.

50. I have never seriously thought of dropping out of school, but
it was embarrassing to enter late in the year to a class where
everyone knew what was going on except me.

51. Thought I was going to have to get married but was lucky.

52. If I were to drop out of school, would be because I just don't
like to study anymore.

53. Yea, because I wanted to get a job; but they don't give me
parttime job.

54. I planned to drop out of school a year ago because of the fact
my mother was needing money. But when I offered myself to help
her she told me I would be a greater help if I stayet in school
to her and myself.

55. I have thought about dropping because I wanted to have more leisure
time and a job.

56. Because of all the school problems, such as going crazy doing
all the things asked for.

57. Yes, we raed money to support ourselves, my mother treats me
terrible tells me to get out of the house. She doesn't trust
anyone.

58. I didn't like my teacher and no one wanted to change my schedule.

59. I-would drop school only if I were to get married.

60. I was failing like mad everything when I was in elementary, not
until I came to junior high I was surprised at myself to find
out that I found it easier on junior high and high school than
elementary school, now I'm on the honor society club and this had
made me make up my mind to go into college now."
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TABLE XXX

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS REMAINING IN SCHOOL MADE BY

MALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-100)

Want to attend
college of some
form of ?ost-secondary
schooling

Pressure from
relatives

Friendship with a
teacher, counselor
or administrator

Desire to learn

Extra curricular
activities

Desire "to be
somebody"

Eh.:ouragement

from relatives

Habit

Relevance of curriculum
to future career

Athletic program

feeling of personal
accomplishment

Association with
friends who are
students

Student Interviewee
111.0.0.1P

1 2 3 IL 7 8 9 1 11 1 1 1_34 15

2 3 4 2 1 3 2 3 7 8 8 4 3 5

8 10 10 5 3 10 4 7 12 6 S 9 6 9 8

4 11 11 L0 9 7 11 8 8 12 11 1 12 10 6

1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 1

10 9 5 ll 10 4 8 9 10 10 12 11 9 11 7 :

3 1 2 3 4 3 2 3 5 2 1 2 2 2 2

9 8 6 7 5 12 5 6 7 5 2 1J 5 6 9

12 12 12 6 6 )1 12 12 6 11 3 6 11 3 12

5 4 3 8 32 5 7 4 4 3 19 12 3 4 10

11 7 9 12 11 9 9 10 11 9 6 7 19 12 11 1

6 6 7 9 7 6 6 5 2 4 9 3 7 5 3

7 5 8 4 8 8 10 11 9 8 7 5 8 7 4 1

i
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6 17 20

5 8 4 12 2

4 5 5 3 5

8 12 6 10 9
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TABLE XXXII

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS REMAINING IN SCHOOL MADE BY
MALE AND FEMALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-200)

Reason:

Want to attend college
or some form of post-

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order
Females
(N-100)

Cumulative*
Response
Percentage

Males
(N-100)

Males Females
(N-100) (N-100)

secondary schooling 3 3 12.15 11.41

Pressure from relatives 8 8 6.80 6.00

Friendship with a teacher,
counselor or administrator 9 9 5.51 5.80

Desire to learn 1 13.55 13.60

Extra curricular
activities 10 10 4.85 5.60

Desire "to be somebody" 2 2 12.50 13.00

Encouragement from
relatives 6 6 8.00 7.03

Habit 11 11 4.75 5.10

Relevance of curriculum
to future career 5 4 9.74 10.46

Athletic program 12 12 4.56 5.00

Feeling of personal
accomplishment S 10.45 10.00

Association with friends
who are students 7 7.14 7.00

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random vpriable.



TABLE XXXIII

RATING OF REASONS OF STUDENTS REMAINING IN SCHOOL MADE BY
. ALL GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-200)

Reason:

Want to attend college
or some form of post-
secondary schooling

Pressure from relatives

Friendship with a teacher,
counselor or administrator

Desire to learn

Extra curricular
activities

Dinar: "to be somebody"

Encouragement from
relatives

Habit

Relevance of curriculum
to future career

Athletic program

Feeling of
accomplishment

Association Ath friends
who are students

Cumulative* Cumulative*
Response Response

Rating Order Percentage
All Students All Students

(N -200) (N-200)

3 11.78

8 6.40

9 5.66

1 13.58

10 5.22

2 12.75

6 7.51

11 4.93

5 10.10

12 4.78

4 10.23

7 7.07

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random' variable.



ADDENDUM IV

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of Grade Twelve Students
Questionnarie Item III

Questionnaire Item.

III. What single academic skill or ability in your opinion makes the
most important contribution toward helping a student to remain
in school?

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "Helping a student with some counseling

2. To,encourage him or her to stay in school and to help he or she
in any way for them to graduate

3. The ability to learn, because learning is something which is look
upon with a feeling that you will achieve success

4. It would be the desire to be someone with a good job money etc

5. The will to better himself

6. Wirt to attend college -r some Corm of post-secondary schooling

7. Well for one thig the parents tell us to stay in school and another
the teachers in school give us a lot of enthusiasm

8. English is the most important contribution that has help me to remain
in school

Helping him find a job after school

He must have the attention by the counselor telling him that he
must remain in school in order to be somebody in the future

11. The single ability in my opinion is to see how my high school
diploma can help in your life

12. The optimistic attitude of students towards school

13. Friendship communication with teachers and students and the
encouragement and understanding and help from teachers

14. Telling it like it is. Good or bad in this case good

15. The ability to get along with your teachers and fellow students

16. In my opinion keeping average or above average will help a student
and encourage him to remain in school.
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17. Encouragement and help from parents

18. About the work you'll do in the future

19. My reason is that students come to school to learn, but teachers
start critizing the students because of their hair, the way they
dress, the'students drop out of school because it doesn't seem
they can learn that way but only if teachers and principals would
stop doing that and go ahead with the student's education

20. Encourage him to go on don't give up and help him with his subjects
give him additional help

21. The ability in my opinion that makes the most important contribution
is to be somebody

22. Skill for learning

23. Desire to be somebody

24. So he can learn and be somebody in his fute and have a good job

25. Want to attend collegeor some form of post-secondary schooling

26. The thing that encourage me was the grade in the classes

27. His own desire to succeed in life

28. Showing the student why he should stay in school

29. Having good grades in the past

30. I think that your counselor and teachers should try to encourage
a person to stay in school and achieve his goal to a higher
education

31. The ability to think and listen

32. To get a good job get a good education'

33. I think the most important ability that makes the most important
contributiOn.,toward helping a student to remain in schoo is the
desire to be somebody in life and not just to wast it

34. Pressure from parents and the desire to learn

35. The skill of doing and keeping to your'studies correctly

36. His ability and want to learn in spite of large classes and enrollment

37. The ability to look into the future and understand the necesity to
learn a trade or profession in order to have a successful future
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38. Certain undrstanding or association with teachers that have aided

the educational procedure

39. The ability to make good grades

40. The desire to learn and some extra curricular activities

41. Making the rooms more comfortable like noice proof air conditioning

new chairo no windows for distraction

42. The better jobs you can get after you finish school

43. The desire to learn

44. I you are to make a student stay in school you should hlep him

improve his study habits

45. Well, in my opinion I think its ketp a student from being absent

too much

46. Friendship with a teacher counselor or administrator

47. An important contribution toward helping a stuent to remain in
school are his grades

48. Good teachers make students and help them reamin in school

49. Feeling of personal acLomplisbme

50. Will power and sticking to something until you finish doing so
even if it isn't want you enjoy doing it

51. Desire to learn

52. Teachers have to be patenct with the slower students

53. Encouragement from teachers by keeping track of his progress and
strength in each subject

54. By not giving up. to get toward your goal

55. By giving him advice to stay in school

56. The ability to work, think, and accomplish a goal in life

57. I got to where I am now because I wanted to be here and finish

my school

58. The ability to do what one thinks is right

59. The fact that a better education lead to a better job

60. Feeling of being a part of the school
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61. Encouragement of friends to stay in school

62. To remain in school so he can get a good education and a better
job to be somebody

63. To keep a student in school we should try to understand him and
should place him in the right place, and give him a chance though
his way of thinking and the teachers are not the same

64. To have vocational buildings for training in a job they like

65. By advising him and give him example of what school can do for
you

66. The most important contribution towards helping a student to remain
in school is the support of the parents and to praise him for his
goad work

67. Friendship withaa teacher, counselor or administrator

68. Good leadership

69. Try to understand the student and help him out with his troubles

70. For a student to he in school is to help him get a better educaction
learn and for him to get a better job than others

71. Want to attend college or some fo:m of post-secondary schooling

72. To study hard and have a devotion for learning sad to try to learn
as much as possible because it will pay off

73. Without an education you have a better chance to be somebody in
life

74. Life is hard because lost of education

75. A teacher interest toward the student helps him feel wanted and
accepted

76. To get a job of some sort after school in order to accomplish two
things at one time

77. The having a great deal of will power and a self mind

78. To get good paying job yogi need a good education

79. The effort of study both in class and at home

80. What I think most: of all that having good teachers who help student
make plans for the future by giving them understanding lessuns
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81. The most important factor that I believe helps a student to remain
in school is the helpful,advict from our parents and close relatives

82. Make the courses more interested to he students who want to learn

83. The ability that is most important to a student in staying in
school is his faith and trust in people chat his parents, teachers
and counselors are telling him the right thing to do

84. A student's ability to keep a clear head to keep his head above
water he must be strong enough to keep on trying no 'ratter what

85. Reading and comprehension

86. Helping him to learn more and if he is in need, offer him a job

67. Try to talk to a student the way a friend would, not like an adult

88. The ability to learn told by a counselor

89. To have the satisfaction that you have accomplished 12 years of
schooling and if you have accomplished 12 years 4 more years won't
hurt so much

90. Because nowadays you must be a graduate order to work

91. If they have ambition of what to expect when you finish school

92. My desire to learn and to make friends

93. Help thet in anythig they need

94. The help of teachers and your desire to finith school and be
somebody

95. By explaining to him or her the reasons why they should stay in
school

96. Showing a student that you really want to help that person become
somebody

97. Giving him everything in your reach (without going into extremes)
that may help him go through the school years without any difficulty

98. The patience of my teachers to explain over and over until I am
in the clear

99. If parents tell their children that without education you won't
be able to help yourself in the future

100. Encouragement from parents but not pressure
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101. The ability to understand his problem

102. The will of learning and prepare for the future

103. To be interesting in the study and work

104. Encouragement from parents in wanting and helping their children
going through the school years

105. Exta curricular activities helps much with the students makirg them
stay in school

106. The want in part of the student to make something of themsleves.
Without high school diploma, a student will nut get as a job as
one with a diploma

107. Tne ability to study and ambition

108. To get a better job

109. Desire to get ahead ability and desire to do the work to accomplish
it

110.. Understanding

111. His ability to understand and if he does not understand to continue
doing it until he understands it

112. The most important contribution is the help that teachers give the
dtudents

113. Most studetns remain in school because they want to learn, and
specially his desire to be somebody in thin world

114. Capable of learning

115. The ability of learning and for someday to be somebody

116. Friendship and cooperations of teachers and friends

117. The ability to work with oepple of my own age

118. The teachers play the main role in keeping a student in school.
Being able to get along with fellow students

119. He must be able to set inveived in other activitier besides school
work

. 120. Encouragement and reward for good grades

121. To have friendship among the students
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If the W.udent has an interest in school he will have pretty good

grades. It is these grades that give him the boost that he

needs to go on

123. Interested in books and lessons

124. The desire to learn and work

125. To encourage him to thins of his future, ex. what will become
of himself is he going to have a job or what

126. If they want a good job get a good education

127. Good communicatin between the faculty and students

128. The ability of the student to try to study if his parents are
(with a great sacrifice) keeping him in school. He shouldltry to

learn

129. The most important contribution is for a teacher to make the course

interesting and teach it well

130. The many extra curricular activities that help give a person a sense

of zeeponsibility

131. The reason that made me stay in school are: My ambitic to be
a somebody, encouragement from teachers friends and relatives,

desire to learn

132. My opinion is always to think twice before making a decision of
dropping because a person always have to think of the future

133. Help from the teachers encouraging the student what education
really means in this world of today

134. All the jobs for which it is needed

135. The ability to be able to understand and get along better with
both teachers and fellow classmates

136. To get more pressure in persuading a student to learn

137. Getting along with the students and teachers; teachers and student

communication

138. For teachers to make subject more interesting and 00t just read
for hours and put students to sleep

139. To work after school and buy what's necessary for school

140. Helping each student indiiidually by a counselor and proving that

each one is sa good as the other
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,41. By learning and attending school you will know more then you think

142. Have an understanding with principal and teachers

143. The most important contribution should come from the parents for
they are the ones who insit to much form their children

144. Understanding betwwen teacher and student and keep encouraging students
to stay in school

145. Want to attend college or some form of post secondary schooling

146. Patience being able to take the good and bad times as they come
and never giving up or getting bored

147. The importance of knowing that you are wanted to remain in school

148. Belonging to some club or organization; having a special friend
in a teacher

149. Understanding his reaction am letting tm decide on his own.
Letting him know he does not have to make something which is
involuntary in his part

150. Encouraging from his family as well as teacher making him understand
the real calue of having an education

151. The ability to go to college and improve their knowledge further

152. The desire to learn and better his life

153. The ability to learn when desired

154. Make him or her sae that it really does pay to have an education

155. The subject or teachers should make a subject more interesting

156. My opinion would be to stay in school because that way he will
have a good job

157. The curiosity of learning new things

158. 4ell the chance that they can learn more and also to have their
diploma for a good paying job

159. Helping him to become a better American

160. To my ability some teachers should contribute more because of the
fact that some don't care about some students just because they
look or dress poorly that is what I have express some things like
this is my pat school years
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161. The ability of really wanting to go to school

162. The most important contribution is the help from the teachers and
the students desire to learn

163. My opinion helping bier or her on his school work try to talk to
him on learning more about what he likes more

164. For the faculty to help the students in their work so that they
can understand it better

165. Giving him all the help he needs to remain in school

166. The encouraging of others for the student to resain in school

167. The most important contribution toward helping a student to remain
In school is having the best faculty

168. The ability to st-dy

169. It might be family instinct cause everyone in my family got
their complete schooling no one in family has ever brought up the
idea of dropping

170. To make him get a job after school so that he cah have some money

171. To be encouraged to remain in school

172. The desire to learn and be somebody

173. The single ability in my opinion is that, we are learnin3 and
understand so that helps me to remain in school

174. Help from the welfare, M.C.E.P. (migrant compensatory educational
project) N.Y.C. program and other government programa adult
migrant

. 175. Studying is the most successful ability

176. The ability to know what a teacher wants and give it to him, to
adapt to the enviornment

177. The study habits accurate regulated permit a student to make
better grades

178. It is the skill one has learned from other school years and has
the desire to reach a point to be somebOdy."
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ADDENDUM V

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of Grade Twelve Students
Questionnaire Item IV

Questionnaire Item.

IV. Please write in the single reason or circumstances that in your
opinion, causes a student to remain in school.

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "The desire to be somebody important in the future

2. Desire to be somebody

3. In my opinion is because remaining in school means a better future
in our life

4. My opinion why I remain in school is because he like to learn, what

is new and what don't know, buc some students remain because they
have the taste of it

5. They want to learn more, or they want to complete there school
years

6. Nowdays all students want to go to college to learn more

7. Desire to learn

8. I think that a student reason for staying in school is t be able
to lead a better life in the future

9. The wilJ power and desire to remain in school

10. Desire to be somebody

11. Association with friends who are students

12. To get a good job, you need a good education

13. A student wants to learn and find a good job, he'll stay in school

14. He feels that in order to be somebody and get enough money to live
in future he should stay in school

15. A student stould stay in school to learn and not be like their
parents without work

16. Desire to be Somebody
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17. Well as they say you cannot get a good job without a good education

18. That 1 always wanted to be a teacher

19. To be able to make enough money to eat

20. For a better opportunity to succeed in life

21. To get a better jobs

22. A ,,r:dent wants to learn and be somebody. They can go to college

saving for it by working after school

23. So that you can become somebody and have a better way of living

24. A student wants to advance not only in education but in social

standards

25. Wants to have education in order to have a good position in the

future

26. A student wants to be somebody in this society

27. Because they like school and besides they .ant a good job

28. A desire to be somebody and get a good job

29. Desire to be somebody

30. To have a better education and to have a better life

37. To get a better job after graduation

32. Desire to accomplish something, and not be left out

33. Want to be somebody some day a better future for ourself and

family

34. The advantage of having a high school diploma

35. Parents may encourage and help a student to keep up his studies

36. A better education, gives you a better living

37. The desire to be somebody

38. My min reason is to have the ability of being somebody in this

world

39. Cause he or she wanted to study for a well job

40. The desire of being somebody makes several students to remain in

school
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41. To avoid the draft

42. The bettering of the family

43. A student stays in school in order to have a better living

44. To be equiped for a fast modern and progressive world

45. The fact that they want to be somebody and the fact that they want
to live comfoftable life afterwards

46. To have desire to be somebody important earning good money

47. Desire to be somebody

48. To associate with students who have good grades and are willing
(sometimes) to help you look into the future

49. Some student stay in school because it is fun being in school
learning and making friends

50. They would like to prepare themselves for the future

51. In my opinion, a student want to achieve a goal in life his first
goal is to finish high school

52. I would any the pressure from parents and relatives

53. I belive that to get a good job you need a good education

54. The desire to learn

55. A person stay in school to learn and find a good job

56. Having good friends at school

57. Well, he will that he is going to be felt behind by otherc. He

must then remain in school in order to be on top with the others
have a better future

58. I would say they want to get an Oucation and be prepare for-the
future

59. The single reason for my reason to remain in school is to have
3 paying job in my future

60. To the remaining in school I mostly like to be with friends with
people of my age

61. The desire to learn and become somebody important

62. The urge or desire to want to accomplish something in life

63. A student would want to remain in school to be somebody in his
future
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64. Better education for a better job

65. Deaite to be somebody

66. To be able to go out in life and not be achained of (one) himself

67. The desire to learn

68, A student remains in school to be able to get a good job, get

good salary with working hard

69. Many students have the tendency of taking education for granted.

But once they find out its value this encourages them to finish

school even go into college

70. Wanting to learn to be able to make something out of their life

three education

71. Interest in future career

72. My opinion on why student stay in school is because they don't

want to be left out of competition

73. The desire to learn

74. Want to graduate

75. The desire for a good education in order to get a good job

76. The desire to be aware of the many fine opportunities available

77. I believe a student remains In school because of a desireness to

learn and cr:deone

78. This is because we students are told that without a high school

education no one can succeed

79. Desire to learn and look to the future with an educational career

80. If in the first grades a person liked the way school is I just

can't find myself without going to school next year

81. They know that without o high school education they'll get nowhere

82. The desire to learn and go ahead in life

83. Desire to learn and be somebody

84. Because of the war going on

85. The reason is that parents put some pressure on students well, soave

of them the others are interested in learning, having more education
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86. My opinion is that I want to learn and to go to college to get a
good job

87. The reason I think students remain in school is that without school
you can actually say you haven't learned enough

88. He can earn a better living

89. Desire to learn, avoid the draft

90. To learn more about to have a better job

91. Desire to be somebody

92. Desire to learn

93. Most students stay in school to be somebody

94. Well I think a person remains in school to learn more and to mairOy
relevance of curriculum to future career

95. Ea or she would like to have a batter education than their parents
for a better job

96. Reading recent surveys on drop-outs what they have to say, and
friends of mine who dropped out and are in a bad situation

97. Wants high education

98. As for myself I would say in order to be successful in life I need
an education and in doing so I will accomplish all of my dreams
and desires of becoming somebody

99. I think it is his desir2 to get a good education for the purpose
of accomplishment and to get a good paying job

100. You want to improve and progress yourself not stay in the same
place all the time

101. The will to be able to be a somebody in this world

102. To get a good job or at least get a job, the person has to finish
school

103. After your parnnta try all their beet for you to get a good
education so you can get a good job

104. Hope to get a better job with a higher salary

105. A student sees how widely advertised the fact of remaining in
school is and sees how well it pays off

106. Desire to learn and be successful in a career
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107. A student will remain in school to accomplish something that in
the future will help him live a better life

108. A student remains in school because he wants to become well
educated person. This reason does not apply for every person

109. Desire to learn

110. Good grades and advice from teachers, helping you out to choose
our career or their interest in wanting fur us to be. somebody

111. I feel that a student needs to remain in school because there are
maiy things to do but for which you need education

112. A student in my opinion remains in school because he wants to
learn more and live easier

113. The desire to learn to accomplishment what a student wants out
of life

114. The student must have the desire to learn and be somebody in his
future years

115. One reason is that if a person really thinks about the future
he'll need an education for a good job

116. Well, I think that a life without schooling is a life without any
future also being in school you have something to do and if your
out of school you'll probably he loafing around and get bored

117. The desire to go to college and have more friends and knowledge
for a better career

118. The want of a better job than you could get otherwise

119. The students that stay in school understand the importance to learn
and major ina subject in order to be successful in life

120. Nowadays it is very hard for a student without a high school diploma
to get a job unless in the field but even with a diploma it would
be better to continue through college for a better and good paying
job

121. A student desires to remain in school because he wants to learn
all he can in order to plan his future career

22. He wants to learn

123. The desire to learn and to be somebody

124. A student remains in school because he wants to make something good
out of his life
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125. They feel personal accomplishment for the future

126. He wants to be educated and learn. Sometimes it ia because of
pressure from parents

127. To get a better job and learn more

128. I believe it to be the desire to learn and be somebody

129. If you want to progress when you have finished when you have finished
school you must graduate to get an opportunity

130. It's because he wants to have a good future

131. Want to attend college

132. Want to attend college or some form of post-secondary schooling
in order to get a career

133. I think what causes a student to remain in school is habit

134. Pressure from relatives

135. To learn more about what I don't know yet

136. Many feel they are not smart enough to continue their studies and
feel it is not important

137. Because now today in this modern world you must have at.least a
high school diploma to work in any job

138. Relevance of curriculum to future career

139. Students remain in school because it is very hard to earn a living
without a good education

140. To have a good future and feel that I have accomplished something

141. Hoping to get a better education to live a better life by getting
better jobs on better career

142. The desire to have more than your parents had. To have greater
opportunities in the world today

143. The ambition to know something so that you won't in the future
embarass your children

144. Mostly I think because nobody really wants to be left out of all
the fun and suffering you go through together at school and
because all you've friend you lave know a since grammar are there

145. To help his parents tinacially
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146. The desire to be a well to do person in the future and having
people respct you

147. Most students sence a feeling of self-improvement and accomplishment.
School is a feat they must overcome

148. A student remains in school to get a better education in order
to be prepared for a better job

149. My reason for stayin in school is to accomplish definite goal.
Learh what I wanted to study

150. The desire to learn

151. Becauie by remaining in school you have better opportunities for
a better job later on

152. Desire to learn and better yourself

153. Relevance of curriculum to future career

154. Desire to learn and be successful man in the future

155. His goal in life

156. Well, the ability to learn together with your fellow students

157. Some student because they have the desire to learn and desire to
be somebody

158. The reason is because of the desire to get a good job and help
others

159. I think it is the draft

160. Want to go to college and learn something to get a good job

161. Desire to be somebody or something in life

162. They think a high school diploma is a gurantee for a better life

163. I have seen. have friends who dropped out of school with their
present life principally my school teachers have influenced me
as to my staying in school and encouragement from my parents

164. The thought in hie mind that he will be left out in his community

165. I feel that more tires than not economic status predicts whether
or not the student will be successf11 in school or if he will dropout

166. The desire to learn

167. Feeling a part Of the school
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16b. To find a better job

169. He or she realizes that it would be better to have an education
and have a better outcome out of it

170. I think a person who wants to be somebody will stay in school

171. My opinion a student remains in school because he wants to become
something

172. You are around with your friends since in school you make the most
friends

173. Well, maybe to get a job after graduating and that way they might
have a better chance of getting a job

174. They might want to 1-0e important as others and make a better way
of living.

175. Desire to learn and be somebody

176. I have remained in school because my family isn't very well off
and my parents didn't even finish primary school I want to be
better than them

177. I think a student remains in school because they vont to be more
and to get along better in life

178. My opinion is to learn and I show you really care to learn and its
great experience for your family

179. Desire to lean and be somebody

180. I will make him be prepared for a better future

181. A student thinks of a diploma as his future

182. In my opinion a student remains in school so that in the future
will have a good jbb and career

.183. The desire to ..e somebody to stand out in a crowd

184. It may be their frinede who are in school or they really have the
desire to learn

185. Becaure they eant to enjoy life either single or marry and have
a better future

186. To learn

187. Desire to learn to be somebody in this world
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188. Wants a better job needs more money but many times we don't haw

money to continue

189. The interest a teacher takes in the accomplishments of his students

gi-les the student more desire to learn

190. The desire to be somebody. To advance further than out parents

191. In my opinion a student remains in school because he wants to learn

more in order to be somebody
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TABLE XXXIV

RATIIG OF CHAJOE8 NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE THE HAMER OF DROPOUTS
MADE BY MALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-100)
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More individual
help from teachers
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with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment
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extra school
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the school day
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school activities

Less Homework
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Shorter school day
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Additional counseling

More individual
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program leading
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the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less Homework

More understanding
and sympathetic
teachers

More male teachers

Smaller class sizes

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

TABLE XXXV Cont'd

Student Interviewee #

121:22 23 Z. 25(26 2 28,24 3(1 10'i9,3'1

4 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 5 1 x 1 1

2 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 2

8 4 2 5 5 13 4 10 3 8 4 13 5 4 9

3 5 1 6 4 7 5 3 7 4 3 3 4 5 3

7 7 10 4 9 12 7 11 6 7 6 4 8 7 10 11

9 12 7 3 10 4 8 12 9 5 8 6 9 8 8 6

1 6 6 12 11 5 6 13 11 6 9 7 10 3 5 11

10 11 4 7 13 6 13 9 12 9 12 8 6 12 12 7

5 3 8 8 6,10 1 7 1 3 10 5 2 1 6 1!

13 9 13 13 7 11 12 6 4 1 11 9 13 5 11 13

6 10 12 10 1 211 4 811 610 7 9 1 8.

11 8 1 9 8 8 10 5 10 12 7 11 11 11 7 10

12 13 9 2 112 9 9 8 13 13 5 12 12;1013 9
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Additional counseling

More individual
help from
teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity for
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less Homework

More understanding
and sympathetic
teachers

Mom male teachers

Smaller class sizes

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

TABLE XXXV Cont'd

Student Interviewee 0

46,47 48 49 0 51 K2153 54 55 56

3 6 3 3 1 3 4 2 1 2 3 3 5 5 2

_,5

2

4 5 2 4 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 6 3 1 1

10 8 6 2 4 6 10 7 8 4 13 4 9 1 3 11

8 9 5 1 5 2 6 6 7 3 1 6 4 2 4 5

9 13 8 9 11 12 11 11 12 6 4 5 10 4 5 10

7 7 9 5 7 10 7 4 9 12 7 9 2 9 13 8

3 10 7 7 8 4 8 5 10 13 5 11 3 12 5 10

1 4 4 10 9 13 5 13 6 5 6 7 12 10 10 6

2 3 tO 6 3 5 2 9 3 7 12 8 1 6 8 7

el 11 3 3 X12 7 2 10 11 8 11 12 13 7 9 12 1

5 1 1 8 6 9 3 1 4 11 10 2 8 11 6 3 1

e2 2 1 1 10 8 9 8 5 10 9 10 7 8 7 4 1

6 12 12 12 13 1 3112 13, 9, 8 13 11 13 11 9 1
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Additional counseling

More individual
help from teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity for
ektra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less homework

More understanding
and sympathetic
teachers

Smaller class sizes

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

TABLE XXXV Contid

Student Interviewee #
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Additional counseling

More individual
help from teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity for
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less homework

More understanding
and sympathetic
teachers .

More male teachers

Smaller class sizes

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

TABLE XXXV Coned

Student Interviewee #

81 82 83'84 85'86'87' 88891949492,93 94 95 9 97c

1 5 2 4 4 1 5 4 5 2 4± 3 3 1 3

2 6 1 5 3 2 1 1 7 2 1 5 4

4 1 3 7 9 4 3 9 1 4 1 5 4 2 1 1
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TABLE )OCXVI

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED TO REDUCE'THE NUMBER OF DROPOUTS MADE BY
MALE AND FEMALE GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-200)

Cumlative*
Response

Rating Order

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage
Males
(N-100)

Females
(N-100)

Males
(N-100)

Females
(N-100)

Additional counseling 2 2 11.51 11.76

More individual help from
teachers 1 1 12.36 12.56

Work study program with
weekly salary 5 5 8.68 8.95

Job training program.
leading to employment 3 3 10.94 10.63

Elimination of some
academic subjects 9 10 6.43 6.50

Opportunity for
extra school activities
during the school day 6 7 7.31 6.80

Additional after-school
activities 7 8 6.97 6.75

Less Homework 10 9 6.24 6.65

More understanding and
sympathetic teachers 4 4 9.67 9.60

More male teachers 13 12 4.23 3.93

Smaller class sixes 8 6 6.71 6.84

Smaller school
enrollment 12 11 4.34 5.11

Shorter school day 11 13 4.61 3.92

*Pertaining; to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random vetiable.
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TABLE XXXVII

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED U THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE DROPOUTS

MADE BY ALL GRADE TWELVE STUDENTS (N-200)

Reason:

Cumulative
Response

Rating Order

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage

All Students
(N-200)

All Students
(N-200)

Additional counseling 2 11.63

More individual help
from teachers 1 12.46

Mork study program
with meetly salary 5 8.82

Job creasing program
leadims to employment 3 10.78

Elimination of some
acedsmdc subjects 9 6.47

Opportimity for extra
school activities
dmriag the school day 6 7.04

Additional after-school
activities 7 6.86

Less hearsork 10 6.45

More understanding and
sympethetic'teachers 4 9.63

!lose sale teachers 13 4.08

Smaller class sixes 8 6.77

Smeller school
enrollment 11 4.72

Shorter school day 12 4.27

' *Pertaining to the rim of the frequencies of eilperimentelly determined
values of a random variable.

%I t
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ADDENDUM VI

Individually Written Responses To Survey of Grade Twelve Students

Questionnaire Item Vn.

Questionnaire Item:

L.

2.

V. What educationally feasible changes and conditions can be

implemented to reduce the number of dropouts? (Rank 1

through 13).
00.
n) Others (Describe)

Verbatim Written Responses:

"Help a student get a job after school

More classrooms

3. An opportunity to give a student work after school

4. There wouldn't so many dropouts if there were more understanding

with things we want to learn like heritage not things we don't

need to know

5. More work and more studying

6. More interest and less boring teachers

7. Better teaching methods

8. School should have a counseling program made up of young teachers,

to cope with problems of students

9. I myself with there was some good teaching really be taught something

and that there be less assemblies; unless of great importance

10. Fridays could be used as a day where everyone could express themselves

by singing or doing something with the rest of the class. That way

everyone would always be looking forward to that day after long days

of studying. Everyone feels they must have a reward when the work

is done.

11. More work study programs not exactly with weekly salary but at least

every two weeks

12. Let the students have the right to say something in which he believes

is right. Let the student have a say so in class. Student - and

teachers communication. I know we study information from books but

I believe we should have more class discussion

13. Stricter elementary education to give a student an urge to study more

future years instead of wanting less
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14. Less pressure from principal, vice-principal, and older teachers about
how one should dress

15. More interesting courses which would encourage the student to remain
in school. to be able to participate in this courses

16. Group student according to their mental level and have social discussion,
things occuring now

17. Non-prejudised teachers (and students)

18. A principal who knows his work, and his willing to stay in school
to carry out his duty

19. We need more counselors here in Martin that can take time out to
help us, students

20. Special counselors for potential dropouts

21. Help students find a parttime job after school to help themselves
and family

22, What we need is more understanding from teachers and teacher should
neither let them abuse of this understanding and should give equal
rights in some cases

23. I.t my opinion I think I would try to get shorter school days and see
if students won't dropout

24. The addition of more counselors per school

25. With those that I have liked I believe it is enough

26. Teachers discourage students because of their ignorance

27. The act and teach the same; like English teachers only because they
like literature they teach it all pear they don't care if the students
like it or not

28. Help students find a parttime job after school

29. Having some subjects that are required also for vocational route student
more briefly in session

30, More strict teachers and more homework

31. More discussion in classes

32, More interesting classes, since many teachers tend to say read this and
that and do the questions. Teachers like these should be eliminated

33. Prevention of too such foolish teachers
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34. I think the main reason is because mainly everybody in school seems

to be pushed around about how they should be

35. No homework ha! ha! no seriously maybe early counseling would help

many students headed in the wrong direction

36. A student that is really agressive and earnest shall most certainl'p

pave a road to his own environment in which he wishes to study

37. Teachers that have more experince

38. Better family relationship and encouragement

39. More subjects which would be of value to the student

40. More vocational education especial'zation

41. Give good study training in elementary schools and Jr. highs

42, Improvement of buildings more comfortable, longer classes, school

day with vocational training

43. Additional after school and during school activities that bring
in the average often shy sutendt ex: pep rallies, food drives,

anything to help the less active become active

44. More job opportunities for teenagers would help in reducing the

number of students dropping out of school

45. A fixed schedule for needy student

46. Less regulations freedom of expression (dress)

47. Teachers (same) administrators are totally out of hand. A more

adequately supervised administration should be imposed. This is

a small city we live in with many persons who want to be chiefs"
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TABLE XXXVIII

RATING OF REASOtS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE
BY MALE GM STUDENT$ (E1-20)

Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see
any relevance
of curriculum
to future est-
ployment

Feeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing trades

Persuasion of
out-of-school
friends to
leave school

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate
clothing

Personal clash
with teachers
as authority .

figures

Lack of individual
or group cousseUng
or other supportive
services

GED Interviewee 0

1 2 3 4 5'6 7 8 141]4

1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 4

2 6 4 5 2 8 8 3 47 3 5

6 3 3 2 5 2 3 5 3 5 4 3

5 5 5 6 6 6 5 7 54 7 1

8 8 8 8 8 7 7 6 83 8 8

3 7 2 3 3 5 2 8 72 6 7

7 4 .6 7 4 4 6 4 6 1 2 2

4 1 7 .4 7 3 4 2 2 8 5 6

13 14 15 lk 17 18_ 20

1 3 1 5 1 1 2 6

3 6 7 2 6 2 3 8

4 2 2 6 5 5 7 5

5 1 6 3 3 3 8 3

6 8 3 7 8 8 5 7

7 4 8 8 2 7 1 2

2 7 4 4 7 6 6 1

8 5 5 1 4 4 4 4



TABLE XXXIX

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE
BY FEMALE GED STUDENTS (N-20)

Reason:

Desire to get a
job & have some
money

Failure to see
any relevance,
of curriculum
VI future em
ployment,

Peeling of
failure and
hopelessness
resulting from
failing grades

Persuasion of
out-cr-school
fritnds to
leave school

Pregnancy

1

2

1

5

4

3

Lack of adequate
clothing 6

Personal clash
With teachers
se authority ,

Lock of 'individual
or group counseling
or other supportive
services

8

7

GED Interviewee

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 11.12 13 14 1 1' 1 18 1

1 7 1 4 4 4 2 2 . 4 4 1 2 1 1 3

3 2 4 8 3 1 6 4 6 2 8 4

6 5 5 7 7 2 4 7 5 3 3 3 5 4 8 1

5 1 6 3 5 3 8 3 8 7 4 5 7 6'

7 8 8 2 2 8 5 1 2 8 2 8 :. 7 ,

4 6 2 1 6 7 3 8 . 3 5 6 1 2 7 2 7

8 3 7 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 7 4 5 4

2 4 3 5 8 5 7 5 7 1 5 6 6
I

4 2
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TABLE XL

RATING OR REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPIM OUT OF SCHOOL MADE

BY MALE AND FEMALE GED STUDENTS (N-40)

Reason:

Desire to get a job 6
have some money

Failure to see any relevance
of curriculum to future
employment

Feeling of failure'and hope-
lessness resulting from failing

grades

Persuasion of out-of-school
friends to leave sishool

Pregnancy

Lack of adequate clothing

Personal clashes with teachers

as authority figures

Lack of individual or group
counseling or other supportive

services

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order
Males Females
(N-20) (N-20)

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage
Males Females

(N-20) (N-20)

X X

1 1 19.30 18.35

5 2 12.20 14.55

2 3 13.55 12.75

6 12.00 10.65

7 7 5.60 9.95

6 4 12.00 12.25

4 5 12.50 10.75

3 5 12.85 10.75

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined

values of a random variable.
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TABLE XLL

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL MADE
BY ALL GED STUDENTS (N-40)

Reason:

,-..manse,s10,16

Cumulative* Cumulative*
Response Response

Rating Order Percentage
All GED Students All GED Students

(N-40) (N-40)

%

Desire to get a job
have some money 1 18.80

Failure to see any relevance
of curriculum to future
employment 2 13.38

Feeling of failure and hope-
lessness resulting from
failing grades 3 13.15

Persuasion of out-ofrschool
friends to leave school 7 11.30

Pregnancy 8 7.77

Lack of adequate clothing 4 12.13

Personal clashes with teachers
as authority figures 6 11.62

Lack of individual or group
counseling or other supportive
services 5 11.85

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.
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ADDENDUM VII

Individually Written Responses To Survey of GED Students
Questionnaire Item Ii

Questionnaire Item:

I. What are the major reasons causing students to drop out of school?
(Rank those chosen in order of importance 1 through 8).

i) Others Describe)

Verbatim iiritten Responses:

1. "My family moved to Mexico I. was an orphan lived with my uncle and I
did not have what I needed

2. Failure to share responsibility more challenging then their present

3. The teachers in grade 1st through 6th tries to and does gives the
kids a D in his work because his conduct is bad. Too many lines to

write over and over

4. Because there are two many fights and students don't get punished
the way they are suppose to

5. Failure of parents to take care of his family

6. The father go to the north with family to job

7. I did not have the proper things for school

8. Sometimes plain laziness

9. Getting in trouble with police

10. I think the main reason is because one isn't smart enough to comprehend
it till later then the time comes when we are sorry about dropping

11. Dropped out to work and help parents

12. I had to work and help my grandmother

13. Didn't like to attend classes daily

14. Because I wanted to get a job and money

15. I wanted co have money to spend

16. I wasn't doing very good so my parents decide to put me out of

it

17. I had to work to help the family out cf unpaid bills
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18. To get a job because in the program it Laredo are not good they pay

a little money and we don't have no tips

19. Causn of the teacher

20. Service

21. I wanted to get a job and play too much hookie

22. Large family, oldest member of family, lack of jobs local, Jo:Led

military service. No father at very early age.

23. I was accidentally shot and was temporarily paralized and I couldn't

continue because I couldn't climb all the stairs in school

24. Wanted to get Job

25. I did not want to leave-Laredo but still I have no place to stay

26. I have to get a work

27. Because I got married and I couldn't support my family going to

school

28. Begin to work during the summer and you get the taste of money to

buy clothes and to spend

29. We or the school board to have volunteers who are dropouts to attend

several schools most important L.J. Christen, Lamar, Martin, and

Nixon. To talk to the students and tell them what we are suffering

without a high school diploma. Maybe they'll see our mistake and

decide to stay in school

30. We were poor and I h.4 to work to help keep food and clothes for the

smaller one

31. Parents not understanding or caring

32. No encouragement from parents

33. The fact that we never really know what will go on after the step

we take, which ever may be

34. Large family and parents don't have steady job

35. Could be that some have a slight brain disorder and are unable to
comprehend and retain that which has been taught. Perhaps an M.D

should check slew readers and learners

36. Was able to get a job as a saleslady and I thought that was it

37. It may be someone that misses school due to some kind of .:11ness

consequently if this person goes back to school be finds it hard

to catch with others
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38. Marriage

39. Most of the time a student that has been retained several times
loses all his willingness of finishing school and would rather
drop school

40. Unemployment"
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ADDENDUM VIII

Irdividually Written Responses To Survey of GED Students
Questionnaire Item II

Questionnaire Item:

II. Please state briefly the reason or describe the circumstance
that caused you to drop out of school.

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "Got married

2. I was taken out of school by my lathe: because he did not approve
the fact of my having a boyfriend. I was going to graduate Jan.

1967

3. Strict parents

4. I drop school because I got sick and I felt bad to be one grade
behind my class

5. Sickness in family. My father got sick and I was the only one who
could help them by working. I did regret dropping school because
I did like it

6. I guess I thought that by getting married I would have everything
I needed for the rest of my life. Actually I think it is a mistake
we can know-nothing before we do it, or at that time didn't know
much about how much effect it will have

7. The reason I dropped from school was because I got married

8. Rebellion age, pregnancy and lack of counseling and understanding

9. I was doing well in all my subj.,..qs but very soon I got tired of
going to school. I did&.t like homework, so I quit school at the
10th grade. and got married

10. We hqd etonomic problems and I got nervous when I couldn't do the
work they gave us in school and because of the nervous I got I would
get sick to my stomach and I had to eta); home

11. I dropped out of schzol cause I was behind in school work. This led

to my marriage. Aka as a result marriage didn't keep me long from
iinding out that it wasn't going to help.me forget about my diploma.
This is why I returned to school ano I hope to get my diploma in
March
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I
12. I used to miss a lot of school because we use to go up north to

work

13. The reason I dropped school in the 10th grade was because I could
never get to understand math and I thought I would never make it to
graduate

14. The reason was that something funny got into my head. Then I noticed

11

that I was old enough to help my parents to support the rest of the
kids that are still in school

15. The main reason that caused me to drop out of school was lack of
understanding

16. I dropped out school to work and help my family

11 17. Large family and had to work to help parents

[1

18. Had to get married on account of pregnancy

19. Mainly I ran off and got married. Had to I was pregnant

20. Having to work to help the family income I was the second child
so therefore basing one of the oldest we had to help my father in

ff

field work

21. Because I desire to get a job and have some money so I could help
my house

1.1
22. I dropped out because I had to work to support my mother who was ill

and myself plus the fact that there wasn't any money for lunch since

11

I had to commute to the county seat to school

23. My reason is because I was attending to a public school for most of
the time, then I changed to a catholic school but I had to stay out
a lot and it happen that my father happen to get sick and had to go
to the hospital and lost his job. I had to pay the school year but
I couldn't continue. So I decided to enroll in the GED program

24. At that time I'd planned on getting married

25. My mother was a widow .without a permanent job. And I want to work

to help her

26. My father thought at that time that it was better for us to work
Iat the time

27. Wanted to get a job to help at home

28. My mother was sick for some time and since I was the youngest of the
family it was thought that I could return later to school

29. A big family and parents were sick, and I being the oldest was put out
of school to work and help the house

.

t

30. Got serried then became pregnant
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31. I dropped school because this last summer started working as an N.Y.C.
worker but when school started they took my job away so I dropped
school and now I'm working at the N.Y.C. for dropouts

32. Family farm. Boys in the service. Father ill had to help work the
fields

33. Because there were too many in my family I had to work to give money
to my patents because my father was not earning enough for all of
us. We had to go up north and work

34. Because being the head of the family and without a father I had to
help my mother support the rest of the family

35. I became orpahn of my father and mother

36. Desire to get a job and have some money in other words to be considered
an adult

37. Needed money to help big sister to go to college

38. Got in trouble with some men and couldn't go out on the street alone.
Had to leave the state for my own good. This, the teachers should
teach the students. That gang fights are no good to anybody. There

should be more counseling at the schools about gang fights. What it
brings to a person, which is nothing good.

I dropped out of school because my parents couldn't provide me
sufficient necessities I needed cause they were old enough I had to
support them

40. The reason I dropped out so I could work and help parents"
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TABLE XLII

RATI1C OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS REMAINIM IN SCHOOL MADE
BY MALE GED STUDENTS (N-20)

Want to attend
college or some
form of post - secondary

schooling

Pressure from relatives

Friendship with a
teacher, counselor
or administrator

besire to learn

Extra curricular
activities

Desire "to be
somebody"

Encouragement
from relatives

Habit

Relevance of curriculum
to future career

Athletic program

Feeling of personal
accomplishment

Association with friends
who are students

GED Interviewee LiIF11.111:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 44110 11 17 11 14 15

6 2 3 3 2 1 4 1. 2 1 5 1 1 2 9 3

7 12 11 4 7 5 5 7 8 11 2 7 7 12 6 9

1211 6 5 /1 11 6 8 3 6 12 8 12 10 3 12

11 3 1 1 1 2 7 2 1 3 3 4 2 1 1 2

10 8 9 10 6 9 8 10 10 7 10 9 8 8 12 7

1 1 2 2 3 3 1 3 4 2 4 3 3 3 2 1

9 4 12 11 10 10 9 11 9 12 9 5 4 11 5 10

2 10 0 12 12 1210 9 11 8 11 11 9 7 11 5

4 6 4 9 4 8 12 4 5 4 a 10'10 6 4 4

5 5 8 8 5 7 e. 5 6 5 6 12 11 9 10 11

8 7 7 6 8 6 2 12 12 9 1 2 5 4 7 6

13 9 5 7 9 4 3 6 7 10 7 6 6 5 8 8
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TABLE XLIII

RATIfG OF REASOIE FOR STUDENTS REMAINIVG IN SCHOOL MADE
DY FEMALE GED STUDENTS (N-20)

Want to attend
college or some
form of post-secondary
schooling

Pressure from relatives

Friendship with a
teacher, counselor
or administrator

Desire to learn

Extra curricular
activities

Desire "to be
sometody"

Encouragement
from relatives

Habit

Relevance of curiculum
to future career

Athletic program

Feeling of personal
accomplishment

Association with
friends who are
students

'GED Interviewee #

1 2 3 14 5'6 7 8 9 10 1112,1313 14 15 1

2 5 11 1 3 12 1 3 4 6 2 7 2 4 6

3 6 8 10 8 1 4 11 11 8 7 8 9 5 1 1

12 10 12 LI 11 3 7 12 8 12 12 11 8 10 10

4 1 1 2 1 8 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 2

11 7 2 3 5 4 8 10 7 3 10 10 10 9 5

1 1 6 4 6 9 3 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 3

5 2 7 5 4 2 5 4 9 9 5 6 4 6 4

30 8 9 12 !.2 11 6 9 12 7 6 5 11 8 12

6 3 0 6 7 7 9 5 5 10 4 3 7 3 7

f 1 0 5 7 9 10 2 8 0 11 9 12 12 12 11 1

8 4 3 9 2 5 11 6 2 4 8 4 5 7 8

9 9 4 8 10 6 .0 7 5 5 11 2 6 11 9 1
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TABLE XLIV

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS REMAINING IN SCHOOL MADE

BY MALE AND FEMALE GED STUDENTS (N-40)

Reason:

who are students

Cumulative* Cumulative*

Response Response

Rating Order Percentage

Males Females Males Females

(N-20) (N-20) (N-20) (N-20)

X X

Want to attend college
or some form of post-
secondary schooling 3 2 12.50 11.70

Pressure from relatives 7 8 7.15 7.00

Friendship with a teacher,
counselor or adwinistrator 8 11 6.45 4.80

Desire to learn 2 1 12.60 13.80

Extra curricular
activities 10 7 6.10 7.30

Desire "to be somebody" 1 3 13.30 11.10

Encouragement from
relatives 11 6 5.70

Habit 12 10 5.25 5.10

Relevance of currict4um

to future career 5 4 8.40 9.70

Athletic program 9 12 6.15 4.40

Feeling of personal

accomplishment 4 5 8.55 9.60

IIAssociation with friends

9.50

6 9 7.85 6,00

*Pertaining to.the sum of the frequencies of experimJntally determined

,values of a random variable.
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TABLE XLV

RATING OF REASONS FOR STUDENTS REMAIN INU IN SCHOOL MADE

ALL GED STUDENTS (N-40)

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order:

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage

All GED Students
(N-40)

All GED Students
(N-40)

Reason:

Want to attend college
or some form of post -.

secondary schooling 3 12.10

Pressure from relatives 7 7.07

Friendship with a teacher,
counselor or administrator 10 5.63

Desire to learn 1 13.20

Extra curricular
activities 9 6.70

Desire "to be somebody" 2 1.2.20

Encouragement from
relatives 6 7.60

Habit 12 5.17

Relevance of curriculum
to future career 5 9.05

Athletic program 11 5.27

Feeling of

accomplishment 4 9.08

Association with friends

who are students 8 6.93

'pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of exicrimelltally determined

values of a random variable.
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ADDENDUM IX

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of GED Students
Questionnaire Item III

Questionnaire Item:

III. What single academic skill or ability in yoir opinion, makes
the most important contribution toward helping a student to

remain to school.

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "Ability to learn and retain things

2. The ability to read well

11
3. My opinion Jo that a etudenz joins some group that he likes and

is encourage he will stay In school (school band), (fucqbar),

(home-economics)

11 4. Probably the skill of knowirg the English language alone contributes
greatly in helping a student stay in school

11
5. For somebody to have the interest in that person, to make him oc

her understand how much they have to take interest in themselves

first

6. To have the ability to learn

11

7. The ability to understand the teacher

8. The ability of having good teachers who will do their test in helping

1]

ell students to learn better and encourage them to remain, in school
and also some teachers are real mean to some and good to others. They

should treat all students equal

9. I would give them my opinion which is to work after school and attend

school during the day time. Bacaute it sure is herd to attend school

at night

10. Thi most important is to he'p a student to remain in school is to help

him understand

11. Reading ability and understanding

12. Knowing how to understand whatever it is they may be studying

13. Because it will help students to be somebody and have the opportunity

to learn more
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1/. 1'11 say if the student is an easy learner has a good elementary
teacher and also important is the situation at home it could cover
a lot of territory and a lot of different circumstances

15. I think in my opinion thq ability that makes the most important
contribution that a student rerain in school is helping him to learn
and taking care of him in the classes he is doing

16. Thair ability to study

17. Ability to study

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

English and reading comprehension

In my opinion reading comprehension is one of the subjects that would
help a great deal to a student

I think in my opinion a good skill or ability for a student to remain
in school is that the student should like school and wanted to learn

Mathematics

%eadiag comprehension

Math and English

If I were in public school right now I would ask for less hours of
school and more hours of the day to be at home. I also got out of
school because some teachers were very bossy and always kick you.
More tine for study of exams and not too much to study. Any student
is not capable or has a need as a computer to be able to know about
seven books for seven exams

25. Reading comprehension

26. The ability to - omprehend reading helps e student to better grades

27. The skill to 1,-. educati,d and respected

28. English and math the most important nowadays

29. English, reading, and math and spelling, no science, no social studies
because we are not going to the moon and we are not going to work
with George Washington

30. Language ability Jakes the most important skill

31. Courage and studying ability

32. Clunseling

33. My opinion is the language (English) on the U.S.A. and finish high
school

34. To know how to read and understand whit he or she is reading. By
reading you learn Acid understand lot of our surroundings
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35. Have a job on the side and go to school with nice clothes make one

stay in school and food and have money to buy things like kids like

36. Ability to understand and learn fast

37. The ability to be taught to be somebody

38. Helpin3 him be someone and not be like others running around

39. Better and more often counseling from teachers at school

40. Grammar, spelling and reading"
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ADDENDUM X

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of GED Students

.

Questionnaire Item IV

Questionnaire Item:

IV. Please write in the single reason or circumstance that in

your opinion causes a student to remain in school.

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "To do better in life

2. Be well adjusted in his or her relation to the parents or custodians

3. Desire to learn

4. Students stay in school to learn and to improve themselves

5. Encouragement from family and ambition

6. This desire to be somebody

7. Desire to be somebody

8. So you can feel like somebody and knowing that you Nave more preference

for a jab than a dropout

9. Hoybe he is tired of living in poverty and would like to have education

to have Letter opportunities to live better

10. Most or the time is that they want to be somebody wich a good education

and want to have better living in future

11. A student will remain in school if he gets the attention he needs

whenever he is in need of help. Counselor and teacher maybe friends

can encoura3e a person to stay in school if he states his or her

needs

12. To learn and get better goals

13. Not wanting to be less then others

14. In my opinion is that most students remain in school because they

want to hare a better living than that the one their parents had

15. The desire to learn and be somebody later in life

16. To learn and to get all the education that we will be needing in our

future

17. To be somebody in the near future

?Al
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18. Waat to do something for self

erra41,07,45702,11

19. Mainly, I think is because they are able to get a good teacher in the

first 6 grades and able to learn easily afterwards

20. I remained in school to learn, and to be somebody. If I have knowledge

I can get a better job

21_ In our kind of braket which is migrant labor the desire to get out of

such life and be like the rest of the people in town

22.. A etudent now realizes that without a high school diploma he is nothing

23. Nowadays education is a must and for obtaining a job the more know

the better off you are

24. Pressure from parents and to he well prepared for better jobs

25. Most students reain in school because this days you cannot get a

job if you are not a high school graduate

26. Sometimes students remain in schonl because they want to get a good

education to get a good job

27. Pressure from relatives

28. The understanding that without an education you'll get nowhere

29. The encouragement from your mal family no matter how your grades are

30. In the advance age of space they feel the need for a better education

31. Desire to learn and be somebody

32. People who want to be respected and educated

33. In my opinion a desire to be somebody and have a better career

34. I would say that he is interested in getting an education to get a

career which would make him live a better life

35. I think that he had a job after school or didn't need to work and

I would say he had a desire to finish

36. You reach a certain point in life and realize you darn well need

education

37. If you don't have education you are not going to find a good future

38. The main reason that might keep students in school are what :hey do

after school and the people they have around

39. A student remains in school when he has intelligence, friends, good

clothing and feels he is wanted to be with by friends

40. The wanting to attend college sc that he or she can get a better job

with better wages. To be proudto say "I've got my diploma"
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ADDENDUM XI

Individually Written Responses To Survey Of GED Students Questionnaire
Itern V

Questionnaire Item:

V. Please descriPm briefly the single reason or circumstances that

caused you to return to school.

Verbatim Written Responses:

1. "For a better JO opportunity

2. I like to learn in school classes

3. I wanted to be someone in life and not waste my time doing nothing

but most of ..17 I did have before or shall I say, I do have ambition

now.

4. I am glad I came back and hope I'll make !.t. I want a better job',

better pay, and more interedted in how much more I can learn from here

5. I returned to school because I have always wanted to go to college and

be somebody so, now that I had an opportunity I came back

6. Because I have realize what a nessecity a school ed. is for jobs and
just for a bout everything else and also a feeling of pride in me

7. I cam back to school because after all I liked school. The only

thing was that I get tired for a while. I need toc, to have an

education to live better

8. I am in school because in the N.Y.C. program we had to come unless

we would lose the job

9. I return to school cause it made mf: reilice how important it is to
hays your diploma tc get a gcod job

10. The opportunity to finish my high school education at no extra cost

11. To find a fare job

12. What caused me to keep going to school was that I want to graduate
in order to help my self In my coming future

13. The reason I returned to school is that I would like to have a
better job, than what I have now
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14. Started thinking of improving myself because it's never too late

15. Because I have to learn to be some by

16. The fact that I have six sisters andtrothers and lausy father and
I have the duty to get them out of the life of migration to the
northern .statea

17. I am working presently as a janitor and I an interested in working
as an nurse's aide or as LVN so I need tc be able to finish my
training

18. Encouraged by one of my best friends that kept telling me it's never
too late to learn

19. To get my diploma, so I could study a business course and earn a
good salary to support my child (1 am a divorcee)

20. I've always had a tremendous desire'to learn more than what I know
now

21. i now learn that in the first place I shouldn't dropout school. .

Because I needed that education to get a good job. And row I want

to improve my education so I can get a good Job

22. The desire to continue school and the first opportunity to do so

23. First of all when I started working they told about this G.E.D.
classes sod that we needed to come so I'm attending this class
Incause I think that is a good opportunity for everyone

24. I was unable to find a decent job without a diploma

25. Decided I really needed more education for a better future

26. What Icouldn't get a good job and I think if I get an education I
will get a good job and make a better living

27. I couldn't get a job and because I uould like to go to college

28. My mother at.d father

29. Desire to a better job and more knowledge

30. Finally realise the mistake I had made some 6 years ago and my
desire to improve my income And way of life

31. I want to earn mroe so I can send my child to college and maybe
be more help to them

32. I returned because I want a better job, a better living and also
because I don't want to bye working in fields all of my life
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33. I improved my education and get better job

34. I returned to school because I need more study so I can understand
my family better and at same to better myself as today they hirr
a graduated and a college then a dropout in my job

35. I had to finish my high school in order to be a nurse aid or a
better job

36. Want to learn more math and English

37. Wanted to have a better job b& go to college to be someone
important

38. The reed for a high school diploma and realize how much it is needed
for example, to get better paying jobs

39. I returned to school because I want to finish my high school to go
to college and study medicine and perhaps within 12 years or more
become a doctor

40. Desire to take college and be somebody"
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TABLE XLVI

RATIM OF CHANGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE TIE' NUMBER OF DROPOUTS
MADE BY MALE GED STUDENTS (N-20)

Additional counseling

More individual
help from
teachers

tiork study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity fo'
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after -
school activitie3

Less Homework

fore understanding
and sympathetic'
teachers

More male teachers

Smaller class sizes

Smaller school enroll-
ment

Shorter school day

GED Interviewee #1,11Illy

1 2 3 41 5 6 7' 8L9i101_11/12
3 3' 1 3

13

2 3

[
i

14

5

15 :

11 1 8 31 7 6 2

5 2 9 1 8 7 5 1 4 10 2 3 1 9 2

4 10 1 7 10 1 1 4 1 9 1 4 2 8 6

3 11 3 2 2 3 4 2 13 7 4 1 4 4 3

6 9 7 4 6 4 6 6 5 4 6' 6 5 13 13 1

7 8 6 6 3 5 7 5 7 10 9 8 7 5

I

8 4 11 5 1 13 8 4 10 6 11 10 6 3 7

11 13 5 8 12 12 9 3'12 5 10 8 7 12 12 1

2 5 4 9 5 11 10 4 2 2 5 4 9 1 4

9 :2 13 12 13 10 3 13 9 111 8 5 10 10 11

10 3 12 11 4 9 11 11 6 l2 7 7 11 2 8

12 6 10 13 9 8 13 12 8 3 9 11 12 6 9 1

13 7 2 10 11 2 12 8 11 13 12 12 13 11 10 1
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4 11 3 1 2
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7 5 5 7

8 3 1 9 9

9 2 6 13 6
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TABLE XLVII

RUING OF CHAIUES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF DROPOUTS
MADE BY FEMALE GED STUDENTS (N-20)

Additional counseling

More individual
help from
teachers

Work study program
with weekly salary

Job training
program leading
to employment

Elimination of
some academic
subjects

Opportunity for
extra school
activities during
the school day

Additional after-
school activities

Less Pomework

More understanding
and sympathetic'
teachers

More male teachers

Smaller claw) sixes

Smaller school
enrollment

Shorter school day

GED Interviewee #

1 2 3440 5 6 7 8 10 11412 13 14 15 1. 17 18 19 20

3 4 1 4 1 4 3 3 1 4 3 2 1 5 3 2 1 5 1

4 2 6 3 2 3 8 1 2 5 7 1 2 1 1 7 3 2 3

1 11 2 2 8 2 1 13 5 3 4 4 11 4 6 5 9 9 2

2 5 11 1 9 1 2 2 4 2 6 3 3 2 2 A 4 8 4 5

112 13 12 9 12 8 9 8 7 10 1 6 10 6 7 3 10 10 8

11 6 3 11 10 6 7 4 6 9 11 7 4 7 4 7 11 6 8 13

5 7 10 811 7 10 510 613 812 8 8 ' 12 11 7 6

13 9 4 7 7 9 12 7 8 / 5 9 9 9 9 ; 9 7 11 9

% 3 5 6 3 5 4 6 3 11 8 5 5 10 5 10 2 3 7

7 8 13,12 13 10 11 .9 9 13 12 11 8 3 13 1 1 13 13 11

8 1 7 10 4 11 5 11 12 0 10110 6 11 12 1 1 5 1 4

9 10 8 5 6 12 13 10 13 12 9 12 7 13 1 1 12 12 10

10 12 9 13 5 13 6 12 11 7 2 13 13 12 11 121 :. 4 6 12
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TABLE XLVIII

RATING OF CHANGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF DROPOUTS
MADE BY MALE AD FEMALE GED STUDENTS (N-40)

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage
Males
(N-20)

Females
(N-20)

Males Females

(N-20) (N-20)

7,

Additional counseling 1 1 12.15 12.37

More individual help from
teachers

3 2 10.45 11.75

Work study program with
weekly salary 4 4 10.35 9.75

Job training program
leading to employment 2 3 10.60 11.10

Elimination of some
academic subjects 7 9 7.65 6.25

Opportunity for
extra school activities
during the school day 6 7 7.75 7.00

Additional after-schoo
activities .

8 10 6.70 5.90

Less homework 11 8 5.00 6.50

More understanding and
sympathetic teachers 5 5 8.95 9.25

More male teachers 10 13 3.70

Smaller class sixes 9 6 6.50 7.15

Smaller school
enrollment 12 12 4.80 4.40

Shorter school day 13 11 3.80 4.90

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined values

. of a random variable.
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TABLE XLIX

RATING OF CH&NGES NEEDED IN THE SCHOOLS TO REDUCE 'FA NUMBER uF DROPOUTS
MADE BY ALL GED STUDENTS (N-40)

Cumulative*
Response

Rating Order

Cumulative*
Response

Percentage
All GED Students

(N-40)

All GED Students
(N-40)

Additional counseling 1 12.26

More individual help from
teachers 2 11.10

Work study program
week7y salary 4 10.05

Job training program
leadinto employment 3 10.85

Elimination of some
academic subjects 7 6.95

Opportunity for
extra school activities 7.38
during the schoal day 6

Additional after-school 6.30
activities 9

Lase Homework 10 5.75

More understanding and
sypathetic teachers 5 8.10

More male leachers 12 4.50

Smaller class sixes 8 6.83

Smaller school
enrollment 11 4.60

Shorter school day 13 4.35

*Pertaining to the sum of the frequencies of experimentally determined
values of a random variable.
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ADDENDUM XII

Iodividually Written Responses ro Survey Of GED Students Questionnaire

Item Vn

Questionnaire Item:

V. What educationally feasible changes and conditions can be

implemented in the s hoo s to reduce the number of dropouts?

Rank 1 through 13.

n) Others (describe)

Verbatim Written Responses:

1; !'Perhaps a more personal look into a problem child or teeliage.
'definately to have an M.D. of phyciatry or ilde to detect

dyleAia in a person

.-rufte."0001Prii,

2. Some way to help the student in financial matter. Some kind

of work after school because if jobs could be giving to students

that really need it and are instructed in furtheining their

education

3. To ask teachers to understand when a student comes from a big

family or poor family not to embarrass 71im if he can't bring his

gym suits or whr.tever money he has to donate, tccause that's what

makes them never to come to school to be laugh at because of that

4. Implementing kinds of trades at high school level that would give

the students that cannot afford further education to graduate

having learned a skill

5. Teach in the level of the slowest student in class or make classes

of sL ".dents in the name level

6. Do not have too many steps and mutual understanding between teachers

tad students

7. I think if teachers would tuke students ton a store or office, and

asks them about their education, and salary and then take them to

labor office and asks them about their salary in the grade they are

in th1t would wake a point

8. Teachers should know very well the background of each student from

home and religioo habits so she can treat them as individuals for

help
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9. Treat students like they are somebody and try to help them so often
the teachers call the students bad names

10. To have pressure in school hours and see that study and understanding
of everything taught on the day'R lessons when anyone makes a mistake
of any knid, explain the subject that is wrong and give a chance to
him to learn to do better

11. I feel that students should be given more of the teacher's time,
because I have noticed that if a student is not too Interested, the
teacher must do something, to encourage them a little more and net
put them aside for ,rood stucknts. Also try to get in touch
with their parents and see what can be done to help that student in
trouble

12. To my opinion I think that shorter courses will help and this is
what I mean for a student 12 years is a long time and to keep in
school means doing without a lot of thing° so if the schooling could
be lees years I'm sure a lot of students will remain insschool
knowing that in a few years they will be thorough with their schooling

13. Keeping the students aware at all times, that education nowadays
16 a must. In some cases less homework might help some students
that put a little interest about their classes

14. Many children are retain in the same grade several times, so
sooner ale later they will lose interest in school because of
finding Oemselves with a group that is not of his same age.
Whenever they get to the junior high school they are usually old
enough to be in high school are old enough to walk. They begin

to think of how many years they nave to go before they will finish
school and this alone will make them loge interest, I think that

if a child fails more than once . 1 suuld be promoted to another
higher grade to see if he is smart enough to be there and didn't
pass just because they weren't interested enough to work a little
harder

15. To my opinion I would like teachers that wouldn't joke to much
with their students and for teachers to be more strict and explain
the lessons to to students that really want to learn something.
I think this will make students more inteested and learn more
because otherwise they just get bored because they are wasting
their time. To me this is the best idea because this cpply to
me peareomally

16. For teachers to encourage pupils to stay in school, who want to
drop out. talk with parents of pupil and !Ind reason for pupil
dropping out. some pupils' find school extra hard. eve this
pupils sore of the teachers time
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Let the students participate in groups. Like every one hoving
some kind of responsabily. Sops don't quilify for some group
let them try another (Band) Pep Squad) (Plays), Games Student
Counsil - there are a lot of things and some students never get in
anything but studies and get discourage - so they drop out

18. For one I feel that public schools should have a better currilu-
lum program. stress mere on the three R's. In elementary school
(reading) should definatly be :aught right. Also in the high school
level I feel a councellar, for personal problems no matter how small
a problem, is needed

19. Individual counceling with parents and studdnts, emmedietely after
students start dropping out of classes. Also more trade training
choices for the students who Will be unable to attend colldge

20. I would recommend several things to be made to reduce the number
of drop-outs in school. First, they should have better trans-

portatl for some of the students. They too, need to be fed at
tchool a: lunch time because of transportation. - Some students want
less homework. Other students complaint about some teachers, that
they are so strict or they do not explain very well -

21. I would like to recommend that teachers take time during the class
period to help students in Whatever problem he has in the subject

22. To pay more att. to the students. Also the transportation they

have. and the fights. Punish the guys how there sopose to be
punish. Tell the teacher to ask the students if they have eny
problem back home. So they can get tbgehther and discus,it to
see than can help them in any way possible

23. I would recommend a change in the schools to reduce the number of
dropouts more understanding from the teachers and be more strict,
on the student, but most of all, students sometimes get discourage
with school, and the teachers should help the student in everyway
they can. To my knowledge understanding will help the students

24. Teachers attitude towards the students, because some teachers are
rot at all concern with the progress of the students. Teachers
ehoeld stimulate students and encourage than to stay in school
and they also should give the some attention to all

25. Better Teachers. Better English Teachers. Better Text Books. cover

more studies from the first Grade to the 12 grades. Teach Foreign

Languages; Spanish, French and German. make class the 10 months a
year. Sc' students and have one month in school and last vacation
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26. Teachers should be more comprehensive, and should understand the
students, and feel their needs, besides teachers should not play
with students they should be respected by all her or tie class

27. That the laws which the Suprintendent or the principal applies to
.audents just also apply for teachers. For example: If they do not
want the students to wear mini or short dresses to school, the teach-
ers should set the example by obeying the law too or rule. Also not
to stop the N.Y.C. program which give the students a chance to work
so that they can buy what they need for school. It is a lot of help
for students to have money for what they need. because if they come
from poor families they quit school

28. I think some changes could be in finding part time jobs for some
of the students who need work the most. Some teachers should be
advised to be more considerate and try to be fair to all the
students in their classy some should learn to be better teachers
and try to teach better so all students should learn good. I

had a teacher that wa° so mean, and she was one of the reasons I
dropped out from schoul. I disliked het so much I hated to be
taught by her

29. Students attending school have very strict laws in the office
regarding an absent slip because when the go tc the office to get
an absent slip the get a lot of Questioh about wt,' did the note as
if they doubt their word that it was done by their mother they
even check a card to be sure it's my handwriting

30. If they could shorten the school hours, they would be better short,
and if they would give less homework 6 instead of homework give
that work in class that would be better because they would do the
work and at home if possible they would get someone to do the home-
work and what are they learning nothing. And if they could reduce
the no. of old teachers you know tht teachers in his or her 60's
and get younger teachers with younger ideas as you know the students
are not old

31. I recommend that teachers, principle, vice-principle and Leadr
of the Guidence Dept. hall) those kids that are behind more in the
subjects they are failing (especially the Migrants Kids). A
little more extra time won't hurt a teacher or anybody to give to
their students for study together. This will help the students
to keep from dropping out of school

32. I have nothing to say about the leachers or Directors - Biit one and
oily problem that I see unfair is the competition for social affairs.
If you have mony, it is seams to me that you have a Better Chance
of winning - Em. for Most Beautiful, if you have the mony for the
advertisoing you win and if you don't, Well That's it. I know I was
one of those girls. Who - couadn't partisioate because of lack of
Bony, I know you AO not have to have it (Bony) But you feel that
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if you Win, where Will you get The mony for dress and photo so
Please let poor people have a chance at all this

33. I would like to recommend more understanding to the pupils be-
cause some teachers pay more attentaion to the ones that are from
certain families. I would say they need better Teachers

34. I think that there should be at least a 1/2 pierud, "lets -call it
preach," to tell the students, and show them more likely how live
is on the out side, to talk too them, to show the diffienes
between a labor & a loyer, a truck driver or a salesmen

35. Things that could improve in cutting the dropout number, would
)e more personal relations between students and teachers, To have
classes as subj: Better Relations - Better understanding. Also

why should we care about ancient history - we should care subjects
as air-pbllution, riot control. Asia crisis. Also to have
segregation of students at the start of each year have students
take an equ!valant test. to determine the slow learning student
and the quick learning students, because a slow learner will
alway feel behind and decide he will never be able to cotch up
so he decides to quit

36. One of the changes I would recomend would be for more counslers
or more people who can understand the reason why a teenager has
to drop out because of econonic reasons. More help should be
given to those kind of people who find it hard to go to school
and keep a job

37. I think if parents were more capable of instructing thire
children and emphasize the importance of an education, this
especialy by those parents who are dropouts themselves also
teachers should be on the look out for those students who
might dropout

38. Less students in one class. More school program to keep the student

here in Laredo. More morderm equiment to be used by a teacher to

better teach a student. And if a student breack a school rule. I

don't think be should be supenede from school. Better yet, I think

a private talk will do

39. Probably have more understanding teachers, maybe because you're
seat to a school and you'd like to attend another but because of
certain districts you can't attend the school of your choice.
Transportation is also one of the major reasons economically
speaking. Less Homework ari less strict-teachers"

40. Have sore jobs for the kids in high school or junior high.
Sometimes they are kids in the N.Y.C. that don't need the job
so badly.- tomething should be done to try to get jobs for the
people or kids I eight say, that really need them. Thank you
for trying to do something for thy: dropouts.
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Code Interpretation

M1-1; SexCassette Tape Number-Interview Number

18; Age at date of dropping school.

5-25-68; Date of dropping school.

9; Grade at date of dropping school.

Number of times retained prior to dropping

school.
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VERBATIM INTERVIEWS WITH MALE DROPOUTS

The following consists-ofthe actual taped interviews

translated from the Spanish spoken in the interviews, to

the English and are as nearly exact as'such translation

allows.
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trtearohKrmr...,...

M1-1! 18; 5-25-68; 9; 4;

Q
What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

Nothing I dropped out because I was going to go up north to work.

School was ok but I needed to work and I couldn't find a job here

so I dropped.

Q When did you drop?

A I dropped in 1964 from the 6th grade from Catherine Tarver School.

Then I came back to the 7th grade in Christen. Then in the 8th

grade I joined the Job Corps for one year. Then I came back to

school to the 9th grade and I got bored of school and I dropped

to go to work at the Quintana's Apartments. I have been working

there since then.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like

to go to school?

A Well in some schools, I don't know it's ok, but you get bored of

doing the same stuff every day.

Q How would you like the schools to be? Did you like the subjects?

Do they have to be changed? Or what do you need?

A Well when I was in the Job Corps you know you go to scho,J1 one

day and one day you work. I was studying welding. When I came

back I wanted to take welding over there in Martin but they

couldn't give me welding.

Q .Do you think that the schools should have more vocational subjects?

A Yes.

Q Would.you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A It is hard to find a job because you know I work hard and I only

get $50 a week that +N why I want to go back but I don't know.

You know I dropped from the 9th grade because the draft was after

me too and I dropped to join and you see I didn't make it so I

started to work.

Q Do yoa think your parents could have done something to make you

stay in school?

1
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A They tried but they told me to ao whatever I thought was best.
They really wanted me to stay but I told them that I was sick and

bored of going to school. They couldn't agree with me going out
of school but they finally agreed and they told me I was going to

regret it.

Q That could your parents have done to make you go tc school?

A Nothing.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

Nothing everything was ok.

Then there is nothing that is keeping you from going to school?

No.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A I don't know, everything.

Q Do you miss anything in particular?

A My grammar.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A To get better grades but they weren't good enough. You know I

was the t,pe who didn't put much attention,

Q What could you personally do now to return to school?

A Well first I have to see 1 am planning to go to school again but

I don't know if I should or not. I am 19 right now and I dropped

from the 9th grade and I am planning to look for another job but

I don't know whether to look for a lob or to to beck to school.

I don't know if I do. I plan to see if I can get higher in school.

Do you think that if there was another type of program that you

could go would you go?

A Well, you see I heard from the manager's husband that they were going

to start a program where you could go to school and get paid. I

think that is a good program.

What circumstances made you drop school?

2
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A Well my reason was because when I went to pre-register the first
time me and another friend we had chains and a pack of cigarette.
That was a mistake about the cigaretts. I don't know. The vice-

principal ask us how did we expected to go to school. He said
that we were older and that we were suppose to set the example,
and we [old him (1)at we were not going to bring them anymore, but
then la,er or I taw that every guy in school had chains and had
cigaretts and ail of that so I didn't say anything. Then when
I wanted to drop out of school I thought of that you know, and I
told him why he didn't complain about the other guys bringing
cigaretts and chains and he didn't say anything.

Q Do you think it was because you were older?

A He said because ).2 .4 re older we were suppose to set the example
and all of the, so uuat the heck that was my main reason. He used
to blamt everything on us and I thought that was not right.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Well like I said I want to go back to school because it is hard to
got a job without education. I want to go back. I know now that
I cannot get a good job. I want to see if I can get higher in my
education. If I go to night Pleases, I am going to try to pass to
if I can get a high school diploma.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A In my math.

Q Where do you think you picked it up? How do you think you have
improved it? In the Job Corps do you think?

A Yes in the Job Corps.

Q How were the classes in the Job Corps?

A They teach you grammar, English, and math. They wanted to give me
the G.E.J. teat but I didn't know what it was, and I didn't take it.
then they told me what it was but it was too late.

Q Is that sort of like an equivalence test for a high school diploma?

A Yes.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A My English.

3
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Q Besides school in wuat ways are you worst off?

A Financially.

Q Now do you think it is in comparison of when you were in school ?.

Do you think you ara better off or worst off?

A Worst off.

A

If you had to do it all over again would y-I drop school a second

time?

No.

Q Under 'that circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A They should finish t'.eir education because it is very important
because it is very hard to find a job I think it is very important

to finish.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. They told me to stay that I was going to

suffer and that I was not going to find a job; but I didn't believe

them but now that I am dropped out I know that they were right.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return tc school?

A I want to go back but I don't think that anyone could do anything

for me.

Q Now could the government or the teachers h.lp you return to ichorl?

A I could go back to school without help.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A Welding.

Q Is there anything else that you can think you could say about the
schools or some of the other questions?

A No, i don't think so.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Well you see you go to school to study and since I was retained
too many times I couldn't do anything are that is why I dropped.

Q How old were you?

A 18.

Q Were you in the 7th grade?

A Yes.

Q Could you tAink of anything that the people in the schools have done

to help you learn?

A No.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A I don't know.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes, but I was not getting anything out of it because I was retained
three times in the acme grade.

Q How could they have helped you pass or to get what you wanted?

A Help me to study in the classes.

Q How were the teachers?

A They were nice but I was behind.

Q What would have to happen in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Are they ok the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school the way they are now?

A Well, right now I can't go because I got this car and I have to
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pay it and also because they need or_ to help them at home that

was another reason I dropped.

How do you regret having left school?

In no way; only that I am progressing.

Is there any way that you regret having left school?

Well I would like to go back but you see I have to pay for the car.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Force me to go.

What could they have done to make you like school?

A They told me to stay, but I told, them that it was too much, that I

was retained three times, that it was better to drop so I could

help them because the family i. too big so I started to work.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Yes it would have to change before I would like to return.

Q If you didn't have to pay the car would you return to school?

A Yes, If they told me to go I would.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A The friends and the studies.

Q Do you miss anything in particular?

A Just the studies and all of that.

Q Vast could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing, just study more and try to progress.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything you personally need before yo', would like to

return to school?
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A No I don't need anything.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I couldn't learn.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Just study more or something like that.

Q You said that if you didn't have to pay for the car you would

return to school?

A Yes.

Q How does this have to change before you would return to school?

A When I finish paying the car.

Q Would you return to school then?

A I don't knoW what kind of school would I go to the same or what?

Q You could go to the same or go to adult education would you return

to something like that?

A I don't know I think I couldn't go to school right now; because they

need me at home.

Q What kind of school would you like to go?

A Just regular, like Martin.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A No I am so so; more or less the same.

Q How are you worst off?

A I am the same.

If you had to do it all over again would you droo school for a

second time?

A If I had to start school again yes.

Q No, if you were in the same situation when you'drop?

A Po, I would stay.
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Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A There is no good reason for dropping school they should stay
whatever the situation is until you finish.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A No, they didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't say anything; I thought of dropping myself. I got

discouraged because I couldn't learn; I wouldn't pass.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q What could the government or the schools do to help you return to
school?

A I don't know. I would like to return to school and I wart to
return. Some of my friends told me that they had been called
and I wished I could get called so that I could go back.

Q If they pay you to go to school do you think this might help you
return to school?

A It might be some help but I don't know.

Q Didn't anybody called you to make you return to school?

A Yes they did and asked me why I had dropped and all of that and I
told them I had to help my mother and I had to work.

Q If you didn't have to help at home and didn't have to pay the car
would you return to school?

A Yea if I didn't have to Jo all of this.

Q If you had the opportunity to work in anything you wanted to what
would yo, like to do?

A Work in anything.

Q Is there anything in particular that you like to do?

A Like a doctor or something.
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Could you think of anything you might have forgotten to tell us

about the other questions?

No.

9
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing I was decided to drop to help my family. And besides I

couldn't learn. I was very behind.

Q Could the people in the schools .have done anything to make you
like to go to classes?

A Nothing. What happen was that I couldn't learn and I didn't pay
much attention that is why I decided to drop.

Q Could you think of anything that could have helped you?

A Explaining to me more because I was very behin.i.

Q Did you like school?

A. I did like it but I hung around with some friends who used to tell
me to skip classes and I would do it so that they would leave me
alone. That is when I began considering dropping.

Q What would have to happen in the schools before you would like to
return?

A I don't know. I have to think about it because two years without
going to school, it would like going to the 1st grade. I have

forgotten everything.

Could you think of anything that could be changed in the schools
before you would return to school?

A The schools are ok it was me who couldn't progress.

Now do you regret leaving school?

A In no way.

Would you return to school the way they are now?

A No.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Just force me.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.
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What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing would have to happen at home, just force me.

Q Do you think that if they force you, you would return to achool?

A Well, like I said, not right now because ,I have been out of school
for two more years and it's like if I would return to the 1st grade
because I have forgotten everything.

Q
What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Just the books.

Q What books do you think you need the most?

A Geography, English, and the spelling.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Have a sure job and go to schocl.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A If they would give me the opportunity to Pork and go to school!

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No just a job.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop schoo,?

A Nothing I was decided to help ny family with whatever I could.

Q What would result if you would Tatum to school?

A Like I said before to have a sure job r tv

Q How are you better off since leaving schc,

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't rnow I would have to take a test to sea 'oow worst off I am.
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Q How are you worst off since leaving school besides the studies in
general?

A I am not so bad right now.

Q Are you working right now?

A Yes.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A I don't think so.

Q Would you stay in school?

A Yea.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A I can't think of any right now.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me I dropped because I wanted to.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

IA They didn't discourage me either.

IQ What could be done now to make you return to school?

A To have a job at night and be able to go to school.

I
Q Would you return to regular classes or what type of classes would

you go?

A The same classes I had and work at night.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A In anything as long as I have some sure money to help my family.

Q If you could be trained in anything what would you like to do?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything you would like to do the most?
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Electrician.

What could you say about the other questions? Something you might

haqe forgotten to tell us?

No.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

No, they didn't say anything. See it happen this way, the classes
begin to make fights.

Q Where did you go to school?

A I was in Leyendecker and from there I was sent to Fatias and from
there 1 passed. when I was in Leyendecker I dropped from the 4th
grade. In Ferias 1 was in the 4th grade from there they sent me
to Tarver and from there I dropped.

Q What do you think that the teachers could have done t9 make you
stay in school?

A No, they didn't do anything to me.

Q What could they have done?

A To call we and ask me to come to school.

Did anybody call you to find out wh/ you didn't go to school?

A No.

Q What could they have done in the classes?

A They always blamed me and a few others for the fights in the class
and I never did anything like that, but the teachers always believed
what the others told him and they would Sent me to the principal.
And one time they told me to go home and bring my mother, but she
could not go because she had to do the housework, ironing and all
of that so I told them she could not come and they accepted me
again until the end of the year.

Q Did you return to school the next year?

A No because I was retained in the 5th grade so I decided to drop
and look for work.

Could the people have done anything to make you like t-nool?

I think so. Maybe I would have stayed.

What could they have done?

A I have no idea.

Q What kind of school would you like in other words? Or what kind

Q

A

Q
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of teache..s would you like?

A Teachers that are good.

Q How were your teachers?

A The ones from over there were good, but they used to play around

with the boys.

Q How did they play?

A Over there in that school the boys play a lot and the teachers could

not do anything they could not keep the dories down.

Were they men teachers or female teachers.

A They ;-ere both.

Do you think that they would fix this you would go back to school?

A I think so.

Q How do you regret leaving school?

A Right now I don't regret anything.

Q How die your parents encourage you to go to classes?

A If they have gone to talk to the teachers and the superintendent
and besides the schools now are just a lot of play around. Mother

said it was better to drop. You know I a brother who is in

the Air Force and no he was in the same a:tuation, got in fights

at Christen school.

Q Did he drop too?

A Yes. But he didn't drop from Christen, he had passed to 10th grade

in Martin High and he dropped from there.

Q How could your parents make you like school?

A I don't know.

Did you like school?

A I am going to tell you the truth, I just didn't like school I would

yo to school but I just didn't like it.

Q Why didn't you like school?
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A For one thing the teachers would get angry at me and I just
left school and there web a teacher at Leyendecker who I think
hated me and sheused to scold ma a lot but I kept going.

Q You say you think that this teacher just hated you?

A Yes and my mother always knew it too.

Q What did this teacher do?

A She used to get me by the arm and pinch me with hate. I told her
to just let me go but she just hated ne.

Was it a man teacher or a female teacher?

A A female teacher.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The work I am doil+g. I need more school.

Q Do you think that you would have a better job if you had stayed in
school?

A Yes.

Are you working right now?

A No, not right now.

Q What could have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A I cannot tell your

Q What would have to change at home to make you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that would have to happen for you to return to
school? .

A No.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A If they had not scold me and blamed me for everything I think I
would have stayed in school.
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Q What could you do now to return to school?

1 don't think anything because I have been out of school for two

or three years.

Q Do you think you could go to adult education?

A I don't know.

Q Would you like to return if you could?

A I would like to return but I feel discouraged.

Why do you feel discouraged?

A Because I have beet out of school two or three years.

Q What do you personally need before you would like to return to

school?

A I need to get a better job. I am planning to get a job in September,

and if I get a good paying job I would not return to school.

Q Would you rather have a job than to go school?

A Yes.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A First because I was retained in the 5th grade and second because

school was too far away. I would have had to pass to the 6th

grade so I could go to Christen but I decided to d7.op. During

lanter it's too hard to get over there and sometimes I had no

one to take me.

Q Now did yourget over there?

A My mother or my brother would take me.

Q What would make you return to school?

A . Nothing.

Q .

How are you better off since leaving school?

A In tho English I can understand it a little bit better and the

writing.

Now did you learn it?
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A By myself I would get books and read them here at home.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In math because multiplication is the hardest for me because
dividing and adding and all of that I can do, but with multiplying
is the only thing I have trouble with.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A If I had a Jot of difficulties and if I was retained I would probably
do it.

Q You mean that if you were in the same situation?

A Yes. My brother, Enrique who is in the Air Force and who dropped
from the 10th grade was in the riame situation that is why he
joined the Air force.

Q In what circumstances should anyone drop school?

A Well, my brother who is in the Air Force dropped because he just
didn't want to study and the other one who is in the Marines left
school because he didn't behave. The teachers called my mother
and he had to drop.

Q Do you believe that in this case the student should drop from school?

A The one who was not suppose to drop from school was Mario because
he was in the 10th grade and lack only two years to graduate but he
didn't want to go.

Can you think of a case in which everyone should drop from school?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A No they didn't encourage me to drop. It was all my idea.

Q How did they discourage you to drop?

A Well they discourage me because of the problems I used to have and
the school was a lot of play.

Q Could you say anything more about the schools, about Tarver?

A There were a lot of fights and more fights with this,guy who was
playing around. I think he wanted to fight and they wanted to
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take us to the office.

Was this after school?

Yes it was after four o'clock and all the teachers and the school
saw us and they called us but we ran.

What could be done to make you return to school?

If they would tell me how to do different things.

Is someone came to train you in something?

Yes. If someone came to help me to study or something like that.

What do you need the most?

The mathematics.

Do you think this is all you need?

Yes.

Do you think that if you been in another school besides Tarver
you would have :stayed?

Yes I would have stayed if they had not sent me to Tarver.

What kind of reputation do you think Tarver has? Now do the students
talk?

They talk Pachuco like because the ones that go over there are boys
21 and 22 years old.

Were there any boys older than you were?

Yes there were some because I was 17 years at that time.

How did you feel in school?

A , I felt good at first but about the middle of the year I began to
dislike it.

What did you dislike? The students? The teachers?

The students because they fought a lot in class.

What could the teachers have done?
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A They could have reported the students.

Q If they had caught you the time you were in that fight what would

they have done?

A They would have taken me to the principal and he would have called
home to tell my mother to go to school and talk to him because I
don't have to go back.

Q You said that when they'caught you in fights one time that your
mother didn't go to talk to the principal and they still accepted

you?

A Yes.

Q Did they give you nny punishment?

A No, they just accepted me.

Q At home did your mother tell you anything?

A Yes she asked me why I had misbehaved and I told her that they used
to Lame me all the time and a few others.

If you had the opportunity to work in anything you wanted to what
would you like to do?

Outdoors work. Like working in the railroad or construction or
carpenterAa apprentice or plumbing.

Q Would you like a program to help you to learn this trade?

A Yes.

Q Can you say anything else about the schools or anything else?

A No, I don't remember.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing because they never told me anything.

Q Where did you go to school?

A Leon Daiches (Montrose elementary school)

Q Were you there all the time?

A Yes.

Q Did you begin and drop from there?

A Yes.

Q Do you think the teachers could have done anything tv help you?

A No because I never told them anything. When the year ended I just
didn't return.

Q How old were you when you dropped echool?

A 16.

Q After you dropped did anyone come to see why you had dropped?

A No,,no one came.

Q Could the people have done anything to make you like school?

A No, I was too old fOr that grade. I was retained several years. I

was just overage.

Do 7ou believe that the schools Lould have done anything to help you?

A No just the classes, I just didn't like school because we used to get
out of school before it ended to go to work up north.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return?

A To be in classes where there was people my age because it looks bad
to have kids smaller than you are.

Q Do you think that they could have done anything to help you make up for
the time you were out of school?
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A No because I just didn't like school because at my age and in that
grade we would just kid around and didn't do anything.

Q Do you think that if the classes would have been more serious you
would have paid more attention?

A Yes, if they were more strict.

Q Do you mean the teachers?

A 'Yes, because there were some that just threw you crazy, they treated
you like if they knew you were a dropout already. They would have

to be men teachers because is the only way that we would respect

them. They would have to be men teachers because is the only way
because if we had a female teacher we would just pay no attention.

Q Could they control the classes?

A Yes, but I still say men teachers are better. More respect.

Q Then do you believe that the students didn't have much respect for
the female teacher?

k Yee, because she used to tell us to do something and we would start

playing. All she would do was report us, but she didn't do that often.

If this was true, if you had strict teachers, would you return to

school? Or how would you like the schools to be before you decide to
return to school?

A Like I said to be with people my age, I was 16. I would have had to

be in the 7th or 8th grade.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Well, I am glad I didn't drop school earlier because at least I
learned some English, but still I need more education to get better
paying jobs, but I manage to get along.

Q What could your parents have done to mske you stay in school?

Getting a car, ho, I don't know because when I dropped I went to Idaho
and I came back in November. I left in March and went back I didn't
say anything to my parents.

Q Do you think they could have done anything to make you stay?

A No because they couldn't spank me because I was oerage.
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Q
What could they have done to make you like school?

IA Like mg if they had given me something that might have changed the

situation, some in school their parents might give them something

when they got their report cards or at the end of the yeas.

Q
Do you think you might have liked your parents to give you something?

Would this had made you like school?

A It might I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to

school?

IA I don't understand the question.

Q What would have to happen at home or what would have to change at home

to make you return to school?

A What do you mean by that?

Q What would have to change at home right now to make you return to

school?

A Like when they are always scolding you and telling you go find a job

or something like that?

Q I mean right now,what would have to change at home?

A I need to get a better job, but I would need more education but right

now I just cannot do it.

Q How about adult education?

A Yes, but now that you are old I don't think you would come back to

school.

Q What about if they tell you that they would give you a job but that

you would have to return to school. Would you return to school?

A .
Yes, if they give me a better job than the one I have.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Ohl when you are alone at home you wished you were back in school so

that you would have someone to play with. the boys around here they

think they are Pachucos. I don't want my gamily to be Ilke that. I

want them to be educated in the future they would h-ve to go to school
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because the labor is almost gone. The machines ale doing everything

now.

Q In other words all the jobs where you don't need any education are

almost gone?

A Yes. Before we used to go co Idaho to pick potatoes now they do
it with machines and if you want to drive these Machines you would
need a license, and I don't think I can get one because you have to
know the signs and you need education.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I just wanted to he free and kid around and not have to be in school.

Q What would make you return to school?

A To have a better future, because I am 19 and I could study three
more years and get out at 22 years old.

Q Row are you better off since leaving school?

A I have learned how to read and write better because when I got out
of school I knew hardly anything, but when I have a job I need to
read and write in order to do the receipts and all of that and

now I can read newspapers'.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A

Q

The English; that's why I can't get a better lob....there are just
some words that I just don't understand.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

If time went back I would stay.

Under what circumstances should any student leave school?

A Well, if they are too old just like me because they would send you
to Tarver and there are a lot of Pachucos and I didn't want to go
over there. It is very different from Pachucos than from people
like me because we used to kid around but we didn't use knives or .

anything like that. We used to get in fights but that is normal
but they were bad.

Q Do you think it is better to drop from school than to go to Tarver?

A To me yes it is better to drop.
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How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me that I was not going to find a better 'job.

Q What work do you like to do the most?

A Building houses..
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A I don't know because I got out of school I just did not like it I

got in too many fights.

Q Do you think the teachers could have done anything?

A They wanted us to go but I just pay no attention.

Q Is there anything that would make you like to go to school?

A Po, I don't think so.

Q What would have to happen in the schools to make you go back:

A If they give me school again I would go.

Q You mean that if they offer you school again you would go?

A Yes.

Q Do you need anything right now to go back if they give you school?

A No because I have about three years out of school, but I don't know.

Q What do you regret the most about leaving school?

A If I had finished school I would have a better job.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They wanted me to go but I was vety young so I could not think. So

I did not pay much attention to them.

What could they have done to make you like school?

A If they would have forced me probably I would have gone but they did
not insist much so I just drop out.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you go to school again?

A I don't know.

Q Would you definetly return to school if you were given a school?

A Yee.

Q Would you return if the were done?
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Yes....the schools were ok; they treated me well but I started going
out with the boys they encouraged me to drop.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
at tenting?

English and Math because I have forgotten everything that I learned.

What cou2.4 you have done to keep going to school?

Go away to other places other schools because I don't like it there.

What school did you go to?

I went to school in the Chacon Neighborhood, then I went away then
I came back then I drop at Tarver.

Did you have tc walk to school or did somebody take you?

I walked; sometimes we took the bus:when we had the moway....we
were several in school.

What could you do to like school?

I don't know maybe nothing.

But you said you would like to return to school?

Yes, I would like to return.

What do you personally need before you would like to return to
school?

I think I am too old to go to school now.... I'll be with a bunch of
little kids.

If they had a special program or if the government would help you
would you go to school?

Yes, even if they didn't pay me.

Are you working now?

No.

Then right now you could return?

Yes.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

2?
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A Yes, just myself....like I already told you the fights and now I
regret it because then I was kind of young.

Q Did the teachers or the school tell you?

A No, the teachers were really cool, they wanted me to return.

Q What could make you return to school?

A Just if they give me school I would go.

Q Have you bettered yourself sine you left school?

A No, I don't think I have improved myself by leaving school.

Q Have you become worst since you left school?

A Yes because I have forgotten everything but the English I do know
a little because I go up north but I have forgotten the math.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I think I would stay in school.

In what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A In no circumstances I think they should stay, why should they leave?

Q Did your patents encouraged you to stay in school?

Yes they did, but I used to say I was going to school and 1 would go .

some place else. Not only did my parents encourage me but also a
detective who went to my house to con,ince me to go to school but I

just did not want to go.

Q How old were you when you left schocl?

A 16 years old.

Did your family discourage you to go to school?

A No, they wanted me to go; but 1 wanted to work too, I needed money.

Q What could the government or the schools do to make you go back to
school?

A Just ao they fit me in.
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Q Would you need a job?

A Yes;

Q If you had the opportunity to work in anything you wanted to what
would you Like to do?

A Art I think.

Q Do you like that?

A Yes.

960
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What could the people in the schools have done to keep you in school?

I don't know; well maybe, to make me keep studying.

What could they have done to make you like to attend school?

A Well I don't know; more help from the teachers maybe.

Q

A

Q

A

A

Q

A

Q

What do you regret the most about leaving, school?

Well I wanted to get the education and because you always need the

education.

What could they have done to make you go back to school?

Just to call me again because nobody asked me to stay.

Did anyone some to ask you?

No, I've been working here. (at a barber shop)

How old were you when you left school?

17 years old.

Did anyone come to tell you to go to school?

A No they didn't, but I wanted to get out too. You see....I wanted to

go to barber college.

Q Could you think of anything that the schools could have done?

A No, they never called they should have tried.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

What would have to happen for you to return?

Well, if they would tell me and if they were iiterested in me to

study.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Just to force me to go, but I wanted to go to college to be a barber.

Was it your idea to get out?

A Yea. I was too old I wanted to go to barber college.

Q
Did you think that you were better by going to barber college?
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Yes.

Q Well suppose you could return to class; for example. adult education,

would you. go?

A Yes, yes I would go.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you go back to school?

Well I am already married. Do you mean for my wife to tell me to go?

as a matter of fact she encourages me.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Just the studies.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Try to study.

Q Did you miss a lot of classes?

A No, I used to go to school except that I did not study.

Q What would you want to do yourself to go back tc school?

A Try to go part-time and work.

Q Do you need anything personal to go back to school?

A No,

Q If there were classes would you return?

A Yes, but,

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Like I told you, I was too old and I wanted to work.... have money

well at that age you need money.

Q When you got out of school did you come to work here?

A No, I went to study at a barber college in San Antonio.

Q Wnat single thing would make you return to school?

A Well, to go and try to learn something.
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Have you bettered yourself since you left school?

A Just a little bit because I have learned the trade of a barber but
this is not enough because I could not work in other places except
this because this is all I know.

Q In what ways do you feel that you are worst off since you left
school?

A Well, like I said before I will only be able to work at the barber
shop and if I had an education I could do other things.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you do it again?

A No, even if it took me a long time I think I'd stay.

In what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

They should stay and finish school.

Q In what ways did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A No, they didn't encourage me. It was my idea, I wanted to drop
they discourage me but I did not want to stay in school.

9 What can anyone do now to get you to go back to school?

A Well, my wife as always encouraged me.

Q Is there any program that might help you?

A No, just so that they tell me where to go to be able to study.

Q If you could work in anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Well since I've never had the education I've never thought about it.

Q When you went to barber college was that what you wanted to do?

A Yes.

And now?

A Well I haven't thought about it maybe bookkeeping might interest me.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

Q Did you like school?

A A little.

Q What did you dislike about school?

A Everything.

How could they have changed the schools for you to like them?

A I don't know.

Q Did you like the teachers?

A Yes they were goode.

Q What school did you go to?

A Christen.

Q In what way do you regret having left school?

A Just that I didn't finish it

Q How has this influenced you in any way?

A I have not needed school so far.

Q Could your parents have done anything to make you stay in schoo;?

A We had very little money. My father earned $48 every fifteen days
so I decided to drop and begin to work.

What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A Nothing. I don't think so. I am too old to go back to school.

Q If they had a program like adult education would you go?

A I was thinking on going to El Paso. I was going to work and go to
school.

Q If you had a job at El Paso would you go to school?
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A Yes because I could finish school faster over there.

Q How can you finish school faster over there?

A I had friends who drop from the 9th grade and went over there and

finish school in one year.

Q Did he tell you how he did it?

2

A He went to schools just like the ones here except that they are faster.

Q From what grade did you drop school?

A 8th grade. There are more ways over there in El Paso for me to study

and because they can give me a job. They paid you $10 a week for you

to go to school.

Q If we had a program like this would you like to attend school again?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing, well, right now there is nothing because I have a job.

Q What could youJhave done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A To like school.

Q How would you like school?

A I don't know.

Q How would you like Schools to be?

A It was ok, but I just didn't like it.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school? .

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?
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A For me to like school because my sister who is younger, was in the

same grade I was and I was too old.

How old were you when you dropped?

A About 17 years old.

Q What could make you return to school?

A Nothing. To finish school fast.

Q Would you like a program which would all*w you to finish faster?

A Yes.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I am not.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I have remained the same.

Q Were you working?

A Yes in a gascline station.

Q Don't you think you are better off because of this job?

A No.

Q Do you like what you are doing right now?

A It is ok; for being in Laredo.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't know.

Q In what' circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A They shouldn't.

Q What do you believe?

A Here in Laredo is the same if you graduate or not because even

graduate students work at gasoline stations. Here in L'aredo Is all

the same.
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1
Q Do you think that with a diploma in another town would be different

IA I another town maybe but not here in Laredo.

liQ
How do you think Laredo should be changed?

A If they had more jobs.

I/

Q How did your parents encourage you to leave school?

A No they did not want me to drop.

11 Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They just didn't want me to drop.

11 Q And you wanted to?

A Yes, then I needed to find a job and left.

4:1 Did you find a job right away after you drop?

II
A Yes.

Q Where did you begin to work?

11 A At a gasoline station, then I worked in a construction.

II

Q Did yoU like the classes?

A Some were boring and some weren't.

11
Q Which classes did you like the best?

A I don't ksaw...they were all the same.

liQ What about the teachers?

IIA They were ok.

Q You said that right now you have rot missed school but how do you
think you will need it in the futo.re?

A To be better off.

4

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like
to return to school? Is there anything anybody could do to make you

return?

A The schools here 1 don't think so but the schools from El Paso maybe.
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Q Did you go to school over there?

A No because you have to make the application here and then they
send you over there.

How do you think the schools could help a boy like you? Here in.

Laredo?

A If they had passed me.

Q What would you have needed to pass?

A To study more.

Q Do you think it uas your fault?

A Yes because I didn't study and I was retained.

Q If you had the opportunity to work in anything what would you like
to do?

A 1 dcn't know I haven't thought about it.

Q What do you like to do the best of all?

A Nothing.

Q There are two or three years since you left school could you think
of anything to say to other students or to the schools to be better
so that they would not drop?

A No.

Q You said that you haven't a.issed anything so tar?

A No maybe later I will.

I
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

Nothing because I wanted tc work because we had to help the family. We

were a large family and my father was the only one that worked. He

was a laborer and we had a lot of debts.

Q What school' were you in?

A Tarver.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes and if I could I would go back but I have to work.

Q Did you like Tarver?

A It was ok.

Q Is there anything that could be changed in the schools for you to go
back?

A I cannot think of anything.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

A

A

How would you like the schools to be changed for you to return?

I like the schools the way they are. I don't want anything changed.
I think they are ok the way they are.

What do you regret the most from leaving school?

That you cannot find a job:easily. Right now I do not nave a job
and some tell me that I need at least to have gone t, the 8th grade
to get a good job. 1 wanted to enter a training program in metals
but I cannot enter because I don't have enougb education.

What could your parents have done to keep you going to school?

Just to earn 'Dore money,

What could they have done to make you like school?

They told me thit if I wanted I could go but since we owe so much
money I have to work to bring some money to the house.

Wha'l would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

To Five more money and to be better off to solve our money problem.
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If you had the money would you return to school?

Well, you see there.is only my brother my father and i working right
now and we owe a lot of money. Right now we owe about $5,000 in the
bank besides the car, the loan companies, and the insurances.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A I don't miss anything.

Q What could you have done to keep going to school?

A I don't know.

Q Do you think you did all you could?

A Yes.

Q Now, what do you think you can do?

A Nothing I don't think so.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Clothes I b'.Iess

Q WhatLsingle thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A The debts and the clothes. My father didn't have a good job and
was earning $100 every 15 days.

Q How many were in your family?

A Seven.

Q Did your brother leave school before you did?

A Yes he got out before I did.

Q Did he get out for the same reason?

A Yea.

Q What thing or circumstance would make you recurn 'to school?

A No, I don't know we we so much, maybe if we got better jobs, maybe
I could go back.
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In what ways do you think you are better off since leaving school?

No, I don't think I am any better off since I left school.

How are you worst off since you left school?

I cannot find a sob. I can only work at gasoline stations because

I cannot find work in the stores because I don't know anything. I

know how to read but I don't know how to spell.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

Yes.

In what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

It depends on their situation and if their father has a good job.

Like us you know. Depends if the student has the money they should

stay and get better jobs. They will have a hard time finding a Job

if they drop.

Q Do you think that if you had stayed in school you could have helped

your family more?

A Yes. Like right now since my brother and I are working we are

helping my younger brother who is in the 8th grade. We give him

all he needs clothes, and we pay for everything that he needs. I

think he is progressing.

Q What do you recommend to your younger brother?

A I tell him to keep studying.

Q How did your family encourage you to leave school?

A No they did not tell me anything. I saw the situation at home that

we did not have enough money.

Q Did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A No,'I told them I wanted to get out of school to help them, and

they said that whatever I wanted to do was ok because they did not

want me to blame them if later on I could not find a job because

they got me out of school.

Q Did they asked you for too much money in school?

A I only got to the 5th grade. I did not get to the 7th grade over

there in Lamar you know, but still trey asked you for money for
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work-books and I didn't have the money.

Q Were you in Tarver?

A I was one year in Tarver and the rest at Daiches.

Q How did Daiches differ from Tarver?

A In Tarver they taught you more than at Daiches they taught you about
things of life, Daiches was more elementary. At Tarver they taught

you how to dress when you wanted to get a job and things like that.

Q Do you think that Tarver helped you more?

A To me yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools or by the government to
make you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q How could they help you?

A To give me a job after school or something like that so I could make

money.

Q What would you like to learn right now?

A To write and spell. I have a problem in spelling because I always

forget.

Q Something else that you might need?

A Math.

Q What would you like to do if you had the opportunity to work? What

type of work would you like?

A To work indoors.

Q If you had a job or if you could be trained in something what would
you like to be trained in?

A Something in which I could get more money. Something like welding

or mechanics.

What government program could help you right now?

A Well, like the N.Y.C. that was teaching me how to fix home appliances.
They trained you on how to fix them and put them back toether but
this was only for three months and when the protram was over I got out.
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Do you think that the program helped you in any way?

It did not last long enough.

Do you need something that could train you in something else?

Yes.

Could you think on something you would like to be trained in?

Metal work.

How do you think they could help you and your brother? You said

he worked at the Doctor Pepper Co. and had worked at a gasoline
station.

Yes, also in a flower shop, as a gardner I also had a job with the
N.Y.C.

You said your brother dropped out also before you dies, was he in
the same situation?

A Yes. He got out to help the family.

Q Did you like the N.Y.C.?

A I didn't like it but they paid good.

Q How would you want the. N.Y.C. changed?

5

A To give you better jobs where you don't have to work in the sun like
the county paving streets or fixing bridges. They should give you
something where you learn something about the down town area. Right

now some are working at the employment office but you have to have
at least 9th grade education.

Q Would you like to get to the 9th grade?

A Yea because I could get a better job. Not just working in the sun.

Q Is there anything else you want to say about the schools or the type of
job you want?

A No, not right now.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Just to teach me more because they did not teach me enough they
taught me more at the Chacon.

Q When did you drop?

A In 1966 then I entered the Job Corps.

Q Where did you go to school?

A Tarver.

Q How could they teach you more?

A To put more attenticn to the students because the teacl''rs would go
to the office and chey'll tell you to do this and that but they did
not teach you.

Q Did the teachers leave the classes alone?

A Yes.

Q What ebo' ;t the classes?

A Like reading they just wanted you to read but there were some words
I didn't understand and they would not explain. They wanted me to
learn that way and I just couldn't.

Q Do you believe that if they had more individual attention you would
have passed?

A Yes.

Q Did you like school?

A At the beginning I did but then I began to dislike it because of the
teachers so I dropped.

Q Were you in Tarver all of the time?

A

Q

A

No, I was in Tomas Sanchez, then they sent me to Tarver.

Did they sentyou over there?

Yes.

Do you think that the people in the schools could have done anything
to sake you like school?
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A Yes to teach me more. Like for example in Math they did not teach
me anything about it and that is what you need the most.

How did they help you in.the Job Corps?

A They gave me books. When I got over there I didn't know anything I
was forgetting my name. They had a tape recorder and you would learn
on your own.

Q Would you like to have this in the schools?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

To have more order, and stop fights in school.

Q How was it in Tarver in this respect?

A They did not let you study sometimes you were writing and they would
throw peucils at you. Teachers were usually at the office that's
why I didn't like it there ;Jo I left.

Q Would y-t) have liked to go to another school?

A Yes.

Q How was it in Tomas Sanchez?

A Over there it was different but I would like to go to another school.
I would want to go to the yellow school to the migrant program at
Central school. But I wouldn't Use to go back to Tomas Sanchez or
Tarver.

Q If this happen would you go back to school?

A No, not right now.

Q But do you believe that if this had happened soon after you dropped
would you have iskne back to school?

A Yes.

How do you regret having left schoL?

A I regret it because I cannot find a jot. Every place 1 go they tell
me the same thing that I need to have a diploma. It is very hard
to find a job without a 'iploma. but I don't plan to go back to school
whatever I learned in the Job Corps and that is all.
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Q What did the Job Corps trained you for?

A Mechanics.

Q Where are you working?

A At the brick company.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They could have changed me to another school but the prncipal didn't
want me to change.

Q Di.: you talk to the principal?

A No but my father did and they told him I could not change.

Q Did they give him any reason?

A No, I don't know. That is why I joined the Job Corps. I went to

the Job Corps.

Q Can you think of anything else your parents could have done?

A No, I think that is all they could have done.

Q Could they have done anything to make you like school?

A No, that's all I think.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A For everybcdy in the family to have jobs so I could go to school and

learn more.

Q If this was true would you go to school?

A Yes.

Q Is everybody in the family working right now?

A Yea, but everything is very expensive.

Q If they did not need you at home would you go to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from schcol now that you have stopped

attending?

A Reading.
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Q Wnat could you have done to stay in school?

A I could have stayed even if they had not changed me to another
school?

Q What can you do now to stay in school?

A I don't know if I would go back to school because I am too old.

Q If you had the opportunity to be with boys your own age would you
go back to school?

A Yes it would be better.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Just what I told you before the lack of attention.

Q What would make you return to school?

A I don't understand the question.

Q W)at would make you return to school?

A I would go back because I need the English.

Q How would you like the school?

A To give more attention to the students and some tapes.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A Right now I have forgotten everything I learned.

Q In the Job Corps?

A Yes, the Job Corps helped me.

Q Do you think you learned more there?

A I learned more.

Q How about in any other way?

A No just in that way.
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Flea are you worst off since you lef. school?

Yes, I think I am worst oft.

Q How?

A I don't have a job I am forgetting everything and I don't know what

I am going to do.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I would finish.

Q In what circumstances do yoU believe every student should drop school?

A They should stay and finish because it is very hard to find a job

without a diploma.

Q How did your pireats encourage you to drop?

A I told them how I felt and they said that it was better to drop. Then

I went to the employment office and they told me all about the Job

Corps and I went. They didn't encourage me to drop. I just told them

I was going to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They just told me that if the schools did not teach me to drop. If

they had not said to drop I would have probably stayed.

Q Did they tell you it would be better to stay?

A No.

Q

A

What could anybody do now to help you return to school?

To have a program with people my age then I would go back.

If you had the oppolturity to worl :I anything you wanted to what

would you like to do?

A To work in the telephone company.

Q You said you worked as a mechanic do you like your job?

Yea 1 like it a little bit.

Q $0,r; kind of job would you like to have in the telephone company?

A. In the office.
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Q Could you say anything else about the schools, the family?

A To have more playgromds like the ones they have up north I would

like to go to school over there because schools are better in the

north.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Nothing.

What could they have done to make you like school? Is there any

particular reason why you didn't like school?

A I do and I don't; it's ok; we had fun.

Q What didn't you like about school?

A P.E.

Q Do you like sports?

A Yea, but when they tell you to tale a lap or eo push-ups.

Q Were you in aoy sports?

A I was in track.

Q Do you think they were pushing you too much in P.E.?

A Yes.

Q Can you think of any other reason besidee P.E.?

A No.

Q Did the students had anything to do?

A No.

Q What do you regret the most from leaving school?

A Football games, dances, my friends and some teachers.

Q What do you think about the teachers?

A They were mean; they didn't have patience; they had a very bad temper.

Q Do you think the majority or the minority were bad?

A The majority were ok.

Q Do you think your parents could have done anything to make you stay

in school?

A They told me to go back to schOol; but I had already made up uy mind.
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Q Was there anything they could have done to make you like school?

A No

Q What is it that you miss the most from school now tbat you have
stopped attending? You said you don't regret it now do you think
you will regret it later on?

A Maybe if I don't get my high school diploma.

You said that you want to get your diploma in the army suppose
this doesn't work out how do you intend to get it?

A Night school.

Q But you do feel that you need it?

A Yes.

Q Is there anything you personally have done to stay in school?

A No.

Q What could place you in a position to make you go back to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could go back to school yid-) people your own age, 9th grade,
would you return?

A Yea.

Q Could you have attended aummer school to help you :,sake up?

A Yes, but.I was in Dallas I have attended summer school but I Emile'.

Q Were the teachers helpful enough?

A Yes.

Q . You said you didn't need anything personally; but what is holding you
back from attending school?

A My age.

Q Was your age the one thing that made you drop school?

A Yes.
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What single thing would result if you returned to school? If you
could return te school with boys your own 4ge would you definitely
return to school?

A Yes.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I am not.

Q Then are you worst off since you left school?

A Yes he.:ause like I said I did not get my high school diploma. I

might get it in the army...Job Corps.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q In what case shculd one drop school?

A I don't think there's any.

Q In what ways did your patentg encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me to drop.

Q In what ways did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me either I decided myself.

Q What could anybody do to make you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What did you Bay someone could do to help you return to school?

A To help me get promoted, to catch up.

Q How could anybody help'you catch up with the rest of the boys your
age? Lo you want them to tutor you?

A Yes.

Q How do you want them to tutor you? In whet do you need help?

A Math.

Q If you could work it anything you wanted to what would you like to
do? .
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A Computer programming.

Q What do you think you need for computer programming?

A Training.

Q Do you know what kind of training you will get in the Job Corps? Do

you have a choice of training?

A Yes I have a choice; but I haven't made up my mind; I don't know

what is up there. I am going to the Job Corps and then I am going

to join the army.

Q Do you chink you can make un your education if you didn't have to

go to the army? .

A Night school.

Q Is there anv.program that right now might help you to get your

education?

A I guess it is too late.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Study hard.

Q Do you think you studied hard? Were the courses hard?

A No they iftrzn't, I guess I was lazy.

Q Do you think your parents could have done anything to make you study

harder?

A If they could; I would not have let them.

Q Do you think you are where you are now because of yourself?

A Yes.

Q Is there anything you would like to change in the schools?

A They are ok.
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Q Wh4t could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A They did everything right.

Q Could they have done anything to make you like school?

A No.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A To have boys my age.

Q How old are you?

A 18.

Q Were you in the 7th grade?

A Yes.

Q If there were boys your age in the classes would you 0 back to school?

A Yes.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Well, you can't find work.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like going to school?

A I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Just the studies.

Q What classes do you miss tte most?

A Spelling.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

2
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A Just go to school.

Q Did you cut classes?

A Yes.

Q Did the teachers say anything?

A l'es they would send me to the office.

Q What would happen there?

A They would send me home.

Q What could you do now to return to school'

A I don't krow.

Q Do you think there is something you can do?

A No.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I just didn't like school because I did not know how to spell so it
was too bard.

Q Is this the only thing. that made you drpp school?

A Yes.

Q What would make you return to school?

A Knowing how to read and spell and all of that.

Q Do you believe that the school didn't help you to learn to spell?

A Yea, but I juit didn't learn.

Q How could they have taught you so that you could. learn?

A No, I don't know.

Q Bow are you better off sine you left school?
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A . In no way.

Q How are you worst off sirce you left school?

A Well I never read or anything, I never pick up a book.

Q Do you think you need this?

A Yes.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I would stay.

Q What school were you in?

A Christen.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A No, 1 don't know I cannot answer that.

Q Can you think of a case that is a good excuse to drop school?

A No everyone thinks the way they want to.

Q How did your parents oncourage you to drop school?

A They didn't ...ncourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A ,
They didn't discourage me either.

Q Did they tell you anything either way?

A Yes they told me to stay In school but I didn't want to.

Q Who decided for you not to go to school anymore?

A I decided.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Well, to teach at how to read and spell.

Q How would you like them to teach you or to help you to read and write?

A ID any wiy just if they help me.
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If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Janirq%

Could you think of anything else to say, something you forgot to
tell us about the schools or how they could help you?

No.
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Q What could the people ,n the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A I don't know.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A They were nice already--some of them.

Father Well let me tell you this. In his report card he
always brought bad conduct grades he always had D.
You cannot do two things at the same time, play around
anr get good grades. What do you say to that? am I

right or wrong? I am not lying because I have his
report card aad it has D's in conduct that means that
he had not pay any attention. It's the same way where
you work. If I don't put any attention in what I am
doing they will kick me out of there because you
have., to put attention to what you are doing because
they are paying you to work not to be talking or
playing around you know. I used to tell him that is
why you go to school to learn because if you go to
have a good time you can have a good time here at
hone without westing your time over there in school.
When I vas in school they gave me two spanks end that
was all. One because I was talking and I really
wasn't talking, but in that time there vas more
willingness. Now the teachers cannot do anything to
the students because their parents would get angry,
but when I was in school everything wee different.
I tell him that he was going to school to study, but
he didn't like school so I got him out of school.

Q What could the people :lave done to make you like school?

A The teachers were nice in the classes.

Q Do you think they could have done anything?

A They could have helped me--the teachers.

Q How could they have helped you?

A To study and all of that.

Q HA, can they help you in the stud)?

A If I didn't know something I would ask them and they would tell
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Q Do you think they helped you or do you think they could have
helped you more?

A They could have helped me more.

Q When you asked them something what happened?

A They would answer something.

Q Could you think of anything how you would like the people in the
schools? How did the people in the schools treated you?

A They treated me fine.

Q What would have to happen at home before you decide to return to
school?

A I don't know.

Q Were you satisfied with the schools the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school the way they 're now?

A Yes.

Q In what way do you regret having left school?

A They helped me learn something.

Q How long were you in school?

A One month before school was out I dropped.

Q How do you think you might regret having left school later on?

A In not knowing something.

Q I think you told us on the phone you didn't know whether you were
going to return to school?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to sake you return to school?

A I wasn't going to drop but they told as I was suspended for three
days and they told me if I wanted to go back then they went to
talk and said that it was up to me so 7 started to work.
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Q Where were you working?

A Minimax.

Q Do you think your patents could halt: done anyt1::ng to make you

like school?

A I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A I don't know, I would have to talk about the problem.

Q lith your .)arents?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school if we talked with him?

A If they wanted yes if not, I would keep working.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The friends and everything.

Q Anything else?

A Also the studies,

Q Did you like to study?

A Sometimes.

Q Which were the subjects you liked the most?

A Science and history.

Did you have trouble with English?

A No.

Q Did you do Alright in those two subjects?

A Yes.

Q What subject did you have trouble with?

A Math.
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Q Whet could you personally have done to stay in school?

A Have studied everything.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A They would always get me out of the room because the would say I
fas talking this wasn't true and they would send me to the office
that is when they got me out of school.

A

Q

A

Q

When did.your.famAly got you out?

Yes when they got me out for 3 days then I dropped out.

Do you believe they were right in blaming you for everything?

Yea. In school they used to say I always talked and the teachers
would only see what I was doing.

What would make you return to school?.

A I don't know.

Under what circumstances would you return to school?Q

A I would have to talk to the principal to see if they would accept
me or something.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes.

Q Did they always blame you?

A Yes because the teacher always blame me this wasn't true we were
three and we all drop at the same time. One went up north and
the others went back to school.

Q lbw could the teachers have treated you?

A There ware some that were rice but there were some that weren't.

Q Was it a man teacher or a woman teacher that mistreated you?

A There was one roan teacher.
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Q Were they fair to you?

A In certain things they were.

Q In what things were they fair to you?

A Like the time-, they expelled me. Tt was not title what the teacher
said and the ones that were really talking he would treat them
nicely but us, he vould send out.

Q Did you talk to the principal?

5

A Yes. He asked me if I was doing something to the teacher ane I told
him that I was just sitting there and he would kick me out and he
oaid he was going to talk to the teacher. Then we were expelled.

Q Did the principal expelled you?

A Yes and one went up north and the others went back to school.

Q Why didn't you return to school?

A Well because they would expell you for three days and then you
would take your parents and you could go back to school.

Q Why didn't you return to school?

A Because at home they told me If I wanted to go I could and I didn't
have to so I started to work.

Q Did you begin to work right away?

A Yea, a week after I drop school.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A In no way.

Q How are you worst off since you left school/

A Just in the s.:udies I am worst. I don't know if I could go back to
school.

the studies are you worst or better in other aspects?

A I am better.

Q In what way?

A In working.
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Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I would return.

Q Undcr what circumstances do you believe every student should

drop school?

A When you cannot learn when you just go to play.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They told me I was not learning and that it would be better to

get out.

Q What could be done bet- you decide to retur to school?

A Nothing.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A No, I think I am not going back to school.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I don't know yet.

Q Can you think of anything you would like to do?

A A sacker and then in stock. In a store.

Q As a clerk or something?

A Yea as a clerk.



746.214; 18; 10-30-69; 7; 5.

I

Q What could the people in the schools have dont to make you stay

in school?

A No, the people in the schools didn't do anything to me. I didn't

rE go to schdol because I didn't have the clothes and because I was

looking for work so I could buy my own clothes but I couldn't
find a job.

Q What school were you in?

A Christen.

Q Do you think the teachers could have done anything?

A Yea because there was this teacher and you know everybody was talking
and I was'doing my homework and someone would come to talk to de and
she would immediately yell at me so I would go to Mr. Moreno's office

r and I would stay there. Why go to the room. She was always aiter

ti se.

Q Could they have done anything to make youlike going to school?

A I don't kltow.

1

Sister Sometimes the kids are right because there are some
tethers who don't know how to treat the boys who
art little bit older, if they knew how to treat

I

them it would be different. Sometimes just because
they don't like them they would talk to some and
the onos they don't like they would just ignore,
but tht real reason why he dropped was because he

I

didn't have what he needed in school. If father
could have given him what he needed but he tried
to find a job but he couldn't find one. He is

1

a construction worker.

A I could work after school but I never found a job.

1

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you decide to return
to school?

IA I would want to have a job.

Q But what could be done in the schools? Like the :lasses? The teachers?

IA The teachers should treat the boys right.

Q How should they treat them?

IA The teachers should not yell at you and sometimes they tried to hit

you. Ono time they tried to hit me but I undtrstand and I ran that

1
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is also why I got out of school.

Were they men teachers or women teachers?

A I had twl men teachers one in P.E.

Q Who did you like best merle or female teachers?

A Men teachers are better.

Q How did they treated you?

A They treated me right.

Q if all of this happened would you return to school?

A I daa't know because I have to register for the army.

Q How do you regret having left school?

2

A I don't know because school is also very good. I would still want

to be i.n school bat I don't have work to buy my clothes and whatever

I need.

Q What could your parents have done to make you, like school?

A I don't know. If my father would
but he wouldn't give me any money
Anyway he would not give me money
San Antonio and he wants me to go

give me money to but what I need
because he is in Sar. Antonio.
because I don't want to go to
over there.

Why would you like to go to school here in Laredo?

A because sometimes they treat you right and sometimes they don't, but
I was born here and I wanted to 'lay here.

Q Witt could yoar parents have done to make you like to stay in classes?

A No, I don't like it because I didn't have any clothes.

Q Then do you think that your parents could have done anything?

A . NO because they are over there in Sar Antonio now and they can't do
anything.

Q What would hsve to happ. at home before you return to school?

A I don't know how to tell you.

Q What would have to change in your sitcstion at hqme?

A Well, I don't know. My family hara to be here like when I was going

26"
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over there to Leyende :ker. I was doing fine over there, but then

they went to San Antonio and now I cannot go to school.

Q Were they here at first?

A Yes when I was in the 6th grade then they went over there and I

didn't like it over there so I came back and then they couldn't

send me money because they wanted we to be over there with them.

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

What else would have to happen at home?

J'ist have them to be here and give me money.

Why don't you want to live in San Antonio with your family?

Becaule they are always fighting and I don't like
when I had an accident over there and couldn't go

in the hospital for 8 days and they had a fight.

me he wished I would have died but that's ok. So

for them to change also. This week I am going to

to see if I could find a job over there because I

anything here.

that. One time
to school I was
My father told
I would need
San Antonio
cannot find

If all of this happen would you return to school?

I don't know mayl-e.

Whet do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

Well I miss school because school is good for ptople.

What about the school is it good for you?

A Everything. Hy friends we used to get together to go to all the

classes because we had the same classes but we dropped at the same

time. He is now in the Job Corps. And because I we :d see all the

girls.

What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I don't know how to tell you. let me see. Well I wished I had a

Job so I Could pay my clothes so they wouldn't tell me anything

like we can't buy yoU clothes because we are in San Antonio. Work

after school so I could pay my books and all of that. So I could

go to school.

Q la this what you think you Wit (40

A Yea.

3

Q What could you have done after you dropped or when you were in school?
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A I don't know I likel school very much and I wish I was going to
school,so I could learn a little bit more because I dropped from
the 7th grade and I couldn't go anymore. When I left school I

would go to town to look for a job but I never found anything.
I found a job but they paid me only $10 a week. I worked in the

glass shop. I did more and they only paid me $10. The girls

that worked there got $30 and $40 a week and me and other friend
they paid us $9 at the beginning and then $10 and they told us
that later on they would pay us more but we worked for a month and

we never got a raise. So I left for San Antonio and then I was
here for a month and then I went to California then I came back
here.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you decide to

return to school?

A I need to work to return to school so I could afford my clothes.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A The money; I didn't have money to buy my clothes.

Q is that all?

A

Q

Yes.

What would result if you returned to school?

A To get a job.

How are you better off, since you left school?

A No, I am not better off.

How are you worst off since you left school?

A I.have nover find a job that is why you go to .school yoo know to
learn more so I could find a job because without school you cannot
find a job. I only got to the 7th grade and every place you would
go they would ask you up to what grade you had gone to school and

.
I would tell them 7th they wolld know that I don't know anything.
It's better to go to school than to get a job so I can buy what
I need and help my family.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again? If

you were in the sate situation?

A Yes.

Under what circumstances do you believe every se.llent should drop

school?
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When they don't have the money because they would always ask me

ior this and that and you had to have the patch test and all of

that and when you are sick and you tell them you are sick they

don't believe you they tell you that you just don't want to go to

school. When you are sick you just can't go. When the teachers

think you aren't sick they want to win and they do.

How did your parents encourage you to drop from school?

No they never encourage me to get out. I got out on my on will

because I didn't have whet I needed, also because of that teacher

that always yell at me because I was talking, but she would not

Jay anything to the others on the class I noticed that. They

would tell me that I dressed Pacheco like, that I only talked to

the girls and not to the boys and she would send me outside. She

would run me out and sit me outside. She told me to do my work

outside but I wouldn't do anything. I would just sit outside. I

would tell her that I was rat going to stay outside because I was

suppose to be inside. She would send me to the office to see Mr.

Moreno. She would tell Mr. Moreno and even add things 'yet I could

not do anything I couldn't answer hack because Hr. Moreno would

scold me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

Well because they didn't give me money to buy my clothes I didn't

want to go with my torn pants because the teachers would also tell

you different things on the way you dressed. I wanted to go well

dressed.

Did you say it was your decision to drop school?

Yes.

Did your parents tell you anything?

Yes they told me to go back to school but I didn't want to.

What cculd anyone do now to make you return to school?

To get a job after school so I would not have to depend on my
parents, so I wouldn't have to bother them.

. If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?.

In anything because I like to work.

Could you think of anything you like to do the war?
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A I don't know maybe in a garage. I am going to work in a garage with

a friend.

0 Is that what you like to do?

A Yea I like to do that.

Q The question is what do you like the most?

A I don't know to work in a garage.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

The people in school weren't to blame I didn't like school.

Whst could the people in the schools have done to make you like

to go to classes?

Nothing it wan my fault.

What was it you dtda'L like about school?

Nothing it was jusi. that I wasn't interested anymore.

Could they have done anything to get you to be interested?

I don't think so I behaved with the teachers, but just didn't

like school.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

Nothing, I would return the way they are now.

You would return to school the way they are now?

I would.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

Because you need education in order to get a good job.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing because they tried to make me go to school but I just
didn't like it.

Q Mat could your parents have done to malre you like to go to school?

11 A Nothing.

I
Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing I would return alone but I don't think they would accept
ne.because I an too old.

Q Besides your obligation with the service, is there anything else
keeping you from going to school?
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A Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything in particular that you miss or that you need

from school?

A Just the education to get a good job.

Q What subjects do you need the most?

A Math.

Q"
What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A To behave.

Q Do you think that made you drop school?

A Yes too many fights.

Q What school were you in?

A Christen.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Behave. Now I understand that school is very important....before
I was too foolish you know.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I was retained too many years in one grade and I felt that there

was no use in staying...I wasn't doing anything In school, so
dropped to work, in other words I vent because I had to that is
what I thought then, but not now.

What would make you return to school?

A There isn't any way to wake as. I would return on my own as long

as I get an opportunity.
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Q How :re yon' better off since leaving school?

A Well now that I am old, I can think better because when I was iu
school I was kind of foolish.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In not finding a good job.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop scho91 again?

A No, I don't think so..

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A I don't think anyone should drop school?

You can't think of a good reason why someone should le-Are school?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me that it was going to be very hard for me to get a good
job.

Q Was it your decision to cop school?

A Yes.

Q Did you join the service as soon as you dropped schooli

A Ho, I went to Chicago to work and when I came back they celled me
for the draft.

Q What could anybody do now to help you return to school?

A If they would give me an opportunity to return.

Q If you could work at anything you vented to what would you like to
do?

A Work in an'office or mouthing like that.

Q Could you think of anything else to say?
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A Yea. Well the ones that dropped were the ones that had bad recordG,

like myself.

Q Row do you think they could help them so that the: wouldn't drop?

A To call them all in and talk to them to see if they could get

aomething into their heads.

Q Do you think that would help?

A Maybe, I don't know.

1

F
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Well, two things. First if they would give mss the chance to enter

in the 10th grade in high school because I dropped because I was
20 years old in the 9th grade and second because the draft cialed

me.

Q Did you make the draft?

A No, I failed the exam.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A If they woule give me the opportunity to enter in 10th grade.

Q What would have to be dOne in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

'A I don't have anything against them.

Q Is there anything that could be done about the grades?

A Do you mean about being promoted?

Q Yes.

A If they give me a chance to be promoted to the 10th grade.

Q Why weren't you promoted to the 10th grade?

A Because you see this was my second year in the 9th grade the year
before last I got 4 credits except English se I edn't make it and
this year I was going to need it, but if they give me a chance to
take it in the 10th grate I can go to school.

Q Would you return to school if you were promoted to the 10th grade?

A Yes.

Q Now do you regret having left school?

A Will because of ny age I am 20 years old..

. Q We wean how do you regret having left school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that you need from school?
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A No.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Well if they would force me to go if they would have said that
school was important, but I dropped because I was too old and

because the draft had called me.

Could your parents have done anything to make you like to go to

school?

A

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A There limit anything that oild have to happen before I could return.

Q What'do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Because in school you arc always learning something and I am not
leering anything here.

Q Is there anything else?

A No.

Q Do you think that you did everything possible to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing, just go and register.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you:would like to return

to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made yeu drop school?

A My age and because the draft had called me.

Q What would sake you return to school?

A Well because I am vorkrug and I could go to school.

NovQ are you better off since leaving school?
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A I am not better off.

Q Row are you worst off since leaving school?

A Well, I haven't had anything better than school; I only work for
sometime; Out to say that I em better off by Staying ewer from

school is wrong.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Well I have thought of talking to Mr. Moreno to see my records and
if I was promoted to the 10th grade then I could go to school. If

I was not promoted I am not going to echos)l because this would be
my third year in 9th grade.

Q nut you said that the draft had called you was it when you were in
school or after you drop 'school?

A It was during the end of the yeas:. I dropped in February and I
was suppose to take the exam in May 1.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student: should drop
school?

A No, I don't think they should drop.

Q Could you think of a good reason how they could drop school?

A Some because they are going to get married and others because they
have to help at home but those are the only cases they should drop.

Q Vow did your pAttents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me they wanted me to go.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They wanted me to stay :hay asked me why I was going to drop, what
would. I be doing at hose and that it wee going to be hard to get a
good job, that it was better to finish school and all of that.

Q Was it your decision?

A Tee.

Q Could they hay, done anything to make you stay?

A No.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?
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A Well here at Ltmile they canno, do anything because i'wont to go.
I want to sae if I was proanted to the 10th made and if I was
I would so to school.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like
to de?

A I haven't thought about that.

Is there apythigg you like to do the moat?

A Me, just work in anything.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
claasese

A Nothing for me, not at the time.

Q What could the people in the schools have done co make you like t)
go to school?

A No, I just didn't like anything anymore, I couldn't stand it.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school:

A I don't know I just got dreary. I had been going to school for 9
years so I decided to drop I don't think that they couldn't have done
anythlug to make it better for me, at the time.

Q What would you like change in the schools?

A I never looked r.t school that much. I just did the work and cam
back. I thought they 'sere ok until this time. I just couldn't
take it anymore I just dropped out.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A After dropping I dislike to join the service. I think that the
people expecially the employers look for people that have a better
education. They will always ask you for the diploma nowadays
I've been out for about 2 years.

Q Do you regret it because you joined the service?

A No I joined because I wantte. to. I just couldn't see myself walking
around town all my life doing nothing. I try to get a skill in the
army but you just don't get anything out of it you know.

Q Do you plan to get out of the army?

A Tas, I am going to try it one more year then I am ping to go out.

Q What could your perInts have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing' at the time. I just dropped out I just couldn't take it
anymore. : don't know why. Maybe because my buddy and I played
hookle and we couldn't take it anymort.

Q Did he Jain the service too?

A No, he parried.'
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Q What eould your parents have done to make you like to go to

school?

Nothing.

Q What would have to happen when yoU return, at home to make you

like to go to school?

A Well I am going to rry to get a college entrance exam.

Q Would you return to school if this happen?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Well it has been so long since I was in school. I don't remember

the way they ore. I didn't like them at the time I quit.

Q Could you remenber if you miss anything after you drop school?

A No, after I got out I didn't miss anything.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I guess, take it for a few years, but I just couldn't t2ke it any-
more.

Q Did you feal that you were bring tied deem?

A I don't know. It was just like being in prison; I jug' couldr't

take it anymore.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Well try to go to college if I can. Cat into some technical college.

Q Did you say you were going to try to get a skill in the army why
could you get it?

Q

The aruy is no good for acquiring a skill. You are in one job in
one place and then you go to another Oft* and you get another Job.
What they need they make you do

As far as getting a skill do r-u feel that the army couldn't do

anything?

A That is why I am going to quit you get depressed with all that
changing around from over segos tick and back over seas you know.
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Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return tc school?

A No.

Q What circumstance made you drop school?

A Boredom I guess. I was just bored of scho:l. I hated the teachers.

I was one of those early type revolutionary; like they have now.

Do you think that they were not teaching you or that they were not

relating to you?

A They tried to teach me I didn't like it no matter how hard they

tried !.c, teach me.

Q What would result if you would 'return to school?

A A better education would be the result I guess.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A None actually I got to work for my money you know. The hours in

the army areAlt very good either and the pay isn't anything great.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am in the army. That is about it. I cannot compete with other

people because of that. Maybe I am more intelligent than the n.Ixt
guy but he has the diploma so ht. gets the job that is just the way

it is nowadays.

Q Do you think that the army is the lesser Of two evil?

A No, not necessarily.

Q Do you think that school was the lesser of two evils?

A Tee, but everybody sees the army and war u something like being a
hero. That is a conic book type....somebedy iets killed so they
leave him:there and mother's apple pie is just over there a little
ways....but 14 isn't that way.

If you had do it all over again would you drop school again?

A MO, I doubt think so. 1 dropped quite a few times when I was in
school but I don't think I would drop nom.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A de, most of the dropouts don't have the reasons I had. Most of
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then that drop are Mexican-Americans and they are migrant workers
and they go somewhere else to work and they come beck in October
and Novesber and- leave in February or March so they cannot accept
than in school anywhere, that is one of the main reason-. That

is one of the main reasons because most Mexican - Americans are poor
but you cannot do anything about it.

Q Now did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A None the least. They insisted. They wanted to bust me to send me
back to school but I Just defended my cause.

Q Bow did your parents discourage you to deep school?

A With everything they could think of.

Q Like what?

A They gave me lectures. You know how parents are. School is good
for you and all of this; but I guess that is why I lost I was
retaliating from what they were trying to give me. It was just
like a retaliation in some vay.

Do you think that if they had pushed you more you might have
stayed in school?

A Yoe, I guess so. Maybe I don't know.

Q Now about school went they pushing you in the education or sorething?

A Simms of them do get !other nasty. They would put this sigh on you
because. you sere talking and send you-out in thesall. I was 14 or
IS at the time aid I Just couldn't stand anybody pushing se around.
I guess this is one of the first stages for dropping.

Q What school did you drop from?

A Martin High School.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A I do it on ley own trim will. I know what someone could do; they
mould give as a discharge now and toll me to go to school I would
go. It would be bbettiot moral booster I could gat right now.

Q Do thel do that sometimes?

A Tee but that is .f you are going to ...Alegi. You get threes months
early discharge but I cannot do that because I em going over seas again.
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Q Avila?

A

Q Have you been in Viet Nem before?

A No, I have been in Korea.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

A I don't know. I have done a lot of jobs in the army. I alerted as

a clerk and as a mechanic. But I never worked at them long enough
I could not stand working as a clerk being closed up. I couldn't
tell you right now.

Q Is there anything else in particular you would like to do?

A No, if there.ia work for lying around I could take it.

Q Is there anything else you would to say about the schools so
we could benefit from it?

A I guess the schools are ok the way they are now I see the light.
I guess the people should stay in school so that they can.get,at
leant secondary igmothe way education is right now.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A I don't think anything.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A They could have done something, but I just didn't want to go anymore.

Q Did you drop from the 4th grade?

A No, from the 6th.

Q What could they have done?

A Force me to go,

Q Did they say anything when you dropped school?

A Yes, they asked me why I was dropping and I told them that it was
because I didn't like school anymove.

Q What did you dislike about'school?

A Nothing that I can say.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A They are ok the way they are but I just didn't like to go anymore.

Q If you wanted to return, would you return to school the way they are
now?

A Yes, but now is too late.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Because I had to go to work because that is why I dropped.

Q What could your parents have done to maks you go to school?

A They told w to go, but I said that I didn't want to go to school.
So they said that they were not going to force no because they
knew that I wasn't going to do anything and that if I didn't want
to go to school to start looking for work.

A

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?
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A Just stop me from dropping.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would return to school?

A Nothing just to force me to go to school.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending? .

A Nothing right now maybe later on.

Q Do you need anything from school?

A Just arithmetic, I think that's all.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A To U.prget to think that I wanted to drop. To keep on.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing, it's too late.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing I just wanted to drop. I didn't want to go anymore.

Q What could make you return to school?

A I don't plan to return.

Q What circumstance would make you return to school?

A I don't know. My brother wanted to go but he had missed one year
but my father &Aid that if he couldo.

blow are you better off since leaving school?

A Just in vorhing.

Q Nov see you writ off since leaving school?

A I don't knot.

Ie there any way in vhic0 you are worst since leaving school?
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A No.

Q Bow has your thinking about school changed?

A It feels different when you are attending and when you are not.

Q What do you mean different? In what ways?

A You quit studying. You don't do anything, just work.

Q Do you think is harder on you now?

A At the beginning yes, the work is hard. I don't know about the
future.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't knmw because I don't know what could. happen later on.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A The ones that should drop are the ones that have to; but they
shouldn't drop school just because they don't want to go, but
if they are forced to go, they are not going to do anything because
they will just be thinking that they want to drop.

Q Do you think that if they don't like school they should dl3p?

A No, I don't think so. They should convice themselves to stay in
school.

Q What is a good reason to drop school?

A It's better to stay because they are going to be in the same situation
I sm.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't entourage me. They told me to stay, but I was going to
drop. They told me it was my decision because if they would force
me they knew that I wasn't going to do anything and only think of
leaving they didn't encourage me it was .y decision.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told as to stay that it was better because I wasn't going to
find a job. I woad have to be working in the sun all the time
and that vas all they said.

Q What could be done to help you return to school?
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A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

A Just contirwe working where I am; in construction.
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Q Whet could the peorle in theischools have done- to make you go to

closes'?

A Nothing I wanted to stay in school but there were too many fights.
Every morning and every afternoon there had to be a fight.,

Q Which school did you go to?

A Lamar Junior High. Y was in jnil because of the fights and I didn't

want to go anymore. The vice-principal called as to tell me to go
to school but I dijult want to go because of the fights.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to stop all the fights?

A The principal only stopped our fights. He didn't like ..:he people

from the Chacon Neighborhood. He would stop the others that were
in a fight and suspend them for a day or so end then they would
return to school but if he caught us it was different. 1.1e just

didn't like us. There were some cousins, the Quintana., they here
kicked out permanently, but the guys that they fou &ht with are
still in school.

Q What do you think be dune to stop the fights?.

A You cannot do anything because every neighborhood has its boys
end you just cannot stop the fights.

Q Whot could the schools do?

A That every neighborhood should have its own school to separate them.
Everyone go to their own school in their own neietborhood. Because
if one from here goes over there there's bound to be a fight. And
when in school there were four or five neighborhoods against us
end they would always blame us because we had a bad reputation. We
went to school because we liked it and we wanted to do soaething
with our lives but because of the fights I had to drop school.

Q What you'd have to be done in the schools before you would like to
Voturn to school?

A I would have to take my mother and is: father to talk to the principal
to se* if they would accept me.

Q What could the schools have dome in itself?

A Not to have any more fights.

Q Wbuld vou return to school if all of this happen? If they didn't
have anymore fights?
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A I think so but I have lost two or three years and I am too old
for the grade I was in.

Q Now do you regret ha.e.ng left school?

A You have to work harder because you don't have the education. Working

just like that is harder.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Put me in a private school or something but I don't think they
could have done that.

Q Is there anything slse they could have done in Lamar?

A There were so many things they could have dote and that I could tell
you, but all I wanted was for them to stop the fights.

What do you iscn by so many things?

A Well because I had everything I needed to go to school and my parents
would go and talk for me so I could return to school because I need
it the education, and I still need it, but you couldn't do it in the
way it was.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that youlhave stopped
attending?

A The meth, the English and what you need the most like opening and
writing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Well stay out of the fights but they just followed me arouLd. I

waned to stay in school but the vice-principal were with them
and we always lost. They were all against us.

Q What do you think the principal end the vice - principal could have
done?

A They could hive kick us all out or accept us all Wade-so that every-
one get their education or that no one would get it, but only the
ones from here always lost and Vol ones from over there always won.

Then when you haft fights they only kicked the ones froa the Chacon?
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A No, they kick them too but for one or two days only then they
would return. They are all in school right now, but you come
here to this neighborhood and you will find 50 or 60 dropouts.

Q What could you do now to -return to school?

A I would return to classes but for one or two hours because I am
working to help my father because he is the only one working
right now.

Q If you could go would you go to school?

A I would go to learn more about what you need the most.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would return to
school?

A Nothing.

Q What made you drop school?

A The fights and not.wanting to go to jail because I am not afraid of
the fights but not to be locked up and it is better to be free, than
to go to school and hava to be locked up. Don't you think?

What would result in your returning to school?

A If they would give me work after school and I could learn.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A Well because I am not in fights anymore and you have more fun and
I am working, not being in school. But it is better to stay in
school and not be the way we are right now because later on you
are going to need school.

Q How are you worst off since leaving 'school?

A In the studies because I cannot study here. All you could do is
read the Times but you need more studies. You need school more than
anything else. You need to study more, not that everybody in school
studies, some just ignore studying.

Q If you he to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A I don't know depends on how things are.

Q If you were in the same situation would you drop school?

A Yes I would not even to to register. It would be no use going.
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Hcw did your parents encourage you to drop school?

No they didn't encourage me, it was who got discouraged.

Q Bow did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me to go and all of that.

Mother May I say something on this respect?

Interviewer

Mother

A

Mother.

A

Q

A

Q

Yes.ma'm.

The problem was this. Pablo Lept going to school then

one day Mr. Newton called me on the phone and he told

me that hs thought that Pablo was better off out of

school. Then I went '0 school and he gave me a paper,
that I still have, utlere it said that Pablo was going

out of school becaus.. he was going to work. And he

said that he thought that Pablo felt ashamed to be in

that grade because of his age and I told him that I

would have to talk to Mr. Salinas because they were
on probation because of that fight they had had, then

he said no, I will fix that. Then I told him that
Pablo would have to say why he was not going to school

and he said he will give me a paper saying that Pablo

was going to work and that was the reason Pablo didn't

return to school; not because we didn't want him to

we wanted him to go. But the fights never ended. There

are many boys that were in fights this year. Maybe you

know about the Neighborhood Council? They were arranging
things with Mr. Nixon to let the boys continue school.

Yee we have heard about the Neighborhood Couacil?

Well they went to talk to Mr. Newton and to Mr. Stagg°
trying to work out something but aeither of them did

anything. I even went to the P.T.A. meetings but they

never did anything.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

If I wanted to I could go but I am not going to go becaust I am
too old and because I have to help my father.

What kind of classes would you go to?

At night on Tuesdays
have and ..cork at the

If you could work at
to do?

and Thursdays like the classes they used to

same time.

anything you wanted to what would you like
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A I would have to see because there are many things I like to do and

many things I don't like to do.

Q .Do you have anything in mind?

No.

Q Going back to the fights. Why do you think the principal and the
vice principal were with the other group?

A Because they used to say that we were from the Canales gang and
they had a bad reputation because they would get in fights there
in the office and all of that but the thing was *hat they didn't
want to bother with us, they would just kick us out the others
would leave them alone.

Q What coubi they do now?

A If they had new principals and vice principals that are better,
where they would punish us altogether.

Mother When Mr. Lc;:- -key was there it was different. The council
went several times to talk to Mr. Newton and Mr. Stagga
and they never put any attentign to%them. The council
wasted to do something to stop all of the boys from
fighting. There are many dropouts from this neighborhood
but the principal didn't want to bother. Even the Vista
John went with them to help them to see what they could
do but they never did anything. Mr. Jesus Hernandez was
one of the ones that went to talk to them because hie
eon was one of the boys that was kicked out. The council
vas trying to help no matter what because it was not fair
for the boys from the Chacon to stay without any education
just because they were from the Chacon. Not all the
boys are the same. There were a lot of boys that were
vLry intelligent and they had to stay out of 'vthool just
because the school people didn't help them; they didn't
give them a chance because they are blamed even if they
don't do anything they are always the losers. Mrs.

Rodrigues .the principal from Niches is going the at
way, just the ones from here are blamed but there are
some frog Santo Nino who start the fights. There has
been trouble between the two but Mrs. Rrdrigues is on
their side. She says that not only the boys from the
Chacon but the ones drom the Santo Nino do too. I am

telling you all of this because I am beginning to have
trouble with my other eon. I don't know whether my
son is doing something wrong or not but if he is they
Mould punish both sides at the same tire. Not only
the ones from the Macon because they live closer and
don't kick the ores from El Santo Nino beca'iae they
live further away.
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Q Whit could the people in the achoo2s have done to make you go
to school?

A 7. don't know I don't understand.

Q What child the teachers or the principals do to make you attend
school?

A To look for me.

Q Didn't anybody called you when you dropped out?

A. Yes.

Q When did you drop school?

A In 1966.

Q From the 7th grade?

A Yea.

Q How would. you like the schools to be to make you like to go to
school?

A They were ok.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A They would have come to tell me for my own good.

Q In the classes could they have done anything?

A They were ok the way they were all the time.

Q What could be done in the schools before you would return to school?

A If they give me another chance.

Q Is there anything that could be changed is the schools?

A I don't know.

Q If they would give you the opportunity to return to school would
you return to school?

A Yes I could return, but you see I got this car and I don't know
whetheirI could pay it and go to school and not work.
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Row do you regret having left school?

A First because I see everyone go up higher, and smcond if you finish
school you can get a better job.

Q What do you mean by then are going higher? On what?

A In schools some of my friends are in :-.he 8th and 9th gredee and
how I know that I did wrong by dropping out.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in sch-ol?

A Theycould have sent me back.

Could you think of anything your parents could have done to make
yOu like to go to school?

A I can't think of anything.

Q Noe something that would force you but something why you would
like to go?

A I don't understand the question.

Did you like school?

A Yes.

Q Do you think your parents could have done anything to make you stay
in school?

A Yes.

Q How could they have helped yOu?

A If I didn't work and go to school.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Just to pay the car.

Q If you didn't have to pay the car would you return to school?

A Yam.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A If I had stayed I would have 5..ne higher.
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Is there Anything else that you miss?

All subjects the'spelling and arithmetic 1:,.?cause sometimes they

give me hard problems and ,I can't do them.

What could you have done to stay in school?

A Stop working.

Q Were you working when you drop school?

A No, I dropped and then I started to work.

Q .

When you were in school could you have done anything?

A Not at that time I couldn't think very clear.

Q What-coul0 you do now to return to school?

A If I wanted to, I could stop working ana go to school.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school?

A Do you mean talk to someone?

Q No, something personal that you need?

A Nothing except for the car that I have to pay for it.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A First because my father was sick and he was not doing good on the

job and I had to help them.

What would make you return to school?

Well like I said before I see everyone go higher and on my part I

would like to go back.

Q Under what circumstances could you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Now does your situation have to be before you would return to school?

A First because I am working and then have someone to help me pay the

car.

Q Now are you better off since you left school?
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A I am worse off.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A Do you mean in learning?

Q Well in anything.

A In working.

Q In what way?

A Because I don't work hard?

Q Where do yoU work.

A. Laredo Packing Co.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, if I go back I would stay until I finish.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A When they cannot learn ald when they don't want to go.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A I had to help my father that is why I dropped.

Q Did they encourage you?

A No, I wanted to help them that is why I dropped.

Q How did your'parents discourago you to drop school?

A They told me not to erop they wanted me to stay.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A If they could help me pay the car at least one half of the notes.

Q How would you like them to help you?

A With the car notes there are $49 if they could help me pay at least
$20.

Q Do you think that if you had a job you would return to school?
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A Yea if It was sure because Oen I would have to pay for the car.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A . Work.

Q What kind of work?

A I don't know; work in a Minimax after school?

Q But if you could work in something you would like to do what would
you like do do?

You mean after school?

Q No anything you would like to do?

A Mechanics.

Q W'eat could the schools do?

A I don't know.

Q Did the teachers treated you right?

A Well.

Q You said that no one ever came to talk to you so that you would go
back? .

A Yes; no one that I know of but at least I didn't drop out because
1 did something wrong I dropped because I wanted to.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know.

What could the perple in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A I wanted to go but they didn't want me there in school.

Q Why?

A Because I got expelled and I didn't like school anymore.

Q Why did you get expelled?

A Because I was in a fight and there were a lot of fights.

Q Do you think t was your fault that they expelled you?

A Yes it was my fault because I didn't behave in school.

Q How could they have helped you instead of kicking you out?

A I don't know. They just didn't want me there in school.

Q Did you like school?

A No, I didn't like school after that.

Do you think that there is anything that they could have done to
make you like school?

A No.

Q What did !rOu dislike about school?

A I didn't like the classes anymore I just didn't like school.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I want to return to school to learn more. I had promised my mother
.1 would go, I don't know whether I am going this year or not.

Did the people in the schools ever talked to you about returning to
school?

A No.
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Q What type of classi would you like to attend?

A The same classes.

Q How do you think the teachers should treat you?

A They should treat mt. well. I'll behave if I go back.

Q How did they treat you?

A They treated me ok but I just didn't like school.

Q How would you like school to be?

A Just the way they are.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I didn't like. school.

Q No, how do you regret having left school?

A Well because I don't work and I wanted to go back to school sc
I could finish school.

Q Would you return to school if they would take you back?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't know. I don't understand.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Just go to talk to the superintendent so I could return to school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Yes they wanted me to return to school.

Q But you said that you didn't like school?

A No, I didn't like it but now I want to go back. The principal told
me you are expelled and I thought I was expelled for three day.3 but
no, I was expelled from school.

Q Do you think this was fair or Jo you think they should have given
you another chance?
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A I think it was fair.

Q Do you think he tou)d have given you another chance?

A No because we went to talk to him and he said no you are expelled
go to another school go to Christen or something.

Q Why didn't you go to Christen?

A Because I didn't want.to, then I started to work.

Q Dial your parents say anything?

A They said ok, now that you are working they didn't say anything.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school the way the situation is at home right
now?

A Yes, I want to go back to school.

Q What do you miss the moat from school now that you hive stopped
attending?

A You know I want to finish school so I could learn erre and work later
on.

Q What do you need the most from school?

A Because I cannot read anymore: I start to read and I don't understand
what I am reading.

Q Besides reading what else do you need from school?

A Nothing else.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Just work.

Q We mean while you were in school?

A I could have finished school.

Q What could you have dons to finish school?
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A Just study more.

You said that you were expelled because of the fights?

A Yes I was in a lot of fights.

Q What could you Lave done?

Nothing.

Why did the fights occur?

A Because of the neighborhood from the Charon.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Well try to study to see if I could finish acnool.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
. return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because of the fights 1 just dropped.

Q What would make you return to school?

A I said I wanted to finish school.

Q Could you return if you wanted to?

A Well I don't know because I don't know if they wanted me to return.
The principal from Lamar. I don't have auy papers or anything.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I am nat better off.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A i don't know.

Q If yc had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A No I am going to drop until I finish.
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Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A I don't know, there is no reason; you should golf you want.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They told me to go to the Job Corps but I didn't want to go I

wanted to go to school here and see if the principal would let me.

Q Did they encourage you to stay in school?

A No.

Q What did they say when you dropped?

Nothing I lust dropped and started to work I didn't want to go to

school.

Q Are you working right now?

A No

Q Why didn't you want to go to the Job Corps?

A I just didn't want to go because it was so far away and because my

father said that the Job Corps was no good and they had fights over

there too.

Q Could you think of anything why your father said that the Job Corps

was no good?

A No; because there were a lot of fights.

Q $.aat could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know. Just go to school to talk to the superintendent to

see if they would take me back.

Q If yea could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Carpenter's work.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know.

Is there anything the teachers or the principals could have done?

A Nuthing because like me I didn't want to go because I didn't like
school.

Why? Was there anything in particular you disliked?

A Everything.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A I don't think so. I didn't like anything.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like
to return to school?

A I don't know. I didn't want to go because I didn't like it.

Q How would you like the schools to be?

A I don't know.

Did you like them the way they were?

A Right now they are ok the vay they teach and everything, but when
you just don't like school and when you are kind of dumb you don't
want to go.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Nothing.

Q Do you think you need school?

A Yes you do need it but I don't like it and I know that if you don't
know how to spell and all of that all you have is hard work out in
the sun. I never learnei anything. If I had seen that I was learning
I would have stayed but I was very slowI could not learn and the way
I was going r was not goirg to finish school.

Q Vow old were you when you dropped school?

A 17 or 18 and I was in the fifth grade the way I was going I was
never going to finish school.
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Q Do you think your tea .tiers could have done anything to teach

you more?

A No, I don't think sc.

Q What could your par,!nts have done to make you stay in school?

A They told me to go and all of that but you know they teach you

and everything but I just couldn't learn.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I don't know. Yes, no, I don't know.

Q What could they have done?

A Nothing because they used to tell me to go.

Q How would your classes have to bc?

A They were ok the way they are but I just didn't like it.

Q Do you think that if you would have been with the boys of your age
would you have stayed?

A I was with people my age, approximately. Some that there were 19
and older the youngest was 15 and all you do is waste your time
because they should take you out and put you to work.

Q What school did you go to?

A Tarver,

Q What would haw to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything at home keeping you from returning?

A No.

Q What do you miss the moat from school now that iu have stopped
attending?

A Everything all the classes I had.

Q Do you mean ;our friends?

A Yes.
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,Q What do you need from school?

A Everything.

Q The studies?

A YES, all the studies.

Q What could you have.done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay while you were in school?

A I could have studies harder but why try I was too old and then I
had to drop then I didn't like it a1.d that was even worst.

What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know; nothing.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would return
to school?

A No.

What made you drop school?

A The reading.

Q Do you think you were behind in reading?

A Yes.

Q What was the reason?

Q

A

Q

I didn't know enough and the teachers would ask you something and
you didn't know you would get discouraged.

How did your teachers treat you?

They were ok and everything.

Did the teachers tell you things that encouraged you?

Yes the teachers encouraged me to go and all of that but I just
didn't like it.

What would make you return to school?
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A If I could read better 7 could stay and finish. If I could read the

first year I was in sch(,)1 but not right now.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A Working.

Q What are you doing right now?

A Assistant mechanic.

Q Are you helping your family this way?

A Yes.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A When they cannot learn and when you are very slow; what's the use

of keeping on.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They wanted me to stay but I didn't want to go. They told me that

they would buy me all I wanted if I would stay but I didn't want
to I wanted to work and buy my own things.

Q What could be done done now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What kind of work would you like to do?

A Mechanic.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school? What could the teachers or the principals have done?

I don't have anything against the teachers except for some.

What could the people the schools have done to make you like
to go to classes?

For example instead of sending him to the office all the
time they should have talked to him. Instead of sending
him to the office and they should have treat him better
so he could have stayed in classes.

What school did yoa drop from?

Christen.

What grade?

9th.

What was the reason you dropped?

I could not seem to get along with anybody there.

I am going to give you the reasons Jost Luis had a
nervous break down because of the death of one of
his friends in an accident. That was the main
reason why he dropped because he was very nervous.
My daughter Margarita also dropped but she dropped
a little after he did, but they both plan to re-
turn to school but it is going to be very hard
for both of them because they are very nervous
because they are very nervous, because of the
accident their friend had.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

I don't like to be bossed around. I go to school and I listen and
ask questions but I don't like to be bossed around. I don't like
that.

How did the teachers treat yo "?

They treated me ok; but that about sending me to jail because I don't
go to school I don't 1ike that.

That was one of the most important reasons why he
dropped because they told him that if he didn't go
to school they would send him to jail.
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Were you over 16 years of age?

2

A No, I am 15.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A To leave me ainne to do whatever I can do and if I cannot do anything

just to leave me .,lone:

Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes, I am planning to return this year and see what happens, i.
they don't start bossing me around I'll stay.

Q Do you think that if they start bossing you around you would drop
school?

A Well, like if I don't know something; I have been out of school and
I get something wrong and if they start scolding me in front of the
whole class I would go.

Mother One of the things that the teachers should not do is
scold the students in front of the other students.
Like for example, I have known, through my daughter,
that one of the teachers told her she was stupid. And

us in our times, we didn't use that word, and now the
teachers are telling the Students and I-am pretty sure
that the students tell the teacher the same things: but
I think that the teachers are to blame for this because
they can tell you that we don't use that word.here.
Maybe in English is a common word because from what I
can see not only the adults but even the little kids
use it. But here we don't use it. That is wrong; the
teachers shouldn't do that.

How do you regret having left school?

A I want to finish school because I wa%t to got a good job.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Just to let me think for myself. I dropped, then I worked; but I

saw that I couldn't find a good job so I went back to school but
everything was the same. They would send me to the office and
also they wanted us to do whatever they wanted. They wanted you
to cut your hair the way they want and I don't like that, if I
want to I would go and if I didn't want Po I wouldn't go.
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What could your parerits have done to make you go to school?

I think that .n that sense we did everything possible
to the point. that he was so nervous and angry at us
because we were always telling him to go. He even

cried and tcld us that he couldn't go to school; that
he was very nervous that his mind was not in school
that he could hear the teachers talking but he couldn't
understand. what they were saying then they would ask
him what they were talking about and he couldn't answer.

Do you think that the subjects were hard? How did the teachers

explained?

Some explained ok but others would just tell you to read this page

and that was all.

Like the teacher that used to tell you to open your book
and read.

A That was in the 8th grade. He said to open the book and read and
if you didn't know you would go to him and ask questions what got
me was that he would start telling you that you were suppose to be

in a lover grade because you couldn't read. And that not only me

but also to some of my fiends too. There was one of my friends

he used to send him to the store to buy cigaretts and all of that
and one time he didn't have his homework and they got into an
argument and the teacher stabbed him with a pencil. I don't know

if this is true or not but I don't think they should do that; I
can understand a teacher getting mad; but not hitting the student.

Q . How do you think that the teachers should correct the students?

Mother

Just assure him that if he doesn't pass he will be retained or send
them to the office. They always seemed to be against me every time

I went to the office because I skipped classes or something they
would tell me to cut my hair and I told them I was not going to
because I don't think I need it. I don't like to be bossed around.
One time, last year, I went to the office the teacher had hit me
6 times and I told the teacher I as not going to let him hit me

anymore so he sent me to the office. I didn't like to dress up for

gym I wasted a lot of time and I would be late to class. I talked

to Mr. Moreno and he told me that if I was going to dress and Itold
him no,.so he said to turn in my books and go home so 1 came home
and I didn't go back; since then, I don't let anyone boss me around.

The problem that he hau is that his books were in the
locker and when he went to get them they were not there
so he is goirg to have to pay for all the books, and I
think that that is wrong because if I don't have the
money to pay the books he is not going to go to school.
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Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Let me work half a day and go to school and that is all.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q There is nothing at home that is keeping you froCgoing to school?

A No.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped attending?

A Just that if I go I would stay if I wanted and I would listen and
talk to the friends that is all.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Well the first time they told me that if I didn't go to school they
were going to send me to jail. I wanted to see if they could do it
because I don't think they should send anyone to jail for not going
to school: because there are others that do worst things and they
let them go. So I wanted to see if they could do it. If you want
to gr you can but you don't have to because anyway it is you who is
going to regret it later on.

What could you do now to make you return to school?

A I would try to get along with the teachers and the students.

Q What could you do?

A Study more but I don't know.

If you do all they want would you stay?

A Yes.

Q If they would start scolding you again would you drop?

A If it is alright, if they scold me because I don't have the homework
but because I get a word wrong or something they shouldn't start
scolding me.

TS there anything that you need before you would return to school?

A No.

Mother am going to tell you he does need aJething, he needs
more understanding and patience from hie father he can-
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not talk to him because he is always against him and

I think that he needs to talk to him like I do. I

think that Is what he needs; he. is the type of boy who

is very quiet and apart from everyone. and whatever

he does it is ok with me; but not with his father.

Q What could they give you. You mentioned the books or something?

Mother He thinks that they are going to charge him the books
ant it is a little bit hard for us to pay for the books.

Th.! books stayed in school and they must of pick them
up :ind he thinks that if he does not pay for the hooks

he could not go to school.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A They tried to make me scared by putting me in jail.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I want to go to school and learn more but they should not try to

scare me. Like telling me to cut my hair or else they would kick

me out of school.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

Mother In no way because he is just been thinking whether to go to
school or not. He has tried to work but they would not
give him work because of his qge, but he is not better
off in any way since leaving school. In the only thing
that he is better off is that he is not so nervous anymore
since he drop because I had to take'him out of school
because the doctor told me that he was very nervous, and
then all the pressure that he had. He said that he who
was not a criminal they want to put in Jail because he
didn't want to go to school and that the ones that were
criminals were free. We told Mr. Laurel the Juvenile
Delinquency officer, that it was not fair that because
he didn't want to go to school he would have to go to
jail and that if he was not a delinquent, he might
become one if they would sent him to jail. He ch, sn't

have any records anywhere. The only problem that he had
was that nervousness. He has had it for about 8 months,
but he is better now he sleeps better and everything.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I am still the same., Sometimes, I feel nervous like when they
scold me or like when someone tells something to my friends. I

feel like doing something but I control myself. The lays in

Laredo are not right.
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Q In other r..reas are you worst off?

A In not going to school. I didn't want to go at first but now I do

want to go but I don't wnnt to go to the save play hookie and to

argue with the teachers. I just want to be left alone to do whatever

I can and what I couldn't do I just couldn't.

0 If you had to do it all ,..ver again would you drop school a second

time?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A Sometimes the students are right in dropping out. At times when

the teachers tell them they are stupid or when they push them

around. They should drop or get rid of the teacher or tell him

something.

Q How did your parents encourage yoU to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. I got discouraged and convinced myself

to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me to drop; they wanted me to gc. I wanted to

know what they could do if I didn't go. If they did something, I

was going to do something so that they would have a reason for doing
what they did. They could not punish me for not going to school my
parents were telling me to go night and day not only them but the
teachers the principal and the doctor and everybody but Ididn't
want to go.

Q Did anyone come to your house?

A Yes, a lady, Mrs. Dickenson.

Q Who was she?

A She works at rehabilitation center.

Q .Did Mr. Laurel come to your house?

A He is the juvenile delinquency officer, I went to see him three or
four times.

Q Did he call you?

A Yea.
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Q What Oid he say?

A He said that I had to go to school and that if my parents couldn't

control me, they were going to send me to jail. I told him that

he couldn't do that that I had gone to other towns and I talked to

them (.11 the same situation and they told me that they couldn't

send ni. to jail for that. A police, no, he was a juvenile officer
from D.mas he said that they couldn't send me to jail for that.

Q What cfild be done now to make you return to school?

A Well tN same things they do to everyone else. I don't want all

the attention on me; I want to be treated the same as everybody

else.

Q If the government could help you with some kind of a program what

could yogi do?

A To work half.a day and to to school.

Q If you could work in anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Driver or something like that, but not be locked up with alot of
people like in the H.E.B.'s

Q What type of work do you like the most?

A Driving ls what I like the most.
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Q What could the pe in the schools have done to make you go to
classes? What c(.J.d the teachers or 'he principals have done?

A I dropped becau, I had to help my mother.

Q Do you think tl,ot the people in the schools could have done anything?

A No.

What could tote people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A They gave me a good education and all of that but I had to drop to
help my fther.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return tr school?

A I don't know.'

Q Is there anything that would have to be changed in the schools
before yni decide to return?

A No, evervrhing is ok the teachers and everybody.

Q Would you return to school the way they are now?

A Yes.

Q How do yo.' regret having left school?

A Only that....I studied hard and I liked school but my father said that
I had to work to buy me whatever I needed or wanted, but if I get some
courage I might go back to school.

Q Then, you don't regret leaving school?

A That's right.

Q What do you need to return to school?

A Nothing right now but maybe later on.

What could you- parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Just to buy me the school supplies and to have transportation to go
to school.

Could you think of anything else?
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A No.

What would have to happen at home before yoLi would return to school?

A If my father had more money. If he had a better job so I could go to

school because the family is too large.

Where does your father work?

A In construction work in San Antonio.

Q Are you working right now?

A No, I as just fixing a dump truck to work with.

If your father had a good Job would you return to school?

A Yes, just as long as he got paid well.

What do you miss the moot from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The firends, the teachers and that is all.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A To work to have enough money to go to school.

Q While you were in school what could you have done?

A I applied for the N.Y.C. but they never called me. If I had gotten a.

job, I womtd have stayed in school.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Just work, until I have enough to return.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school?

A No.

What single thing or circastance made you drop school?

A I had to help my father that is why I dropped. Until they raise his,

pay; if they would give me work in the N.Y.C. or some kind of a

program so I would return.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Just to have work.
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Q How are you better off since leak'ing school?

A In helping here at home, and have more things for myself.

Q How are you worst off since ].saving school?

A No; the only things that I wcIdd be worst off is that if I would
return to school then we wou*.d not be better off.

Q Could you think of anything how you are worst off?

A Yes, just the house we have been fixing it.

This is how you are better off, but how are you worst off?

A I don't know. I would like to return to school as long as I have a
good job.

If you had to do it all aver again would you drop school a second time?

A Yes, it would have to change a little.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop school?

A No, only the ones that need to.

When do you think that someone needs to drop from school?

A If the family doesn't have enough to give them what they need to go
to school.

Q How did your parents encourage you tc drop school?

A They diCn't encourage me. I wanted to halp them. I needed some
things and they couldn't give them to me tat is why I applied for
the N.Y.C. if they had given me a job, I wuuld hive stayed in school.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way, it was my idea.

Q What could be done now to make you return to school?

A What they could do is have some kind of work while going to school.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Air conditioner mechanic.
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0 Could you think ,f anything why they never called you from the N.Y.C.?

A Well I think bezause they had a lot of people that had applied.
made an application two years ago and one last year but they never
called me. 'fl:.ey just told me that there wasn't any work.

How could these programs be changed to help you more?

A I don$t kno'. just to give them work to the ones that need it.
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Q Whit could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

cliqses? What could the teachers the principal, or anybody have

A Nothing.

0
What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A Well, I don't think so.

Is there anything that they could have done?

A No.

Q Is there anything in particular you disliked about school?

A Yes, oue teacher.

Q How was he? How did he treat you?

A He ran r,e out of class every day without doing anything as soon as

I got t( the class he would run me out.

Q Do you think that it would have been easier if you didn't have that

teacher? Dc you think you would have stayed?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return tc school?

A Nothing I would like to return to school but they don't let me in

school.

Q Why wouldn't they let you in?

A Trouble taker.

What school were you in?

A Lamar.

Q What grade did you drop from?

A 7th.

Q In order for you to return, they would just have to let you?

A Yea.
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In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Girls.

Q Anything else?

A No.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school:

A I don't know. My parents ?. Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing, I'd like to attend school.

Q Is there anything you need before you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Math tests.

Q is there anything else?

A P.E.

Q Did you like everything? What did you dislike?

A 1 didn't like social studies.

Q Did you like math?

A Yes.

Q 1,riat could you personally have done to stay is school?

A Well, keeping out of trouble.

Q What was the big trouble?

A Fights with the principal.
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Q With the principal? What did the principal tell you or what diu you
tell the principal that caused thi, fights?

A Well, he wanted to spank me...we.l. I couldn't stand the class and
played hookie about 2 times; go! tardy slips every day.

Q What could you do now to returi. to school?

A I would try to go to the prinr:pal and try to make it out.

Q Did any teacher or anybody r.me to talk to you?

A No but the principal said I could go to school this September but I
don't know if he would let me or not.

Q Is there anything personal that ou need before you would like to
return to school?

A No I don't think so.

Q What single thing or r.ircumstance made you drop school?

A It as the juvenile officer's idea to drop school because I wasn't
behaving in school.

Q Who is he?

A Mr. '...aurel.

Q Did the principal call him in?

A , Yes and he told hit. all. about me misbehaving and he called me in and
he told me that it was better for me to drop school and try to go to
school next year.

Q What would make you return to school?

A If the principal would let me return to school. If not I am going
to Houston.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Are you going to work or to go to school?

To go to school.

How are you better off since leaving school?

In no way.

How are you worst Off?

A Oh! missing friends, most of then are in school and not out in the
streets.
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Q If you had to do it all over ap4in would you drop school a second

time?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Did you want to leave school, when the juvenile officer told you

to drop?

A to I didn't want to leave, but they said leave....so I did.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A None.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They talked to the juvenile officer.

Q What did he say?

A He said that it was better for me to dren school. And my parents
just said yes.

Q How did they discourage you to drop school?

A Yes, they said not to drop it; but tilt juvenile officer said to
drop it and I did.

Q What could anyone do now help you return to school?

A To talk to the principal.

Q Would you have to talk first with the juvenile officer or to the
principal?

A To the principal because 'le juvenile officer said I could go to
school next year.

Q All you have to do is talk to the principal?

A Yea.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A I don't know.

Q You told us that you had a lot of fights, why did these happen?
Maybe you could tell us more about it.

A The fights were because of the girls.
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Q Why the girls?

A Because some guy would talk to the girls. I don't know, we used to

talk to th? girls and they would say something so we just asked for

the fight.

Q Now did the teachers acted toward the students?

A Smart.

What do you mean by smart?

A They acted smart they acted big, the teachers.

Q How did the students acted toward the teachers?

A They acted kind of smart. You know, but the teacher should tell you

how to do it. He doesn't explain. You couldn't learn without any

explanation.

Q How about the principal?

A The principal doesn't know anything because from the class they

send you. He is not in the classes. The principal talks

spanks us but it doesn't do any good it doesn't hurt.

Q Do you think the principal should spank the students?

A No, it doesn't hurt. He could do it Again.

Q How do you think that the teachers should correct the studeAs?

A Well, drop them out and then have them bring their parents, Drop

them for three days. They will learn that way.

Q Ts there anything else about the schools? Any changes you would

like to be done?

A To have new girls.

I don't think we could help you on that.
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Q What could the people in the schools have thine to make you go to

school?

A Nothing, because they didn't know when I left.

Q What could the people in the schools have dore to make you like to

go to classes?

A Nothing they couldn't have done anything.

Q Where the teachers ok?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would return to

school?

A It wasn't because of tie schools or the teachers or anything like

that I dropped.

0 What do you think could be changed in the schools?

A Nothing.

Q Was everything ok in school?

A Yes,

Q Now do you regret having left school?

A I didn't want to drop but I had to.

Q How do you regret having left school now?

A Because I wanted to stay to study more but I had to drop.

Q What do you need from school?

A Everything.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I need things they couldn't give me.

Q What was it that you needed?

A Clothes, and manila covers and everything.

0 What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?
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A They would have to give ni all I needed.

Q What would have to happev.. at home before you would like return to

school?

A )1 would have to have everything I needed to go to school.

Q If they would give you all you need would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Arithmetic and English.

Q What school were you In?

A Christun.

Q Were you in the 7th grade?

A Yes, I went this year and I dropped again from the 8th grade.

Q What coul' you have done to stay in school?

A Study more and put more attention in school.

Q How was the situation in school?

A It was ok. The teachers explained ok, but it's got to be you who is
got to, put attention.

Q What could you uo now to return to school?

A To look for a job to buy me all I need.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would return to
school?

A Clothes.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I needed money to buy clothes, shoesand things and That I treed in
school.

Do you think that in school they asked you for many things?

A Yes, but if I couldn't take them to school I wouldn't go.
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Q What did they asked you t: buy?

A Manila covers I had to gqt new manila covers every six weeks one

for every subject.

How are you better off -Once you left school'

A Nothing because I an %lot studying anything.

In general how are you better off?

A I have thought to gn back to school if I get what I need but T am

not better off in any way.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

Mother He doesn't understand the question.

Interviewee I don't ixderstand the question..

Mother He just doesn'tunderstand....you have to explain
it....what happens is that he need some vitamins
he constantly feels low and we don't have enough to
give him a good examination. During the winter, he
gets pains in the chest....and colds quite often and
misses school frequently. Naturally, he falls behind
He does want to better himself and study, but there
is something wrong with'him; he often feels tired and

wants to rest. Sometimes he doesn't study. Is not

so much the people in school because they treat him

well, but many times he doesn't have the things he
needs. 'A man needs clothes and many times he doesn't

have money for food. I could fix him a cold sandwich
but he doesn't like a cold meal. It flakes him uneasy

It is hard for him to come home to eat. This is whet

he can't explain. Right now, we're hoping that he
gets a job before school begins, but the N.Y.C. has
not called him weeks have past but still no one calls

Q Do you feel that this is what male ycu drop?

Mother Yea, especially during winter. He leaves school for
sometime, not permanently like the people that go up

north. Until he is able to have what he needs.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?
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A If they have ti help their family and go to work.

Q How did your -arents encourage yea to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me but I dropped because I had to help them.

Q How did you/ parents dis,:ourage you to drop school?

A They tried to give me what I needed so I wouldn't have to drop.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A I have to get a job to get what I need.

Q How could the people in the schools do to help you make up the
time you hive lost?

A They would have to give me some classes to catch up with others.

Q How much time were you out of school?

A About one month.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Auto mechanic.

Q Could you say anything else about the schools that would help us
in this survey? An advice to other students or something?

A Not to drop from school.

Q Why do you think they should stay in school?

A Because some have all they need and they don't have to drop.
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Q What colAd the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing.

Q What year did you drop?

A 1968.

Q What grade?

A 7th grade.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing. .

Did you like school?

A Yes; there was just one subject I didn't like that was Spa"ish.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like
to return to school?

A Change the Spanish I don't like it but I like school. It's good
to stay in school and not drop out. If you drop, there is no goon
jobs.

Would you return to school if this happen?

A No, I have to work.

0 If you didn't have to work would yru return to school?

A Yes, if I didn't have anything.

Now do you regret having left school?

A I need more math and all of the subjects.

Q Are you working right now?

A Yes.

Q Where are you working?

A N.Y.C. studying mechanic.

0 What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?
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A To give me the things I wanted.

Q Like what?

A Transportation: I didn't have a car to go.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q You said that ylL, didn't like Spanish. What didn't you like about
it?

A No there is no reason I just didn't like it.

Q Do you think there might have been some way they might have taught
so that you would like it?

A Yes, sort of,

Q Is there any way they might have elenged it to help you?

A No.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A I have to separate or divorce my wife.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The language is what I miss the most because you need the English.

Is there anything else besides the English?

A t didn't like too much math but I would like to learn mre math.

Q If you didn't have the responsibility of your wife would you go to
school?

A Yes.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Just pay more attention and not seeing her.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes I liked school.

Q Is there any particular reaop':.1 why you didn't pay attention?
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A No.

What could you do now before y:t would like tv return to school?

A Separate or something.

Q Is there anything you personal:se need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My wife.

What circumstance would make you return to school?

A As I said separate.

How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Well, being married.

A

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

No, I would stay.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

3

A . When they have to help the mother because the father is not working.
When they have to help the family that's the only reason.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. They wanted me to stay in school.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school'

A They told me not to get married that I needed a good education to
find a good job that it was better for me to stay in school.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school? What cou14
the government or anybody do now?

A Nothing.

What is it that is keeping you from going to school?
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A My wife.

Q In what ways?

A Because I have to work to go. money.

Q Is there any way that you colld work and go to school?

A I don't know.

Q How do you think that anybce.y could help you to place yoc in a
position to return to schoc]?

A I can't think of any:

You said you needed math. What could anybody do to help you
in this respect?

4

A Maybe give me.a book to study at home al night. Give me home lessons
at night sometimes.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Stockboy or something else.

Q If you had the opportunity to work in something you like to do the
most what would you like to do? You said you worked as a mechanic
do you like that?

A Yes.

Q What program did you say it was training you?

A The N.Y.C.

Q How do you like the program?

A It works: pretty good.

Q Did you get training only in mechanics?

A Yes, training.

Do they helped you to learn anything about school?

A No they are going to have some classes in English. li.ey are going
to try to give us two hours in Engliih because what we are doing
finishes in November.

0 Is there any other type of training or schooling that you would like?
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A They want 1:o give us v..° hotrs in English. Then maybe, they could

give us two hors of r.ith.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes? What'could the teachers or anybody have done?

Julio I liked school but I wanted to graduate faster than you usually do
in the schools. We have to obey the teachers; whatever they say.
Some of the students didn't want to be bossed by the teachers and
they want to do what they want. That is why many drop school be-
cause they want to behave the way they do when they are out of
school and they cannot do that. That is why they are always in
the office, because they were smoking and you were not suppose to
smoke but the more they tell them; the more they would do It. That
is what kind of students they have in the schools and that is the
only reason why I didn't want to go to school.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

Miguel I don't like school anymore.

Q Why?

Miguel Because I don't like to do the homework and I just don't like school.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

Miguel I don't know; like they are they are ok; I Just didn't like it.

Q What in particular didn't you like?

Miguel Just going.

Q Do you think there is anything that could be done in the schools
to help you?

I don't know.Miguel

Julio The schools were ok; the way the schools are now is not now keeping
me from school. I got out because I wanted to help here.

Miguel And I got out because....right now, I don't know whether I will pass
or not; because I entered late and left early. The las:: six weeks
I was dolma pretty bad and didn't know whether or not I was going
to pats to 9th grade. New that I return I will be 18 and if I stay
in 8th, well that's too old.

Q How could they help you in this respect?

Miguel I don't like school, but I don't know whether I an going to enter
school or not this year my mother wants me to go, but....
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No, he is going to school.

Well I don't know about that....I want to go up north and go to

work.

Do you plan to go to school over there?

No, I want to work.

How would you return to school?

I am behind. I just don't like it because I study and
and I can understand the questions but I cannot write
because I don't know how to spell.

Do you think that you don't know how to spell because

teach you correctl.- when you were in elementary school

No, I just got-boted when I began leaving each year to
Then when I came back co Ferias School, already in the
grade, and I had been there for two or three days and
sent me to the second grade maybe because she thought

or something but ! didn't take a test or anything.

Did she send you back?

Miguel Yes, she sent me
in the 4th grade,
and he failed me.
something and he
grade as soon as
be promoted. He

5th grade and we
said he would fat

Q

Miguel

Q

everything
them down

they didn't

go north.
third
the teacher
I was younger

to a lower grade ond we had not even started. Then

I was not failing but the teacher didn't like me
He had already promoted me but then he heard

erased it and failed me. When I was in tf-- Cth

I got to the room he said that I was not En. .., to

didn't like me because I had been with him in the
used to play tough ball against his class so he
I me and he failed me in the 6th grad4.

Do you believe that the teacher had a lot to do with your dropping?

Yea.

How would you like the teachers to be?

Miguel Well, I don't think they should give us a chance if you don't know
anything, but this happen only when I was younger. I was promoted
to the 7th grade, to the 8th and I don't know if I am going to be
promoted to the 9th grade,

Julio I past to the fifth and I stayed....then he told me and I told my
mother I think that if he would have given me a chance...he
gave another boy my age a chance...I might have already graduated.
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Q Would you return to school if you could advr.nce more rapidly?

Mi,-;tiel The problem I have is that I don't know how to spell and sometimes
I don't want to go to school because I feel ashamed because I don't

know how to spell. I don't:know. I take the tests and I fail them
because I don't know how to spell.

Q .Do you think somebody could help you in any way?

Miguel I want to go to school but I want to learn how to spell. I don't

have a chance.

0 How do you regret having left school?

Julio I have not yet drop school completely but I wsnt to go bEck. It

all depends if I pass or fail the service exam. If I fail, I will

go back to school.

Q If you pass the exam and you go to the service. How would you
regret not going to school?

Julio I might take the exam in the army fora graduate.

Q And how do you regret having left school?

Miguel I didn't plan to graduate because I knew I wasn't going to make it
and I would be too old when I graduated. I am 18 right now and when
I finish I'll be 22. Then if I fail once or twice; then they might
call me and I'll be about 26. This is what I don't want.

Q What do you plan to do?

Miguel I want to ge back up north and work.

0 .
How would you regret having left school in the future?

Miguel I don't know. Depends on how the work is because they say that you
ere going to need a good education even to work.

Q Maybe you plan to do what your brother did to get Ms diploma from
the army?

Miguel No, I don't plan to graduate. If I join the army I'll do something.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Julio They wanted me to go back to school but I have to help them and that
is why. I applied to the N.Y.C. and the migrant programs but I never
got a job. If I had had a job, I would have gone up north and I
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would have stayed in school. Thetts the c.nly he my parents have
us going up north.

Q Co- 7 you think of a reason why you didn't get in the N.Y.C. or any
program?

Julio Because they think that my father gets enough money, but it is not
enough for all the family. We have a lot'of debts and bills to
pey ,,ad that is why we have to go up north.

Miguel

4

When we 0 up there I get as much as my father gets here in one year.

Julie Like when we went to Wyoming.

Miguel For about one month and then we went to Ohio but it was no good there
and we came bsck to Dumas. I was getting $1.70 an hour working as
a feed lot or assistant welder up there, I can get $1.70 an hour
anywhere...driving trucks or where he was....just taking out a com-
mercial license, that wad all I needed.

Q Did you get this license?

Miguel I hope to get it.

Q
.

What could your parents have tone to make you stay in school?

Julio They don't say uot to go or keep me from doing ehat I want. They
want us to go but I have to help them. They wouldn't want me not
to do anything and just stay at home. If I don't get a job they
will send me to school.

Q Do you think it is more helpful for you.tn work than to go to school?'

Julio We only work during some months of the year.

Miguel But we always drop early and enter school late. We usually leave about
the 10th of May. This year I got out in April.

Then you don't go to school the time required?

Julio

Miguel

Julio

No because we were always

Last year we did get here
in October. This year we

Too such rain fell and it

Q What would have to happen
school?

late.

on time but the year before last we enter
were planning to return in October, but....

wasn't any good.

at home before you would like to return to
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Miguel I plan to work, but if I come back in October I will go back to

school any way.

Q Would you return to school if they tell you to go?

Miguel I plan to work but if I come back in October I will go back to
school any way.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

Miguel My girlfriend. She told me that if I didn't ,7.1 to school she would
break up with me that is why I am still trying to stay in school.
If not I would have dropped completely a long time ago. I have to

get good grades or else she will break up with me.

Q Do you miss anything else?

Julio Well everything in school is ok, you have your friends there and
the teachers they were nice too; I was never sent to the office.

5

Q What are you going to need from schwa?

Julic5 To have graduated, but I will find a way to get a diploma maybe in
the army. If not, I will get it through correspondence but one way
or another I plan to graduate but I want to finish with the army or
in night school....if you get married and then you're drafted....
that is pretty bad.

Q

Miguel

Q

Miguel

Julio

What do you need from school?

Well I nee school to get a good job.

Do you think you could get a good job?

Well, I don't know.

To find a job, he can find one but it will not be a *.00d paying job.
They first pick those that have graduated. Once those lay off, they
hire those that haven't graduated.

Miguel In Michigan you find graduates who are really lazy. What is the use
of being a graduate if you just hang around.

Julio I have not worked because I couldn't never find a job here. I nave

made three or four applications and they newer give me work. If

they would give me a job after school, that would be. !..fferent....
that way I would have money to have fun Saturday.
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Q What were you telling us about the employment office?

Julio I :rent to the employment office and they asked me what I wanted to do
and I told them that I wanted to work in a store cleaning up or some-
thing and they never called me. There is no work here because there
are a lot of people from across the river working here in the stores
that is why the graduates from here leave because there isn't any-
thing. There isn't anything here because of Nuevo Laredo. The girls,

graduates, that could work at Neicer's and Kress...and the Majoy that
is. There are the migrants from across the river. How does a person

do it? There are no brakes that is why so many drop....they don't
graduate and go up north instead.

Miguel There is nc use graduating here if jou can't get a job.

Julio In other towns, it's not like this.

Julio We . don't have any difficulties up north but we cannot go over there
and stay because my father's mother is here and we cannot leave her
alone here.

Julio If I wasn't this old. Because I like school and everything but I
plan to get my diploma any way.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

Miguel I wan: to go but ,I need work also.

Julio If they had special classes so I could learn spelling.

Q Do you think that if they helped you in this way you would go to
school?

Miguel Yea.

Julio High school is not the same. It is pure dictation. The teachers
don't write on the board anymore; they just read it to you.

Miguel This is why. I knew that I was not going to make it tt,is year because
I had the paper blank every time we hod a teat because I knew the
answers but I couldn't write them down. Sometimes I would copy just
so that the class didn't Bay I didn't say I didn't know anything, but
I knew it was just that I couldn't write them down.

Q Did the teacher, ever asked you why you got zero?

Miguel No, I couldn't tell them it was because I didn't know hov to spell.
I told them that I hadn't studied nd that was all.
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Is there anything personal thAt you need before you would like to

return to school?

Miguel Like 1 told you learn to spf.11 and work.

Julio No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

Julio I wanted to help my father and buy what I needed my clothes and all
of that.

Q What made you drop school?

Miguel I also had to help my father and buy everything I needed.

Q What would make you return to school?

Miguel If they had special classes to learn spelling.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

Julio Because 1 plan to graduate in the army you work and study at the
same time, that way I finish twu things at the same time.

Q How do you think you might be better off Miguel?

Miguel ',don't know...why does one what to get in the army now...they take
you over there and then you are in a real fix.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

Miguel Only that you cannot get a good job without a good education.

Q If you had to do it all over again wculd you drop school a second time?

Miguel Yes.

0 Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

Julio Education is the best thing.you can get and I don't think anybody
should drop school.

Q liLdt do you think is a good reason for dropping school?

Miguel Wall, because some are poor and don't have the clothes they need.
They feel ashamed. To drop to go to uork....that is why many drop.
Ind want to go to school.
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How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

Julio No they wanted trn to graduate.

Miguel If they tell me to go, I would have to obey them.

Julio You know, they want us well dressed. They want the best for us.
Like my mother tells us that they don't want us to be uneducated
like them. My father has some education but my mother never went
tolschool. 1V5 far as my parents are concerned they want us to go

t'j school.

What advice could you give your brother?

Julio I tell him to go to school....but he doesn't want to. He is very

stubborn.

Q What could be done now to make you return to school?

Julio Nothigg....once you begin to think of the future....I don't plan
to return; maybe.if I don't pass my service exam; then I'll return.

Miguel Nothing.

You mention some things earlier?

Miguel Y)u mean special classes?

Q Yes.

Miguel I don't like to copy because I know I am cheating myself. I get a
good grade and everything but I didn't learn anything. That is
wny I want to get special classes in spelling because I need them.
And they would probably attend them.

8

Q Would you return to school if you had to go to after school classes?

Miguel I have other things to do after school. Besides, you get tired of
just school and school.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

Julio In anything as long as I get - good pay.

Q What would you like to do the most?

Julio Well, I know some mechanic and welding.

Miguel We try to get the best but you just can do everything.
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Q What is it that you like to do?

Miguel Work in a factory; be stationary....so that I wouldn't have to be
moving from place to place looking for work.

Julio The people that are working in the migrant program who say that they
go up north aren't the ones that go. They get the job and the ones
that does go up north have to keep on going each year. We are
several here....my mother says that if we all had jobs here, we
wouldn't go...there is much danger in going up....you might turn
over driving over there.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Nothing the schools were ok. They have good classes. I don't

think they need any change.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A Nothing, I don't think so.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Nothing, because I am 23 years old right now and I want to get

married. I am hoping to take the G.E.D. if I was younger, I could

study and get a better career.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Well, because I am 21 and then I left for the Job Corps. I wanted

to get my G.E.D. and get a trade at the acme time but I didn't

have time to get it because I graduated as a mechanic. I am

going to school to see if I could get my G.E.D.

Q What could your parents have done to make you go to classes?

A If we had come here from Meicict when I was younger. Maybe I would

have stayed and get a better career.

Q You said that you were 12 years old when you came from Mexico do

you think that the people in the schools have helped you when you

came here because you had been going to school over there in Mexico?

A Well, I knew the math, they were teaching, but English was what
held me back and I couldn't be promoted.

How could they have helped you?

A If they had skipped me two or three years so that I could have

finish school about 20 years old.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to

classes?

A No, there wasn't any way. I would like to go to classes but I
would haVe to work during the day and go to night classes or work

during the night and go to school in the day time.
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Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies, because without school y611 can't do it.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A If I had been younger, I would have stayed.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Return to night classes.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My age.

Q What would make you return to school?

A Go to night classes and work durl.ng the day.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A The Job Corps helped me a lot.

Q In what way?

A I learned a trade and it was just like going to high school because
they gave you English, math, history and everything.they would give
you in high school.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I am not so worst of but if I had been younger when I came here
I would have stayed in school and learned better how to get a
good job without working so hard.

Q If you.had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I would stay to Istarn a career like an engineer or something.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A I don't know the reasons. It is very different on every person.
There are different reasons. Some don't like school.
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Like what?

A They don't like to do their homework, or because they don't want
the teachers to say anything to them because instead of treating
them like men they treat them as if they were little boys. Some-
times the teachers are very nervous, they get and easy then we
don't like to be told off....He kicks them out...the teacher does
not like him anymore....then they decided to drop for 3 months
and usually never returned. And they don't have any patience with
the students.

How did your parents encourage you to drop scliool?

A Toey didn't want me to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school.?

A Like every parent they would tell me to finish school so I could
have a betterfuture.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Just go to night classes.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A I am a mechanic.

Q Do you like it? Is that what you like to do the most?

A No, there are a lot of things.

What do you like to do the most?

A Something big like work with the government or something like that.
I don't know but not a teacher, 1 want something big. If I had
the Aucation I would do it.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A They treated me nicely. They explained everything to me and they

even stayed after school if you wanted to stay to learn more.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you lake

to go to classes?

A I had been a long time studying because you see I am a; immigrant

and I had studied 8 years across the rive) and then I studied some

more so I was just bored of school.

Q What grade did you enter when you came here?

A First.

Q What could the people have done to help you enter school in a higher

grade?

A They couldn't have helped me because I didn't know any English.

They told me that that was the reason why they wouldn't put me

in a higher grade. I knew history and math and everything but

I didn't know any English.

What would have to be dine in the schools befol_ you would like

to return to school?

A Everything in school was alright. The teachers were very nice with

me at least thP ones I had.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret It right now. I have had no trouble finding a job.

I am married now and I have had no trouble supporting my family.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They tried to make me go back but I didn't like school anymore
because I was tired of studying.

What could your parents have done to malw you like to go to school?

A I don't know what they could have done.

Q
What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A I would have to be born again to go back because I had been studying

too long and I was just tired.
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Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A I don't have the same ,riendship I used to have.

Q What could you have done to stay in school.

A Nothing, because I was tired of studying.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing I was just tired of being in school.

Q Would anything make you return to school?

A Not right now maybe later on.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A Well then T ras in school I couldn't work and it was more expenses
for the house, but no,.; we have more conveniences than we used to

have.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know how to tell you.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I would probably do it because I didn't want to hear anything else
about school. I'd rather work in something else because trey tried
to make me go to the government schwls where they pay you for
going but I just don't want to go. I didn't want to closed in.

Q What do you mean closed in?

A I was bored with school. I had been claae in for too many years
studying.

Q Under wt.et circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Well it depends on the person because there are some people that
really like school. The more they know the sore they itant to learn,
but I don't anymore, because if they go to school without being
interested they would just go to play around and don't learn
anything and if they are going to vast their time. It is better
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Q How did your parents encourage you t, drop school?

Well they told vie to stay in school beceu_s maybe in the future I
cold get a better job like working in an office where I could get
good money and not have to work hard.

Q Row did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't, they wanted me to stay in school.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school'

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Weil, right ro.i, the job that 1 have is fine....I don't kill myself
working, and 'you live ok (salesman).
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Q What could the people
classes?

Nothing, because they
I didn't like school,

What could the people
go to classea?

I don't know. The teachers treated me fine.

How do you regret having left school?

Well now I know I need school. I osoc'. to go to school and just
play around and rot pay attention.

What do you need the most from school?

Mathematics and reading a little bit.

What could your parents have done to make you stay is school?

I don't know. They did all they could but...

How oli! were you when you drop school?

18.

What coup your parents have done to make you go to school?

They didn't me to drop but 1 would rather work than go to
school.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing.

Why didn't you like school?

We just thought about playing. We didn't pay any attention in class.

What school were you in?

in the schools have

did all they could,

in the schools have

v.*

done to make you go to

but I didn't want to go.

done to make you like to

.In Tarver, but at first 1 was in Tomas Sanchez. They sent me to
Tarver when I was in the 5th grade and I was in the 6th grade in
Tarver and I was promoted to the 7th but I didn't want to go to

_ school anymore.

Q Do you plan to return to school?
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I don't know. I don't think so.

What would have to happen at home

to school?

Well, because I work. I could go

be after work.

before you would like to return

to school but it would have to

Is there anything that would have to happen at home before you

would like to return to school?

No.

Would a lack of money be a reason?

Yes, that also.

Do you think a pay study program would help you?

Yea.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attendin:"

2

Nothing, just that I would like to continue studying.

What could you have done to stay in school?

Stop playing hookie; if 1 would have been in alas:. .7 might have

continue.

Do you think that you did enough in class when you ,re there?

Well it was a lot of playing around. Sometimes the teachers also

played with us.

Do you think that the teachers could have done something?

Yea, they could have been more strict and not play with the students.

Were the teachers at Tomas Sanchez the same way?

No, they were more strict.

Which of the two schools did you prefer? Did they send you over

there of did you go?

No, they sent me there; when I start doing things wrong. They sent

as there.
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Q How old were you when they changed you?

A About 13.

Is there anything besides the teachers playing around with the
students that you might want to change?

A I can't think of anything else.

If the teachers were stricter, do you think that might have helped
you?

A Yes, not only me; but everybody.

Q How were the guys there?

The saue, many didn't play along, they were more serious cad did
their best to learn.

How were the others?

A Always playing around.

Q Why do you prefer Tomas Sanchez?

A I guess, because I always went and at Tarver I didn't.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I could go to school at night, maybe during the day after 5:00.

Q Could you think of something you could do?

A Well, I am working and I cannot atop working to go to school.

Q Do you need the money?

A Yes.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A I need money.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I didnit like it and I didn't want to go. I couldn't lean. anything.
It was just a lot of playing around.
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Q Was there anything in psr,icular you dislike about school?

A I liked echool and I would like to learn more but I couldn't go

now. I have a friend who is a teacher and he said to go to his

house and that he would help me.

Q
What would make you return to school?

A I need to learn more because sometimes I have trouble in my work

because I cannot solve a problem or something.

Q In what ways do you really feel that you are better off since leaving

school?

A I don't know, I've done what I could; from working and my job.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

Q If you hat the opportunity to return to school would you go back?

A I cannot assure you, I think so.

Q If you. had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Why?

A Because I want to learn more.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I don't think everyone should drop school unless they have to help

at home or needs something.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. I wanted to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me that I was going to need school to get a better job.

They wanted me to stay.

Q When you left, what did they bay?

A The least you can'do fs work.
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Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Judt if they would pay me to go to school.

Q Have you heard about the programs that do offer this?

A Yes.

Q What could someone do so that they would interest you?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you
wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I have always like the telephone and all of that.

Q Electronics?

A Yes.

Q Can you think of a way in which anybody could help you out?

A A friend of mine took a test and passed.

Q Did your teacher friend help you to learn?

A Not much, but he did help some.

Q Once you got out; lid anyone come asking why you dropped?

A No, they probably thought that it was for the best.

Q Would you have returned if they had come looking for you?

A No, I don't think so.
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Q What conla the people in the schools have done to make you go to

claasea?

A The school was ok but I didn't like it anymore.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like

to eo to classes?

A It was getting harder in school, we had other books that were very

hard.

Q

A

0

A

Q

A

Q

What school were you in?

Tarver for three years.

Before what school were you in?

Tomas Sanchez:

Then yoU believe it just got harder?

Yes.

Do you think that the teachers could have done something?

A Tell us more about school and help us study if they would help us

to understand the homework if they would explain better.

Q Do you think that they left. .I.ou alone; not enough attention?

A Yes, not enough attention.

Q Do you think you needed mare ntt ntior?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

11 A

return to school?

A

Q

Yes.

How do you regret having left school?

A I regret it very much bebecame you cannot get a good job, like working

In a store or something.

I would have to think about it before I could answer the question;

I need to study a little more before I answer.

Would you like to return to school the way they are right now?
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Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't know. 'I hear a lot of rumors about the Tarver school. That

it was for the ones that couldn't learn and this and that. I didn't
like the school or people saying that I was attending a dummy school.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing right now.

Q Would you have liked to be in a different school?

A Yes.

did your folks feel when you dropped?

A They didn't say anything; my brother had also dropped from there:
my father said that it didn't matter and that I would have a job
there.

Would you return to school right now?

A I don't know becauie my father owes a lot of money and I have to
help him pay it.

Q If you didn't have to help your father would you return to school?

A

Q

I would like it in some ways and I wouldn't like it in another way.
I think not there where a lot of critics and rumors about the school
and I was criticize all the time that is why I didn't like that
school.

How were the classes in Tarver?

A They were ok.

Q Did the teachers also criticize you?

A No, just the students.

Q Would you return to another school?

I don't know depends on how the other school is.

Q How would you like the schools to be?

A

A The way all the schools are but I don't like school very much that
is the problem. I would like to try a correspondence courtle.
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What do you miss the most from classes now that you have stopped
attending?

Reading and mathematics.

What do you miss the most from school?

Talking to my friends; now I just come home and sleep and wait for
the next day.

Did you feel comfortable at Tarver?

Yea, a little bit.

What could you hale done to stay in school?

Work after school.

What could you have done when you were in school?

Just study more and pay more attention.

What could you do now to return to school?

I don't feel like going back to school right now.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

I don't need anything.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

That I was in the 5th grade and I was going to be 18 years of age.

Is there anything that would make you return to school?

No.

How are you better off since leaving school?

We get al,ng better. I have better friends where I am working than
when I was in school.

How are you worst off since leaving school?
. ,

In reading.

If you had to do it all over agaio would you drop school again?
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I would have to think about it.

7f you were in sthool.righ.: now would you drop school again?

A I don't think so, In not sure. It would depend on how I felt

about school.

How long has it been since you drop school?

A One year and a half.

If you were still in school then would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I don't know.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me it was my decision.

0 How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me to go but I just didn't want to go anymore.

What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

If someone would pay you to go to school like the government pro-
grama in adult education would you go?

I think so.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I would like to be a mechanic.

If you had the opportunity to study to learn to be a mcchnaic would

you go to school?

A Yea.
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Q What could the peoplE in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing I didn't like school.

Q What was it you lidn't like about school?

A I didn't. like to study and I didn't like the friends.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I hnd to drop because I couldrIt advance in anything, but if they
had explain better. They sometimes explained very fast and I
couldn't understand.

Q Would you return to school if this happen?

A Yes.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Well because my friends were in high school and everything and I
felt bad being left behind.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

They couldn't have done anything. They told me to go but I was
wasting my time because I couldn't learn anything.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A There were a lot of fights and everything. We had problems.

Q How could this be changed so that you would like to return to school?

A They would have to change you know, my father got angry because of
the grades I got, but I think that they should be more strict with me.
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Would you return to school if this happened?

Yes.

Whet could you have done to stay in school?

Try to study more.

What could you do now to return to school?

Like I said before just try to study more.

Could you do something to return to echool?

A I want to return to school, but I am embarrassed to be with smaller

kids.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A I miss the friends I had and the teachers and everything and study

more.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I couldn't learn anything. I couldn't retain anything that they

explained, I c:idn't know anythirg; so I dropped.

Q .What would make you return .o st.,00l?

A I don't know.

Q
What kind of school would you like to return to?

A: This year I would like to enroll at Martin's vocational school there

I would like to enter.

Q How are you better off since lenving school?

A In nothing.'

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Reading.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?
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A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A If '7:.15/ like it they should stay but if they are wasting their

Lhey should drop.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A Thy told me that I was wasting their money and my time because I

couldn't learn anything.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A To encourage me to go to school, I believe.

Q Do yeti mean your family?

A Yes.

Q What could anyone do'ec. help you return to school besides your

family?

Nothing.

Q How would you like to return to school?

Well, that they change the grades that there would be just old

guys I wouldn't want little guys.

That is all you would want change?

A Yee.

Q What kind of ...lasses should the Martin's vocationel school have?

A Well, mechanic.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I would like to work in a store like in a Minimax Stare.

Q Is that what Au like to do the most?

A Yes.

A
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You said that there were many arguments; at home or at school?

A You zee I came with bad grades and my father would get angry, I

didn't mean fights...arguments...well in school there are also

fights.

Q Do you think that if they would argue with you; you would return

to school?

A Weil, yes.
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Q Nhat could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Really they were doing what they could but it all depends on the

students. You see I am from across the river, Mexico, and when

I came here I couldn't speak any English so I missed a lot of

school. By the time I went to school I was about 10 or 11 years

old and I was in the first grade and I was embarrassed to go to

school with all the little kids. I had been in school across

the river in the 2nd grade and they tried to help me they gave

me 6th grade math and I could do it but I told them tat I

preferred to start from the bottom because I couldn't speak

English. So I started in the first grade and then second and

third but by the time I got to the 6th grade I just wasn't

interested in school anymore. All the teachers helped me a

lot. They didn't want me to drop. They told me that I was

going to have a hard time finding a job, and now I wish I had

stayed in school.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like

to go to classes?

They did all they could but I didn't.da my part. The teachers that

I had were very nice. Sometimes they would invite me to their

homes so I could study more, but I didn't want to go to school

anymore. Then my parents also got after me to go to school but I

wasn't interested anymore. I really don't have any complaints.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

The schools are ok but it all depends on the students because if

you don't want to do anything you don't do anything. If the

teacher tells you to do something but if the student doesn't try

try he wouldn't be able to do it.

How do you regret having left school?

Right now I have a lot of trouble with spelling. I don't know a

lot of words and what they, mean. I regret having left school be-

cause I didn't learn to spelt correctly.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

They did all they could but I didn't want to go to school.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

I did go to classes. I.never played bookie or anything and I paid

attention and everything. Sometimes I would study at nights but I
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would forget by the next morning so this is one of my problems
too.

Q What do you miss-the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies and all of that.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing I have thought of going to classes to the Junior College
so that I could finish high school because there are people my
age, and it would be hard working and going to regular school.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I just thought I didn't want to go to school anymore. I wanted
to work. Although.my parents insisted that I go, I refused. So

they told me that if I didn't i,ant to go to school to work; so I
did.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I want to go to college so I could finish high school because it
is very necessary.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because I had a lot of trouble. I couldn't learn. I would forget
what they taught me and when I was going to have a test or something
I did what I could but left the rest alone because I didn't know
how to spell.

What would make you return to school?

A Because it is very necessary that you know what you are reading and
writing and speaking. Like in the store where I work when we have
inventory or something like that I would have to ask my friends to
help me because I don't know how to spell or because I don't under-
stand a word.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?
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A I haven't really thought about it. I have learned to work, and I

have learned other things but those things you learn as you grow'

older. I can say that I am betcer off because when I drop school

I didn't know how to sell or do anything and now I am a salesman

in Frontier Shop. Don't you think that because I didn't go to

school I don't have any education. Everyone in my family has an

education. My mother, my father and I have a brother that is

going to Texas A 6. I University he is 18 years old I am the only

one that didn't want to go to school. I have learned many things

out of school.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In spelling; I had a lot of trouble in school and at work.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I wouldn't drop not until I knew at least that I was saying and

writing. NoWthat I am older I can think better and understand what

is good and bad. When I was young, I had a lot of trouble.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A A lot of times problemi at home, like sometimes there is not enough

money that is why I decided to help my father because it was really

too much for him. I didn't like people coming to the house charging

bills. We were not lacking enough money to eat or dress because

Thanks to Cod we dressed nicely, not anything fancy or elegant but

still we had debts to pay.

Is this the only case where you believe the student can drop school?

A That is the only reason I dropped so I don't know any other reasons.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't want us to have trouble in the future. I didn't care.

I wanted to work and I did it and now I need school.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A My parents and all my friends encourage me to go to school so I

could finish high school. I was going to be drafted but I didn't

pass the examination. Because I have a dislocated waist so I am

planning to go back to school.
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Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what Would you like to

do?

A A se-sman it is not a hard job.

Q How do you compare Buenos
Aires School and Tarver was it a great

change for you?

A No, the teachers and the classes were all the same; except for the

age factory. And since you were older. They taught you more in

Tarver. .

How were the students in Tarver?

A They were Pachucos and a lot of immigrants but I didn't care about

them I just wanted to learn. The teacher would help me, but I

would forget. I couldn't study between classes. I would have to

study before classes because if I studied at home, I would forget

by the next morning.

Q How would you compare tLe schools fron. across the river with the

ones here?

4

A Schools across the river are tore advanced because here I was

taking 6th grade math which I had taken in the 2nd grade over

there.

Q Did you understand it?

A Yes but I used to work the problems the way we work them across the

river with a lot of shortcuts and the teacher would ask me to

work them the way they taught them here but that was about the only

difference.

Q Hoy could the people in the schools help people from across the

river?

A All they can do 13 start them in the first grade so that they can

start learning the a b e and the pronunciation.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make ycu go to
classes?

The way they are right now they are not giving enough education.

Could yoU think of something that the people in the schools have
done to make you go to classes when you were in school?

No.

What would have to be done in the ;:shools before you would like
to return to school?

They are very good the way they are right now and they are pro-
gressing more.

What school were you in?

Tarver I dropped from the 6th grade.

How was school?

It was ok, but sometimes they would send you back to a lower grade;
for example, some of our reading labs.

Did you like the way they send you back?

No.

How were the teachers in Tarver?

A They were nice and they taught ok too, but like I told you, they
would send you back to a lower grade. You took longer.

Q Would you return to school if they don't change anything?

A I don't think so.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

Q Do you need school?

A Yes, I need the studies because now that I am working I know that
I need an education, but I think .I wouldn't have stayed in that
school. If I.had been in another school or if I had had another
opportu.:ty I would have stayed in school.
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What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They wanted me to stay but I didn't want to stay. I was in the

6th grade and I was going to be 16 years old then I was promoted

to the 7th grade and I knew that I was going to be another year

and since I am a little hard headed I decided it was better to

look for a job. In Tarver they will put you in the grade according

to your reading level and when I came to Tarver I was in the 5th

grade but they put me in the 3rd grade so it took me more time

and I got discouraged.

Q What could they have done?

A They would have liked for me to stay in school but I didn't want

to stay in school.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A My studies. What I didn't learn when I was in school.

What could yuu personally have done to stay in school?

A Have wanted to stay in school.

Q
Do you think that if you had like to stay you would have stayed?

A Yes, I liked it, but I got discouraged when they sent me to a lower

grad!! when I was in Tarver.

Q What could you d, now to return to school?

A I would like to return to school to learn what I didn't learn.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to re-

turn to school?

A No.

What single thing'or circumstance made you drop school?

Having changed me to a lower grade.

Q
What would make you return to school?

A If they would give me another chance to study more.
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How are you better off since leaving school?

I am better off a little bit but I still need school.

In what ways are you better off?

Well I am working in a Minimax Store and when I dropped school I
di'n't do anything.

In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

I am worst off because I need school.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

It all depends.

If you were in the same situation would you leave school?

I don't know maybe not.

How would you have liked the situation to be so that you wouldn't
have dropped, you mentioned the problems you had in 5th grade?

Yes, if it wasn't for that I would have been a lot mote ahead.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A I don't think anyone should drop school because school is the most
important thing.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

What is a good reason for dropping school?

For those that cannot make it or that is very poor to go to school.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They'didn't encourage me.

How did your parents discourage you.to drop school?

They gave me advise. They told me that school was the best thing
they could give me.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

I don't know, if they could give me school.

What kind of school would you like?
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I would like to go to night classes where they would teach me the
most important things.

If you could work at any'zliing you wanted to what would you like

to do?

Butcher because I have worked doing that.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A

Q

Well I didn't like school. I was missing a lot of school because

we went up north and we were always retained every year even when

we made good-grades, I just got to the 5th grade.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like

to go to classes?

A I never liked it since the beginning. I liked it some but when

we went up north I started missing the final tests and everything.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like

to return to school?

A Well, nothing because I wanted to go to school sometimes and some-

times I didn't.

What could be done in the schools before you would like to return

to school'

A Iwould like to go but....

Q How would yoU like the schools to be changed so that you would go?

Giving me school. Trying to teach me to read and all of that because

I cannot read in English and I always wanted to learn. If they would

pay me while going to school it would be better because you see I

got married last year and I don't have a job right now. I would

like to learn a trade no matter what it is As long as I like it.

ghat could the schools have done when you came back so that you

would have stayed in school?

A Well now it is too late because I always had my grades up but when

we started going north my grades went down and I decided it was

better to drop because I wasn't learning anything.

Would you return to school if this was done?

A Well if they would pay me yes because I don't have a job and my

wife is going to have a baby in September and I don't have any

money for.the hospital.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Because you see I was operated on for my eyes. I couldn't see

straight I used to see to the aides and that is another reason

I dropped school.
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Q What do you need from school now that you have stopped attending?

A Moro education.

Q What could your parents have done to m3ke you stay in school?

A My father and my mother would send me to school but I didn't go I
would miss a lot of tests and everything so I just decided to drop.

Could you tell us why you didn't like school? Was there any parti-

cular reason?

A Well f liked it at the teginning but ten we started going north
and missing a lot of school I just didn't like it anymore.

Q
Whdt cud your parents have done to make you like to go to
school-

A They di4 what'they could but we were retained. We always left one

or two months before school ended. We would miss all final exams

so we were retained all the time.

2

What could your parents have done or what could the schools have done
so that you could take the tests when you cnme back? Did you
stay all summer up north?

A Sometimes we would stay 6 months sometimes all yeir and we would
be retained again. Before I was 16 years old the teacher told me
if I couldn't learn anything then something was wrong with me.
If I VIBE sick or something, or if I was crazy or romething. She

didn't say it exactly like that but that is what she meant.

What could the schools or the people in the schools have done to
help you stay in school?

A They could have given me the tests before I left or after I came
back. They could have given me the testes every time I was
retained because I used to get all the same books every year.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to help you?

A Well when I went to classes I used to get my eyes very red and the
teacher would ask me why. I couldn't read the letters right so
they sent me to the clinic to see the eye specialist and he
operated on me and it didn't cost us any money. I am very stubborn
and they told me not to watch television and I used to do it all
the time because I liked it but my eyes got redder so I just miss
school and the tests. I decided not to go anymore. My parents
insisted that I go; but I didn't want to go anymore.

Q Whet would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?
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A I would have to know English before I could go to study, start learning
more English little by little. My wife wants me to go to school
and learn a trade or something but you know how we are embarrassed to
go to school when you are too old. You want to learn but that same
shame wouldn't let you learn.

Would you go to school if they had special English classes?

A I would but I don't have a car. I cannot go anywhere. I need the

license. I need English. I need a lot of things. I dcn't know
how to drive they told me to learn but I didn't want to. I was

very dumb when I was in school. I did like school but when I
started going out with my friends, good by school.

Q Would you return to school if this happen?

A I don't see why not.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Well, friends are married, they are all in Vietnam and school if
they had a program, I would go. Even if I had to walk, it wouldn't
matter.

Would you like to go to adult education?

A Yes something like that because I need money. My' wife is the only

thing that is bothering me right now.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Stay in school, stop going out with my fric2ds.

Q What could you do now?

A If there was a program, where I.could get paid; I would go. If I

could go to that program and if I was progressing in school I would
stay till I get my diploma and go to college or something.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A I need money, that is the most important.

Q Are you working now?

A No, I've received two letters from the employment office; one about
a certain job and the other from Indiana. I told them that I had
already left the other one and they said that they weren't going
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to send me anymore offers, as if they 'ere going to punish me

for dropping the Job.

If you had a job could you go to night classes?

A Yes.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My wife, now.

Q When you where in school what made you leave school?

A I didn't like it anymore and when I started going out with my friends.

What would result if you would return to school?

4

A If they would give me more school so that I could start learning

English, sent'me letters.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A They have sent me a lot of letters from school asking me to go to
school but I got into my head that I can't do it but I need it.

Q How are you better off?

A 1 know a little English but my sister-in-law has to read my mail

to me.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Not studying anything. I don't read anything except papers they

sent. I need English knowing how to read and write.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I would have to stay if I was learning.

Q If you were progressing would you stay?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I don't know because we all get to an age where you just lose in-

terest in school. After you start liking girls, you lose interest
in school, of course, you attend but you don't pay as much attention.

Q Is that the reason, you might say, some drop school?
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A Yea tecause that is the way it happen with me. I got more interested

in my wife than in school. I met her since I was 16 we are the

same age.

Q How old were you when you dropped school?

A 16.

Q How di6 your parents encourage you to drop school?

A .
They didn't encourage me to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me that if I didn't want to go to school that they
didn't want me there at home. That I had to go to work so it was
between school and work. I decided to work even if I had to work
in labor but school wasn't any good for me.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A If they would give me school. I don't know I have a very strange
character. I would not raise my head to look at people when I am
talking with them because of what they told me at Buenos Aires
School.

Q What did they tell you?

A Well, that I couldn't see right, that if I was sick and all of that
So I got angry and I didn't go to school anymore and that is when
I got operated. I was two years out of school and the teacher would
come home and ask me why i didn't go to school and I would tell
him that I didn't go to school. He said that if I didn't like to
go to school I was going to go to jail and I said that I was ready
to go.

Q How old were you then?

A About 18.

Q The people came after the 5th grade to check your attendance at
school?

Yes, and they asked me what was wrong with me, why I didn't pass
and I wouldn't ask them why they questioned me. Because they
would tell me many things bad in school. And I wouldn't tell
my folks anything here at hone.

What do you think the teachers could have done?
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A They could have done something. I didn't like to go out, but
when I met some friends I started going out. My parents told
me to etay away from them that I would begin missing school,
and that I wouldn't want to go anymore. What for? They would
encourage me, anyway if you were late they would punish you in
school.

You don't think that the people could have done anything?

A Well, once a
him. Once a
only because
he goes, but

person doesn't want to, there is no use in forcing
person decides that he doesn't want to go; he goes
his parents want him to, but he can always say that
doesn't go.

Q What could be done now?

A If they would come home for a few weeks to help me catch up
with the rest.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A I didn't like that school.

Q What school were you in?

A Tarver.

Q Why didn't you like it?

A It wasn't very pretty and they are always looking for fights.

Q If you have changed to another school would you have stayed?

A Yes, but the principal said I could not change to another school,

that I had to stay there.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What would have to happen in the schools before you would like
to return to school?

A The teachers were ok but the students were very pachucos. It wasn't

the same when I was in McDonald. They sent me with low class people.

How long were you in McDonald?

A One year and then they sent me to Tarver, it was too far away I had
to take two buses that was another reason I didn't like it over there.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it right now, maybe later on.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They wanted me to go to school. They wanted to send me to San
Antonio to study over there, but I was too old. I didn't want to

go to school anymore.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?
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A Nothing tried all their best but I didn't want to go.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing, I have what I need.

Q If you had the opportunity to return to school would you return
to school?

A Yea.

Q Would they let you return to school at home?

A Yea, that is just what they want.

Q Then there is nothing that is keeping you from going to school?

A No, there is nothing to stop me.

Q What coo you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Put all my best to learn.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Just if I want to go.

Q Do you want to return to school?

A It depends what school I would go.

Q Would you go to a government program where they had classes like
adult education? Would you go?

A I don't know. I would have to see first.

Q Would you go to see how it was?

A Yea, because I didn't like that other school.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?
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No.

Q Are you working ?

A No.

Q Would you say that your experience in the school was what made you
drop?

A Yes.

Q Could you say anything else about the schools?

A In the first place it was too far, second because they would always
look for fights. If you didn't smell what they would tell you to,
they would make fun of you or pick on you to fight. They would
make. trouble.

Was it glue?

A Yes, they smelled that stuff or sometimes they we smoking Mariguana.
Then I told my father that I didn't want to go to school anymore be-
cause of what I told you and he said that if I didn't want to go to
that school anymore to drop. They would send me to San Antonio and
then I didn't want to go to San Antonio and then 1 didn't want to go
to San Antonio and they kept insisting to go but I didn't want to go.

Q Did the school try to make you go back?

A No.

Q Why didn't you want to go to San Antonio?

A I don't know.

Q Would you like to go to San Antonio now?

A I don't know it depends how it was.

Q What would make you return to school now?

A : I don't know..

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A When I drop school I went to study cook training.

Q Where?

A Here in Lare!o, it was a program.
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What type of program?

A I don't recall the name but you applied at the employment office.
They gave me a diploma of cook training when I finished. I got

work at the bakery and I have been working there for two years.

Q Do you have.a regular job?

A Yes, but I am in vacations now I would return to work in September,
I am a baker there.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Well, I don't have a very low job like some that work picking up
trash so I don't think I am too worst.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Would you.have stayed in Tarver?

A No, if it were at another school, yes..

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A They all have their own personal reasons for dropping.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't they didn't want me to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't want me to stay here at home. They changed their minds
when I told them about the things that happen in school. They said
that I sight get bad habits like the other students. They told me
to drop with one condition, that I would go to San Antonio. After
I dropped, I didn't want to go.

What did they do?

A They didn't give me any money for some time to punish me.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q What is keeping you from going to school?
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A My age.

Do you know that they had adult education?

A Yes and I could go to night classes but I am embarrassed.

How could this be changed?

A If they had students my age not older people like 23 or 24 years
old.

Q How would you like the classes to be?

A At night because most of them work so that they could go to school
at night and work .during the day.

Q Do you think they should pay you?

A Well, if you'are working during the day it wouldn't matter.

Q What courses do you think they should teach? Which do you think
are the most important ones?

A Spelling and English.

Q How would you like to be taught?

A I don't know.

Do you like the teaching methods they 1.,ve now?

A Yes.

Q If vou could wo...k at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Fashion's designer. My cousin is teaching me and I am learning.

Q Do you think you might have a chance to study it later on?

A Yes, that is what I want to do. You know to learn more, to be
something better.

Q Do you think the schools couldn't provide you with proper education?

If I would have continue in this school yes; the problem came when
they sent me to that Tamer school.

What else could you do to keep on going?
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A Well, I have applied to this new. factory. They are going to
open where they are going to make coats. They said they would
answer me this week so I am waiting. If not I am going back
to work at the bakery but I would like it better over there
because I would be learning more of what I like.

Q Where else could you apply?

A I could to:, to Fort Worth, like I had planned and stay with my
brother's friends, then work where they work.

Q Would you like to leave Laredo?

A Sometimes yes and sometimes no; for example, I worked over there
with my brother for 5 months in Fort Worth.

Q Where did you work?

A At a furnisher factory, but I only lasted 4 months atld returned to
Laredo; you miss your town.

Q Would you like to attend school there in Fort Worth?

A There, yes; the people are a lot different. Here there are just????
and it's just no good. I can't accustom myself to that type of
people.

Could you think of anything else to say about the schools?

A Well, if they have more discipline with the kids. They have in
Tarver because they are very dangerous. They stabbed me one time
because I didn't want to do what they said. And that's another
reason I dropped.

Q Now old were they?

A About 16, 17, 18, 18 but they were low class people.

6
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing because I got sick. I had kidney trouble. I missee about
a half year because of sickness. ENpecially during exams.

0 What could the people in the schools have done to make you like
to go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing because the service is going to call me in about 30 days.

If you dien't have to go to the service would you return to school?

A Yes.

In what ways do you regret hiving left school?

A Work for on thing. It's hard to find it.

What could your parents have done to mako you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen in your home life before you would like
to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A My friends.

What could you personally havodone to stay in school?

A Nothing I tried to do what I could. As 1 told you, I got sick.

What could you do now to return to school?

A I would try again maybe finish school in the army.

Q Is there anything You personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.
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Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I was sick. I had kidney trouble and I had to be operated.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q In what ways do you really feel that you are better off since

leaving school?

A i can do more things, then at the same time you can't do anything.

Q
Could you give us an example of the things you can do?

A I don't have to worry about studying or about tests or anything;

whatever comes up.

What are some of the things you can't do?

A Like I say, jobs, you can't get a very good one.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Of course.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A Well, none, but if the teacher is too hard, they get after you in

a way it is silly.

Q What do you think is a good reason for dropping school?

A None.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me it was going to be hard after I got well and that I

didn't have enough education. I didn't care to go I didn't

want to go back.
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Then it was your decision to drop?

Yes.

Q How long were jou out after the operation?

A I didn't finish the year.

Q What could anyohe do now to help you return to school?

A If I want to, Ilwould go by myself.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

A Electronics.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A School was alright. I didn't rand going to school but I was kind
of slow in learning.

What could the teachers have dooe to help you?

A Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing I dorilt have anything against school it was just home pro-
blems that keeps me back.

The way the situation is right stow could you go to school?

A Yea, I could.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I am taking the G.E.D. courses. I am going to finish school through
the gov6rntnent. It is going to take me about 1 and a half years. Then

.I am going to take a test and a refresher course to get my G.E.D. for
College.

Is there anything why you regret having left school?

A No.

What could your parent, have done to make you stay in school?

A Notking.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing, it was my own choice.

What would have to happen at hone before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped attending?
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A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing, I don't have anything against the 80001 system it was
alright but I had been called by the draft and since I was slow
in learning so I decided to join the service.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I am returning to school in September but they are going to be
night courses.

Q Do you plan to work?

A Yes, but I don't have a job yet.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

2

Q What single thing or circumstancef made you drop school?

A I was slow in learning and since the school system works in a group.
You might say everyone passes and you stay behind also the draft
was after me so it was between school and joining the service so
I decided to join the service.

Q What is the one thing that made you drop school?

A Well because I was going to have to turn in my six weeks grades to
the loeal board and if I wasn't passing they were going to take
me, so I. thoaght it WA8 better to drop because I was a little over-
age.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I have to get my high school diploma. I had planned to get it all
along but since I Mss kind of slow I couldn't keep up with the
crowd.

How are yot better off since leaving school?

A In the Army you don't learn anything about school, just how to respect
yourself, and that I. had learned that at home. Well, really the army
taught me everything I know, it did a little as as far as English is
concerned.

Q Do you feel that you are better off with tha army?

let
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A Yes, I am better through the army; if I wouldn't have been wounded

I might still be in the army.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I don't think I am worst
off; but like I said, I think I made a

mistake in dropping out of school.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

I guess I would.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

I think everyone has its own reasons. People just like to ride

around, I did like school but I had a lot of catching up to do.

Could you think of any good reason for dropping school?

I don't think they should drop achool. It only takes a little

effort. But like I said before things started closing on me the

draft, money finances, problems at home. I just had to go out.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't it was all.my decision.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They left it up to me. And anyway I had to go to the service one

time or another so I decided to do it now and get it over with,

so I could be free to plan other things.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

If they have night classes from 4-10 so that 4veryone could get

their diploma. A refresher course.

Where are you taking the
G.E.D. courans you were talking about?

In Laredo Junior College.

If you could work at anything you wanted to 'what would you like

to dr4

A Well before I joined the service I took the civil service exam because

I wanted to be a policeman and I passed and everything. And I was

going to start but I got a letter from the dtcft board and I had to

sr*
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go to Vietnam'and I was woundedin the head. They couldn't take
me for the policeman courses when I came back because of physical

defect.

Q What would you like to do now?

A A salesmen in a men's clothing store or something like that.
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What could the people in the schor,la have done to make you go

to school?

A If they had wanted they could hale asked me to stay in school but

they didn't say anything.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A Yes, if they had talked to me.) If the teachers had changed if they

had changed my schedule, that would be better.

Q How were the teachers?

A Well, they all knew me and couldn't do anything because they would

sent me to the office imme iately because I had been expelled from

school before. So I was a raid to do anything because they would

send me to the office and that is why 1 didn't want to.

Q
return to school?

What would have to be dcuie in the schools before you would like to

A Nothing.

Mother t think that the teachers should have more understanding

for the students because they can't do anything because

they would send them home. They should forgive some of

the things they do because instead of helping the student

they are forcing them to drop from school. More so, if

the student is going to school because he has to and then

they treat thee incorrectly. It forces them to drop

school. That is why a lot of kids drop. I think they

should have a little more understanding. Instead of

helping them they try to ruin them. They should give

them confidence so that they return.

What school were you in?

A Christen.

Q Would you have liked to return if they would have changed the teachers?

A Yes.

Mother Maybe he is going to have trouble going back to school

we have to see if they accept him.

Q' How do you regret hiving left school?

A Well, I would have finish school if I had not dropped. But since
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I dropped before school ended I didn't pass to 10th.

Q Do you plan to return to school?

A Yes, maybe, if they accept me.

Q What could your psrents have done to make you stay in school?

A It-vas too latp to go to another school because it was only a
month before school ended.

Mother He said that he was going to drop because they had
said that if he did anything else, they would ex-
pell him and he thought he could do better next
year.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Mother I don't. think he understandethe question, or maybe it
is I who doesn't.

A It wasn't my parents it was in school. If they had changed my
schedule because the teachers I had couldn't stand me. I went to

see if they could change my schedule but they said they couldn't
change it because it was too late and that I couldn't stay if I
wanted or not.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

What do you miss the moat from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A Yes, I could have done something. But they told me that if I did
something wrong like going to class late or something they would
expell me. They were all against me.

Q Did the principal say that?

A Yes.

Q Do you think you could have done anything?

A Yes, but the moment I did anything they would jump on me.

n .
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What could you do now to return to school?

I am going to start again but I have to fee if they would accept me.

How would you change?

I am going to try to behave in school to see if it is not the same

way as last year.

How would you like the teachers to treat you?

Just right.

I think that if the teachers had a little more con-

sideration for the students and if he puts his share

I think he would do ok. Ri,ght here at home he does

not need anything. He has clean clothes all the

time and we never say anything to him, but I don't

know if.they would accept him because he began going

out with the boys and began skipping. Just A9 long as

both put their part as for as he is concerned he'll

put his part; maybe they con't;-maybe the rules would

let him. Maybe the rules are made to orient the. student

out of school or something. Everyone should put their

part, especially him.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because they told me that I couldn't do anything else or they would

expell me. So I thought it was better to drop than being expelled.

They used to tell me a lot of things that discouraged me.

Like what?

A That I wouldn't have to be late to class and that if I did something

wrong they were going to expell me. And so I thought it would be

better to drop. .

What would make you return to school?

A Wanting to finish school.

Q Are you better off since leaving school?

A No.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am not worst off either.
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Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Depends on the Circumstances I would be in.

Q If you were in the same circumstances you were before would you drop
school?

A I think so or I would go to another school.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A When they know they are not going to make it.

Mother He has never thought of dropping school. And he can
make it because he has the intelligence. He has never
fail any course but I don't know what happen this year.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

Mother We,didn't encouragc him we discouraged him.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop scho31?

A They told me to finish school.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing, just if I could get along with the teachers.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted tc what would you like
to do?

A Mechanic.
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What. could the people in the schools have dome to make you go to
classes?

No 't waa just that I didn't like it anymore. My mind was made up.
I vas forcing myself to go and the teachers didn't care for me. At

least that is my opinion from what I saw. They didn't have any
interest or willingness to he teachers except for a few of them. but
that was about it.

What school were you in?

Martin, all the teachers there wouldn't do anything from their part
to help you. They didn't care. I had one teacher, last year I was
in school, she was my English teacher; I think she_wss Mrs. Sorrell
she was a real teacher, not like the others I had.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes? The principals or the teachers or anybody have done?

Well first of all ever since you are in the elementary grades you
are always afraid of talking to the principal or the vice principal.
One always had in mindthat he is the bad fellow. There is a gap.
You cannot talk to them when you have a problem, at least that is
my opinion. I don't know why you are really afraid but you are just
the gap between the students and the faculty because when you go
into their offices they would act too big and they make you feel
worst. I think that is wrong for them to be that way.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

Right now it is too late for mc. For someone that might enjoy this .

I could like the schools to be more closer student-faculty relation-
ships. That the teachers be just like friends that you can talk to
them. Sometimes if I had a problem, I could go and talk to the
teachers and they would help me but they are not that way.

Would you return to school if this happened?

Yea. I am still taking classes like income tax because I work in
the H & R Block and every pear I have to take classes so I can go
back to the job. I have never stopped taking classes I have all
kinds of books, English, American History and all different types.

How do you regret having left school?

Well, at first I regreted not having my dIplimIt'because it is
very necessary. Then I got married and I vent to Chicago and

P got two or three diplomas as engineering technician I was over
there two years. I went to school in Hartford Connecticut. I
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was sent by a company so now ;: don't regret it. My attitude has
changed corpletely, but befJre I regret 1.t because they would
always ask you for the diploma, but gow I have some education. I

an not saying that I night not need my high school education.later

on but I don't know.

What could your parents hove done to make you stay in school?

A They did all they could. They gaVe and save all I needed so I could
stay in school but I had my mind made up.

Q What could your parents have dor to make rot? like to go to school?

A Mc, because my par, ,shad already saved money for me to go to college.
I had already made up my mind Ond there wasn't anything they could

have done. rhty did everything possible.

Q What would have to happen in your home life before y:u would like to

return to school?

A I would have to have someone to support my wife and my little girl.

Q Would you return to school if you could support your wife and baby
while you were going to school?

A Yes, just as long as it doesn't interfere with my work.

Q Whattdo you miss the most `tom school n': that you have stopped
attending?

A I don't read as much as I used to; not interesting things. For example,
you read the news papers but they only have things like someone go,
killed or something, but, you don't read inter:Toting things where you
could learn from like the stories '-e used to read in English Literature.
They were interesting and they had a baste idea about life. The

literature today is all based on sex it's hind to find a good book
while at school you always had them. I used to have two study halls
the last year and used to go to :he library to read. I noticed that

the Martin Fish school library is very complete.

Q What could you personally have dune to stay 17. school?

A To support all the things they 31d to me because you see the attitude
backed by the principal and the vice prinflpal was backward. You

cannot talk to Oh vice nrincipal or the principal. You can ask
anyone in school aed they would sell you WI saae thitg. You would
go into the office and they you'd send you oat. They vIuld tell

you to whose. There wasn't any understanding. It it a very
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wrong attitude. You mizht say a little boy would have the same

ttituda they have. It is just something huh It is only the
truth that I am.saying that is what I didn't like about the

school.

3

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Try to put op with chem. But it would be different from droppir%
now as it vas then.

Q Would you say it would be easier now?

A Yes because when you are older you have more patience. I don't think

I've missed much. Because I've some civil service book that I study.

Is thexe anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q Whet single thing or circumstance made you school?

A Nothing that cculdn't be changed. It vas just that I had this
attitude but it my just that I coulln't get along with them.
There were a few teachers you could talk to or truly helped the
minute you stepped in they ren you cut of the office.

Q What single thing or cirLumstance vould result in your retuning
to school?

A Well, for another person that would go they should have more atudent-
teacher relationships. But for me if I would return add it is still.
the we I would drop. But for someone else they should have more
closer relationships. They should help you because when you go oven
there you are afraid and that is very wrong attitude. It is just
like when you go from junior high school to high school and they
would get you by the ears the first time you are there, you are
going to be afraid all the time or when you are going from the
elementary limits to the junior high school level you have to get
accustomed to going to different classes instead of being in one
class all the tire. They wouldn't help you, you have to do it
on your own. That is very wrong. But for is I have already pass
though that so I know but a younger person would not go thruugh it.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I don't know if I as better off or not but I appose I an better
off. Sinc leaving school every time I realise I need school more
that is what I have noticed since leaving school. And I am better
off because I used to be kind of stubborn. Maybe we are all
stubborn when wet are younger because the older the people don't went
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the kids to tell them they are wrong. They always want to say

you are wrong.

Q Now are you worst offultince leaving school?

A That I always know that I am doing good. I went to put up a fight
and right now if you put up a fight anywhere you are lost much

more if the other guy is older. That always happens everywhere.
That is why I say that it would be a great help if they had better
relationships between tte teachers and the etudenta, a joint effort.
It doesn't have to be anything big but just. sotethilig where they
could communicate like in the slide rule club. It isn't anything
very big but you can get along very nicely with the teacher. Not

al/ the students can be in that club because they need some kind
of mathmatical background. But if they had more clubs like that
where they could meet the teachers and talk to them. But right
now if you do something that you don't know whether is right or
&rang they would just tell you it to wrong but they wouldn't
explain why. If you ask them why, they would kick you out of
school. I think that is a wrong attitude and we need to have
butter relations. My little brother who is in the 7th grade came
home one time very upset because he said that they were voting in
the class for president when they were having elections. All the
class had voted for Humphrey and he had voted for Nixon and that
the teacher wanted him to change his vote and that they had made
fun of him, but he didn't change the vote. He wrote a report
saying why he had voted for Nixon and that he had been scold for
doing that. I think that is very wrong because they &re creating
an infmiority complex on him and they are not letting him make
his own decisions.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

That is a hairy question but it is a lot easier to do it the second
time because like they say when you steal the first time and then
you steal a second time it is easier but I don't know, I can't
tell you.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

It is wrong. They shouldn't drop schoa unless they are incapable,
like when you are retired because they would slow down the classes
but not even thin because they have special classes for them. Under
no circumstance should they drop.

Now did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They din't encourage me on the contrary.
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Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A This didn't happen in one day or on* week it took time I wasn't

happyr.itLechool'and I told my parehts but they would always say

how icaportant school was. They would ask me if I need something.

If I need a job they would give me a job here where they have a

business, but it had been working on me. I just couldn't take it

anymore I didn't like the way they acted icy school so I didn't

want thea.totreat me as a puppet. I didn't want them to pull my

strings any time they wanted.

5

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A Well, right now if 2 I am not going to be the same person I used

to be. I have other personal things like my wife and the baby so I

would take it more seriously and probably would get along fine. But

I don't want anybodijo-pull my strings, I don't know why they always

did all of that to me.

Q If you could'work at anything you wanted to what would you like tv

do?

A Self employed, but I have always liked mathematics.

Q Would you like to be an engineer?

A Yes but my brother IA an engineer and he has trouble finding a job

he has to work on the roads.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Well I drop school because I didn't like school and liked to work

better.

Q What could the teachers or anyone in school have done?

A Nothing, because they told my,parents to sett me to school bat my
parents needed at home to help them woit that is why I couldn't 3o
back to school.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

Well, if they had a program in which you would work e.ad go to school
iat the same time I might have been interested in going back to school.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A If they had classes and work at the save time.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A If t he finish school I could have a better way of life and a
better jeb.

0 Wet could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A If they had force me by the law to go, but since my parents needed
for me to help them to work and in the first place I didn't like
school and then my parents needed for me to work so I just didn't
go to school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A If there was a Short cancer I could learn.

Q What could your parents have done?

A If they had force me to sotbut I liked to work and I preferred to
stay at home and help my parents.

.

, .

What would have to happen at hose before you would like to return
to school?
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A If there was a program where I could go to school and support my
family because I.am married and now I have the responsibility to
support my parents. They cannot help me.

Would you return to school if this happen?

A Yes.

Would you return to night classes?

A Yes if they don't interfere with my work.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies. After you leave school you don't study anything
anymore you don't do any math you don't read anything.

Q What could yod have tone to stay in :school?

A If I had a job at night and go to school.

If you could work during the day and go to classes at night would
you go?

A Yee as I said before if it doesn't interfere with my work.

What could you do now to return to school?

A I would do all I could,

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Being poor.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I .c-Juld'have an easier job and a better way of life.

Q In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

A i am not better off, but I em not wnrst off.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?
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A I don't study anymore and I don't have a career. I don't have
a profession.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A If their parents don't have enough money to send them to school.

0 Do you think that working is a good reason for dropping school?

4 No but when you don't have the money you are forced to leave
school.

Q Bow did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. They wanted me to go to school but they
need help at home and since I didn't like school very ouch I decided
to help them.

Now did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A It was my decision to work because I wanted to get a career very
fast and I got tired of waiting.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

Work and study at the fame time.

If you could work at anything you wauted to what would yuu like to

A

Q

A

do?

I would like to be a mechanic.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Just tell me to go.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

g; to school?

A Yes, something, maybe.

Q What could they have done?

A They didn't want neto drop, but I dropped because I didn't like

it anymore.

Q What did you dislike about school?

A I didn't like to read.

Q What school were you in?

A Tarver.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Just drop them.

Q What would you like to change in the schools?

A Nothing.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Not, any because I want to work.

Q What could your parents have done to make you go to classes?

A They told me to stay, but I, wanted to Work.

Q Could your parents have done anything to make you like to go to
classes?

A Yes.

Q What could they have done?

A Just talk to the teacher and tell him not to let me drop.
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What would have to happen at home before yol would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q Whet do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school? Is there anything you

could have done?

A No.

Q Could you now return to school?

A Yes but I doni,t want to go.

Q What could you do?

A I don't know.

Q Why don't you like to go?

A Because I don't like to study and because it is very far away.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q W t single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because I wanted to work.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you would return to school and receive your diploma what would
happen then?

A I would be better off because l-eould rock.

Do you like what you art doing now?

A Yes.
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Q In what ways are 3U really better off since leaving school?

A I have worked in Dallas in the Hospital.

Q How are you worst oft since leaving school?

A Because I cannot find a job here.

Q if you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yea.

Q Why? What was it you didn't like about school?

A I didn't like to study I just went to school to play so I dropped
to start working.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student ghoul. drop
school? Do you believe that everyone should drop?

A No.

Q Under any circumstances?

A ies.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't say anything, I didn't want to go.

Q Did your parents discourage you to Crop school?

A No.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school? Is there anything
that could be done?

Yes, just ask ue to go, to encourage me to go.

If

you could wc,rk at anything you wanted to what would you like to
o?

A

Work in the colonies.

Doing what?

Cutting the grass or something like that.

Q Is that what you like to do the mostt

A I like to work in the hospital.':
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Q Doing what?

A Well at.first was a janitor and then we used to take the sick
people to walk.

Q Which of the two do you like to do the most?

A Taking the people for a walk.

Q . Have you ever tried to get a job here in the hospital?

A No.

4
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Q What could the people in
the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to school?

A : am working in Chicago and they are going to give me school and

I am going to keep on over there.

Are these regular or night classes?

They are night classes.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like

to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools while you were in

school to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Is school alright?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Because/ don't study anymore. I like it but I don't study anymore.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Yea.

Q In what ways?

A I want to have a good career but I can't do it now.

Q that could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A .
I don't know.

Q Could they have done something?
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A Just anything as long as it is good.

Q What could your parents heve done to make you like to go to school?
Could they have done anything?

A I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to schoolf

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school new that you have stopped
attending?

A Studying.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I could have done a lot of things.

Q What could you have done?

A Just stay in school.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

What single thing or circumstance suede you drop school?

A Because there were a 1 of little kids in school.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A

Q

I don't know. I would keep on studying.

In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

I an not better off.
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In what ways are you really vorat off since leaving school?

A 1 am forgetting English.

0 If you had to do it all over again would you trop school again?

A No.

Q Under what e.rcumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A I don't think evcryoce should drop. What are they going to do out
rf school?

Q Uner any circumstolces?

A Yes.

Q How did your parents encot'rage you to drop school?

A No. I dropped without their permission.

Q Now did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In nothing because I dropped because there were a lot of little kids
in school.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Could something be done?

A I think so.

Q What could be done?

A I don't know. If my parents tell me to go.

0. If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Electronics.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have'done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing I have to work anyway.

Q Could they have done something?

A I don't think so..

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A If I find another job parttime.

Q Would something have to be changed in the schools?

A They are alright. To me it is the same you learn anyway.

Q In what ways do you regret havlug left school?

A I don't regret it right now thanks to God.

What could your parents have done to m&ke you stay in school?

A They could have done a lot of things.

Q Could you give us an example.

A No.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A It was my decision they didn't have arktrthing to do with it.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Alot of things.

Like what?

A I cannot tell you because X would not be able to explain.

Would you return to school?
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A If I don't get married.

Are you married right now?

A No but I am working on it.

Are you getting married?

A That is what they say.

What do you miss the moat from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A All the people.

What could you personally have done to stay In school?

A Stop working.

Q Were you working when you dropped school?

A No I was at home.

What could you do now to return to school?

A I would have to atop working.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No because I might get married.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A The girls made me drop school, Zhat is the real reason. Why lie?

Q What would result if you would teturn to -.chool?

A If they didn't have any girls where I was because I would just go
to look at them.

Is that why you go to .2chooll Not to study?

A Exactly that is why I dropped because I was just wasting time.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would fall in love with the teacher.

You would fall In love with the'teacher?
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A If there was a chance I would.

Q In what ways areyou really better off since leaving school?

1. It is the same for me right now.

Q In what: ways sre you worst off since leaving school?

3

In no way because I have lots of girl friends.-

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No it would make no difference.

What kind of grades did you get when you were in school?

A I always had grades not below a C except when I was in the 4th grade.

How old were you when you were in the hth grade?

A 14.

Q Under what circumstances do you halieve every student should drop
school?

A They shouldn't drop school but if they are going to west their time
it is better to drop.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I've already acid I am not going to waste my time.

Q Could someone do something to help you return/

A I would just go register an4 go to school.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do? .-

A It makes no difference to me, I like to do everything.
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Q What have you always wanted to be?

A No I can't tell'you because I am sure you would kill me (laugh at
me) because it takes such a long time.

Tell me it doesn't matter. What have you alpays wanted to be?

A I like everything I am glad in any job but I would like to be a
doctor.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing beceuse I had to work I am the only one that can work to
help the family.

Q What could Coe people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing because I was too old for that grade.

Q What could they have done when you were still in school?

A I don't know.

Q

A

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

Nothing.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

Maybe but I don't know because I am the only one that works and I
have to work even if 1 don't want to.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

If I would have had an older brother so that he could work and I
could go to school.

Do you regret having left school in any way?

A No.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

A

Q

A

Q

Whet could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing I don't think so.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you like to go to school?

A No because I am too old.
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Q If they had special classes for adults would you go?

A Maybe I don't knOw.

Q Would you return to school any way if they did?

A I think so.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to Ptay in school?

A If I had studied.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Take night classes.

Q Would you like to take night classes?

A If I could I would.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Yes, money.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

I am the only one that could work to help the family if not I would
have stayed.

Q Did you try to find a job when you were in school?

Yea I applied in all the programs that they have but they never called

What would result if you would return to school?

I would better myself more.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

2

1 am not better off but little by little.

2
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Q You said that you are not better off, then how are you worst off?

A I cannot find a job.

Q If you had to do it all over oL,ain would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A They have their own reasons.

Q Do you think that everyone should drop school?

A No.

Q Under any circumstances?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A No, they didn't encourage me it was me who decided.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't aiscour4e me either.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you go to night classes if they had some?

A Maybe.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
dot

A Stock boy.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing because my mind was set up 1 wasn't progressing academically
or in anything I was just not interested in staying in school.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A I don't think they could have done anything. They just told me to
stay that it was for my own good. The counselor tried to talked to
me but my mind was set up.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A It I really thought I had to finish school I would go back so I
could work in something better.

Would you change the schools _In any way?

A Well, that the. students that are going academic to give them academic
courses but if they are vocational they shouldn't give them all the
courses because the are not going to need all of those things. I

think this is what they are doing wrong.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Well, I am too old but I might go back.

Would you like to return to school?

A If I had a chance maybe.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Because maybe I would be working in a better job whore you don't
have to work in the open and all of that. If you have a vocational
career you have to work harder than if you had an academic career.
You would be working with your hrnds and with your mind but anyway
you have something to back you up.

Q Ubst coull your parents have done.to make you stay in school?

A They wanted me to finish school but sometimes we couldn't make it
and if your mind is sat up you are just not interested.

Q Was it something that happened in school that made you lose interest?
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A No, 1 had my mind on it for some time. I was getting very behind
in grades that is why I took metals so I could learn just enough
because if I had to drop I would at least have a trade. .

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing because they didn't want me to drop.

Whar would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A Maybe if I couldn't find a job and I knew that I wouldn't be able
to work in anything.

Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes, if it gets to that point.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing because I never took part in any clubs or anything.

What could you have done to stay in school?

A If I had not been so behind in grades and so old.

Q Was this because you were absent very often or what?

A No it wns that I was retain.'d several times.

What could you do now to return to school?

A I think I would be better off if I would try to finish school
through a correspondence course.

Q Would you like to attend day or night classes?

2

A I am working during the day I would like to go to night classes.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I wee getting behind in grades and I was overage.

Q What would result if you would return to school?
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A I don't know it would help me a little bit more.

In what w..ys are you really better eff since leaving school?

A Ever since I dropped I never worked in anything that was very low
I have had good jobs considering that I was a dropout. I have been
a machine operator and a welder. I took a course in welding when I
was in Houston and that has helped me a lot.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A I can't tell you because I have been better all the time I had been
out of Laredo.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

No, I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Maybe they have to support a family but in any way I mould not advise
anyone to drop school until they have a trade because, that way they
can work in something.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A No, they didn't. They wanted me to finish school.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A ney told me that I was going to need an education.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Maybe if I thought I needed to finish school I would go back.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Work with metals something to operate like machines and all of that
but right now I am looking for a welder's job.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know everything was alright in school.

Q What could the people in the schools have doneto make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

Q

A

Q

A

What would have to be dyne in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

Everything was alright in school.

Would you return to school?

If I had the time I woulu.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I just regret not getting my diploma,

What could your parents have done to make you go to school?

A They would have liked it very much but I didn't want to go anymore.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Yes, they could have done something.

Q What could they have done?

A No because it was all decided.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

Q

A

Q What. could you have done to stay in school?

A I could have tried harder but I wouldn't.

Q Why?

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Only that I didn't get my diploma and that I didn't finisn school.
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A Because I didn't want to, I wanted to drop school.

Q Is there anyt%ing you personally need before you would like to
return to scnoo=.?

A No, only if they have the hours so that I could go.

Q What single thing or nircumstance made you drop school?.

A Nothing, only because I wanted to.

What would result if you would return to school?

A Only because I want to go.

What would result if you return to school?

A I would try my. best.

Q In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

Are you better off 1..1 any way?

A Yes, because I can understand things the way they are outside.

what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A Everything is alright, but I saw that it was too late to go back.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A Only after they finigh.

How did your innente encourage you to drop school?

A No, they didn't.

How did your parente discourege you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?
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A If they had tha place and the hours where I could go to school.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you Jike

to do?

Welding.
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M18-50; 17; 2-28-68; 9; 3.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

I really don't know. I didn't drop because of the way they treated
me I dropped because I didn't like school anymore.

Could the people in the schools have done anything to make you like

to go to classes?

Well, yes, for example, I was with Mr. Chacon and he would say "who
wants to learn and who doesn't want to learn?" If you don't want
to learn go to the back of the room. That was not the way to do
it I don't think so.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to
school?

They could have done something, but I don't know what they could
have done.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

The schools are alright I don't have anything against them I want
to return but I an married and have a 4 month baby and I am working.

Would you like to esturn to school?

I would like to 'ut I don't have time. Where I am working now I
work one month from 7-3 in the afternoon and t'.e next month from
3-11 at night and the following month flom 11-7.

So you would not even be able) to go to night clauses?

What time are the classes?

From 7 to 10.

I could talk to my boss and see if he could let me stay in the 11
to 7 shift.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

I really don't know. But I regret it, because I have to know a lot
of things ,where I am working.

Whet could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Nothing because it was all my fault for dropping without thinking
what could happen later on. They always tried to help me.
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What could your parentc have done to make you like to go to school?

They all helped 151e when I didn't understand something. I have two
other brothers that have finished school and they all tried to help

me with my homework and everything.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

Nothing but I would like to return.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

2

Everything because where I am working, you see I am working in jail,
you need to know how to write he.-eause sometimes you don't even know
how to spell the prisoner's name. I need English, math and every-
thing.

What onuld you have done to stay in school?

I could have just stayed imechool.

What could you do now to return to school?

If I return, I would stay and try to do my best.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to Ichool?

No.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

I didn't like it anymore.

Why?

I sae lust tired of being there all morning and all afternoon
and I just started to miss a lot of school.

What would result if you would return to school?

I would probsity decide to study hard because now I know that I need
school a..lot.

In what ways are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.
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Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A Everything is harder for me'l cannot read well because I lack

school.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't think so because now I know I need school.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I donut think they should drop.

Q Under any circumstances?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They just told me that I should go back that I was going -) reed

school to find a better job.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A If they would give me a chance where I work.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I would like to work in a law enforcement. Taking care of prisoners

or what I am doing right now as deputy sheriff.
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M19-51; 17; 4-10-68; 7; 4.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Tell me to stay and make me stay.

Q Did they ever tell you to stay?

A Yea.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school:

A Nothing.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I don't have a good education.

What could your parents hove done to make you stay in school?

A Tell me to stay.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Not being in class with the rest.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A if I had learned with the rest.

Q -What copild you do now to return to school?

A Nothing, I would just return.
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Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drc2 school?

A I didn't learn vith the others.

Q What would make you return to school?

A Learning something.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

How are you better off since leaving school?

In working.

Are you better off in that?

I think so.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I didn't learn enough.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Not any.

Q Under any .circumstances?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did you, parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me either.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing, it is all in me if I want to go.
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Q Would you return to day or night classes?

A Night.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Work in a store.

Q If they would give you a choice of occupations, which one would you
chose?

A Welding.
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1119-52; 16; 4-15-68; 8; 2.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I couldn't go to school.

Q Why?

A I had to help my mother and then I got married and I had to support
my wife.

Q Could they have done anything to make you stay in attendance?

A No.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
po to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like tf
return to school?

A I don't think they should change the schools in any way.

Do you like them the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes, if I could work at the same time.

Q Would you like to go to day or night classes?

A Night.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I had to help my mother and then I got married.

Q Do you regret it now?

A No, it wasn't a mistake or anything.

Q What cot.?,3 your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A To give me advice to go back but I didn't listen because I kn
had to drop.
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What could they have done to make you go to classes?

A Nothing I had to work.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Scnool is still the same if you finish you have to work and if you
don't you still have to work. Of course, if you finish school you
would have an- easier job than if you don't finish, but in any case
you still have to work. I would like to return bmt I have to
support my wife and my baby but If I had an opportunity I would go
back.

Q Do you miss anything from school now that you have stopped attending?

A Well, like I said before it is still the same thing because here
I em learning to be a mechanic and if you finish school you still
have to work but if you finish you would get more money but it is
still the sane way.

Q Do you think that school is not important?

A Yes but I am talking about what is reasonable.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Go back and if they tell me where I could go to night classes I
would go, even if I have to go all night. It doesn't matter.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't think so.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A. What I said before, because I had to help my mother and support my
wife.

Q What would result if you would return to school?
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A I don't have an idea.

Q What would result if you would finish school?

A I would work anyway depends on what I was studyiug like if I was
a lawyer or an engineer I would work in the field.

Q Would you like to have a profession?

A Yea, I've always wanted to be a lawyer,

Q In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am not better or worst off but I don't know how to answer.

Q In what ways are you worst off?

A When I was in Dallas I had a car and I still do, but I dcl't have
it here so I have tc walk to work every day.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I would go to school and work.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

Sometimes they have very great personal reasons for dropping. I

can answer from my part, but I don't know why all of them drop.

Q Do you think that there is a good reason for dropping school?

A No there is no good reason but if ycu have to drop you just have
to even if you want to finish. They have to help themseleves and
they can't help thenselves because they are pooi. Every place you
go you need experience. If I could I would return to school. I

have thought of this all the time but I have the responsibility of
my wife and baby.

Q Did you try to get a job while you were in school?

A No, I've always'worked as a laborer.

Q Did you apply in the school N.Y.:;.?

A No.
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Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't. my. mother warted me to finish school but I was the
only one and all of my brothers were younger. I worked very hard
from four o'clock in the morning to 6 p.m. in the afternoon and I
was very tired. There were a lot of opportunities to go to school
is Dallas, but I just couldn't make it.

Q How did your parents discouiTe you to drop school?

A They didn't.

4

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A If I got an opportunity I would go back.

Q Would you return to night classes?

A Yes.

Q If you could work at anything you wilted to what would yoq like to
do?

A They couldn't pay me mcre beca:Ac I don't have a diploma.

Q If they would give you au opportunity to do what you've always wanted
to do what would you like to be?

A I have always wanted to be a lcwyer.
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M19-53; 17; 3-7- 69; 7; 4.

Q What could the people In the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A If they had waited more because I didn't go.

Q Why didn't you go?

.-mvonrfienr,-WrIAMINT.R.A.4,,

A Because you see we wanted to buy a house, but they charged us too
much for moving it, so the man we bought the house from gave us the
money back. We had to go and live with one of my mothers's friends
but all of out furnisher was outside and it was getting damaged, so
we bought some wand And started building the house. They told me
it wasn't necessary for me to go to school.

Q Did you ever talked to the people In the schools to tell them why
you didn't go?

A b.

Q What could the peo?le in the schools have don. Zo make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing j4st if they had waited because I wanted to stay in school
but they didn't even asked me why I didn't go.

Q Woat would have to be done in the schcols before you would like to
return to school?

I don't plan to return to school. I couldn't return now I have a
responsibility.

Q Would you return to school anyway?

A No, I don't want to because ma mother died and I have to pay the
house.

Q Doyyou regret having left school?

A No because thanks to God I am working.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Nothing because I only had my mother and she wanted to work but I
didn't want her to work.

Did you drop to help your mother?

A Yea.

Q Did you try to get a job after school so that you didn't have to drop?
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A The owner of ti.g plate where we were living told me to go to the
N.Y.C. office but they couldn't gibe mg a job because I had dropped
already from ichool.

Q Bid you ever go when you were in school?

A No.

What could your parents hare done to make you like to go to glasses?

A Well, my mother did because she wanted to work so I could go to school
but I didn't want her to work.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A I don't think anything. I knew that I was very behind.

Would you like to go to school?

A No.

Q why?

A Because I am ii-Jrking and I am better off. Nov I know I can support
the house.

Why did you like school?

A I thought I could go higher if I stayed in school because all of my
other brothers had stayed in school longer one dropped from the 8th
grade and the other two from the llth grade.

Q Would you return to school?

A No.

Q What do you mime the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothigg.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A If they would have asked me why I didn't go but they didn't ask me
so I didn't tell them.

Q What could you do now that would place you in a position 'o return
to school?
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A Pat all the debts I have. I have missed a lot of school before.=
First my mother was sick and then because I was building the house.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school?

A Just work.

Q What single thing or circumstanze made you drop school?'

A I had to finish the house cnd get work.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would be in a higher grade.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A Because I mm working.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I cannot remember what I am worst off in.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A If I had a mason I would drop school.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A They shouldn't drop.

Q Under any circumstances?

A Some yes but some don't have a good reason. When they only have their

mother and she dies and they don't have anyone else.

Q Do you think that is a good season for dropping school?

A Tee, if they don't have anyone: else to help them.

Q How dtd your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't wy mother wanted to work zo t could finish school but I

didn't want.her to work.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?
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A She didn't discourage me. She wanted me to finish school when they

called me they asked why I didn't go to school she went to talked to

the principal and showed him that she wts sick but that she was

willing to work so I could go to school but that I didn't want to.

They sent her to the city clinic.

Q Did your mother Vied when you were in school or after you dropped?

A When I was in school.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing, I don't think so.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A No, not anymore.

Q Why?

A What for?

Q Do you think you might need school later on in the future?

Maybe but not now.

Q Would you like to go to night classes if you had an opportunity?

A Yes.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A. What I am doing right now.

I.Q What are you doing?

A I em working with heavy equipment.

i
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M20-54; 16; 4-15-68; 9; 1.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

They could have made the classes more interesting so that I .ould

get interested in the classes doing something that is interesting and
they could teach things that are important.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

If they have classes that are more intPldsting so that I wouldn't
get bored.

Would. you return to school if this happened?

Yea.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

Because I didn't finish it.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in ochool?

Force me more to go to school.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

They couldn't have done anything.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

Nothing I dropped becauss nothing happened in schoo'.

What do.you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Nothing.

What school did you go to?

Christen.

What could you have done to stay in school?

Not think Mout dropping but think about staying.

What wuld you do now if you returned to school?
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A I mould try to finish school.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

.A N3.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I was bored because I didn't like it.

Q When they explained in class did you understand?

A Ye but they were not interesting.

Q What did you do in class?

A I would just it and look out the window.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would stay to graduate and maybe go to college.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am learning to work and save money.

Q How ,-re ycu worst off since leaving school?

A I am not learning anything they would have been teaching me in school.

Q Would you like to learn more?

A Yes.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Pb.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school.

A Under no circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't

Q How did your parents dieCourage you to drop school?
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A They tole me it was best for me to stay in school;

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A If the classes were more interesting and if they would teach more
important things.

Q would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you mean by more important things?

A If they would make you pay more attention in class when the teacher
was explaining something.

Q Would you return to day or night classes?

A Day.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Electrician.

Q Was hard for you to find a job after you dropped school?

A Yes.

Q What did you do just after you dropped school?

A I helped my father with some houses he has for .ent.
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1420-55; 15; 4-7-68; 7; 2.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Make me study to learn something like working in an office or in a
store.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go
to classes?

A To learn something English and Spanish and to graduate later.

Did you like school?

A Yea but I had to help my parents to pay the bills because my father
didn't get enough money.

Q Could anyone do something to make you like schools?

A I don't know.-

Q What would have to happen in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

They are ok the way they are.

Q Would you return to school anyway?

A Yes.

Q . How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it because I had to help my parents.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A

A

Q

Just sent me to school to learn something and to study.

'What could your parents have done to make you like to go to classes?

I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A If they would get angry and sent me to school.

Q Would you return to school then?

A Yes.
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Q Whit do you miss the most from school now that You have stopped
atteiding?

A English, spelling and the tests.

Q What school were you in?

A Lamar.

Q what could you. have done to stay in school?

A Work after school.

Q Before you dropped what could you have done?

A I didn't want to drop but my mother wanted me to drop so I could
help them.

Q Could you havt done something?

A Just stay in school and work after school.

Q What could you do nay?

A We plan to go up north this year but I want to go back to school when
we come back.

Q What could you do to enter school?

A Register.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return"
to school?

A Clothes an shoes.

Q What singlc thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because the teacher would scold me becauce I used to get in fights
with my other friends.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would study and stay in school. .

Q Are you better off since leaving school?

A Yes.

Q Rom are you worst off since leaving school? .
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A When I was working With my brot er-in-law we used to work in construction
but when my sister took me to e N.Y.C. everything changed.

Q If you had to do it all over main would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do yOu believe everyone should drop school?

A In none.

Q Under any circumstances?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't but my mother Wanted me to drop to help them.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A I vent to school asleep all the time and the teacher would send me
out of the room; I would tall her that I went to school.to study not
to be kicked out of the room and I would go home and I didn't go beekk
to school for a week or so.

Q Whet could be done now to help you return to school?

A Work and if they would force me to go.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Construction, making houses and all of that.
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M20-56; 18; 4-16-69; 7; 5.

What could the people in the schoOls have done to make you go to

school?

A I don't know.

Q What could they'have done?

A Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like school the way they are?

A No.

Q Why?

A I don't know. I just don't like school?

Q What is it about school you dislike?

A Everything.

Q
Would you return to school anyway?

A No.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A In no way.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A. Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home befows:you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?
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A Nothing Gverything is still the sale.

Q What could you have done to stay ip school?

A Nothing.

Q Could you have done anything?

No.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything you personalli, need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumataoce made you drop school?

A Having to work.

Q Why? Did you have to work?

A Yes.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q What do you think that would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing, I don't want to go back.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I have learned a trade.

Q If youhhad to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A I don't know if they want to.

Q What are the reasons?
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A If they had the same reasons I had.

Q What were your reasons?

A Having to work.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me to stay in school.

Q What could be done no./ to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could.work at anything you wanted to whet would you like to
do?

A Do what I am doing right now.

Q Where are you working?

A In the city paving streets and all of that.
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M21-57; 15; 4-10-68; 7; 2.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

t.

A Nothing.

Q What sould the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A If they had helped me. And since we used to have to leave open the
lockers and they opened my locker and took all my books and they
never gave them back to me I had to drop school.

Q Do you mean that your friends took them?

A Well, I don't know if it was them or not but they took my books.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school if this happentd?

A If my father would let me because the family isitoo big and he is the
only one working Ind I had to help him.

Q Did you try to get a job after school?

A Yes but when they celled me I had gone north and when I came back they
told as that they had called me frog the M.C.E.P. I told them that I
had gong north and they didn't say anything sore.

Q Now do you regret having left school?

A I wanted to study more so I could get a better job but I couldn't
because I had to help my father.

Q Did you like school?

A Tsa.

Q What could your parent. have done to make you stay in school?

A Well, I have this older brother sad I wish he would have worked to
help my father so I could go to school but my father didn't want
his to work now he is going into the army.

Q Why didn't your Either want your brother to work?
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A I don't know.

Q Did he finish school?

A NO.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A They would have sent me back if they had paid for the books so I
could go back.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that would have to happen at home?

A If they would help my father because the family is too big.

1 How many are there in your family?

A 10.

Q Are you the oldest?

A No, I have two brothers older than I am but one is married.

Q Would you return to school if someone helped you?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies.

What could you have done to stay in school?

A Try to pay for the books and go back to school.

Q What, ould you do now to return to school?

A Nothing because I still have to help my father.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.
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Q What single thing or ciroumst.ance made you drop school?

A I had to help my'father.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would try to study more to finish school end get a better job.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I an not better-6ff.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't have a good job. I need more education.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Not any.

Q Under any circumstances?

A Not under any circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A my father said that he was going to take me out of school so I
could help him because the family was too big.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Could anyone do anything to help you return to school?

A Help wy father.

Q Would you return to day or night classes?

A Night classes.

0 If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
dot

A Construction worker. What 1 as doing right now.
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What do you like to do the most? Is that what you have always
liked?

I have always likoduto be a mechanic.
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Q What could the people in the sqhools have done to make you go to

school?

A Force me I guess.

Q If they would have force you 'could you have gone?

A I really feel I wouldn't because I didn't like school.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go

to school(

A I just didn't like it.

Q Did something happen in school to make you dislike it?

A No.

Q What school were you in?

A MacDonald.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school? How would you change the schools?

A I don't know.

Q Would you change the school' in any way?

A I don't know, I don't like anyone to tell me what to do. That is

what I didn't like in school.

Q Did the teachers do this?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school if they didn't tell you what to do?

A No.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A In a way I do because I cannot find a job.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They would have to force me but they didn't. My mother did but I

didn't want to go.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?
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A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to rett.rn to

school?

A I've already said I don't like school.

Q Would you return to school anyway?

A No.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school ?.

A Nothing.

What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance rade you drop school?

A I wanted to help my mod. Ir.

Q Is that the only reason?

A Well because I didn't like the teachers.

Q What did the teachers do to make you dislike them?

A Well because I don't like anyone to'hit me in the face and the

principal tried to do it too one time and I kicked her.

Q Did you play hookie often?

A No, I didn't go to school sometimes tecause I didn't have clean

clothes.

Q Were you retained "Zany times?

A Only in the second grade.
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Q What kind of grades did you ger?

A A's and B's.

Q Did you find a job right away?

A ha.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q In what ways are you better off since leaving school?

A In no way.

Q In 'Mat ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am working right now.

Q Was it easy to find a job?

A Well, I am here with the N.Y.C. I went to Iowa in June but the

police caught me and I came back and went to look for a job in

the N.Y.C.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstance] do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I don't know.

Q Do you think they should drop school?

A

Q Under any circumstances?

A Not under any circumstances.

Q How did.your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't they wanted me to go.
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Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q What could be Atone now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I like to do everything.

Q If they would give you a choice of Jobs which one would you chose?

A What I am doing right now, construction worker.

Q Is that what you like to do the most?

A No.

What kind of jobs have you had?

A I enter here to see what I could learn but I have only worked as a

laborer.

Q Would you like to do that all your life?

A Not all my life.

Q What would you like to do all your life?

A Something like a carpenter
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Q What could the people in the schoolehhave done to makeyyou go to

school?

A They could have helped my mother because I don't have a father.

They are separated and what she gets from the welfare is not enough.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like

to go to classes?

A Talk to someone from the welfare so that my mother can get a little,.

bit more money.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes.

Q Could they have done something to make you like to go to school?

A NO, not really.

Q
What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Just to help us.

Q Do you like the schools the way they are?

A They are ok the way they are.

Q Would you return to echool anyway?

A I would but I have to help my sister and my other two brothers so

that they can go to school.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I regret it because in all the jobs yoo need an education.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A My mother for.example, could work but who would fix our food and

clothes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A They were doing all they could but like I said

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to

school?
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A If they could help my mother.

Q Would you return to school if this happended?

A Yes.

Q Did you ever applied in the In-School N.Y.C.?

A Mb, only to this one because I didn't know they had it.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies, the classei because every day you are learning more
things or at least the:same things, but if you don't do anything
you forget what you learn.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I could have worked in the afternoons but they don't pay that much
and then I wouldn't have time to study.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I would like that they would have a program where I could work and
study at the same time.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Only if they would help my mother.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A We needed money. I had to help my mother and my sister.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would try to learn all I could.

Q In what ways are you better off since leaving school?

A I amnnot better off.

In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A I never read anything.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?
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A Yes.

Q Why?

A I have to help my mother because if I didn't we couldn't pay the
rent and the groceries.

A

A

Q

A

Q

Under what circumstances do you bblieve every student should drop
school?

Dependds on their necessities.

Do you think everyone should drop?

No, not everyone. Some drop because they don't like school anymore
others because they have to help at home.

Do you think !hit going so work is a good reason for dropping school?

?b, not really just to work.'

How did your parents encourage you todrop school?

A My mother didn't encourage me.. It, mother didn't want me to drop
but there wasn't any other way since my father is separated.

Q How did your mother discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage 'me. I dropped because we needed the money.

Q What could be done .ov t. return to school?

A If they had a school where I could learn something and work.

Q lf you could work at anything you wanted to what would you li".3 to do?

A Mechanic.

Q Would you like to go to day or night classes?

A I would prefer to go to night classes so I could work during the
day.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A I don't like it.

Q Why?

A I don't know. I don't have anyone to give me money. I am the oldest
in the family and I have to work. We only get some money from au
uncle we have. I went to the N.Y.C., and they We me a job but
I didn't take it.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like schools the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would you like to return to school e:tyiry?

A Yes.

Q Bow do you regret having left school?

A I as not goigg to know and I have to learn more.

Q What could your parents have done to mAke you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A NOthing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?
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A I don't know.

Q Did you miss anything from school after you dropped?

A No.

Q Is there anything you could have done to stay in school?

A No.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know because I have to work.

Q Is there anything you could do now to return to school?

A No.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school?

A Just what you need to go to school like papers and all of that.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I couldn't learn I was just wasting my money.

Q What made you drop school?

A Nbthing I just decided to drop.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Look for a better job later.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I have found this job. If I had stayed in school I wouldn't be

working here.

Q Did you ever hear abovt the N.Y.C. where you mould work after

school?

A NO, I didn't know.

Q How are yOU voria'off?

. A
Right now I don't feel. that I am worst off in any way.

Q If you had to.do it all over again would you drop school again?
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A Yes, if necessary.

Q What do you mean.by that?

3

A I would go to school but if something happens at home I would drop

school.

Q Did something happen at home?

A My father and mother separated and I needed to work.

Do you think that there is a good reason for dropping school?

A No.

Under any circumstances?

A Not under any circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't say anything but my mother wanted me to stay.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't spy anything it was my decision to go to work.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that anyone could do to help you return to school?

A No.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I don't know.

Q What would you like to do all your life?

A Work in a grocery store.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing I dropped because I wanted to but if they just tell the
students to go. Just keep insisting until they get some results.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing because everything is alright. I would like to be going
to school.becauee you have to be a graduate to get a good Job.
When you are young and you start workin3 in a garage and you are
getting a few dollars you think you are great, but after you get
married you know what life really is That is why I am going
back to school as soon as I can because I only need English to
graduate and probably go to junior college to take some business
courses.

Q What could yolir parents have done to make you stay in school?

A If they had kept on telling me zo go and to go until I would get
tired and pay attention to them.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing 6 ey told me to go, but I was working and making a few
dollars and I thought it was great.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I am working right now but if they hadn't given me that opportunity
I would have to work in construction of labor and do all the hard
work, but I am a supervisor. It is a once in a life chance.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A If I had a good job but I have one right now so I am going to go to
school later.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Everything, friends and everything.

What could you have done to stay :In school?
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A I could have thought more on what I was doing and have an example
of people that don't have an education like my father now I know
how wrong I was to drop.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Tell more people not to drop. Help them so they liouldn't make

the same mistake.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No, I have everything.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My hard head that is all.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would result if you go back?

A I could learn more and get my diploma to prove that I was a high
school graduate.

How are you better off since leaving school?

A In uo way. Only the work I have, but it is a chance in a life time
that they gave me.

Q Where are you working?

A Transitron.

A

Q

A

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I need school for everything when you have to talk to the boss and
for just everything; you need an education.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

No.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Not under any.

Under any circumstances?
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A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me to stay.

0 What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Just if I watt to go.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

A Something with electronics.
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Q What could the people in the schcols have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing really because the schools are run alright. We don't have
any racial problems that might conflict with school except for a
few local gangs.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing I am planning to go back to school.

Q Are you planning to go to day or night classes?

A I plan to go to college.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I need my diploma but I actually don't regret dropping out except for
not having the official diploma because I went into the service and
complete it for three years and got the G.I. bill to go to college.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Not harrasing so much about homework.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A They tried as much es possible but once I get something into my head
I do it and I decided to drop and go into the army.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Get financially stable.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the mos- from school now that you have 'topped
attending?

A Get into sessions concerning the government and political affairs with
tha students and teachers lthe in the history class.
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Q What could you have done to stay in school.?

A I could have gotten better grades. If I had had better grades I
would have definitely staved in school.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I have to get my high school diploos. When I completed the service
I took the G.E.D. equivalence test and I have to wait till I'm 21
to get my diploma from Austin or from the local high school, but I
have failed to go all the paper work required. After I get it I an
going to college to pass the entrance examination and then go to
the Veteran's Administration office to get my check.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Some of my buddies dropped from school three or five months before
I did and I decided to do it too.

Q Just because everyone else was doing it?

A NO, that is not the only reason, also because I wanted to get out of
Laredo and see other places.

What would result if you would return to school?

A Getting my entrance exam passed and getting my high school diploma.

Q In what ways are you really better off since leaving school? Are
you better off?

A Yes definitely.

Q In what ways?

A I dropped school and then joined the army. There I got a trade and
came back to Laredo. Now I am working with the U.S. Border Patrol
doing the same $ob I was doing with the army, as radio operator.
They taught me a very valuable skill add now I am getting way above
average the pay everyone else gets here in Laredo.

In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A When you take any type of job they always ask you what grade level
you reached when you were in school. I always write 11th and to
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the side I write that I took the equivalency test, but in many
offices they don't take that as a valuable thing and that is the
only way I regret not finishing school.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't know. I cannot answer, but I guess if I had to do it over
I would try to study more and finish school.

Q Under what circumstances do you belLeve every student should drop
school?

A It all depends on the individual. If they have problems at home or
if they don't seem to fit in school, he can find a job or go into
the army.

Q Do you think they are good reasons for dropping school?

A In some instances yes. You might take a big family where the father
or mother cannot work they have to drop to help out.

Q Haw did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A None whatsoever. They were heartediy against it. But you see I
was in junior year and I had to take summer school to be promoted
to the 12th gradeaand I wasn't going to graduate after that year,
and I didn't want to wait that long so I went to talk to the army
counselor. Then I told my parents that I was going to be killing
two birds wits one stone because I was going to get my high school
education and completing my service and they said that if that was
what I want to do, to do it.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me the values of high school education as well as a college
education because it was not like their times. Now you need an
education for everything.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

A That would be up to me I want to go back but I have to do ill that
paper work and it takes aboat 3 months to be be completed.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Work in the field of electronics.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

I really don't know.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

Well I really didn't drop because I didn't like school. It was
because of financial problems at home. I would have stayed in
school if this had not happenbut school was alright.

What would have to be done in the schools before you wouid like
to return to school?

I guess talk to the students before they drop but I cannot go back
now.

Did they ever talk to you?

Yes, the counselor.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

A better job, better income, and a batter way of living.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Have money.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

They really tried to ke3p me in school but like I said financially we
were not doing too good so I vas forced to drop.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

if things get better.

If things get better would you return to school?

Oh yes. Well, I don't think so right now. I am attending Southern
Business College not full time bet after work I go an hour and a
half.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?
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A What I didn't learn and I would have learned if I had stayed in

school.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A frobably if I had just put a little effort.

Q What could you do now to return to schoo!1

A Nothinr, not right now I don't think so.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to school?

A Money.

Q What single thing or circunstance made you drop school?

A Financial problems.

Q Did you ever tried to get a job after school?

A `es I had a job after school but I still had to drop.

Q What would result if yo!' would return to school?

A I would probably have a better job even though I have a good job

right now but I really don't know.

In what ways are you really fetter of since leaving school?

A In no way.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A Well in not getting a good job I would say.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't think so.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

Under no circumstances. I don't think they should drop school.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

In no way.
N

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?
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A They didn't discourage me it was the opposite.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Right now, I guess nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

Business administrator.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes? What could the teachers or anybody have done?

Julio I liked school but I wanted to graduate faster than you usually do
in the schools. We have to obey the teachers; what ever they say.
Some of the students didn't want to be bossed by the teachers and
they want to do what ttey want. That is why many drop school be-
cause they want to behave the way they do when they are out of
school and they cannot do that. That is why they are always in
the office, because they were smoking and you were not suppose to
smoke but the more they tell them, the more they would do it. That
is what kind of students they have in the schools and that is the
only reason why I didn't want to go to school.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

Miguel I don't like school anymore.

Q Why?

Miguel Because I don't like to do the homework and I just don't like school.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

Miguel I don't know; like they are they are ok; I just didn't like it.

Q What in particular did-lit you like?

Miguel Just going.

Do you think there is anything that could be done in the schools to
help you?

Miguel I don't know.

Julio The schools were ok; the way the schools are now is not now keeping
me from school. I got out because I wanted to help here.

Q

Miguel

And I got out because right now, I don't know whether I will
pass or not; because I entered late and left early. The Jest six
weeks I was doing pretty bad and didn't know whether or not I was
going to pass to 9th. Now that I return I will be 18 and if I
stay in 8th, well, that's too old.

Hrw could they help you in this respect?

I don't like school, but I don't know whether I am going to enter
school or not this year, my mother wants me to go, but....
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Julio N5, he is going to school.

Miguel 'dell I don't know about that....I want to go up north and go to

work.

Q Do you plan to go to school aver there?

Miguel Nb, I want to work.

Q How would you return to school?

Miguel I am behind. I just don't like it because I stu4 and everything and
I can understand the questions but I cannot write them down because
I don't know how to spell.

Q Do you think that you don't know how to spell because they didn't teach
you correctly when you were in elementary school?

Miguel No, I just got bored when I began leaving each year to go north. Then

when I cam back to Ferias school, already in the third grade, and I
had been there for two or three days and the teacher sent me to the
second grade maybe because she thought I was younger or something
but I didn't take a test or anything.

Q Did she send you back?

Miguel Yes, she sent me to a lower grade and we had not even started. Then

in the 4th grade, I was not failing but the teacher didn't like me
and he failed me. He had already promoted me but then he heard some-

thing and he erased it and failed me. When I was in 6th grade as
soon as I got to there he said that I was not going to be promoted.
He didn't like me because I hasi been with him in the 5th grade and
we used to play tough ball against his class so he would fail me and
he failed me iii the 6th grade.

Q Do ynu believe that the teacher had a lot to do with your dropping?

Miguel Yes.

Q How would you like the teachers to be?

Miguel Well, I don't think they should give us a chance if you don't know
anything, but this happen only when I was younger. I was promoted

to 7th grade, to 8th and I don't know if I am going to be promoted
to the 9th grade.

Julio I past to the fifth and I stayed....then he told me and I told my
mother....I think that if he would have given me a chance....he
gave another boy my age a chance I might have already graduated.
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Q Would you return to school if you could advance more rapidly?

Miguel The problem I have is that ! don't know how to spell and sometimes

I don't want to go to school because I feel ashamed because I

don't know how to spell. I don't know. I take the tests and I

fail them because I don't know how to spell.

Q Do you think somebody could help you in any way?

Miguel I want to go to school but I want to learn to spell. I don't have

a chance.

Q How do you regret having left school?

Julio I have not yet drop school completely but I want to go back. It

all depends if I pass or fail the service exam. If I fail, I will

go back to school.

Q If you pass tte exam and you go to the service, how would you

regret not going to school?

Julio

Q

I might take the exam in the army for a graduate.

And how do you regret having left school?

I didn't plan to graduate because I knew I wasn't going to make it

and would be too old when I graduated. I eat 18 right now and when

I finish I'll be 22. Then if I fail once or twice; then they might

call me and I'll be about 26. This is what I don't want.

Q What do you plan to do?

Miguel I want to go back up north and work.

Q Mow would you regret having left school in the future?

Miguel I don't know. Depends on how the work is because they say that you

are going to need a good education even to work.

Q 'Maybe you plan to do what your brother did to get his diploma from

the army?

Miguel Nu, I don't plan to graduate. If I join the army I'll do something.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Julio They wanted me to go back to school but I have to help them and that

is why I applied to the N.Y.C. and the migrant programs but I never
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got a job. If I had had a job, I would have gone up north and I
would have stayed in school. That's the only hope my parents
have....us going north.

Q Could you think of a reason why you didn't get in the N.Y.C. or any
program?

Julio Because they think that my father gets enough money, but is is
not enough for all the family. We have a lot of debts and bills
to pay and that is why we have to go up north.

Miguel When we go up there I get as much as my father gets here in one year.

Julio Like when we went to Wyoming.

Miguel For about one monthand then we went to Ohio but it was rr> good there
and we came back to Dumas. I was getting $1.70 an hour v. ,,king as a
feed lot or assietantwelder up there, I can get $1.70 an hour any-
where...driving trucks or where he was....just taking out a commer-
cial license, that was all I needed.

Q Did you get his license?

Miguel I hope to get it.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Julio They don't say not to go or keep me from doing what I want. They
want us to go bv,t I have to help them. They wouldn't want me not to
do anything and just stay at home. If I don't get a job they will
send me to school.

Q Do you think it is more helpful for you to work than to go to school?

Julio Ue only work during some months of the year.

Miguel But we always drop early and enter school late. We usually lepve
about the 10th of May. This year I got out in April.

Q Then you don't go to school the required time?

Julio NO because we were always late.

Miguel Last year we did get here on time but the year before last we enter
in October,, This year we were planning to return to school in
October, but

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?
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Miguel I plan.to work, but if I come back in October I will go back to
school anyway.

Q Would you return to school if they tell you to go.

Miguel I plan to work but if I come back in October I will go back to
school anyway.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Miguel My girlfriend. She told me that if I didn't go to school she would
break up with me that is why I am still trying to stay in school.
If not I would have dropped completely a long time ago. I have to
get good grades or else she will break up with me.

Q Do you miss anything else?

Julio Well, everything in school is ok, you have your friends there and
the teachers they were nice too; I was never sent to the office.

Q What are you going tc need from schcol?

Julio To have graduated, but I will find a way
the army. If riot, I will get it through
or another I plan to graduate but I want
or in night school....if you get married
that is pretty bad.

to get a diploma maybe in
correspondence but one way
to finish with the army
and then you're drafted...

What do you need from school?

Miguel Well, I need school to get a good job.

Q Do you think you could get a good job?

Miguel Well, I don't know.

Julio To find a job, he can find one but it will not be a good paying job.
They first pick those chat have graduated. Once those lay off, they
hire those that haven't graduated.

Miguel In Michigan you find graduates who are really lazy. What is the use
of being a graduate if you just hang around.

Julio I have not worked because I couldn't never find a job here. I have

made three or four applications and they never give me work. If they

would give me a job after school, that would be different....that
way I would have money to have fun Saturday.

Q What were you telling us about the employment office?

Julio I went to the employment office and they asked me what I wanted to
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do and I told them that I wanted to work in a store cleaning up or

something and they never called me. There is no work here because

there are a lot of people from across the river working here in

the stores that is why the graduates from here leave because there

isn't anything. There isn't anything here because of Nuevo Laredo.

The girls, graduates, that could work at Noicner's and Kress....

and the Mayjob that is. There are the migrants from across the

river. How does a person do it? There are no brakes....that is

why so many drop....they don't graduate and go up north instead.

Miguel There is no use graduating here if you can't get a job.

Julio In other towns, it's not like this.

Julio We don't have any difficulties up north but we cannot go over there

and stay because my father's mother is here and we cannot leave her

alone hers; it's better over there cool and more jobs.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

Julio If I wasn't this old. Because I like school and everything but I

plan to get my diploma anyway.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

Miguel I want to go but I need work

Julio If they had special class so I could learn spelling.

Q Do you think that if they helped you in this way you would go to

school?

Miguel Yes.

Julio High school is not the same. It is pure dictation. The teachers

don't write on the board anymore; they just read It to you.

Miguel This is why. I knew that I was not going to make it this year

because I had the paper blank every time we had a test because I

knew the answers but I couldn't write them down. Sometimes I would

copy just so that the class didn't say I didn't know anything, but

I knew it was just that I couldn't write them down.

Q Did the teachers ever asked you why you got a zero?

Miguel No, I couldn't tell them it was because I didn't know how to spell.

I told them that I hadn't studied and that was all.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to

return to school?
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Miguel Like I told you....learn to spell and work.

Julio No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

Julio I wanted to help my father and buy what I needed my clothes and all

of that.

Q Whamade you drop school?

Miguel I also had ta help my father and buy what I needed.

Q What would make you return to school?

Miguel If they had special classes to learn spelling.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

Julio Because I plan to graduate in the army you work and study at the

same time, that way I finish two thing= at the sau, time.

Q How do you think you might be better off Miguel?

Miguel I don't know....why does one want to get in the army now...they take

you over there and then you are in a real fix.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

Miguel Only that you cannot get a good job without a good education.

Q If you had to do it all over again,would you drop school a second time?

Miguel Yes.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

Julio Education is the beat thing you can get and I don't think anybody should

drop school.

Q What do you think is a good reason for dropping school?

Miguel Well, because some are poor and don't have the clothes they need. They

feel ashamed. To drop to go to work that is why many drop. And

want to go to school.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

Julio No they wanted us to graduate.
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Miguel If they tell me to go, I would have to obey them.

Julio You know, they want us well dressed. They want the best for us.
Like my mother tells us that they don't want us to be uneducated
like them. My father has some education but my mother never went
to school. As far as my parents are concerned they want us to
go to schocl.

Q What advice could you give your brother?

Julie I tell hip to go to school....but he doesn't want to. He is very

stubborn.

Q What could be done now to make you return to school?

Julio Nothing....once you begin to think of the future....I don't plan to
return; maybe if I don't pass my service exam; then I'll return.

Miguel Nothing.

Q You mention some things earlier?

Miguel You mean special classes?

Q les.

Miguel I don't like to copy because I know I am cheating myself. I get a

good grade and everything but I didn't learn anything. That is
why I want to get special classes in spelling because I need them.
And if they gave me these classes I could probably attend them.

Q Would you return to school if you had to go to after school classes?'

Mtguel

Q

I have other things to do after school. Besides, you get tired of
just school and school.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Julio In anything as long as I get a good pay.

Q What would you like to do the most?

Julio Well, I kmew acme mechanics and welding.

Miguel We try to get the best but you just can do everything.

Q Whet is that you would like to do?

MigueA Work in a factory; be stationary so that I wouldn't have to
be moving from place to place looking for work.
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Julio The people that are working in the migrant program who say that they

go up north aren't the ones that really go. They get the job and the

ones that does go up north have to keep on going each year. We are

several here....my mother says that if we all had jobs here we

wouldn't go...there is much danger in going up north you might

turn over driving over there or something.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A I always went to classes but when I dropped I dropped.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to school?

A I was interested tut it was me, I needed discipline.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like

to return to school?

A I just didn't have any discipline I dropped and join the service.

Q Would you change the schools in any way?

A Well, everything needs change, the schools and the people. Like

there are a lot of boys that don't have any discipline. I was one

of them and they just tell them to go home and don't come back and

that is wrong. They should sent them with the counselor to talk

to them not just send them home and have them bring their parents.

Q
Would you return to school?

A Well, I needed discipline and they couldn't give It to me in school

I needed the discipline from the Air Force and I recommend for the

ones that don't have discipline to join the Air Force. Then they

can get disciplined and then come back and they will know what they

want because that is the way it happened to me.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it any way because I have finished school. I took the

G.E.D. equivalency test and I nave advanced because now I have completed

my duty with the government and I don't have to worry about it anymore

I am a veteran and I get a check from the Air Force.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A ?btbing because I had decided because of my hard head.

Q What nottld your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A %thing.

Q. that would have to happen at home before you would like to return to

school?
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Nothing I didn't h.sye any problems at home. It was me. I was just
a clown in the classes.

Would you return to school?

I wouldn't.

What do you miss the moat from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Well, I was 17 years old and I like to go to the baseball games and
the dances and everything, but I used to hang around with boys 21
and 27 years old and they didn't have the same tastes.

What could you have done to stay in school?

A I would just go but I wouldn't be too glad to be going.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A Nb, I don't need anything.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nbtbing force me to go but it was my decision.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would just be another common student.

How are you better off since leaving school?

A Because I got the discipline I needed, I got my college education
insured and T don't have to worry about the draft anymore because
I have completed it at the same time.

Bow are you worst off since leaving school?

1 an not rich.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A If I had the same problems I had I would. There wasn't any other
reason.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

Q
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A Well, if they have problems, but it all depends on the individuals.
Some are hard headed but if they treat them like persons not like
animals they might be able to get into the right track.

Q How did your parents en-ourage you to drop school?

A They didn't in any way.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A Well, you see I was 17 and I wanted to join the service so they
wouldn't so my parents wouldn't sign because they thought I was
too young. They told me to wait until January because maybe I
could think about it better but I told them I wasn't going to
school so they had to sign and I joined the Air Force.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Well, I have the opportunity to work and go to college, but right
now it doesn't really matter just as long as it la not a dirty job
and that I can communicate with people that have some education.

What have you always like the most?

A Mechanics.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A They couldn't have done anything.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing they didn't like us.

Why?

A Because they said we were not very nice.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I would like CO return to school but I have some debts to pay and the
baby.

-Would you return to school if this happened?

A If I could I would.

Row do you regret having left school?

A Because of the diploma, I didn't get it.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nbthing.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing.

What wouldthave to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

Nothing I have the baby and the debts to Pay.

Wbuld you return to school if this happened?

Yes.

What do yoti:misi the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Football.
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Q Were you a football player?

A No.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I don't have an idea.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A If I didn't do. anything then much less now.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Yes, money.

Q What made you drop school?

A Just because of my hard head that was all. Because when I dropped
I didn't even think about getting married. You see when I was in
school they were just starting the H.E.B. program where you can
finish school faster. I talked to the man and asked for more
information and by the time I knew he had the ticket for me to go
to El Paso, but I didn't study over there so I came back, I didn't
finish here or over there.

Q What single thing or circumstance would result in your returning
to school?

A I would have a better job.

Q How are you bett. r off since leaving school?

A I don't think so in alyway.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A In working to begin with.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Pb, if they would give me another opportunity I would stay.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?.

They shouldn't drop under any circumstances.
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How did your parents
encourage you to drop school?

A It was me.

Q How did your parents
discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me
they scold me a lot for dropping.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A To give me money to go back to school.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

A Manager or salesman.

What have you liked to be all the time?

Operator of cranes and all of that but it is a very dirty job. I

have really not thought about it.

They always blamed us, the bondoc kids, because you see it was me

and one brother and two cousins and they always blamed us for what

happen in school. So when they offered me to go to El Paso I didn't

think twice.

Q Did your friends also drop school?

Yes'one is in Port La Vaca and the others are in Houston.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

I don't know, I mean it all depends on the individual. I was rest-
less that is why I dropped.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

Nothing.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know, it is tough to a^9wer.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I didn't grdduate, but I am really doing a good job you wouldn't
think I dropped school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They force me to go. They wanted me to go.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

. A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Well, you see I have three sisters in college and I have a brother
and sister that are graduating from college this year, so you can't
say it is the environment that made me drop. I had the perfect
environment.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing. I an an unusual case.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I don't know. Really all of those questions are tough to answer if
they would ask me right after I dropped I might have been able to
say something.

What could you do now to return to school?
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A The thing was that I wanted to travel that is why I thought to join
the service.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My restlessness I guess.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would get my degree because let's face it without a degree you
cannot do anything.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A Not really.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A
1

I missed home after I left that was all.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Pb.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A None.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q In what way did your parent discourage you to drop school?

A In many ways.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Criminology.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A I don't have an idea.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like school the way it is?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school?

A No because I don't like it anymore.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Because I didn't get my diploma to find a better job.

Q Have you tried to get a job?

A Yes and I have found one.

Q What could your parqnts have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to.school?

A

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?
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A Nothing.

Q What could you.personally have done to stay in school?

A Nbthin3.

Q What could you do now to return to School?

A Nbthing.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A N3.

Q What made you drop school?

A I didn't like school anymore.

Q Did you have any reason for disliking school?

A lb, I just didn't like it.

What kind of grades did you get?

A I had C-'s and 75 but I never failed. I dropped to join the Marines.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Nbthing.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A In no way.

Q In what ways a:e you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know, in working.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.'

Q Why?

A I don't like it.

Q Is there any particular reason?

A I just didn't like it when I got to the 10th grade it was harder
for no.
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Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Nbt any.

Q Under any circumstances?

A N.

Q How did your parents encourage yuu to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A bbthing,

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Something about mechanics that is what I am doing right now.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing it was up to me.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A To let me go back in school.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I didn't regret it but aftitwards I did because education is very
important.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I decided to drop because they were constantly telling me I had to
graduate. That I had to go to school every day and it just got into
my head to quit.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Friends but that is besides the point.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My parents were the main reason I dropped.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would hope to graduate from college.

Q How are yoU better off since you left school?

A In no way.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A Income, responsibilities with family and just plain education.
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Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I wouldn't.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Nothing I don't see anyway.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discoumge you to drop school?

A Because all of the family had graduated they also wanted me to graduate
and I don't blame them but it got to the point that I couldn't take it
anymore.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A A lawyer.

Q Is that what you want to study?

A Yes.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing, I don't think so.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like
to return to school?

A If they had air conditioning.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A I ,..nit now.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret having married, but financially I could have done
more because of more education. I would have more opportunities.
This is my own opinion I didn't hear it in television or anything
but I know that if I had stayed in school and gone to college I
would have done a lot better things.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

They could have bought me a new car. My parents always insisted so
I would stay in school. They even promised to buy me a car if I
didn't get married but I wanted to get married. T14.$ is r.rsonal
but I want you all to understand that I didn't have to get married
I wanted to get married. It was a big mistake I know.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing because all they did was for my own good.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A I don't know how to answer it. I don't understand.

Is there anything that would have. to happen at home to make you
return to school?

A No.
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What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A My friends.

What c ould you personally have done to stay in school?

A If they would pay me I would go right now.

Q What could you have done then?

A If I had more will power to stay I would probably still be in
school.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A If I had money. If they would help me financially.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No money, but that is about the only thing.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Marriage.

Q Whe.t would result if you would return to school?

A I would not go unless I would have money, but in this situation I
can't go.

Q How are you better off sin you left school?

A In studying because I hive never stopped studying I have studied
all the time.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I didn't finish high school. I could have more opportunities, if
I had the diploma.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

No

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

If they have a lot of needs. Like if they have onl a mother and
they have to work to support the family, or when the family is too
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big that is the only reason that I would say they could drop.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q What could be done to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to whac would you like to

do?

A Well, ever since I was in school I wanted to study electronics. I

have studied here at home and now I have a small shop.

Q How many credits did you need to graduate?

A I think 2 and a half credits.

To do what I am doing right now you really have to know that you

are doing, so you need an education very badly. If you have any

questions be sure to call me I will be very glad to answe7 them.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I have to think about it.

Q Could they have done anything?

A I am not in school.

Q When you drop what could they have done?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school if s-Imething happened?

A No, not to that one.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Wthing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stepped
attending?

A The classes.

What could You personally have done to stay in school?
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Nothing I don't know what could have done.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A ND.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I just didn't feel like going anymore, I did not have enough money.

Q Why?

A I don't know I just didn't feel like going.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would be better off.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A Yes.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am not worst off.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
sch000l?

A When they can't go.

Q Why?

A Well, financial problems.

Q Do you think that is a good reason for dropping school?

A Well, yes because if they don't have any money how can we go.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They just told me to go.
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If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Elementary teaching.

Q Why elementary teaching?

A I don't know I just like it.
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!that could the people in the schools, have done to make you go t)

school?

A I would have stayed if the teachers would explain better so that

the students could understand. The teachers would confuse you

more.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A I was interested in school bqt I dropped because I wanted to work.

Q Did you like to go to classes?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A About going to school again I couldn't study anymore. Nothing

would go in my head. That's the cause of dropping.

Q Is there anything that you would like to be changed in the schools
so that you would like to attend?

A They could be anyway as long as the teachers would explain better.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Nn, because I am married and I could not go to day classes. I

could go to night classes.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Right now I don't regret it because I have a good job.

Q Where are you working?

A I am working in the hospital.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They didn't have anything to do with me dropping out. They did

everything possible tosend me to school, but I would make believe
I would go to school but I didn't go to classes so they let me drop.

How long were you doing that?

A About a month. I went to school but I didn't go to classes.
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What could your parents have done to make you like to go to
school?

A They did everything possible.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing if I could I would go. Here at home they don't have to
tell me anything. I want to go on my own and I want to go to
night classes.

Q Would you go to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies. Practice English and math.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I could have stopped just fooling around and making believe I was
going to classes.

Q What could yo.1 do now to return to school?

A Just to look where they are going to give me night classes and
apply to see if they would accept me.

Q Is there anything you personally need .before you would like to
return to school?

A Pb.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I was too behind so I couldn't make up the credits I needed to
be promoted and that was my second year in the same grade so I
decided to drop and look for a job.

Q Wet would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know I would try to make up what I have missed.

Q If you had your diploma already what would result?

A I would try to study there in the hospital.

Q Can you study without having graduated?
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A No, you have to have graduated.

Q In what ways do you really feel that you are better off since
leaving school?

A Well, the thing that they all say is that it i9 very hard to find
a job when you drop. Well, I had some trouble for about a month
but then I stated to work here in the hospital and I am pretty
good.

Is this the only way that you are better off?

Yell because I am learning a lot of things here in the hospital.

Q In what ways do you feel that you are worst off since leaving
school?

A I am not worst off.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A 3o.

Q In other words you regret having left school?

A Yes because I could have a better job.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A They shouldn't drop.

Q Under any circumstances?

A Not under any circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. They just got tired of going to school
and talking for me so thatl could return to school because I
never vent to class. So they would call home and my parents had
to go to school." They asked me if I didn't want school anymore
and I told them no, so they said to look for a job.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A No, they try to encourage we to stay they even bought me a car so
I could stay in school and everything.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A If they would give me an opportunity in one of these programs so
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I could finish school at night.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I like to study to be a welder.
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Q What could the people
school?

If they are nicer. I

a teacher.

What could the people
go to school?

To have more variety, more studies and no pals of the teachers.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

I don't know I cannot answer that question right now.

Do you think school is alright the way it is?

Wen I was in school they seemed to be alright except for what I
said.

Do you regret having left school?

No.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

They did everything they could.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

They did everything they could.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

in the schools have done to make you go to

dropped school because I had a problem with

in the schools have done to make you like to

You have to have a high school diploma for every job but if they
would pass a law or something saying that you can't get a job
without a diploma you would have to get your diploma for living.

Would anything have to happen at home before you would like to
return to school?

Nothing.

Would you return to school?

What for? I don't want Co.
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Did you graduate?

NO but I got the equivalence high school diploma.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Girls.

What could you have done to stay in school?

If I hadn't had surb a hot temper I would have stayed a little
longer.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

I never did like school for one thing.

Why?

Because I just couldn't see myself reading a book. Not that I
couldn't rears it, but I just didn't like it. Also I didn't like
to do my homework.

Q What kind of grades did you get?

A Fair grades.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would stay and get my diplom%.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A It is about the same except that now I work all day.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A Girls.

Q It you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yea if I had the same problem with the same teacher I would drop.

Q What was the problem?

A I couldn't get along with her or she couldn't get along with me.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop
school?
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A They should finish school, they shouldn't drop.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me in any way.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In every way possible they offered to do this and that if I stayed
in school but I didn't want to.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A I want to be somebody in someOing. You sea I am a mechanic and you
never know everything about mechanics just as long as I am a good
experienced mechanic.

You see the problem was that the teacher asked me for the notebock
and I told her I didn't have it to give me a zero or do whatever
she wished. Then she said who do you think you are? And I said
nobody I am just a student and I don't have my notebook so give me
a zero and let go at that. She sent me to the office and the Colo-
nel told me to go home and don't come back until I have the note-
book, so I stayed home. I asked a girl that lives around the block
to lend me her notebook, and I copied word for word from her note-
book so when the Colonel called me he said to go hack to school I
told him I didn't have the notebook but that I was going to go to
return the books. The next day I went to school and dropped and
went through the teacher's room and showed her the notebook just
to see what she would give me. She said you lack this and that
in your notebook it is worth a C.- so then I told her that I had
copied word for word from a notebook that had an A- but since that
was my notebook it was worth a C-, but that is alright that she
didn't have to worry about because I had already dropped school.
She said why that we could talk it over outside the room but she
didn't convince me. I was just Wasting my time why not let some-
one else take my place and I dropped.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A It wasn't thct I wanted to drop I had to work since my father past
away I was the only one left at home to work.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A! Nothing. Everything was alright.

Q Would you definitely return to school?

A Ohl yes if I could.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A The only way I regret having left school is that everywhere you go
to ask for a job they asked you if you have a high school education.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Girls.

Q Did yoU like school?

A Yes, I enjoyed school.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

I don't know.

What could you do now to return to schrll?
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A If I could get off work I would like to go to school.

Is there anything you personally need Lefore you would like to

return to school!

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Just having to work.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would be willing to finish school.

Q In what ways are you really better off since you left school?

A I don't feel good about leaving school, but I had to work.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I am doing alright with the education I have.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 11th.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A They shouldn't drop. They would be better of if they stay in school,

Q Nov did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn',t encourage me at all.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A Just the fact that they didn't want me to drop out but I had to.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A There is nothing anyone can do. If I want to I could go if I could,
but I need to work also.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A The work I am doing right now. I am writing with the railroad company.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I didn't like it.

Why?

A They criticize everybody. I didn't like to joke around.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A If the teachers are more kind and if they would explain better. I

used to askedthem questions and they all told me to go after school,
but I didn't have any time after school.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Y a.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Well, I miss my friends.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A They used to watch me very much if I didn't do my homework they
wouldn't let me go out.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

Nothing.

What do you mime the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Going from class to class and ROTC; I liked it very much.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?
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A If I didn't play hookie so much.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Only hope I can return. I am willing to go back. What is keeping
me from going back is that I am ve.-ry behind.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Clothes and right now I need money.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I got tired of the same teachers and they didn't even teach you
anything. All they did was just explain on the board.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would make my parents very happy that is for sure, but my friends
would criticize me for going back after I dropped.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A

Q.

A

A

Q

Only in money.

How are you worst off since you left school?

I'd rathoh-: work than go to school.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

Depends, if everything was the same, yes.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Hy friends dropped school and join the army they are all in the
service.

Q Do you think that every student should drop school?

A It depends on what they think. It is no use just to go to play
hookie.

Q Row did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me that if I dropped School I was not going to find a good
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job but that they ware going to let me do it so I could find out

myself.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A I just can't face my friends again.

Q What could anybody do to help you return to school?

A I would return but not to the same school. I want to go to Saint
Joseph's Academy but they told me I had bad records and that they

couldn't accept me.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I wouldllike to be an electrician.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

I didn't go because all the teachers think that school belongs to
them they want to sit you wher2ver they want to.

Q Could they have done anything?

A Well, I went to talk to the counselor and told her that I wanted to
sit by the window in my history class because I prespire a lot and
she told me to buy an anti-prespirant deodorant but that I couldn't
sit by the window. I told her I wasn't going to go to school any-
more and I didn't go back.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Just what I told you before, I wanted to sit by the window.

Whit would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I think they should change the office personal they have been there
a long time.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Maybe if my mother had gone to talk to the counselor but I don't think
they would have given her any attention.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?
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A I don't know.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know. I don't want to go anymore.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What single thing-or circumstance made you drop school?

A They, the people in the office, never gave you any attention.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would graduate.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A In no way I am still the same.

Q How are you worst off?

A I need the high school diploma to look for a job.

Q Have you tried to find a job?

A Yes.

Q Have you found one?

A No.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every stOent should drop
school?

A I don't know but usually the people that drop have problems.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school.

A They didn't encourage me they wanted me to go.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?
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A No they didn't discourage
me from dropping either.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know
because I don't want to go anymore.

Q Do you like
school at all?

A No.

Q Would you return to another school?

A Yea, if there was another school that would accept me.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I don't know I think police work but I am not sure.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A I don't have an idea.

Q

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

I don't know.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like them the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to school?

44,
No, it is too late. Now I am working.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A You don't get a good education.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing. I don't think so.

Q What would haveeto happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.
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Is there anything you personally seed before you would like to return

to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing.

Q Why did you drop?

A I was wasting my time because there were a lot of problems In school

and there were a lot of fights and I didn't like that.

Q Were you involved in the fights?

A No, I just didn't like them.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would like to return to school. It is too late now.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am working and helping my parents'because my father is sick and I

an only one supporting the house.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In no way.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't know what could happen later on.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I don't have any idea.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't want me to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.
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What could be done now to help you return to school?

Nothing.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

Auto mechanic.
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Q What could the people in the sch, 31s have
classes?

A Nothing. I was very behind for the grade
dropped.

Q What could the people in the schools have
go to school?

A , Nothing. I always learned what they taught me.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school? Do you like the schools the way they are?

AA Yes,

Q Would you return to school?

A Well, right now I am behind in grades.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Yes because it is better to finish to have a better education.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Send me to school.

done to make you go to

I was in that is why I

done to make you like to

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

Nothing.

What do you mias the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Everything.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes, I would like to.
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What could you do now?

I am behind in school. I don't think I could return.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Being behind in school for my age.

Q Why were you so behind?

A When I was in Tomas Sanchez and in Tarver I got very behind.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would stay.

Q HOw are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

A There is no work here.

Q Have you tried to find a job?

, A Yes, I went to the employment office.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A No, they should finish school.

Q Under any circumstances?

A Yee.

Q How did your parents encourago you to drop school?

A They didn't say anything.
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How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

Nothing it was my decision.

That could be, done now to help you return to school?

I don't know.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Well, I applied as a clerk boy or something like that.

Q Is that what you like to 4o?

A No, but I applied for that.

Q What do you like to do the most?

. A . I don't know.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Nothing, the methods they have are alright.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A Nothing it was alright.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A I don't have anything against them.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes, why not.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it right now.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A If they had given me more attention.

Q What caul( your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A If they had tried to help me more.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to

school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the moat from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A A little of the studies.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Just anything to return to school.

Q What could you have done before you dropped?
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A Just make better grades.

Q What could you do now?

A I could go to night classes.

Q Have you ever gone So night classes?

A. No.

2

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What dingle thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Raving to help with our business.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would like to learn more.

Q How are you really better off since leavigg school?

A In certain aspects like in business.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I need the education.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I would return.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A I am not in favor.

NovQ did your parents encourage you eo drop school?

A. They didnff.

Q Row did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't..

Q What could be dons now to help you return to school?

A The protrame they have right now like these interview they are doing.
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Q Do you think this eight help you?

A It can give the ex student another encouragement. It will help you

because maybe I would think of success by going back to school.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

Business Administrator.
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H26-30; 15; 4-15-b7; 5; 4.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A' I don't know.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing, have the school closer to home.

Q Do you like school the way it is?

A I think so.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A No.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to,
school?

A Nothing, we need a car.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

.
Q Whit could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?
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A No.

Q Whet single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because I didn't want to go.

Q Whit

A I just didn't want to go.

Q Was there any particular reason?

A No. I just didn't want to go.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I an better off.

Q In what ways?

A Well because I don't go to school with those little people.

Q How are you worst off?

A Everything has gone fine with me.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't know, it was too far to walk to school.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Not any.

Q Under any circumstances?

A No.

Q How did your paints escourage you to drop school?

A They didn't say anything.

Q Now did your parents discourage you to drop school?
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A No, they told we to go but I didn't want to go.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work et anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Mechanic.
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The following consists of the actual taped interviews

translated from the Spanish spoken in the interviews, to

the English and are as nearly exact as such translation

allows.
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Code Interpretation

F1-1; Sex, Cassette Tape Number-Interview Number

18; Age at date of dropping school.

11-24-66; Date of dropping School.

11; Grade at date of dropping school.

1. Number of times retained prior to dropping

school.
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F1-1; 18; 11-24-66; 11; 1.

O What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A If I had been able to learn.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A I don't understand.

O Did you like to go to school?

A Yes.

What cord they have done to make you like school more?

A Yes, to teach me more English.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Did you like them the way they are?

A Yes.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Well, I didn't like school.

O Were you absent quite a while?

A Yea.

0 Was it because you were sick or that you played hookey?

A No, I didn't go because I didr,lt like to go. I liked it at the
beginning but suddenly I just didn't like it anymore.

Q Was there anything special why you didn't like school?

A No, I suddenly just didn't want to go and I dropped.

Q What could -your parents have done to make you stay in schf,ol?

A They wanted me t, go. my brother told me to go to summer school and
that he would pay. Everycne in the family wanted me to go but I am
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too old to go now.

Q Have you ever been interested in going to night classes?

A I didn't know they had night classes.

Q What cculd ycAur parents have done to make you like to go to classes?

A Just to tell me to go.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A My friends and everything.

Q What could you have done to stay in st.hool?

A Just to study and all of that.

Q What could you do now to return to school? Could yol do anything?

A Yes.

What?

A Anything.

Q Like what?

A Well, I could return but all my friends have finished school and I
don't think it would be any fun without them in school.

Q What could you do on your part to return to school?

A If I would return it would be because I want to.

Q Is there anything you persorllly need before you would return to
school?

A N.

Q What made you drop school?
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A There is nothing.

Q Why did you drop?

A Nothing I just wanted to drop it got into my head so I dropped.

Q Was it anything you disliked about the school?

A I didn't like P.E. I didn't like to put on shorts.

Q Was this the reason you dropped school?

A Yes this was one of the reasons and the other was that I didn't
want to go anymore.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing; I would learn more English.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A In everything because I regret now that I could have finished school
and it is too late now.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a stcon'
tiwe?

A No I would return.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A No they should finish school because they couldn't get a good job
if they drop. It is going to be hard to get a job.

Q Have you had trouble finding a job?

A Yes,

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?
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A My father said that if I wanted to drop I could if that was what I
had decided to do.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nnthini: just go back.

Q Would you go to day or night classes?

A Day cicsses.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Work in anything.

Q If you were given the choice to work at whatever you wanted to what
would you most likely like to do?

A Sales girl or something like a secretary.
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F1-2; 19; 3-31-66; 11; 2.

Q What could the peJple in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A I dropped because I was going to get married and after that they

called me several times to ask me to go to school but my husband

didn't let me go.

Before you dropped could they have done anything to make you stay

in school?

A I don't know. I dropped because I wanted to get married and I
don't know what they could have said or done.

Could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go

to school?

A Everything-all the teachers.... I liked school and I didn't drop

because I didn't like it.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Nothing from what I can remember I liked them the way they were.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A That I didn't graduate and that I cannot find a job because I have

tried to get a job.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

11

A They kept telling me to stay in school but I wanted to get married.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

li A I don't know--my husband to let me go.

I Q

What do you mica the moat from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A The classes, the studies and all my friends.

What could you have done to stay in school?

A I could have convinced my husband to let me finish because I lack
one more year but I couldn't convince him.
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Q Is that the reason why you cannot return to school?

A No because now I have my two babies to take care of. They are

sick and I cannot afford anyone to take care of them.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A From my part I would like to return but the babies are the problem.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to schoolt

A No.

Q What rude you drop school?

A Nothing I just wanted to get married.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would finish school because I am sure I can do it because I like

school.

A

Q

A

.Q

Would you go to day or night classes?

I think night classes.

How are you better off since leaving school?

I am not better off I am still the same.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I have forgotten English and other things about school.

Q Yf you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A it is better if they would finish.

Q Now dlu your parents. encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.
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How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A If they would talk to my husband and if I could get someone to
take care of the babies.

Q Did you get good grades?

A Average.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Nursr: Aid.
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F1-3: 20; 4-15-66; 11; 3.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A If they had programs like the ones they have today to help you
work to go to school.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
so to school?

A The,snme thing I told you before. When I was in school they didn't
have the M.C.E.P. or the N.Y.C. where you could work and go to school

at the same time.

What would have to he done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A No it is more changed they have more opportunities to finish school
because they help them.

Q What about the classes how could they be changed?

A Now that they teach at night becanse I couldn't go to day classes.
I have to find me a job so I could work and go to school at the
same time.

Would you return to school if this happen?

A Yes.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Well because now you need a diploma for everything.

Q What could your parents have done to help you stay in school?

A They couldn't have done anything becausa they had to go out of town
to vork because there is no work for them here.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
schoel

A Nothing I could go to school now.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Not having finished hecause you need your diploma to get a better
job.
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Q What could you have done to stty in school?

A I don't understand what could I have done.

Q Is there anything you could have done to stay in school?

A Look for a job so I could help my family and at the same time help
myself.

Q What could you have done?

2

A Well, I need a job so I could help my family oecause there were ten
in the family. And when we were in school they were all very young
so they couldn't give them what they needed. tbs.: they are older and

they can give them what they need.

What could you do now to return to school?

A Try my best to go to school.

Q Would you go to day or night classes?

A Night classes.

Q It' there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A I reed to get me a job during the day so I could go to school at
night.

Q What made you drop school?

A Lack of money and that we needed to help the family so that we could
go to school.

Mother The resson was that we took them out of school before
school was over then WE came back very late so they
were always behind that was the main reason they
dropptd.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would return to school?

A Nothing I just need to learn uorc. so I could get my diploma and find
a good job.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.
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Q Hov are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am still the same.

If you t.ad to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A There are no circumstances for them todrop because there are many
says they could get help to finish school.

0 Do you think they should stay in school?

A Yee because nov the government helps them. It has its programs to
help them to ptudy more and to stay in school.

Mother I.have one of my girls Guadalupe Cantu she is in the
M.C.E.P. and she has never thought of leaving sehool
that is why she always stays here. There has been two
years she has stayed here because they give her work
during the summer vacations.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me they wanted me to utay but I sew the
situation at home.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage or discourage me to drop school.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing I will always be willing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A After I dropped I have worked in everything.

Q What do you like to do the moat?

A I guess secretarial work.

Q What glade did you drop school?
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A 11th.

Q Did only three from your family dropped?

Mother No, almost everyone dropped, there are two older boys
then her and then two younger ones. She is the only
one that stayed the most because she wanted to finish
school.

Q Did they all drop for the sari.. reason?

Mother Yes because we were from here but we had seven children
that had b..J.n born Sn Nuevo Laredo, so when we brought
them here thu- sere all vet. small and so ve started
going up nortn. We put them in school as soon as we
got here but they were only a few days in school because
we had to take them out. We came very late in December
or November and they would go to school but they wouldn't
advance because they would gu back to the same grade.

Q Did you talked to the teachers when you took them out of school?

Mother Yes but it was very different from now they would give us
permission to take them out but now they are different it
is harder to take them out of school.

Q Did the teachers ever tell you about giving them a test so trey
could be promoted to another grade when they came back?

Mother No.

Q Do the younger ones go to Santa Maria School?

Mother They go to Buenos Aires School. I have a 12 year old boy
thai.. is going to go to Lamar School. Lsst year we came
back in November and they were behind because they had
been in school over there but they were not the same but
they wen,. back to school. The teacher told me that they
might not make it but fortunetely they did. That is
why we didn't go too far away this year so that they
wouldn't fitay behind. As long as we have what we need
eventhough poorly and everything. We cane back last
week so thaw they could reef. so that they will be ready
to go to school to rake up for the ones that didn't went
to go to school or that couldn't go because we go up
north.-

Q There is s prow's where they could go to get their diploma.
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I have an older one and they have a good memory and
everything. I have one that started to work with the
government In one of the government's base. He needed
a college education and he hadn't even finish school,
but he took a test and ht rassPd it so they gave him the
job. Then he broke one of his feet and he never told us
how he had done that and he had trouble for one year and
then he left the job. New he can't find a job. They
called him the other day from the base but they would
give him part ti'e job and he didn't want it. The other
one is working in Transitron. They have the intelligence
to finish school but they can't.

Havitbey ever tried to go to night classes?

Mother No.

Mother

Mother

There is a program where they eould go at night.

This older boy tells us that he wished he had finished
school and I tell him not to complain to anyone because
it is not our fault that they didn't want to go because
they thought they were too old or this and that. I tell
him not to blame us for that. We know we are to blame
for taking them out and going north.

In this program they could get their diploma.

I talked to Mr. Guevara before leaving shout a month ago
.tnd he told us about this program.

Interviewer This Program is from Monday through Thursday. It runs
for about four and a half months, it is fron 7 to 10 at
night. They would give a test and they will place you
in a ltvel because they nave different levels. Mr.
Metre is the director and the classes would start in
October. They will be announcing them in th newspapers
and in television.

Interviewee Is this for the same?

Interviewer Yes, to get your diploma.

Father Once you get a boy working you wouldn't get him 1-ack in
school because he will want money. Some parents don't
know how to handle the family. If my sons dropped it
was because they thought they were too old but not
because vie force them. We could have given them what
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Intl.rviewer

Interviewee

Interviorer

Father

6

they needed if they would have stayed even if we haii

to do it with limitations of all sorts. I have a

girl that is in school and I wish she would finish

it. And I have this other one that is going to go to

Lamar this year. I wished they would all have been the

same. The older ones now they are married say that they

need school now that they have seen for themselves that

school is very important. There is always something

where they could get hold to drop school when they are

about toofinish school no matter if they are a boy or

a girl. I still tell the older ones to study because

the government could help them. There are programs

where they could get money to go to school or they

could work and go to school. Everywhere you go they

asked them if they have their diploma.

There is a program where they lould go Mr. AAcira is the director.

Do they pay them to go school?

No, but if they arn interested they
and go to college and some go to be
aids and they are paying them while

I hope that what you are doing does
could help the younger generations.
cost to our house when that program
very grateful to you.
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F2-4; 18; 1-13-67; 9; 3.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

Well, I don't know now but wher. I was in school the teachers didn't
have any patience with the students for one thing and well, they
didn't help the students and they should help you. At least that

is what I think. Lie teachers that I had didn't care about me or
anybody else in the class or about anything.

Did they show any interest?

A They showed no interest.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A I don't get it.

Q Could they 6ave done something to make you like to go to school?

A No, nothing because I just decided to drop. There were some teachers
that did try to get me back but I found a job and I was helping my
family and myself. I am a little bit stubborn myself and when I
decide something that is what I want.

Q Did you like school?

A Yea, sometimes it was good and sometimes it wasn't but I regret is
now. I wish I was back to learn English.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know I'll not go anyway.

Q Do you like the schools the way they are?

A Yes and by what my sister tells me I think it is better now than how
it was then. They have more opportunities they have freedom of
speech and everything. That is something we didn't have. You learn
more now about everything about life and about everything. That is
what I like, something interesting not something dull, something
new, something exciting, something that would interest the students
to put more attention to the teachers because if you have a teacher
that is just talking and talking and doesn't show you anything you
just get bored.

Q Would you return to school if this was done.
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A Yes I think so.

Q In what ways do you regret having left Pchool?

A My education to get a better job, right now you have to have a
high school education to get a good job especially here in Laredo.
That is what I regret the most by not having finish school.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A My folks have nothing to do with me dropping school but I guess just
force me to go. If that is what you wean? Do you mean that my
parents had something to do with me dropping out of school?

0 What could they have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing at all.

Q What could yOur parents have done to make you like school?

A .
There is nothing that they could have done.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A My home life had nothing to do with school I mean the problems here
at home. You know it has nothing to do with my family finacially or
anything. I dropped because I found this job. I don't have to work
because thanks to Ood ay father has a good job but I like to work.
It has nothing to dd with my family.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A My friends, to learn more and everything.

Q From what grads did you drop?

A As a freshman from the 9th grade.

0 What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A Study I guess I wasn't very good at it if that is what you mean?

Q Did you get good grades?

A Yea when I wanted I did but when I didn't have any interest in
studying I just went down in my grades.
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What could you do now to return to school?

I don't understand.

Could you do something now to return to school?

Stop working I guess.

Could you do anything to return to school?

I could return to school whenever I want to even if I had to pay

for it. The only thing that is stopping me from going is work

and I can leave that too.

If you would return to school 'would you prefer to go to day

night classes?

A Night classes.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to

return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

3

A I lost interest in school and I found this job and I thought of
getting money and rus see money and you start liking Jney so you

go to it. I mean when you get a je, and you get your money and you
do with it whatever you want and you have to chose between achool and
work and I close work because I had no interest in school anymore.
I vas too old and lost interest.

Q Why?

A I don't know it was getting dull there was not anything interesting
the teachers, the students, and everything.

Q What about the courses did you like them?

A Well, I liked science, history and all of that but one thing I hated
wee math and I did pretty good, fair you know. Spanish I used to

hate. I used to play bookie a lot that is one class I never did
go all year long, It is ay language and everything but it bored me,

.maybe it was the teacher I had or something but I never did like it.
I took muaic also but it was not interesting.

What kind of courses would,you have liked to be taught in school?
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I think only the main ones and that was it.

Which do you think are the main ones?

English, math, history and that is it.

Ou you think that the students should choose their subjects?

Yes because we were the ones that are going to attend. I think we

should choose them not the ones they want to tive us. And if we

want to change because sometimes you cannot get along with the teacher

sometimes you don't even understand and I didn't want to go through

all the trouble of changing and all of that. And sometimes they

didn't want to change you that is why I didn't go and I dropped.

Q If you were given the choice what kind of ,ourses would you take?

A The three main ones and gym because you have to take it, ctudy hall

but sometimia is just playing around depends on the teacher, Anything

except Spanish I hate Spanish.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A my education if that is what you mean. Learn more to get a better

job.

Q Ho are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off. If I had finish school I could have been better

off. I am not way down but I am just in between.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I cannot go any higher because I don't have a diploma.

Q Have you ever consider going to night classes?

A Yes but I have never go): the Lime to go and get some information about

them.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second

time

A No, I would stay. That is what I have been trying to tell my sisters,

I have two sisters and a brother and I tell then to finish school

because it is no good because ?.-,11 need a diploma. Especially men

because the women would get married and stay at home but the men has

to get a better job.

Q Under what circumstances eo you believe all the students should drop

school?
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A I don't believe anybody should drop school under any circ,;mstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A You see it is my life and whatever I decide they just so along with
it. They didn't encourage or discourage me they did give me advice
but I didn't take it.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to schcol?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A I've always liked nurse aid.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school? What could the teachers or the principals have done to make

you stay in attendance?

A Wthing.

Q Is there anything that the people in the schools have done to make

you like to go to school?

A No.

Q Did you like school?

A Yea I did.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Better teachers.

How .sere the teachers when you here in school?

A The teachers weren't I don't knew how to tell you. In the first

glace I couldn't lea..n fast and the teacher° wouldn't help. I don't

know what to tell you. If the teachers would teach better, they

should have more interest in the students so that they wouldn't drop.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A I think so.

Q in what ways do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

. A To force me to stay.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to classes?

A There is nothing they could have done.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to

school?

A Nothing.
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Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The friends and the teachers.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

If I had studied more and if I had put more attention maybe I would
have stayed in school.

What could you do now to return to school?

A Just try.

Q What could you do now?

A I don't know.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A I think Sc.

Q What would you have to do to return to school?

A I don't know if I want to return.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I was not interested in going to school / didn't even stud" or
anything.

What would sake you return to school? What would result if you
would return to school?

A Nothing. I would return to study more English.

Q Row are you bettor off since leaving school?

A I as not better off.

Q Hew are you worst off since leaving school?

A I have not found a job.

Q Rave you tried to find one?
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A Yes.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A Ho.

.Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A They shouldn't leave school but I don't know the circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They encourage me in this way that if I drop school I had to work.

0 How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A I don't understand.

Q How did your parents discourage you?

A In no way.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A If I just try to go to school.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 10th.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Sales lady.
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F2-6; 19; 5-15-66; 4; 9.

I know a lot cf girls that drop school just because they want to.
Like I know these girls otie dropped from the 5th grade and the other
one didn't even finished the 4th grade and I asked them why they had
dropped and they said because their mother had died and they didn't
want to go to school anymore. Now they were just roaming around.
Now they got good jobs but when they were younger they didn't do

anything. They went from 'louse to house. (living with different

families.)

That is why we are asking these questions so they would understand
why they drop.

That might be the case of other girls but my reasons are no, no, and
no I just put a wall. I just didn't want to speak English. I know

how to read and write and everything. I had good grates and the

teacher told me not to drop but I wanted to because I couldn't speak
English. I couldn't speak maybe because like the teacher said I
didn't want to speak and that was the reason. What I needed was
practice hetause I can spell and everything.

What grade did you drop school?

The 6th from here and the 8th from over there. (Mexico)

Did you get immigrated?

No, I am e citizen IrA we went over there ant then we came back. That

is only for the ones that drop because they want to.

Did you say that you couldn't talk that you couldn't take part in the
class?

Yes, the reason was that I was very old.

That is why we ask you what could the pecple in the schools have done
to make you go to claeses? What could they have done to make you
talk in class?

To talk what could they have done? To start in the elementary schools
but where I went all the students were old just like me. Then I didn't
like the atmosphere over in that school.

What school did you go to?

Tarver and I didn't like tt because of tht reputation it has ahouc
the Pachucos and this and that, that discouraged me.

The school?

A No, the rept:talon it had.
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Q If you had gone to another school would you have stayed?

A Maybe in San Agustin is the only one I would have liked to attend or
be in the elementary grades with the little kids but I wouldn't like
to go any other school. And Sesides I couldn't talk, I just couldn't.
I have tried going to night classes and I go but I just cannot talk.

Have you gone to school here?

A Yes. but I get disgusted and I just stopped going. They give me
teats add I mess them and everything, the last time I went to the
teacher she told me I had a very good grade, the teacher said I
was doing 8th grade work, and the teacher asked me to keep on but
X told her that lt was no use because I get good grades and every-
thing but I cannot speak the language so what is the use. The
teaches called me several times but I didn't go.

Q Were you ashamed of talking?

A Yes, here in Laredo but when I was in Corpus or some other place I
wasn't. I have gone to Houston for a vacation and I talk in English
any way but not here.

Mother :she is ashamed because they tell them things, they criticize
the that is why they don't want to talk.

Interviewee Not even my sisters that are in high school can speak English.

Mother The accent is what they cannot overcome, One of them
is in the 11th grade and she dcwsn't know how to talk
the language, also a gtrl that lives near us she has
a diploma and she cannot speak English so what does
she needs the diploma for she knows how read and
write but she cannot speak English. Correctly they
can't. All my stria have that problem because of the
accent and they are ashamed because others that can
speak better tease them aid that is why they wouldn't
do it. They have even thought of going some place
else.

Interviewee Sone of the girls I vas telling you about, have already moved to
other Maybe going to San Antonio and not even there do
they speak English all the time but a little bit further up maybe.

0 You eatd that you went to Houston and no one noticed your accent.

A Yes, not even in Corpus I went there and the people couldn't tz4lk
Spanish so I had to talk to them in English, also in the stores.
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Here sometimes when I go to buy something you have to look for the

right vird in Spanish and sometimes I even forget Spanish and not

even in Spanish.can I speak. You have to talk correct Spanish

because a lot of the girls are from across the river.

Q What could the people In the schools have done to make yoi, go to

classes?

A Nothing. Not in that school I need special English school because

that school had all the grades and was for the ones that couldn't

learn when they were younger.

Q Did you go to other schools besides that one?

I paid to go to Central School.

Q Wtat could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A I don't think they could do anything except help me to talk,

Q Did you like to go to classes?

A Ye but I used to gtt bored because I knew more than what they were

teaching me. I knew all the little problems they were teaching and

all of the science. I would put attention to the teacher but I was

bored.

Q What could they have done to make you like to go to school and to

stop you from getting bored?

A Give me special English that was the only thing that interested me.

0 What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Nothing now I wanted to drop.

Q Is there any way that they could be changed so that you could go?

A No, I don't think so now. Maybe others but not me.

Nov do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret itright now
because I have a good job. There is one

thing that might happen that if I lose this job it might be hard to

get another one.

Q Wisere do you work?
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In Iransitron.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Nothing, they did everything.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stapped
attending?

Nothing. I don't miss anything.

Is there anything you could have done to stay in school?

Just be able to talk because if I could have talked I would have
stayed in school.

What could you do now to return to school?

Nothing, just talk English.

Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

No.

What made you drop school?

Not being able to speak English.

Is that what made you drop school?

Yes t lause if I could have talked I could have answered and speak
but I couldn't speak.

Why?

Because I couldn't and I still can't.

Is it that you cannot speak or that you don't welt to

In a way it is that I can't talk and in another it is
want to because you say something and immediately you
six corrections an it is better not to talk.
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Q What would make you return to school? What would result if you
would return to school?

A I would be the same.

Q In what ways are you better off since leaving school?

A In many ways.

Q In what ways?

A I have learned many jobs where I don't have to talk.

Q Is that how you are better off?

A Not in learning but I don't need school.

Why, don't you need school?

A Because I have a good job.

Q Now are you worst off since leaving school?

A In no way I an still the same.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school for a
second time?

A If I couldn't talk I would drop school again.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A The ones that are retained many times in one grade should stay but
I have not been retained one time.

Q Under what circumstances do you:believe every student should drop
school?

5

Under no circumstances because after ycl drop you have to work, work
and work, and when you are going to school you have to study but you
have some rest and would have more fun at least that is what I
think.

0 How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q Bow did your parents discourage you to drop ,.chlol?

They didn't tell me anything they told me to stay that I was going
to learn. I was the one that felt bad because I would just go and
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sit there and read and write and that was it.

Did you ever do'anything to try to speak?

A I tried but I couldn't talk correctly.

Q What could be done to help you return to school?

A I think nothing.

Is there anything that could be done?

A No because there has been some night classes but I don't want to go.

Q Have you ever talked to the teachers?

A Yes and they all say the same thing that it is because I don't want

to talk maybe it is the city here in Laredo. Maybe if I were up

north I mould want to talk because everyone there had to speak in

English.

Q If you could work at anything you wante4 to what would you like

to do?

A Nothing the jobs I have had I have liked.

Q Is there anything you like to do in particular?

A No I have never thought about it.

Q Have you thought working in something special?

A Notecause I have worked in factories and that is where I like to

work. I don't like to work in a store; I have worked in a store as

a cashier but I felt bad with all of those people around you. I

get sick. I like to work where everyone else is'doing the same

things you are that is why I have never thought about what I would

like to do.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes? Is there anything that the people in the schools like

the teachers or the principal could have oone?

A No.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A I liked it but I dropped.

Q Is there anything they could have done?

A No.

Did you like to go?

A Yea.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school? Is there anything that would have to happen?

A No.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school? Is there any way

in which you regret having left school?

A Yes, I lack the education in English.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They didn't have anything to do with me dropping out of school.

What could your parent. have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing they did everything they could.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Mottling.

What do you miss the most from school now thlt you have stopped
attending?

A At first it was strange staying at home but then I got used to it.

Q 'What could you have done I, stay in school?

A If I would have wanted to go I would have gone.
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0 What was the reason you didn't want to go?

A 7 didn't want to go but it didn't have anything to do with my

family.

Q Is there any special reason why you didn't want to go?

A I was getting married. (pregnant prior to marriage)

Q Is that the only reason?

A Yes.

Q What could you do now to return to school? Is there anything you

could do?

A No.

Q Is there anythint personal that you need before -ou would like to
return to school?

A No.

What single thing or circur.stance made you drop school?

If I would have thought in another way.

What would result if you would return to.sehool?

I would finish.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't study anymore and I don't speak English anymore.

Q

A

Q

A

Q If you haS to do it sll over again would you'drop school agaln?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A Do you believe everyone should drop school?

Q 'Not in any circumstances.
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Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q Now did your parents diF 'e you to drop school?

A They wanted for me to get luy tploma because my other two sisters
didn't finish and they wanteo for me to finish end I wanted to finish
too but I had to get married so I had to drop.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Now? I don't think I could return --ow.

Q But if you could return would you It.ge to go to night or day classes?

A Night cltsses.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
4o?

A I have never worked in anything.

Is there anything that you like to do?

Type in an office as a secretary office work.
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F2-8; 17; 5-15-69; 7; 4.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A To help us understand the words (Fnglish) and to help other with

math.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like

school?

A To go teach problems of adding and subtraction.

Q What would have to be done in the schoole before you would like to

return to school?

A I don't know, help us more.

Q Do you like the schools the way they are?

A Yes, some.

Q In what ways do you regret having lett school?

A You do not get to learn more adding and reading and all of that.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Sometimes I had to stay at home to take care of my brother because

my mother was sick.

What could your parents have done to make you Me to go to chool?

A Keep sending me to school. Sometimes I couldn't make it because it

was raining or something and I was sick.

Q What would have to happen in your home life before you would like

to return to school?

A I don't know, more money.

Q Would you like to return to school anyway?

A Yes.

What do you miss the most from school new that you have stopped

attenditig?

A English, spelling, reading.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Never miss school keep learning and keep studying.
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Q What would you do now if you returned to school.;

A Keep on studying.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to school?

A Yes.

Q What is it?

A Money.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I couldn't make it I didn't have time to do my homework because my
mother would always ask me to do this and that and I didn't have

time.

In what ways do you really feel that you are better off since leaving

school?

A I am not better off.

Q In what ways are you really wayst off since leaving school?

A Math, Spanish, and Englioh.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school? Do you think that everyone should drop school?

A Sometimes if they don't like school.

Q Is that a good reason for dropping school?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A I had to stay at home and help my mother.

Q What com14 be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.
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Q If they had special classes would you go?

A Yes.

0 Would you go to day or night classes?

A Night.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Cleaning dishes.

Q Is that what you likl to do the most?

A Work in a nice cafe.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Nothing.

Q Did you like school the way it was?

A Yes.

Q Why did you drop school?

A Because I got married.

Q Was everything ok in school?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like
to return toschool?

A Just let me come in.

Q Would you return to school if this happen?

A Yes.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A No, I don't regret it.

Q Are you he..py the way you are right now?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you sotto school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents: have done to make you like to go to school?

A Yoe,

What?

A Buy ma all Oa things I needed.

What do yto_ an by thirst?
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A The clothes and all of that.

Q What would have to heppan at home before you would return to cchool?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopred
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything you could have done?

A Ho.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing, I cannot return.

Q Why?

A Because I don't want to go to school.

Q
to school?

Is there anything personal that you need before you would return

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

No.

If you had all you ne'ed would you go to scholl?

No, I don't want to go to school.

What si.gle thing or circumstance made you drop school?

Nothing.

Now are you better off since leaving school?

Yes in the kitchen because I can do things better.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I as not worst off.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?
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A No.

Q Is there any reason why?

A No I like school but I got married and I didn't want to go to

school.

Under what circumstance should every student drop school? Do you

think everyone should drop school sometimes?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q Now did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q What could 'a done now before you would like to return to school?

If there was a program at night or somethin3 would you go?

A No.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

Houseltork.

If they give you the opportunity to work in anything what would you

like to doi

Sales lady.
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Whet could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Tr,at me the right way.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to school?

A Nothing ! liked school but not how they treated me.

Q What could be done in the schools before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing can be done.

0 How do you regret having left school?

A Having married and not been able to finish school.-

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

0 What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A If my parents did work and if I didn't have any place to work then

I would go back to school.

Q Would you return to school if all of this happened?

A Yes.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

4
attending?

A The classes I had.

1. 1

0 What could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

ilIs there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to school?

A No.

What made you drop school?
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Q Just that I was getting married, that was the only reason.

What would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing.

'Q
How are you better off since you left school?

A I am not better off.

0 How are you worst off?

A Well because I need Ilme practice in reading, writing, and worth--

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second

time?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop sch.;)1?

A Well if they want to get married.

Do you think that is a good reason?

Well yes if they want to get married.

.How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They told me if I wanted to get married to do so.

0 How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They dLdn't discourage me.

0 What could be done now to make you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do? -.

If I had enough education I would like to be a sales lady or work

in a store or something like that.

%fiat kind of grades did you have? Did you have good grades?

A Yes.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Nothing, I was sick.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A Nothing.

O What would have to be done? Is there anything they could have done

in the schools before you would like to return to school?

A No.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A In many weys because without school you cannot find a good job.

O Did you like school?

A Not much.

O Did you get good grades?

A Last year I didn't do too well.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school? Is

there anything they could have done?

A They wanted me to take summer school but like I said, I was gall

'sick and I had to go to the hospital.

$;hat would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Too many problems are here at home.

O Is there anything that would have to happen?

A I don't know there is a lot of work here at home. The family is

too big and they are all going to school so I have to help my

mother.

O Would you return to school if some of these problems were not here?

A If I was feeling better I would go.

0 What'do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped

attending?
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A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Get good grades and study right.

Didn't you study?

Yes I did, but I had to do tve housework and the studies so it was
too much for me.

O What would you do now if you returned to school?

A Study more.

O Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know.'

Mother She needs someone to take care of her because she has just
haen operated it is very necessary.

What single thing or circumstance made you leave school?

A I was always sick of a pain and I had to drop school.

O What would be the result if you would return to school?

A I don't know it has been a long time. I don't think I would go
back to s,hool becat'se of the grades and all of that.

O How are you better off since leaving school? Are you better off in
any way?

A Yes.

O In what way?

A Staying at home.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I have not been able to let a good job.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A No.
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0 Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A I don't know sometimes they should.

Mother Some leave school because thE family is too big,

others because they don't have what they need.

0 How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me on the contrary they told me to go to

school.

What could by done now to make you return to school?

A There are many ways but school at night is no good for me.

0 Why?

A Because I don't have anybody to take me and bring me back.

Mother Her father wouldn't let her go to night classes.

Q If you would return to day classes what could be done?

A I don't knew because I have lust been operated and it is almost

September, depends on what the doctor says.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Anything where I don't have to lift heavy things.

Q If you could work at anything you like what would you like to do?

A Work in the hospital.

Q Doing what?

A Not a nurse because that is too much work but I would like to work

in the kitchen.
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Q What could the people is the schools have done to make you go

school?

A Nothing because I got married.

Q What could the people in the schools have done tc make you like to

go to school?

A No, I liked school and everything. I wouldn't have drop if I had

not married.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you return
to school?

A Nothing I liked school.

Q What kind or grades did you get?

A Not very good but I stin like school.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

A That I got married very young.

Q Is there anything else why you regret having left school?

A Because you need school very much, the English.

Q What could your parents have done tc make you stay in school?

A If they had not let re married.

Q What would have to happen at home to mcke you return to school?

A I don't know exactly.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped
attending?

A The cusses.

Q

A

A

0

Could you have done anything personally to stay in eThool?

No, I don't think so. I got married.

What could you do now to return to school?

Get a divorce.

If you had a divorce would you return to school?
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A Yes.

Q Would you like to go to night classes?

A I would like to go.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A To have somebody to take care of the baby.

Q If you had someone to take care of the baby would you return to
school?

A Yes.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing I jiist wanted to get married.

Q Row are you better of since you leit school?

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I don't know enough.

0 Is there any way in which you are better or worst off?

A I don't understand.

Q How are you better off since you left school or how are you wor
off?

A I cannot get a good job.

0 If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a sec.:,
time?

A No.

Q Under whet circumstances should every student drop from school'

A I don't know.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In no way.
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How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They told me I'was too young to get married.

Is there anything that anyone can do to help you return to school?

Just take care of the baby.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

Work in a store as a sales lady.
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F3-13; 16; 5-25-66; 5; 5.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A To come to talk to my mother.

Mother The principal said her brain would not help her and

she could not learn anything. Yet she is at a good

job.

Q Did they tell you why you
didn't study or why you didn't go to

school?

A Yes they told me why I didn't wanted to study and all of that.

Q What would have to be done in the school* before you would like to

return to school?

Mother Tell them why you couldn't go to school.

A I couldn't go to school because I was working.

Q What could be done in the schools before you covld return to

school?

A Just study more and have more help.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Not right 'now because I am working and I don't nave time.

Q If you had a job where you could go to school and work at thi! same

time would you go to school?

A Yea.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it, but I had to leave school because my father

didn't have enough money to send me to school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A To send me again each day.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to

school?

A To ask for help for me.
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What would have to happen at home before you would like to return

to school?

A Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

The studies and all of that.

Did you like school?

A Yes but I couldn't learn. My head just didn't help me with words.

I couldn't learn fast.

Do you think it was you or the school that didn't teach you right?

A No, it was me the principal said.

What could you have done to stay in school?

A Stop working.

Were you working before you dropped school?

A No.

I mean what euld you have done while you were in school?

A Stay in school.

What could you do now to return to school?

A Stop working and return to school but I cannot do it now.

Q Why?

A Because I have to work for money.

Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A Clothea and all of that.

0 What single thing nr circumstance caused you to drop school?

A I couldn't learn.

How are you better off since you left school?

A I am working and everything and I can buy my clothes and help my
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father and all of that.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I cannot find a better job.

Mother She cannot find a good job because she didn't have school.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second

time?

No.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop

school?

A Not any because some have what they need, but like me I didn't have

enough money.

Q Now did your parents encourage
you to drop school? Did they encourage

you?

A No.

Q How did your parents
discourage you to drop school?

A It was me because I couldet learn.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Secretary.

0 Did you get good grades?

A So, so.
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F3-14; 16; 10-11-68; 7; 3.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A To tell me to go to school.

What could the people in the schools have done to make yuu like
to go to school?

A They could have explain everything.

Q Did they explain right?

A No, not very good because sometimesI couldn't understand what they
were talking about.

Q Did you ever ask them to explain to you atter class?

A No because I.wss embarrassed.

Q What could be done in the schools before you woulu like to return
to school?

A To teach us right and to explain better.

Q Would you return to school ff this happened?

A Yea.

Q .

How do you regret having left school?

A Because I got married.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Fotce me to go; just tell me to go.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Just give mu the things I needed to go to school.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would return to school?

A To tell me On go to school.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?
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A Everything the classes the teachers should teach right.

Did they teach. you right?

A Yes but I couldn't understand the words.

Q Did you drop from the 7th grade?

A Yea.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Keep going to school.

Q Did you like school?

A Not very much.

Q Did you get good grades?

A So, so.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I dorat know because I have this baby.

Q Would you go to night classes if you could?

A Yes, if I could.

Q Is there anything you personally need %efore you would like to
return to school?

A To have someone to take care of the baby.

Q What made you drop school?

A I did not like school.

What would result if you would return to school?

A I could learn more words.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A No, I as not better.

Q How are you worst of since you left school?

A I cannot understand the English too good.
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Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second

time?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances should all the students drop school?

A No, unless they have to.

Q Now did your parents encousage you to drop school?

A They dida't say anything.

Q Row did your parents discourage y.)u to drop school?

A Nothing.

Q What could anyone do now to make you return to school?

A To have someone to take care of the baby.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Cleaning houses or something like that.

If you could do anything you wanted to wh,A would you like to

do?

A Anything.

Q Do you have anything in mind?

A No.
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F3-15; 17; 5-8-67; 7; 4.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Not to give me P.E.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A I didn't like P.E. I only liked homemaking.

O What would have to be done in the schools before you would like
to return to school?

A Not to give me P.E.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A No.

Now do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A If I hadn't drop because I had to work.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped
attending?

A The studies and I am forgetting the English and everything.

O What could you have done to stay in school?

A Just keep on going.

Q What could you do now to return to school?
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A Nothing.

0 Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A if my father had a good job.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A P.E. and because my father didn't earn enough money.

Q How ars you better off since you left school?

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I am torgetting everything.

What do you mean by everything?

A Everything, the English and all of that.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under wtat circumstances should every student drop school?

A If they need to but they shouldn't leave school.

Q How did your perenta encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

0 Row did your parents discourage you to drop.. school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q ;fiat could be dote now to make you return to school?

A Nothing,

Q If they had special programs or night classes would you go?

A No.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?
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A Typing.

Q Being a secretary or something?

A Yes, a secretary.
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F4 -16; 16; 11-20-68; 8; 2.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

Q Could they have done anything to make you stay interested in school?

A In what way?

Q In any way.

A If I could find a job and go to school at the same time.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A I liked to go to classes any way but I couldn't go because I had to
work.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A If I had a job after school or on weekends.

Q

A

A

Q

Q

A

Q

A

Q

If you had a parttime job would ycu return to school:

Yes.

Would you return to school if all if this happened?

Yes.

How do you regret having left school?

I don't have enough practice in everything.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

I don't know, my mother asked them to drop me.

Could they have done anything?

No because my father was not at work and I had to work.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

Like what, more or less?
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Q In the situation at home what would halm to happen?

A To level out Ia our debts because my father is now working.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped attending?

A The klasses, the teachers.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I don't know. Just have a job.

Q Whet can you do now to return to school?

A I don't know. Stop working.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance caused you to drop school?

A Work and the situation at home.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A I hadn't plan to return but if they had a program by which I could

work and go to school I would go.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I NM not.

Q How are you worst oil since you left school?

A You need school because when they ask you something you just don't

know how to answer it.

A What grade did you drop school?

A 8th.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second

time?

A I think so if I was in the same situation.
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Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A Depends if they have problems.

Q What kind or problems?

A Economic problems.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They just told me to drop because I had to help them work.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A No they just said that anyway school was not very important. I had
to find a job.

Q What would have to be done before you could return to school?

A The same things I told, you before to have to work or to work in
school.

Q Did you applied for the NAX.?

A Yes but they never called me.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Secretary.
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F4-17; 19; 4-16-68; 8; 5.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you stay
in school?

A They couldn't do anything if I stayed it would be because I wanted
to.

Q But what could they have done before you drop school?

A Nothing because I drop because I had to.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A No, nothing.

Q Did you like to go to school?

A Yes I liked school.

Q What could be done in the schools before you would return to
school?

A No, nothing because from what I remember they were fine the way they
were and I would like to return to school the way it is.

How do you regret having left school?

A At first 1 tad trouble finding,a job but then I found one.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They didn't want me to drop but I dropped because my father was
sick and I had to work.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Npthing can be done.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The teachers, my roommates, the homework and everything we did in
school.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Even if I wanted to I cannot go, but if I could I would go.

Q What can you do now to return to school?

A From my part I would go to school if I could.
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Would you go to day classes or night classes?

Day classes because I have always attended day classes and I don't
know how the night classes might be.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

Yea, clothes and everything.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

My father's sickness.

What would result if you would return to school?

I would have to stop working.

How are you.better off since you left school?

I cannot say I am better off because I have always been the same but
I had trouble finding a job because they would always ask you if
you were a graduate.

How are you worst off since you left school?

At first I couldn't find a job but then I found one.

Are you better off now?

Just a little bit not much.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

I don't think so.

Under what circumstances should everyone drop school?

I don't think anyone should drop.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

No they didn't encourage me they told me to stay but I had to drop.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They just said that it was going to be hard for me to find a job.
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What could be done now to make you return to school?

I think that if everything works out I would go to night classes like

I sai4.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

I would like to be a nurse.
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F4-18; 17; 4-1-69; 9; 2.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you stay in
school?

A Nothing.

Q. bid you like school?

A Yea.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
:o to school?

A I liked it any way.

Q What could be done in the schools before you would like to return to
school?

A If they had air condition.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yea.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A One thing, I miss my friends and.now I realize how much I need an
education.because it is very hard to find a job.

Q Have you tried to find a job?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything that your parents could have done to make you like
school?

A Hl.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing, I couldn't go to school.

Q If they had ngght claspea would you go?
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Yes.

What do yoo miss the most about school now that you have stopped

attending?

A My teachers.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything that you personally need before you could return

to school?

A Have a baby sitter.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A My parents because they were always comparing me with my sister.

Q In what way?

A Saying that my sister was better in school, that she had better

grades and this and that.

Q Did this discourage you?

A Yes.

Q Did you make good grades?

A Yes, I think so.

Q What kind of grades did your sister make?

A She always made the honor roll.

Q 'What do you think would have to happen before you would return to

school?

A I don't understand the question.

Q What would Faye to happen at home?

A Weil, my parents would have to stop somparing me with my sister.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I don't feel fern better off.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?
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A Well, I blew now that I need an education.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A I don't think anybody should drop school.

Q How did your paients encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me I would not be able to find a job but anyway I dropped,
I didn't listen to them.

What could anyone do now to make you return to school?

A Well, I think I would go to night classes if they had a program where
I could go,

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Secretarial work.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 9th.

Q Did you get married right after you drop? Did you get married later
on?

Yea, the following month.
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F4-19; 18; 2-4-67; 4; 8.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A No, nothing.

Q Could the people in the schools have done something to make you
like to go to school?

A They explained everything to me and when I had a question they
would always answer something.

Q Could they have done anything?

A NO.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I cannot return even if I-wanted to because my mother is working and
I have to stay at home.

Q If they had night school would you go?

A Yea.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I was too old when I was in school, I was, 18.

Q Bow do you regret having left school?

A Because I was there a very short time and because I didn't learn
much.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 4th grade but I was only 4 years in school.

Do you regret havin4 left school?

A Yes because I realize I need an education.

Q Why?

A Because you see I am an Avon representative and I need the English
because you sometimes don't understand and I can speak e little bit
and I can write a little too bu I need to know more. If I had
enter school earlier, I would haile stayed in school.
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Q Why did you enter school so late?

A Because we just lot immigrated about four years ago.

Q What could yoUr parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They told me to go but I was too old and didn't want to go. Then
my mother got a job and I had to stay at home.

Q What could your parents have done to make you go to school?

A They wanted me to learn more.

Q What could they have done?

A If they had put me in school earlier. 1 was in school across the
river, I was in school over there for 6 years but if we had come
earlier I would have stayed in school.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A NOthing, someone to take care of the children.

Q If this happen would you return to school?

A Yea.

Q At night?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A . The elcsses because you forget everything. Sometimes when I have
I problem my brothers would help me.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Like what?

Q Could you have done anything to stay in school?

A If I had been younger Iyould hive stayed.

Q What could you do now to return to school?
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A Try to go to night classes.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What made you drop school?

A Because my mother started to work.

Mother No, that is not true because I only worked parttime and
I always left everything fixed up so she could go t'
schocl but she was just lazy she didn't want to go;

What would result if you would return to school?

A To learn more.

How are you better off since you left school?

A }b, I am not better off.

How are you worst off since you left school?

A Well, because I need the English.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time? .

A No.

Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A They all should btay and study so they could get a better job.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They encourage me to stay in school.

How did they discourage you to drop school?

A ND, they encourage me to stay.

What could be done now to make you go back to school?

A To go to school at nigilL but do something easier because I was with
Mr. Ramirez and he had the 6th grade or something like that and he
gave us very difficult things.
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Q
If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Work in anything.

Q But if you had the opportunity to work in anything you like what

would you chose?

A I could work in anything I used to work washing dishes at the drive

in.

Q But if you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like

to do?

A Sales lady.

t
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F4-20; 15; 3-7-68; 4; 5.

Q Whet could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A I don't think so. Nothing.

Q Did you like to go to school?

A Yes.

Q What could they have done to make you like school more

A Nothing.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 4th grade.

Q What could they have done in the schools to make you like it? Do

you like itthe way it is now?

A No because anyway I could not go to school my father doesn't earn

enough money.

Grandmother Not even working does he have enough money because !le
is paying all the furnisher from her room and from the

kitchen. She has two brothers and she has to take care
of them because the doctor told me I couldn't do any-
thing and she has to do it because I cannot do it. That

is why her father got her out of school. He talked to

the principal and explained to him.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A No not right now.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to

school?

A Nothing, I don't know.

Q What would have to happen at hone before you would like to return
-.0 school?

A Nothing.
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You said you don't regret having left school have you planned
to return to school?

No.

If whatever you wanted changed at home happened wo.ild you return
to school?

No.

What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped
attending?

Nothing.

What could you have done to stay in school?

Nothing.

What could you do now to return to school?

I don't like school.

Is there any reason you wouldn't like school% Was everything ck
the way it was?

No.

Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

Anyway I cannot go to school.

Do you need anything? Do you have everything?

No.

Then what do you need?

Clothes and all of that.

What single thing or circumstance caused you to chop school?

Because my father couldn't give me what I needed because he didn't
earn enough.

Did you work after you dropped school?

No, I work here at home.

How ere you better off since you left school? Are you better off?
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Yes.

In what way?

I don't know how to tell you.

Do you mean how she is better off since she left school?

Interviewer Yes, she said she was better off, how is she better off?

Grandmother Well because she has dresseu and eats without having to
work.

Q Is that how you are better off?

A Yes.

Grandmother She is always here at home she never goes out except
on Saturday or Sunday but that is her problem she
cannot speak. (English)

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A In nothing I am not better or worst.

Q What do you mean by that?

Grandmother Tell them that you have always been the same poor
and everything, don't be ashamed.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, not if my father could give me what I need.

Q Did you get good grades?

A I got a C in math and spelling.

Q Under what corcumstances should every student drop school? Do you
think every student should drop school?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A My father talked to the principal.

Q What could be done now before you would want to return to school?

A I don't know, just have enough money.
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Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Anything to work.

Q Did you try to find a job?

A Yes in the N.Y.C. but they never called me.
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F5-21; 16; 3-2-67; 7; 3.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A To show me to learn.

Q Just to learn?

A Yea.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like
school?

A They could have taught me. Teach me to write better but I left
school because I wanted to get married.

Q Is that the only reason?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Just for them to send me to school. They told me to go '-ut I wanted
to get married.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like school?

A I think just to force me to go.

What would have to happen at home before you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped
attending?

A Everything.

Q What do you mean by everything?

A Well, like learning eventhough I didn't learn much English.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q Did you want to do something to stay in school?

A No, I didn't want to go. I didn't like school.

Q Why didn't you like school?
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A I don't know.

Q Was there any particular reason?

A No, I just didn't like it.

Q What could you do now that would place you in a position to return
to school?

A I can't think of anything.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A Nb.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I wanted to.get married.

Is that the only reason?

A Yes.

Q What single thing or circumstance do you believe would result in
your returning to school?

A Just if I wanted to learn I would go back to school.

Do you want to learn now?

A I don't know.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I don't know, in no say at ell.

Q Haw are you worst off since you left school?

A I don't know, I didn't learn many words. (English)

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Ti).

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 7th grade.

Q In what circumstances do you believe everyone should leave school?
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A Under no circumstance.

How did your parents encourage you to leave school?

No they didn't encourage me I just drop because I wanted to drop
because I wanted to.

Q How did your parents discourage you to leave school?

A In no way they wanted me to keep going, but I just didn't want to
go.

Q What could anyone do now to make you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you had the opportunity to work at anything you wanted to what
would you like to do?

A As a cashier in a grocery store.
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F5-22; 15; 5-3-69; 7; 2.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A To have more order.

Q What do you mean by order?

A To have less distractions.

Q Did your classes had much distractions?

A Yes.

Q Distractions were caused by what?

A There was a lot of movement, they played a lot, they didn't pay much
attention to the classes.

Q Who are you talking about? Who makes the distractions?

A The students.

Q Is there anything that the people in the schools could have done to
make you like school?

A There were many things I liked, but I don't know that.

Q Yes, but what could the people in the schools have'done to make you
like school?

A 1 liked everything but the distractions and playing around.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A To have more order.

Q Would you return to school if this happen?

A Yes.

Q What do you regret the most from leaving school?

A That is going to be hard to find a job in the future.

Q Have you had problems finding a job?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?
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They told me to finish school, but I am the oldest and my mother is
sort of invalid and I have to take care of her.

What could your parents have done to make you like school?

They did everything, but I just wanted to drop.

Why?

Because my mother had that accident, my father I had to help him
and my two younger brothers. My mother couldn't ffx the food and
wish so I had to stay at home..

What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

To have somebody to help my mother.

Would you go back to school if this happenad?

Yes.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Everything, the studies.

What could you have done to stay in school?

I could have tried to find scmebody to help my mother.

What can you do now to return to school?

To find somebody to help my mother.

If you had a person to help your mother would you return to school?

Yes.

Is there anything personal that you need to return to school?

Yes and no.

What do you mean by that?

In part is :hat I am engaged to jet married.

You said you needed something, what is it that you need?

Almost nothing I would say nothing.
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Q What made you drop school?

A My mother's accident and my engagement.

Q Were you engaged when you left school?

A Yes.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A Well, I am studying at home.

Q Are you taking classes or something?

A Something like that. There is a girl from college who comes to help
me in math and reading.

Q Have you ever been interested in night classes?

A Yes, but I have not heard about them.

Q Have you asked any information?

A No, I heard of some places where they give night classes.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A I am forgetting importan' things about the schools.

Q Like what?

A How to keep on studying and how to better myself in some things.
Things you need to find a good job.

Q Did you get good grades in school?

A Average.

Q What did you like the most in school?

A History.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I think I wouldn't.

Q Under what circumstances should every student (hop school?

A If they have a hard problem.
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Q What kind of problem?

A If they have to help their mother, or if they are the only girl
at home and her mother is an invalid, or because she is getting
married.

Q Then you think that only under those circumstances the student
should drop school?

A I do because education is very important.

Q Do you think that a person should leave school in order to get
married?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to lean school?

A In no way. .

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me to stay in school.

Q What can anyone do to help you return to school?

A X am getting married soon and I don't think I can go to school
after that.

Q Nut even to night classes?

A To night classes I would go because I watt to finish school but
not to regular classes because if I as married it would be fuuny.

Q In what way would it be funny?

A Because the girls that knew that I was getting married would ask
me questions and I wouldn't like that.

Q If you had the opportunity to work wh$t would you like Lo do?

A Secretary I've always liked that.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you co to
classes?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that could be done so you would go to classes?

A No.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes.

Was there anything in particular you didn't like about school?

A No, I liked everything.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you decide to return
to school? .

A I don't know--not anything.

Q Do you like school the way it is now?

A Yes.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Well because I got married.

Q Is that all?

A Yes.

Q What cuuld your parents have done to make you like to attend school?

A I don't know but they wanted me to go to school.

Q Was it you who didn't want to go?

A Yes.

Q Was it because you didn't like school?

A No, I liked school but I was going to get married so I didn't want
to go anymore.

Q What could your patents have done to make you like school?

Could they have done anything?
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A Yes.

Q What could they have done?

A I don't know exactly.

Q What do you miss the most out of school now that you've stopped
attending?

A Everything about the school.

What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I don't know what I could have done.

Q If you had not married would you have stayed in school?

A Yes.

Q What could yoU do now to return to school?

A No, I cannot do anything because I have to take care of the baby.

Q If you didn't have the baby what could you do?

A I would have tried to go beck to school.

Q Would you return to day classes or night classes?

A Day classes.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

Do.

Q For example if you had someone who could take care of the baby would
you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What single thing or circumstance caused you to drop school?

A Everything at home and because I didn't want to go that way.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A No, I mur not better off.

Q How are you worst nff since you left school?
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A I don't know but I would like to be in school.

Q How are you worst off since you left school? A:e you worst?

A Yes but I would lika to go to school.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you think everyone should drop school?

A No, they should stay.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A I don't know.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A No, they didn't.

Q What could be dune now to make you return to school?

A Nothing just someone to take care of the baby.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what wou'd you like to

do?

A Work in an office.

Q Doing what?

A As a secretary,
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you attend
school?

A I don't know.

Q What could they do to make you go to classes?

A They used to tell me not to drop because I was still too yoLag.

Q What could they have done to cake you Itke school? Did you like
everything about the school?

A Yes.

Q You said they told you to stay in school what else could they have
done?

A Not to let me drop.

Q why dtd you drop school?

A Because I had tG work.

Q Did you like to go to classes?

A Yea.

Q What could they have done to make you like school more?

A Nothing.

Q Did you like school the way it was?

A Yes.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Yes.

Q Why do you regret it?

A Becasse I wanted to finish school.

Q Did you like school very much?

A Yes.

Q What cooid your parents have done to wake you stay In school? Is

there anything they could have done?
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A Pb answer.

Q Did you drop because you wanted to?

A No because I had to work.

Q Could your parents have done anything to make you like to go to
school?'

A Yes.

Q What could they have done?

A Just to let me finish school.

Q Would you return to schaol if all that your parents could have done
happended.

A Yes.

Q Whac do you miss the moat irom school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The classes.

Q Did you like everything about school.

A Tea.

Q Well, now what do you miss from school now that you've stopped
attending?

A The P.E. classes and the matt,.

Q Did you like to go to P.E. classes?

A Yes.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school? Could you

have done anything?

A Yes.

Q What could you have done?

A Not have to work so I could go to school.

Q What grade did you drop from?

A 8th grade.
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If you had not had to work would you have stayed?

A Yes.

What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A Pb.

Q What caused you to drop from school? Is there anything that made you
drop school?

A Because I had to work.

Q What could make you return to school?

A Nothing can be done.

Q How are you better off sine you left school? Are ,you better off?

A Yes.

Q In what ways? Could you csplain?

A NO answer.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A Nb.

'Q Why?

A I need to learn more.

Q Then it is more important to you to learn more?

A Yes.

Q Under what circumstances Should everyone drop school?

A Under no circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?
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A They told me that I had to help them a little because I was the
oldest.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A No, I had to drop because they just told me to drop and I dropped.

Q What could be done now before you could return to school? If there
was a special program where you could go to school would you go?

A Yes.

Q If aey had night school would you go?

A I don't know, if I could.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A cashier.

Q In what kind of a store?

A In a grocery store or any store.
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F6-25: 15; 4-16-69; 7; 2.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you stay
in school?

I am not going to go to school this year.

What grade did you drop school?

7th grade.

Before you dropped school did you go to tell them you were going
to drop?

Yes.

What could they have done then to make you want to go to school?

I don't know, I liked school.

. Did you like everything in school?

Yes.

Could they have tone anything that could makk yuu go back?

I don't know if they could.

Is there anything the people in the schools could have done?

NO, I don't pl,n to return to school this year because I might get
married.

Are you sure you are getting married.

In what ways do you regret having left school? Do you regret it?

I don't know.

Is there anything thct you regret now that you are not In school?

No.

Whiit could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Nothing.

Is there anything your parents could nave done to make you like
school?

Did you like school?

of' 3 6
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A Yes I did but I au not going to go this year.

Q Do you think is better to get married than to go to school?

A Yes.

Q Do you like school? Did you make good grades?

A Yes.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would return to
school?

A Nothing just go back.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped
attending?

A Everything, 'the band.

Q Were you in band?

A Yes.

Q What did you play?

A The cornet.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

Nothios at sll.

Q What could you have doe to stay in school?

A Not get married.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anytIling yo, personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A hb.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I don't know because I am getting married.

Q Row are you better off since you left school?
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No way.

How are you worst off since you left school?

I don't know what worst off is.

Are you worst off since you left school?

Yes.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second

time?

No.

Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

Under no circumstances.

How did your parents encourage you to drop schOol?

They didn't want me to drop.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't discourage me they wanted me to stay.

What could anyone do now to make you return to school?

Nothing now.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

I have never worked.

But if you had the opportunity to work at anything you wanted to

what would you like to do?

I don't like to work.
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F6-26; 17; 3-22-68; 8; 3.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing I liked school and I liked the teachers.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything they could have done that would make you like to
return?

A No, I like school the way it is.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Well, I regret it because I would have liked to finish school and have
a career buf I just cannot go to school.

Q Why?

A

Q

A

Q

Because I hate to help my mother.

rthat could your parebts have done to make you stay in school?

They could have forced me.

What could they have done to make you like to go to school?

A They could have make me think that school was good and that later or
I was going to regret it.

Q What would have to happen at home before you 'ould return to school?

A To have someone to take care of my mother.

Q Would you return to school if this happen?

A Tea.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The teachers.

Q Did yOu get good grades?

A N6 because I enter school late each year.
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Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Here in my family we are all very slow in learning and I wished I
could have learn more.

Q Do you think this was from your part that you couldn't learn?

A Yes.

Q What would you do now if you returned to school?

A I would try my best.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you return to school?

A No.

Q What caused you to drop from school?

A My mother because she was sick and I had to take care of her.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A I am not better off because I never pick up a book.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A Because I never talk any English, we all :peak Spanish, and I don't
have any books to study.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A I.

Q Under what circumstancea should everyone drop school?

A Something forces them like if their mother has to work and she asks
them to take care of their brothers and sisters.

Q Is that the only way?

A Yes.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In the matter that if something happened to my mother it was going
to be my fault because I didn't stay with her.
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Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q If you could work At anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A To be a nurse.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 8th.

Q If someone would stay with your mother would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q Would you return to day or night classes?

A Day classes I like them better,
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F6-27; 14; 1-28-69; 7; 1.

What could the people in the schools l'ave one to make you go to
school?

I don't know.

Did you like to go to school?

I did but not this year.

Is there anything they could have done?

I don't know, friends.

What do you mean by friends?

Something that I would like to go to school becausf: of my friends.

Did you go because .pf your friends?

NO because I like some subjects and some I didn't like, I lik(d
history and P.E.

If what you wanted to happen in the schools happened would you return?

Maybe.

Are you undecided?

Yes.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

In the first place I 'lo and in the second place I don't.

What is the first place?

I don't know. You know, I liked school then I didn't.

Is there any particular reason why you didn't like school?

I just didn't like to go.

Is there anything that you didn't like? Did somethir3 happen to
make you dislike school?

I don't know.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?
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A I don't know.

Q Could they have done anything?

A Maybe I don't know.

Q What do you mean by maybe?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything your parents could have done to make you like to
go to school?

A I don't know.

Q Could they have done anything?

A I think so..

Q What could they heve done?

A Whatever they wanted to.

Q
to school?
Whet would have to happen at home before you would want to return

A I don't kn

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most about school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The ftionde everything.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q Is these anything you could have done?

A I don't know.

Q What could you do now that ',mid place you in a position to return
to school?

A lothine
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Q Is there anything that you personally need before you would :Like to

return to schoo:1,2

A No.

Q What sirgle thing or circumstance caused you to drop school?

A Just because I didn't want to go.

Q Did you have any other reicion?

A No.

What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Haw are you better off since you left school?

A No, I am not better off, I am suppose to go to school, but I didn't

want to go the elder I get. I am going to need a job.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A No, I ma not better off. I don't know.

Q If you had to doiit all over again would you drop school a second

time?

A I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances should everyone drop school?

A In the first place no. But if they have to drop.

Q Wm* what circumstance should they dropout?

A If they have to work or something.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In no way they wanted me to stay.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q What could anyone do now that would make you returi to school?

A Nothing.
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Q Would you like to return to school if they had night classes?
Would you go?

A I don't know, maybe.

Q Would you prefer to go to day or night classes?

A Night classes, I don't like day classes?

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to, what would yci like to
do?

A I do 't know yet.

Q If you had the opportunity to work whet would you like to do?

A I have not thought about that.

Q What kind of work would you like to do the most?

A Housework.

Q But if you could work where they could pay you would you Me to
work at a particular place?

A As a waiter of something.
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F7-28; 18; 4-15-69; 9;

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A They didn't do anything to help me attend class. They didn't do
anything as they did in the 8th grade.

Q Is there anything that they could have done to make you like the
classes?

A Yeah to be more. friendly.

Q Are you referring to the students or the teachers?

A To the students.

Q What school were you in?

A Christen.

Q Weren't the students from Christen friendly at all?

A Oh no! they went with their friends and left you behind.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A No I don't think I regret leaving xchool but if I could I would go
back to school because it is very useful to have an education.

Q What could your parents have done to make you attend school?

A Force me to go to school.

Q Force you?

A Yes because I had to help my mother because she was sick. It older
sisters have their own families.

Q Is there. anything your parents could have done to make you like school?

A To sent se to school every day because I used to tell them I had
stomack ache and I would stay at home.

Did you always give them any excuse at that early age?
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A Yes. .

Q Did you like school?

No, I just didn't like school I don't know why.

Did you had any interest in school at all?

A Well, I did but as soon as I started to like boys I just begin to
dislike school anymore.

Q When you liked boys?

A You know whet: they start giving you more attention.

Q Did you receive any attention is school?

A No because ',would like the teachers co give you the same attention
that the boys give you.

Q Did the teachers you had give you any attention?

A No because they would start talking with someone and they will leave
you behind. They just didn't talk to everyone.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you return to :chool?

A To get my parents to be more stricter with me to force me to go to
school.

Q Do they have to tell you to go?

A Yes they have to tell me that I have to go because if they tell me
that if I want to I can go and if I don't I don't have to, then my
chlice is no.

Q Why?

A I don't know. That staying at home is boring and it is better to go
to school because you go from one class to the other, but I just don't
know why I prefer to tay at home.

That do yoo miss the most about the scho:1 now that you've stopped
attending?

A Well, being with some friends.

Did you have any friends?
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A Yek but they all dropped from school thlt is why I didn't want to
return because I didn't have any friends there in school.

Q Did they force you to stag out of school?

3

A Yea because the other friends, the ones I used to go around with, they
used ro tell me "why go to school, why don't you drop" and all of
that ao I dropped.

Q Did you just talk to them?

A They told me to drop but I didn't pay any attention to them, but
then I stopped going to school because I had to help my mother who
could not work because she had to be in bed and couldn't get up
the:. is really why I left school.

Q What could you have done to.stay in school?

A W111,-if my Mother has not been sick. I don't know whether I am
going back this year or not. i 'hink I will and then I think I am
not. (She didn't return)

Q If there was a program that you could go to but not the regular classes,
would you go?

Yes.

Q What could you do now to return to Echool?

A Just to say that I want
meat but you know after
give you is no. Why go
how old you are And you
old to go to school.

Q Is that what you think?

to go to school. To give myself some encourage-
you drop from school the only advice they
to school you are too old. When they ask you
tell them 17, all they tell you is no you are too

A Yes thtt is what they tell me. So what's the use, but my mother and
father tell me to go to school no matter how old I am. They try to
encourage me, but 1 don't know.

Q Did the girls that dropped, your frierla, are they doing fine now
that they've dropped from school?

A No, they don't Work. They are looking for work, but they just
cannot find any job.

Q Where do you work?
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A At continental.

Q Is there anything that you personally need before you return to
school?

A To give me some encouragement.

Q What caused you to drop school?

A My mother.

Is that all?

A Yes.

Q What could be the result if you would return to school?

A Just the encouragement or it there is progvan where you go to learn
a little higher.

Q What kind of progtam are yo- talking about? One where you could get
your diploma?

A Yes.

Q How are you better off since you left school?

A No, I am not better off.

Q Hai are you worst off since you left school?

A You forget everything about the schoJ1 to me it is very hard.

Q I think you knOw good English.

A To me is very hard because sometimes you forget some words. I do

think it is too hard and I ,:ish I could go back to school because
later on it is going to be worse.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school, again?

A I don't think so unless I had to.

Q Under what circumstances should everyone drop from school?

A They should stay in school. It is a great help to them. Unless they
have to help at Lone.

Q In what ways did your parents encourage you to drop school?
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Q Well, it was my duty tD help my mother and it was too hard for
me having to come after school and do the washing and ironing. I

didn't have time to study for school.

Q In what ways did your folks discourage you from leaving school?

A To leave school so I could help my mother.

Q Did they discourage you?

A Yes they did tell me to return to school this year, but ever since
I left school I like to be et home so I don't know, if I could go
back to school.

Q What could anione do now to encourage you to return to school?

A To give me some encouragement, to make me go to school, to help me.
I think it is too hard to go back and I don't want to go back I think
it is too difficult.

Q What do you mean by difficult? Do you mean the courses?

A No, not the courses what is difficult is just going back to school.
I left school and it is hard to go back.

Q Do you think you would feel out of place?

A No, I think I would be behind.

Q If youccould work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A .Stay out of the sun. I think teaching.

Q What would you like to teach?

A Elementary teaching.

Q What grade?

A First or second not very high.

Q Why first grade do you !lave any particular reason?

A At first grade you get more attention and at the higher grades the
teachers don't care about you. I wouldn't like to put some children
aside, to leave them to talk to the others. The way I feel is some
would feel bad if I did that.

Q You mean in the high school and junior high school put you outside?
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A Yes, they were talking to some and left them and went to talk to

others that is the way I feel. About the students I think they

feel left out and in the first grade the teachers,,would put more
attention to you so I think it is better.

Q Did you drop from the 9th grade?

A Yes because it's in the 9th grade where it was hard.

Q What do you mean people with high grades?

A Yes, and over here those of us that made C's, they would talk to you

what is the use.

Q What kind of grades did you make?

A I got a B in math and C's in the rest and then having to help my
mother and 0.1 of that and then I went back in my grades.

Q Do you still have to help your mother?

A No not now. She is fine now that is why I am working to help my

father.

Q In what ways are you helping your father?

A Well, you know he is too old he wort -' but it is not enough. He has

money problems and I am working to help him pay 3ome loans he owes.

Q If they had night classes would you go?

A Yes because I could work and any way it is not that long. You could

go two or three hours.

Q Do you think your boss would give you a schedule where you could work?

A Oh! I think so, I think I can ask him.

Q Would you prefer going to night classee instead of regular classes?

A Yes.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything that the people could have done to make you like

school?

A Well, no. I got into a fight with the boys because they used to

tell me a lot of things. And the teachers didn't tell the boys
not to say anything bad to me when the boys told me bad things.

Q WItat would have to be done in the schools to make you return to school?
Or what would have to change in the schools that would make you return

to school?

A The teachers should tell you not to drop. They should have encouraged

me to stay.

Q Did your teachers give you any attention?

A No.

Q How were your classes. Just give me an example of one of the classes

you dislike?

A Well they never taught you, they were never there.

Q Did you have any classes that were interesting?

2
Well some, but the teachers were never there and the boys used to tell
me things I did not lika.

Q What would have to be done in the schools to make you return to school?

A Well the teachers should have told me the importance of staying in
school.

Q If this happened would you return to school?

A Yes, because I do regret having left school.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Wt11, because if I had not dropped I would know a little bit more
because I forgot everything 1 knew. I am embarrassed when someone
sake me a question and I cannot answer.
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Q What co,t1d your parents have done to make you return to school?

A They should have forced me to go to school.

Q Didn't they tell you anything?

A Yes they did but I didn't want to go.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like school?

A Well, yes, to tell me that school is good.

Q Did they have to assure you that school is good?

A Well, no, but they should give me some encouragement.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A To tell me to go.

Q Would you go back to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

A The English.

Q Do you like English?

A Yea.

Q What could you yourself had one to make you stay in school?

A I would want to go back but the teachers told me to drop and they

started telling me things. When I hnd the fight with the boy, the

teachers started telling me things.

Q If there was a program where you could go to school not the regular

classes would you go?

A Yes.

Q What can you do now to return to school?

A I don't know whether to goto school up north just like my sister

Vicente. I would like to go to night classes like the ones my

brother Ricardo attened.
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Is ths.re anything personal that you need before you decide to
return to school?

A No.

What caused you to drop school?

A The fight I told you about.

Why did you fight?

A

Q

Q

Well, I used to just pass by and he used to tell me things and all of
that and the teachers would not say anything to him.

How are you better off since you left school?

No, I am not better off.

Now are you worst off since you left school?

A Well because I need school.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

If you had another opportunity would you leave school?

A No.

Under what circumstances should everyone drop from school?

A After they graduate..

Now did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me I was go'ng to need school that it was very necessary.

Whet could be done in the schools to make you return to school?

A To have night school or something like that.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A In anything, don't know because I don't know any English.

What kind of work do you like to do the most?
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A Nurse but I don't know. I get very nervous. You see I was going to
go but my aunt told me that she could not do it and she graduated.
Much less could'I do it because I had not 2,raduated.

Q But what counts is the encouragement you have your dedication to
do anything you want to because sometimes what one person cannot
do others might be able to do.

A Yes but I have forgotten all the English I knew because I could
read something and I would not understand snything.

Q But if you go to night classes you could practice the English and
maybe your aunt didn't like nursing and if you really like nursing
you could do it.

A Yes that is why I wanted to go back to school so I could practice
the English.

Q Where are yod working or where have yo,2 worked?

A In El Agulla Baker, in McLellans and in the Dairy cream.

Q Do your friends encourage you or discourage you to go to school?

A Well it was really me who told them to go to night classes but she
really didn't leant to go.

Q Would you go if they went?

A Yes so i would not go alone.

Q Who are your fritmds?

A Nina lbarra, Rita, and IPabel.

Q Where have they worked?

A Nina has never workld and I think Rita is working.

Q Do you know their addreaecss?

A Me, Sallamet know their address.

Q Do they come to your house often?

A Yes.

Q To the point that if they would go to classes you would go and
tbardon't you would not go?
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A Well, no, but Iyouldn't want to go to this school. (the school she
dropped from.)

Q Do you just want to have somebody you know?

A Yes, someone to encourage me.

Do you think night classes might help you since they have different
teachers and they are not in the same school?

A Yes, I think so.

You said that you had a brother who went to night classes did he get
his diploma?

A Yes.

Q Have you ever talked to his about these classes?

A No, because I hardly see him.

What about your brother Gilberto did he go to night classes?

A No, he dropped and went to study to be a barber.

Q Is there any way you could talk to your brother so he can give you
some encouragement?

A Well, yes, I would go so I could learn more. I would go to school.

What grade did your friends drop school?

A Isabel from the 8th,and the others from the 7th.

You asks! that if you were married you could go to chese classes?

A Yes.

Are you planning to get married?

A No, I am married.

Q You can still go to classes at. night.

Mother Aurora dropped school becAuse the boys molested her
and can L4r names. Often she went to complain the
teachers nor the principal paid any attention or did

,auything.to help the situation.
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Friends influenced her, friends are 22, 27, 30

Frienem don't work; she doesn't work; they all drink. She would

like very much to attend school and then train to be a nurse.

Mother doesn't want her to hang around her friends. Divorced.
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Q What could the people it the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A I guess they would hqvu to help my mother.

Q In what way?

A With what we need, because there were 7 in the family and were
going'to school. There were two who were about to finish school
but then my mother had to be operated and they had to drop so they
could take care of my younger brothers.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like
going to school?

A Well, for example, they could have asked me to stay in school. My

mother told me to stay but I just didn't want to go to school any-
more because I was too old. I just didn't want to go.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you decide to
return to school?

A To encourage me to go back I guess.

Would you return to school if this happen?

I think so.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A Because I go out to look for work and I cannot find a good job.

Q What could your parents have done so you could keep going to school?

A Force me to go to school.

Q Did they try to force you to go to school?

A Yes they did but I just didn't want to go.

Q Is there anything in particular why you didn't want to go?

A Well, the same reason because twat: too old and I just didn't like
school anymore.

Q Is there anything your parents could have done to make you like to
attend class?

A

A I think AO.
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Like what?

They could have helped me to make me go back to school.

In what ways could they have helped you?

I don't know how to answer it.

What would have to happen at home before you decide to return to
school?

Look, in the first place my mother stopped teceiving her check. She

broke her knee so I dropped so I could help ay brothers Olga, Antonio,
I-ztor, and Oscar. My mother had to be taken every week to the
hospital. When she got better she told me to go back to school but
I told her I didn't want to go and that I was too old.

Q But what do you think would have to happen at home for you to return
to school?

A If they help me in school so they could pay all I need so I knew I
could help my mother then I would.go.

Would you go back if this happened?

A Yes.

What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped
attending?

A My friends and the studies I never had, and to firi a good job.
Now I regret having left school.

What coat v,u have done to stay in school?

A Well to find a job and help the family and then I would go back to
school but if I could afford the money to go.

Q Did you try to find a job during the summer so you could go to schmol?

A Yes at the N.Y.C. and the job opportunity, Mk. Lozano told me about,
but they never gave me any work.

That would you do now to return to school?

A To study all I could to get along with the-grades.

Q In what circumstance should every student drop school
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I don't think every student should drop but the ones that have the
money to afford school can go.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They never encouraged me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They never discourage me either they always told me to keep going.

What could anyone do now to make you return to school?

If they help me to go back to school. You know I am behind in the
grades and if they would accept me.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

To work in an office.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

I don't know, I could have got another job so I oould stay in school
and help my family so that they wouldn't save to go up north every
year.

What could the people in the schouls have done?

alp the migrants more give them more attention.

Help you in what way?

Well, most 6f the migrams come into the schools very late and we
are always very behind. They could have at least some special
classes and previde enough equipment so that we could stay in school.
And the teachers would unerstand our problems.

What could thd people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

The kids could have help us more in the classes. The ones that were
There since iptember.

In what way?

Help us with the problems we didn't understand including the teachers
and give us a little bit more help besides. The teachers could help
us after school sad in their spare time.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

To have more understaning teachers that could give their spare time
to the migrants of Laredo.

Would you definitely return to school if this happen ±d?

Yes.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

In not findingra good job.

What coull your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Stop going north and making us go to school very late.

What could your parents have done to sake you like to go to school?
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A Nothin6.

What would haye to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Not keep on going north each year.

Q Would you return to sch-ol if this happened?

A Yes,

Q What do you mist the most from school nal.: that you have stopped
attending?

A Everything.

Q What do you mean everything?

A My friends, study, working in school an talking to the teachers.

Q What could you have dose to stay in school?

A G. to school every day and not miss so much school every year.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

'A Finding job after school and going back to school.

Q Would yol prefer to go to school during the day or during the night?

A During the day.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A NO.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Marriage and that I was behind in Ay grade level.

Q What grade did you drop school?

A 11th.

Q 'Put mold result if you would go back to school?

A I would probably get ay diploma and get a good job.
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A In no way 1 regret going out of school.

Q In what wayI do you really feel that you are worst off since leasing
school?

Not finding a job, having to make new friends and not learning more
that I didn't learn when I was in school.

Q Have you had trouble finding a job all the time?

A Yes I went to the N.Y.C. dropouts and they couldn't give me a job because
I was overage.

C How uld would you have to be to get a job in the N.Y.C.?

A 16 to 18.

Q If you had to AO it all over again would you drop school a seccsid
time?

A No.

Untie: what circumstances do you believe everyone should dror school?

A Most of than have to help the others in the family to go to school
and that is all.

Do you think that that is a good reason for dropping school?

A No, I don't think so.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A . They didn't encourage me I just dropped out of school.

/ How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me the many ways a diploma could help me in the future and
not to get married.

Q What could anyore do now to help you return to school?

A Give ma a program for high school wigrauts dropouts because a great
number of them are dropping every day.

Q am you ever thought of going back to school?

Yes I have sometimes.

If you could work at anything you warted to what would you like to do?
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I have three years experience in secretarial work, office work and
clerk.

Is Mutt what you like to do?

Yes. I have worked two years at the Nixon's office and one year in
a store.

Nave you ever thought of going to G.E.D. night classes?

Yes.

Would you care to go to night classes?

I would care but I am still undecided yet.

What is keeping you undecided?

Well, ay husband is in Viet Nam and I have heard that the courses
last 6 months and that by that time my husband will be coming back
and I will not be able to finish school.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go
to classes?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q Did you like to go to school?

A Yes, I did but I d'Jn't want to go to school anymore.

Q What mould have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q In what mays do you regret having left school?

A X don't regret it.

Q What could your parents have done tommake you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A NOthing such.

Q What do you moan by that?

A Nothing at all.

Q what do'you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A If I vented to to but I didn't want to go.

Q Why?
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A Because I don't like school.

Q Is there any reason why youddon't like school?

A I don't like to study anything.

Q Whet could you do now to return to schcol? Is there anything you
could do to return to ochcol?

A Maybe I don't know.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing made'me drop school.

Wh#ydid*you drop school?

A In the first place I didn't like school, and in the second place my
father had been operated and vv mother couldn't stay alone because
she wasn't feeling good either. I was the only one that could help
her.

Q In what ways do you feel that you are really better off since leaving
school? Are you better off?

A No.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A Yea in everything.

Q What do you meanjby everything?

A I do 'e't understand the question.

Q Are you better off in any way since leaving school?

A Well, when I dropped school I went to work as a baby sitter but it
was hard to get a job.

Q Sava you hod trouble finding a job?

A Yes.
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Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yea.

Q [Inner what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A If you don't like school and don't want to study anything these are
the reasons sase drop school.

Q Do yol think that everybody should drop school?

A No not everybody just some.

Q Who?

A The ones that don't like to study and don't like school, and some drop
to go towworh to help their parents in some ways.

Q Do you thinkthaL not liking school is a good reason for dropping
school?

A Not really.

Q Do you t.,ink that going to work is a good reason?

'A In som.: way.

Q In way?

A Well; some way it is a good reason so they could help their parents
but I still think that it is better if they woAd stay in school.

In Out ways did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In no way only that I didn't want to go to school.

Q Hair did your parents discourage You to drop school?

A I" ra way.

Q What could be done n'w to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Selling something in store like a sales lady.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Nothing.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes.

Q Mat would have to be done in the schools before you would like to

return to school?

A Nothing, I am too old to return.

Q Are the schools alright the way they are?

A Yes.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

A My fttends.

Q Is that the only way?

A Yes.

(2 What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Tall me not to get married.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen in your home life before you would like

to return to school?

I don't know.

.

I. there anything that would have to happen at home before you would
like to return to school?

A

A

Q

A

No.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped

attending?

Nothing.

What could you:have dons to stay in school?
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A Not falling in love.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Leave my husband.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Clothes.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I wanted to get married.

Q In what ways do you really feel that you are better off since leaving
school?

A I like it herb I don't have to study.

Q In what ways do you feel that you are worst off since leaving school?

A I don't know.

Q Are you worst off in any way?

A No.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop sfhool again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe that everyone should drop
school? Do you think that everyone should ever drop school?

A No.

Q How did your parents entourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me. They told me to stay.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me I used an education.

Q What could be dons now to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything, you wanted to what would ycu like to do?

A Do Ctescher.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you return
to school?

A I had to leave school because I had to help at home and earn some
money.

Father She had to get out of school because we didn't have
enough money and you know that with 10 kids and
having to pay the rent and all of the bills I needed
some help.

Interviewee I liked school but I had to help at home.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you could come
back?

A If the schools would help the families that need help.

Q Would you go back to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Father She never pass because we used to go to the north
very early in April or May so she neve' passed.
She was like this for three years. It was better
for her to get out and help me. Maybe if they
give me a job of if there was a program that could
help me I would not have to go to the north and they
can go back to school.

Q What would have v.) happen at home to make you return to school?

A To have everything settled to have jobs and have enough of everything
for the family.

Q If this happened would you go back to school?

A Yes.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A my studies.

Q What could you have done to keep going to school?

A 1 could not find a job if they give me a job I would go to school.
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Q Is there anything personal that you need before you go back to
school?

A A job.

Q What wade you leave school?

A I had to help my father.

Q What would be the result if you would come back to school?

A It would be better if I went back to school to finish.

Q In what case or circumstance should anybody drop school?

A Depends if they had a good reason but if they had the opportunity
to go they should go, but like us that have a large family and cannot
attend. But if they have their parents aide they should continue
with school.

Q In what ways aid your family encourage you to drop school?

A They did not encourage me but I had to drop to help my family.

Q In what way did your parents discourage you to drop school?

,A In no way.

Q What would have to be done to make you return to school?

A If they give me a job and I could also attend school.

Q if you had the opportunity to work what could you like to do?

A Nurse's Aide.

Q Would you go to night classes to learn that?

A Yes.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A To give me a job.

Q Is there anything that they could have done to make you like classes?

A To give me a parttime job because I like school.

Q What grades did you get?

A A's and B's.

Q Would you definitely go back to school if you get a job?

A Yes.

Q What do you regret the most from leaving school?

A You forget all the things that you learned.

Q What could your parents have done to make you keep going to classes?

A If we had a job because that way we would not have to go up north.
When we came back we usually had to go back because there was no
work here.

Q What would have to happen at home to make you return to school?

A If they help me to get a job.

A

Would you return to school if this were done?

Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The studies. The things they teach us in school.

Q What could you have done to keep going to school?

A To work.

Is there anything personal that you need to return to school?

A All I need is work.
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Q What made you leave school?

A That we were a large family and my father needed help.

Q What would be the result if you would come back to school?

A Maybe I would finish school.

Q How are yop better off oince you left school?

A t have learned to work.

Q How are you worst off since you left school?

A In that I can''_ find a job when I look for one.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, not if we got help.

Q In what circumstances should a student drop school?

A If they have to 1111 their families.

Q In what way did your family discourage you to leave school?

A They did not dircourage me.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you could return?

A If they would give me work in the afternoon.

Q If you had this done would you return?

A Yes.

Q If you had the opportunity to work what would you like to do?

A Nurse's Aide.

Interviewer The girls wire getting good grades in school but were
retained because they migrated an4 nevet had a chance to take

exams in order to pass. Father employed by Zachery but right

now there is no work. Father said that no one wanted to help

them. He couldn't bit a job here in the N.Y.C. wouldn't employ

the girls. Mc. Garcia wouldn't give them any commodities because

he was employed by Zachery. Salary $70 we-kly.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

They didn't say anything they never forced me to go to school; they
never came to tell me to go to school..

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

I don't know.

What do you believe they could have done to make you like to go?

Just if I had stayed, if they had encouraged me.

That would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school? Is there anything that could be done?

Yes, but I can't return.

What do you meat by not being able to return?

Well, because I am married you understand.

It there was a school where you could go at night would you like to
go?

I would like to go but I cannot go because of the baby who would
take care of him.

If you had someone to take care of the baby would you go?

Yes, if my husband would let me.

Would you return to school if this happened?

Yes.

How do you regret having left school?

I regret it because I don't have the education to get a good job.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

Yea they wanted me to go. They have me the money to go and everything.
They wanted me to get an education and they wanted all those things for
me. I was the one that didn't want to go to achool.

Is there anything what you want to happen at home before you would
like to return to school?
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A If I had the opportunity, If I didn't have the baby and if I was not
married, but I don't think I could return now.

Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A I had a lot of fun and everything. The study.

Q What kind of grades did you get?

A I don't remember, sometimes good sometimes bad.

Q Is there anything you could do to return to school?

A No, not now.

Q What could you have done on your part co return to school?

A Stay in school, and study more to see if I could get a better education.

Q Is there anything personal chat you need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What made you drop school?

A I just didn't want to stay in school.

Q Why?

A I just didn't like it.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would have a better education so I could work.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Well, I don't know anything how to work or anything period.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop s,nool a second time?
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A No,

Q Under what circumstances should every studeq drop school?

A They shouldn't leave school because they willbe like me. And now with
the baby and everything if one day they leave me I don't know what

I am going to do.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A, They just wanted me to stay in school they didn't want me to drop.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A There is nothing that could be done not with the baby.

Q If you- could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that you like to do?

A Work where I could get a good pay.

Q But what kind of profession would you like to follow or what type of

work do you like to do the most?

A Work in a store or something.
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Q What cou1:1 the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Yes to come to my house and tell me to go, but they never came.

Is there anything that the teachers or the principals have done to
make you like to go to classes?

A I really don't know.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes I did like it, but I was very behind and I was too old.

Q What grade were you in?

A I was in the 6th grade.

Q Did you get good grades?

A Yes; in some subjects.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I dropped because every year we go north and 1 was always leaving
school early and it was too late to go to school when we came back
and I was ashamed to go.

Q Did you ever go to migrant schools?

A I never went.

Q What year did you drop school?

A In 1966 or something like that.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't know enough English and that I cannot find a job.

Q Have you tried to find a job?

A Yes; in different places.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A To encourage me.

Q Did they ever encourage you?
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A Yes but I didn't like to go because I was too old.

Q Is there anything your parents could have done to make you like
school?

A Yes.

Q What is it?

A I don't know just to encourage me.

Q Before you said that you didn't like school but if you were
encouraged now would you return to school?

A Yea.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A All the subjects like for example math now I need it very much.

Q What could you have done to stay in school? Is there anything you
could have done?

A No.

What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What made you drop school?

A I was too old.

Q Wha this the only reason?

A Yes.

Q What would result it You would return to school?

A I could get a better job and learn more.

How are you better off since leaving school?

I an not better off.
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Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Because I cannot find a job.

Q Ifyou had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances should every student drop school?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They told me to go but I said no and when my mother said that anyway
I wasn't going to learn so it was alright to drop.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A I don't know.

0 If there was a program at night or something like that would you return
to school?

A Yes.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A There are different things.

Q What do you like to do the most?

A Like answer the phone or something.

Q Like a secretary?

A Yes.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing; I wanted to get married that is why I dropped.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing I lust didn't like school very much.

Q Why?

A I don't know I just didn't like it.

Q Did you get good grades?
A Yes I got good grades.

Q Is there anything in particular why you didn't like school?

A No, nothing in special.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

11.

What could your parents have done to help you stay in school?

Nothing.

Q What could y. parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing; I wanted to get married.

Q What would have to happen in your home life before you would like to
return to school?

A Right now?

Q Yes.

A Well, unless I get a divorce.

Q Would you return then?

A Maybe.

()8()
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What do you miss the most C-om school now that you have stopped
attending?

My friends because I am good in spelling and math and everything
and I don't need a job.

What could you have done to stay in school?

Nothing I did;.i't want to stay.

What could you do now to return to school?

Nothing, unless I need a job, unless my husband dies and I need

the education.

Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

No.

What made you drop school?

Nothing I just wanted to get married.

What would result if you would return to school?

Nothing.

HOw are you better off since leaving school?

I a* not better off because I didn't like school very much.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

Well, I am not learning what I am suppose to be learning. I know

only what I learned from the 1st grade to the 8th.

What kind of grades did you make?

Not good not bad.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

Yea, if I wanted td get married.

Under what circumstances should everyone drop school?

Not everyone unless they have a reason.

Whet kind of reason?
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A Well, to get married.

Q Is that the only reason?

A No unless they have to drop to get a job to help their family.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me they didn't want me to get married.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They said my education, they said my future, they said that I
was too young to get married, but I wanted to get married. They

didn't try to stop me.

Q Did you want them to stop you?

A No, I didn't want to.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A Nothing unless I really wanted to. No one forces me they try,
ny in-laws and my parents, to get a housekeeper for the baby.

Would you want to go to night classes?

A No, I went to take care of the baby because you see my husband works
all night.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A Well I was a waitress and I like that pretty good.

Q If you had an education what would you like to do?

A I don't know anything about typing or anything like that. I have

really never thought about it I just wanted to settle down and get
married. I didn't want to work I suppose that sounds weird, but
I want to stay home.
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Q What could the people in tte 1,chools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything chey could have done?

A Not a thing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A There is nothing I guess. They were all very nice. Do you mean
the teachers?

Q Yes. The teachers or the principals or anybody what could they have
done?

A They were all very nice in general except they don't try to put a
person to study the way they should. If you don't study they wouldn't
put any attention to you and well if the teachers don't care the
student is not going to care either. Most teachers if you don't
study they wouldn't force you to study. I guess that was one of
my problems because I didn't want to study and if the teacher didn't
care why should I.

Q Did you like to go to school?

A Yeah, it was a lot of fun.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A To have better teachers I guess. I liked the teachers I had but I
wasn't interested in school anyway. I was interested in working and
I had my job already so I didn't care about school.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes I am going to try to go to schc,ol.

Q To night classes?

A Yes night classes. I want to finish high school and probably go to
college and take meeical courses. I want to be a doctor some day.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I Jon't regret it right now. I have been working pretty good and
the wages are not too bad, but I miss my friends and all the places
we used to go together and my teachers probably.
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Q Probably?

A Yes, probably because I am not sure.

2

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Stop me from working.

Q What could your parents have done to make you. like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would return to school?

A Nothing I guess I just decided myself when I am going to go to school.

I will probably go back to school next year.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Just attending school. Having regular classes.

Q Wilat could you personally have done to stay in school'

A I don't know.

Q What Could you do now to return to school?

A Have more money. Nowadays you need an education or else you won't
get any place. Since 1 have dropped school I have learned that more
people that have a profession get somewhere in life and I always
wanted to be a doctor. I know how long it will take me. If I

ever go back to school I will do what I have always wanted to do.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I thought school wasn't any good for me. I didn't like it any way.

Q Is there anything in particular you disliked about school?

A They didn't take any interest in a person, if they didn't care I
didn't feel that I should. In my opinion I feel that the students

should be totd once in a while that they should study.

Q What single thing or circumstance would result if you would return
to school?
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A To make up my mind to go back to high school and then go to college
6 or 7 years to be a doctor or a pharmacist or something like that.

Q In what ways do you feel that you are really better off since leaving
school?

A I don't feel I am better off. I don't like it being out of school.

Q In what ways do you feel that you are worst off since leaving school?

A Well, I don't get as much money as the ones that have been graduated.
I know a lot of girls that get more money but they work more. I don't

work too much here and I get good wages.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
tame?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A I don't think that anyone should drop school.

Q Under any circumstances?

A Yes under any circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A If they don't throw me out of night classes, I will be pretty good
off.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A A doctor.

Q Are you a receptionist here?

A No I am a clerk and a manager I run this place. I dropped because
I had a better job and because I didn't like school anymore.
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Q Were you working here when you were still in school?

A Yes, I was working partttme I was learning the job of managing you
know and I wanted to take typing but they didn't give it to me so
I learned typing by myself.

Q Was this in school?

A No, they had too many pupils so I learn typing myself. You learn
so many things you don't learn in school, just by experience just
learn from here and there those things you don't learn in school.
And ever since I was in school I wanted to be a doctor and I am going
to be a doctor some day.

Do you like school as it is?

A Yes, I like it as it is but the teachers I think that was my main
problem. I think that the teachers didn't encourage me they didn't
say anything when I dropped and they should have. And at home they
didn't say anything. I do whatever I want to and I work for a living
so they can't say anything.

If you had a choice to change the subjects what kind of courses would
you take?

A Well, I like history, I don't like math well, is ok. I didn't like
P.E. but I enjoy it anyway. I don't like Spanish I would throw that
one out the window.or tell people that like it to encourage you to
take it. If you can take it if you don't you don't have to take it.

Q Are you from Laredo?

A I am originally from Laredo but I was raised in Chicago. I think that
schools in Chicago are much better than the schools from Laredo. I

have gone to schools here in Laredo and over there in Chicago, but
I think that down there they wouldn't force you out. I like schools
better in Laredo but they are behind. In Laredo they will promote
you even if you don't know anything just because of your age and that
I think is bad.

Q

A

Q

Q

The night classes are from 7 to 10, could you attend?

Do you know if they have classes all day?

No the G.E.D. is at night.

Well because I am going to stop working this month and I would want
to go to school all day.
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Q No classes will start from 7 to 10 and the only courses offered are
math, English, and history.

Is that all, how do you graduate then?

Q You will take an exam and if you pags it they will place you accordingly.
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Vhat could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

school?

A Everything was just find I don't have anything against anybody.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes?

A No, I liked school I didn't need anybody to hslp me to go to school.

Q Could anybody do anything to Lel!) you return to school.?

A No, I like school and if I wanted to, I could have gone to school.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before ycu would like to

return to school?

A I don't think anything.

Q Do you like school?

A Yea.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes, of course.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A You cannot find a job without a diploma and it is ken to he in school.

Q Have you tried to find a job?

A Well, no, not really, because I have just returned from up north.

Q What do you mean by fun?

A Wall being with other people ani learning new things.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

They tried their beet to keep we in school but my reason for dropping

VAS that my mother was ill. I just couldn't go back to school.

Have you ever tried to go back?

A No.

Q Why?

4.;
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Because my mother was sick and I drop to help with the kids. I

thought :maybe I could get a job to help my father.

Did you ever try to get a job while you were in school?

Yea I applied in the N.Y.C. but they never called se. I tried to

find a job after school, but I just couldn't.

Is that the only reason you didn't go back to school?

Yea because my father is the
kids are going to school, so

What could your parents have

Nothing.

What would have to happen at
school?

only one that worts and all of the
it is hard for him.

done to make you like to go to school?

home before Sou would like to return to

If my mother would get better and if I could get a job otter school.

Would you return *o school if this happen? .

Yes.

Did you get good grades?

Yea except in world history because I never like anything about history.

What do you miss the most from school uow that you have stopped attending!

Biology because I really liked biology.

What could you have done to stay fn school?

If you hsd found a job.

What could you do now to retum to school?

I really don't know bescamee I will to placed in the same grade and I
think that I hive been in school too long.

What oc, you mean in Nee same gradet

Well, I am going to be a'sophomore.

Sow long were you iu school?

From Saptember to February.
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Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

Find a job and have enough clothing to go to school.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

My mother's illness and my. father not being able to support all
of us.

What single thingor circumstance would result if you would result
if you would return to school?

I would get a better education and better job.

3

In what ways do you feel that you are really better otf since leaving
school?

Not really because I have not found a job.

In what ways do you feel that you are worst off since leaving school?

In everything because I didn't get anything from dropping out. I

couldn't find a job and here I am without an education and without
a job.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

No; I don't think so.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

I don't think anyone should drop schoci because dropping school is
the worst thing they could do.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They never told me tc drop school. They wanted me to think it over
because I need only two more years to gtadaete.

How did your parents discourage you to drop scnool?

They told um I wasn't going to find a job without a diploma.

What could anyone do to help you return to ochoolt

Nothing I don't think so.

Would you like to go to night clams?

If I had the opportunity I would.
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Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

A I don't know.

If you could do whatever you like to do what would you like to do?

A Well ever since I was in school I wanted to be a nurse.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A I couldn't hear and the teacher wouldn't put any attention to me.

Q Could they have done anything to help you?

A They didn't say anything.

Q Did you tell them that you couldn't hear?

A Yes but they 4idn't say anything.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to school?

A T don't want to go back.

Q Why?

A Because I am embarrassed. I am too old. 1 was 16 and I was still

in the 3rd grade.

Q If there were special classes would you go?

A No.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Did you like Ichool the way they are?

A I liked them and everything but they never put any attention to
2e.

Q Hca would you like this to be changed?

If they would give ma more attention.

Would you return to school if this happened?

No I 4on't want to return.

Q What coul4 your parents have done to sake you stay in gwhool7

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything that would have to happen at hours before you would
like to return to school.
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A I think so.

Q Do you know what?

No.

2

Q What do you mins the moat about school now that you have stopped

attending?

A Math.

Q Is that all?

A I always liked math.

Q What made you dislike school?

A The teachers didn't give me any attention.

Q What kind of grades did you make?

A S's and C's.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Well because the teachers didn't give me any attention that is why

I drmed.

Did you talk to the teachers?

A Yes but they wouldn't give me any attention.

Q Is there anything elre you could have done?

A No.

Q What school were you in?

A Daichea.

Q What grade were you in?

A 3rd grade.

Q What could you do now to teit4TU to school?

A Reed my books.

Q Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to

return to school?
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A hearing aid.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

Nothing it was just that the teachers didn't give me any attention
and because I couldn't hear right.

Q What would teault if you would return to school?

A i think I would be better because I wouldn't have the same teachers
I had because 1 think that they are all gone.

In what ways du you feel that you are better off since leaving
school? Is thereanything in which you are better off?

A Yes.

Q In what ways?

A I can hear better at home.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop achool egain?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe that everyone should drop
school?

A No they shouldn't drop school.

Under any circumstances?

Yes.

What would be goad reasons for them to drop school?

When they are going to get married.

Do you think that the:- is a good reason for dropping out of school?

No.

,,t! your parents encourage you to drop school?

Th o't encourage me.

rOW h parents discoirlage you to drop school?

They I'l4n't discourage me either.

What ( 11.1 be dope now to help you return to school?
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A Nothing.

If you could work at, anything you wanted to what would you like tc

do?

A To work in a store.

Q ,
As a sales lady?

A Yea.

4
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to

classes?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to

go to classes? Is there anything they could have done?

A No.

Q Did you like to eo to school?

A Not very much.

Q Could they have done something to make you like to go to classes?

A Yes.'

Q Like what?

A Well, I didn't like the way they treat you.

Q What do you mean they treated you?

A Well the teachers sometimes they telt you things you don't like or

something.

What did they tell you?

Well, they would yell at me when I was just sitting down.

Q Was this the case with every teacher you hai?

A No just one I guess.

Would 7;ou like to return to school?

I don't think so.

Q

Q

Is there anything that could be done in the schools before you would

like to return to school?

don't think so.

Would you return to school the way they arm?

I don't know.

Why?

I just don't know.

462 .;; 696
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Do you regret having left school?

Yes.

Q In what ways?

A I don't know how to tell you.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?
Is there anything they could have done?

A I don't think so.

Q Could they have done anything to make you like to go to classes?

A Yes.

Q Like what?

A Telling me that school was good for me, that is what they were always
telling me and that is what they still say.

Is there anything that would have to happen before you would like
to return to athJol?

A I don't think 83.

Q Would you return to school?

A 1 don't know it depends. I would have to talk to my parents and if
they say it is of for at to go back I would.

Q

A

Q

A I would have to keep on going.

Did you like school?

How tome?

Well if I would like to go, I would like to talk to them.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

We had Spanish lessons and they wets teaching us how to read in Spanish
because I didn't know hew '.o read in Spanish and that is what I miss
the most from school.

That could you have done to stay in school?

463601
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A A little bit not very much.

Q What hind of grades did yo;: mak?

A Straight A's.

Q Wi/:.t could you do now to return to school? Is there anything you
could do now to return to school?

A I don't think so.

0 Is there anything personal that you need before you would like to
return to school?

A I don't think. I need anything.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing.

Q Why did you drop school?

A My mother was sick and all my brothars ewe married and co I had t1-1
drop so I could take care of her.

What would result if you would return to school?0

A 1 would try to study for something else.

Q In what wire do you feel that you are better off since leaving school?
II Yes.

Are you better off in any way?

A Yee.

Q Are you better off in everything?

Yes.

In what ways are you better off?

A I cannot tell you.

Q how Are you worst off since leaving school?

A

Q If you hod to do it all over again would you drop school again?

IA no way.

.A I think I would.
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A I was too old.

Under what circumstances do you believe every s-udent should drop

school?
4

Under no circumstances.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

In no Way.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They never told me anything.

What could anyone do now to help you return to school?
wti

I don't know.

Have you ever considered going co night classes?

Well it depends on my father you know whet I mean.

No, I don't know.

Well if ay father says I could go I would go.

7f you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

Work in a store an a sales ady.
.4

4
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes:

I don't know I dropped because we went up north and I was promoted
to the 6th grade and they told me that you had to stay till the
year ended or else you would noc be promoted. Since we always go
out of school before it ends and come back very late I decided it was
better .o drop.

Wilt could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go
to school?

I liked school and I knew that if I was always being taken out of
school early and coming back late I wasn't going to study right.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

I couldn't go now because I am too old.

Is there anything that would have to happen in the schools? Anything
you would like changed?

A . If there was a school with kids my age were i wouldn't have to be
with younger kids,

Would you return to enhool if this happene07

Yes, I would like to go.

In what lova do you regret' lumina left school?

A Well because i cannot get a good job.

Q Have you tried to got a joh?

A

tee I have made an application at the Del olio Stmla that is about to
oyes and they said they would tall us but they haven't.

What could your parents have dons to make you kite! in school?

.f they didn't had to co up north,

A What could your ',amt. have done to sake you like to go to samol?
- 7

They told me to stay is school and I didn't vast to go if they had
to go north,

, _

:
. .

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

I would ask ay parents if they would give me permissive to go back.

: 466
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Would you return to school if this happened?

Yea i/ they sive me their permission.

Do you think thty would give you their permission?

I think they would because my father wants me to finish school so
that I could get a batter lob.

What do you miss the most from school now toac you have stopped
attending? .

I would have liked to study to be a use Nut you have to finish
school to be able to to t nurse and that is why I miss school.

What could you have done to Otly In school?

A Nut go up north with my family but they couldn't leave me here.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know.

. Q Is there anything that roe could do now to return to school?

A Net now only if they had a school.with people my usu.

It there anything mallow./ that you need before you would like to
return to school?

No not right nuw,

What single thing or circumstsice glade you drop school?

NY family going up north.

In what ways do you feel that you are Latter off since leaving se.Sool?

In nothing.

Q In whet imp; do you feel thut ybu are worst off sine leaving school?

A I need school and the study to get a better job that is what I need.

Is it hard for you to find a job?

I think it is you have to finish school to gat a rood job.

If you bid to do it sll over spin would you drop school again?

NO, I would lice to finish school dO I could get a Letter job.
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Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should

A Sometimes because the father doesn't have enough money,

because they couldn't go to school because they have to

the others could go to t -stool.

Do you think that going to work is a good reason?

l don't think so.

Q How did your parents encourage you co drop selool?

A I cold them that I was going to drop because I couldn't go to school

and go north and the:, said it was alright but not to complain to them

later on.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't force re to go to school.

Q What could be done now to help you :turn to school?

A It there was a school with p ogle my age so I could go.

Q Would you return to school to day or night classes?

A I think it is better during the day.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you

3

drop school?

sometimes
work so that

do?

like to

A would like to study to be .1 nurse I have always liked that.
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What could the people in the'schoole Lave done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing I dropptd out because the doctor took me out. School was
alright and 1 was doing alright, but I got sick.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to cleoses?

A Nothing.

Q Did you like school?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the rchools before you would like to
return to school?

A I am JIM to big to go back to school. I don't see any sense in going
beck to school.

Q

A

Q

Do you like them the way they are?

Yes they were alright, I don't see anything wrong with schools.

Now do you regret having left school?

I don't regret it, bit it would have bran Witte:. if I would have stayed
in achool. The problem vu that I was sick and the doctor took se out
cud I vent back to school but it wasn't the same.

What could your parents have dour, to sake you stay in school?

Nothing.

Vhat could your parents have done to rake you like to go to school?

They told es to go back.

What would het* to 'moppet, at home before yoA would like to return to
school?

!Whims.

What do you IWO the Nast fro, school DOW that you have stopped
atteadingi

I ecoOtaliss anything.

%Abet could you have doss to slay is school?
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In what way?

Q In any way what would you personally have done to stay in school?

A I would Jike to go back but not during the year when all of the
kids go.

Q Would you prefer to go to night classes?

A If I could I would.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I would like to go to night classes.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
retum co school^

A NO.

Q What single thing or cfttumetance made you drop school?

A 1 was sick.

Q What single thing or circumstance would result if you would return
to school?

A I don't plan to return.

Q if you would return whet would result?

A i don't know if they have the same system'.

(1 In what ways do you feel that you ere really better off aince leaving
school?

You.ure not bettar off, I moan if you are in school you should stay.
You have a lot of benefits by staying in school becrise nowadays every
plat* you go you owl to be a graduate.

Q In what ways are you worst aft

A I as not worst off.

Q It you had to do it all over *sale would you drop school a second time?

A So.

Under what CirCUMAMOtell du you fool that every Itudoot should drop
school?

dos't Wok soyasa Should dro,, under any circusstancos.
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How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't encourage me they wanted me to stay in school.

How did your parents

They didn't.

What could anyone do

Nothing.

Non if you had the

Well the problem is
and sometimes at 10

discourage you to drop school?

now to help yo,,, return to school?-

oPportunity cu go to ,:fight classes?

that I work Mrs and aometinna I get out at 9:10
p.m. so I don't know. What tiro are Cle classes?

From 7 p.n. to 10 p.m.

If you could work it anything you wanted to What would you like to
do?

Sin.le I have never work with anycue I don't think I could do it.

Mac kind of Job you would like to do the most if you were given the
choice?

Well, like a secretary or something like that.

You know I wr,;!ldn't feel right if I %Milt back to school I'd feel out
of place all the kids were going to graduate except tie. I couldn't
catch up. So I didn't go back. And now, if I do want to go back,
I'd feel *nee for all the kids are mall in school now.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A There were sae subjects I just couldn't do good in.

Q What could b. done about the rubjects to help you?

A Will, I think that some teachers just don't teach right. Maybe if
they would change the teacher I could do better.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A If the teachers weren't so particular about the work because we are
always changing papers and mord papers. We do it the best we can but
they are not satisfied,

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
retutt to school?

A I like tb' things.they teach.

Q What would have to be chanted in any way to make you return to school?

A No they are ck the way ,they ere.

0 Would you return to school the way they are?

A Yes.

Q WCUld you go to day or night classes?

A Day claws.

Haw you thought about going back to school?

A Well, not right now because my mother is alone and she cannot eee
very well 14) I have to stay et home to help her.

Q Now do you regret bevies left school?

A Will because of the clams but I couldn't do good in one of them.
It was Americo liatoty witb Mrs. Andreas sod I just couldn't do good
io ben class. A

Q Do you regret hawing loft &Woolf

A 7111.

Maw dn yea regret Malts left 'dool?
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How do you regret having left school?

A Well they tell me to stay I said that I didn't want to so because
I am too old.

Whet could your parents have done to make you stay ie school?

A They couldn't have done anything.

Q Why?

A Because I wanted to drop and I went to drop.

4" Without them knowing?

A Yes they knew but they couldn't do anything.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to classes?

A my mother wanted mu to stay in school but I just couldn't make it
in those classes.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Well because you see my mother is alone and I have to stay here to
help her.

If you had Galleons to take care of your mother would you return to
school?

Yes.

What do you else the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Everything my friends, the teachers, and the clause.

What could you have done to stay in schoolt

A I would so without Was theist from classes.

Is there anythilat you could hat' dons to.stay in school?

Yes.

What U6014 you Woe della

They timid #ays sheared us to mothsr tafther of soother alms but
they mowor limmitsd to Chasse so.

A-A
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Did you :alk to the teachers?

Yes.

Q What did they say?

A If I wanted to change classes and I said yes. I was taking typing
with Mrs. Haynes and I could talk to her because she was always
busy that is why I could never talk to her.

Did you talk to the other teachers?Q.

A I talked to the counselor and they told me I couldn't change.
talked to Mee Cabrera.

Q

What could you do now to return to school? Is there anything you
could have done?

Well I liked English and Meth.

What could you do now to return to school?

I could go.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

No.

Q What single thing or circumstance *ado you drop school?

Nbther Well because I am sick and I couldn't see very well.
She had to say to help me. Besides, she doesn't
work and I don't work so I couldn't give her what
she mods& I couldn't pay what she needed. She
doeset'hams the ability to learn.

In what ways do you feel that you are better off since leaving school?

In English.

Aro you better off in English?

Yes, I do sot have to talk.

In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

History sad meth

In what vole are you worst off besides the subjects?

Well becseae I opuldelt fled a job.
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If you had to do it all over again would you drop school a second
time?

A I would try but if I couldn't do it I vapid drop".

Q Would you drop school again if you were back in school?

A No

Q Under what circumstances do you believe.every student should drop
school?

A No, I don't know. It is that I don't like school.

Q Is that a good reason fot dropping school/

Q

No.

Is having to work good reason for dropping school?

No.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't encourage me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't say anything I derided)sysalf.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

Nothing.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
dot

A Work in a gorcory store.

The ther said that tho reason for her not being ale to learn
was that she is a twin and her bruin wasn't capable of functioniab
accordingly. Abe was a pre-siature baby And for this moon she
wasn't capable of leavaing as well as °thus.

703
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What could the people in the schools have done
classes/

to make you go to

Do I have to answer that?

Q Could they have dons anything?

A I think so.

Q Whet?

A

Q

Well, a lot of people said that it vas better to take sly Locks and
take then to the office because I couldn't learn anything.

.Why?

Because I couldn't learn anything.
. . .

What could they have dons to help you understand?

I don't know.

-What could the people in the schools have done to asks you like to
go to classes? .

I don't know either.

Did you like to go to classes?

I did in a way and I didn't in other ways.

Bow did you like it or hew didn't you like it?

I don't know.

Whet would have to be done in th schools before you would like to
retire to school?

If they didn't limos physical education.

Now would you cheese the schools?

"2- If they didn't hove say schoole.I guess.

Beeld yes raters e Khasi anyway?

Me, it to too IOW I have boos two years out of school.

eset Wen hack to Jchoolt



I don'.t want to,because now ibeie aze a lot of opportunities to
work and evsrytbing.: I don't think I would return.

Did you find a job Ilght away?

Not hers but I went to Chicago to work and I found, one right away.

Mew do you regret having left scWool?

A I don't know.

Q Do you regret having lof school?

YE..

Q

Why?

Decease I am not learning anything.

What could yoar parents have dons to make you stay in school?

Wa bad to work bec.711as vs didn't have enough 'money because you see
my step father would give imost:to his kids and also gives us too,
but we taws to help bin pay the bills. We needed money for bus

tickats and other things we needed in school. I don't know what

they eoulew '

What woad have to4happen at homotaiore you would like to return
to school?

To hone someone to bring monaY,into the house.

Would you return t4 school if this happaned?
'

I think op.

abet do you Islas the most from school now that you have stopped

faultiest
1.

*damp'

Could you have does saytbies to stay

I don't think so.'.

Whet weld you 49 mow

I doe't

Do jai pl,. te setae to
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Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to school?

No.

Whatimede you drop school?

A I didn't like dt.

Q Why?

I didn't study.' I didn't like it because I thought I was wciaing

my time and my money because I couldn't learn anything.

Did you dislike all the sujecte in school?

No-, I liked some and diuliked others.

Q :.'hick ones did you dislike?

A Math, accial studies, and ecience.

Q Which Owls did you like?
.'

A' I liked reading and all the rest except those 2 told you about.

Q What grade* did you get? '!"

A Low gredes---C's.

Q *at would result if you would return to 'school?

I don't know. I would finish achoot sad go to collage, if I finish

school, but I think it is impossihle. I don't think I could finish

school.

Became* I don't plan to go back.

lint soya .o sight claims'?

Taspi vauld go to sight classes.

-lbw are pr. beetsr off since liaslas school?

leossiods I have this flot.ii the N.Y.C. and I have learned to do office

4so yin !sift off elope loovias

7r' F .

4 !IS a 100 *Willi



If you had tv do it all over again would you drop ser.ol again?

Yes, if I didn't learn When I vu cmaller.1 couldelt learn now.

But if you were in school again wound you had to decide whether
drop would you drop again?

A No.

Q Would you return to school now?

Wo.

Q

Under what circuattances dc. you believe every student should drop
school?

Under no circumstance, but if they don't like it is .,otter to drop.

Do you think that disliking school is a rood rAsson for dropping
school',

-as if they cannot learn and if they are westing their voney.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't. tt was n7 decision.

Boy said your parents discoars3e you tr drop school?

they &become se to 0 but I didn't wait to go.

What could be done nes to help y04 return to school?

don't know.

Is there anything that 'mild be done to help you return to school?

I 'don't know.

if you could work at myth you muted to what would you like to
do.

I dtet know.

Whet do you like to do the watt

dos6t IOW bisolooa Spas low that
Mt. betasOlo4 omirdi M that amotodi. wholovir pie lflm. 1:10141 tb

lova sided es I di 't
;,

4

leek to got a job ia 04 N.Y.C.
to Ism boom* *ay teals you
10011 so martb1mg abet I bed
000l4 i1by. ,
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What did you like to do *ben you were in school?

I liked

Then, why did you choose this job?

Becaua they told ee that it was very easy to learn.

Do you like it?

Yes.

Wh.lre did you work when you wars in Chicago?

In a factory.

Of the two jobs Antich ow do you Like to do the wet?



Q

What could the people in the naoole have done to coke you go to
clauses?

Nothing.

Did you like to gh to school?

Yes.

Could thr7 have done anything to naks you like school more?

Whet?

Take ne to school.

What could have to be done in the schools before you would like to
retvyn to school?

If they hod Rood tewchers.

Did you have good teachers?

No, l didn't.

Whet didn't, on las about the teachers?

they would scold as all, the time when I didn't go to wheol, brt
couldn't go to whoa sosetiose and they didn't explain the probleftz,

Whuld you return to school any Jay?

YAM.

Do you regret having left school?

Yes.

jimmies 2 toselti like to return to school?

Vilet *odd your presto have dome to make you stay is school?

at tiara hem dose to make you like to go. to

. ;;.

yaw Ms1L lika:thke to hen &met
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Q

Yes.

What could they have done' ,

My mother wanted 114 to SO to
for me to work.

Why?

'scowls he doesn't earn enough money.
help,him.

school but my father! said it was better

En is a laborer and I had to

Are you the only one in the family?

I have five brothers.

Q Are thy working?

No, they are in sOnaol.

AreyOuYVAdHOLdeltt

Yea.'

Deform you dropped schooi did you apply in the N.Y.C.?

because I didn't know.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

Math,- %sludge sad world history,

Wholt.Ould you have dodo to stay in school?

I =add have karat is soboOl.

lids If your feast usetod yo4 to work?

Too.

aowiesald you do it?

I witaId so tO 14014 CLOWN lad work dutlas the day.

lOefd Sea Uks t. Usti OW NANA oast so va school during the day?



What could you do now to return. to school?

Go register for eight clessos.

TS there anything' you porsonally need before
return 'co school?

Clothes and shoes.

What single thing or circumstance mad. you drop school?

you woold Tike to

I was tick I had asthma I had to see a lot of doctors because I was
very sick but I am better now alto because ny father told se tot
to gc.

, A

ids A

Q

You Said that you had trotIle in hutring 1 this true?

Yes.

D yuu nevi a bearing aid?

Tea but I have nover bad the non.

what would rosalt if'you would recorp to school?

I would feel better going to school and studying.

Do you want to finish school?

Yes.

Whit would happen then?

I mould go to colletso.

How are you better off'sinca leaving school?

In working.

Dow are yes worst oft since leaving sclooll

In nothiag.

Are you better off in everything?

3
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For no .reason at All.

How did your parents encomago you to drop school?

A Beeauss the family is too big and vs don't have enough money.
. _

Ho» did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They wanted an to work to help the family but my mother and father
also wanted be to go to school but the faintly was too big and we
didn't have enough Jamey.

Do you own 'a lot of money?

Yes, wn owshospital bills and income tax and social security.

Q

A

How many are there in your family?

ligkt.

What could be,40041 now is help you return to school?

Just help my family.

/u *wit way?

I don't know just help than by working.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like
to do?

I would like to work is an office,.

Doing what?

What I an doing hers secretarial work.
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What could the people. in the schools hove done to maks you go to
classes?

They did all they could. I don't have any complaints.

What could the people in the schools have done to sake you like to
to to classes?

.

Not anything exactly. It use ell y fault.

D id yOn like tots* to school?

Q

Could they have done somethios to sake like it?

N o everything yes. in se. I just didn't like

Why not?

It sue the ides that it sse no good end / didn't like it.

What sem the region you didn'tlike it?

I did like it in a way, but I didn't like
: .

Why did- ?see like tole) to sChoolt

To flirt.

Whet would have to be dose in the schools before you mould like to
return to school?

' If they mould change the routine. All the teachers have the sane
'-',.roottoof They all haws the OWN Eithqd of teaching, sad sometimes

I ;OA **low dell. ; not be Obis to thongs this hot I so
oore;thitItioy ass all soda' as 1.1140 the soma method becomes you
Ok.tOdie*Ond you *Oho it toe mated that you are going to do this.
iik,:tbit:011 'ere foemd it 041.

odhoOi if this hopponsd?

eimil,1101:-to so awn if they..dea't fie, if I hod the tinstdad
the at. -

hawing hat oehoolf

Oritses that i didast stairaate but I

,n0`M,-*PliFrAY4' 4".

y pr

11 A
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A Well since I dropped from school I have done a lot of things that
if I had stayed in school I mould have never done, The way I was
going to school I vould just go and sit and talk and don't do any-
thing just talk. I didn't study. It was better I drop because
since I dropped I have boon going to Laredo Beauty college and I
plan to get my diploma. Knowing as I know I wouldn't halit graduated
this way at least I will helm ay license to help as out. I have
bean going to college for nine months and I wasn't getting any
money but now I am getting sonny. If T. had stayed in school I
wouldn't have does anything because I went to school jut for the
heck of it. After I dropped school I found out it wasn't that
eany.ao I enter college and I have this to back me up. .

.

Whet do you mean when you :aid that it took a long ties to graduate?

Because if I had stayed in school I would have not realised what I
wanted to do because by going to school I wouldn't have done any-
thing.

What made you Lose interest in school?

I don't know, I just don't know. It was me, I gulps.

What could your parent' hays dons to make you stay in school?

to -the firat'stince,WhOMtherifOund out I wanted to get married they
suggested foi unto drop school. tot that they told as to drop but
they just outposts& it, and I liked the idea and dropped. They
said that if I was going to get married to start learning house
work. .

1

A

Did you set serried?

so / didn't. Afterwards I started working. I realised it wasn't
time for me to get married. Then I started seine to college. I

knee that I Auld to do ocestkiog but I actually dropped out because
I waited to set tarried.

Neve your persists suggested for you to go beck to school after you
decided ost to erre _

Teo thy did Int I told them I vested to fialsh.hers first and then
I *odd as Vi *Moot and eat at, the sees ties.

Mee did you drove



And you didn't go to school all that tine?

Right. I went to college.

',tat could your parents have done to make you like to govto 'lessee

They did quite a lot and they kept saying that I needed school and
all of those things they say.

What would have to happen in your hoso life before you would like to
return to school?

Nothing just wanting to go back.

Would you like Co return to school anyway?

Yee but first I have to finish here.

What do you lies the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

The things w* did in school the parties and all of that the social
life in other words.

What could you have done to stay in school?

Not have lost interest in school.

What could you do now to return to school?

Co to night clans/se.'

'

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

3

What single thing or ercumetence wade you drop school?

Winans sod that I war planning on getting serried, but I think.
it was all booms* of ar lasisass.

What shoat the oehooi sadaiyOa

Wall, fiat I met to'oabolie schools sod them I started going to
}ilia school ami I talk a diffoteat attiteds afoot school. I took
it tot pia* Not 400011 to *shoal and net ao aorthias, it woo t

dof sob isilSr* SUN. 2.-

lfse van!/ Os set timicos Woe pm: get Iwo

'41n,

19i



Q

A'

Yes the teachers did all the sama things over and over and if you
do have any interest they tell you to do thie and that snd you
start losing iniarest.

What kind of grades were ycm getting?

Very low I only got ;:,:.ad grades is band.

tilat would result if yo would return to

Fili4 of all I would like to get ay license and then get my diploma
and just work to get enough money.to establish my own beauty shop.

How are you better off?

If I had Stayed in school I woulU have never realised what I wanted
to do.

.

Do you think that if you had stayed in school you might have been
married?

Bow are yon worst, off since leaving 4chool?

I guess that if I had stayed I would have graduated I would be better
off gust like anybody else.

Did you have any trouble finding a joh?\.

None at all. Actually 'I didn't look for cue, I wont to collego
:sad same here Nat far the heck of it and thoy gave me this job.

If you had to do it. all over again iniuld you drop school again?
.

;

If .I had studied I would have been better in schoo:: I wouldn't have

the same attitude. Now reay this nut probably I would have had the
same attitude.

Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

It desists as the person. Is ay case it did sood'bitcause it made me
leek iste the future.

llostAid yes* VONIMMAI 'scourers you

just meistar.4

90 100 iblik that is sot afteuragesestt

es het thy boas I vomated ta het wsen d.



Pow did your parents discourage you frog dropping school?

In no way. I left who:, their said that I was better out of school.

'Who" could anyone do now to holy you return to school?

in if I had the opportunity to go to pight classes. I wouldn't
so had,: to any of the high schools, Martin or Nixon.

If you could Work at anythioi you wonted to what '.could you ills to
dot ; .

Beautician.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to classes?

Nothing, 1 was failing all my courses.

Could they have dons anything to help you pass your subjects?

Yes.

What could they have done?

I don't Moo. I was failing all my subjects. I never liked school.

What could they have done?

I don't know 4;.:atter it was them or me but I was failing ail my subjects.

. What was it you dislike about school?

I'didn't like anything. I just didn't like school because I was failing.
--.

What would have '.15 be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school? ,

Maybe if / study Nov, Yould toback.

Would you change the schools in any way?

Would raturn to etbool any bow?

Too.

Ifi hod stayed later I could get a better job because
'ard to find job.

Abet bold plot pdrOSU1 base Joao tO rake yon s f ay is
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it would have to happen in your home life before you would like to
return to school?

Nothing.-

'J Would you return to echoo' anyway?

yes.

What do- you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
ctezdins? ';

I miss everything the aeseas and everything.

What 'couId you have dons 0 stay in school?

Study pore.

Q Did you sLAdy wi.4n you were.in school?

A Yes but I paver 'pass so 1 didn't, like school anymore.

:k Whr4t could you do now to return to school?

4
Just , WOE to school.

Is thire anythimsyos persoaally mood before you would like to Tevurn
to school?

/. A Wo.

WhOedidlon drop e44eol?

'Incamei 1 we* failing and everybody was ahead of 1114 but I didn't have
to sot Untied like at of Cale girls do.

L

Are you serried'

1$11.

What Wowld result if you would return to school?

wild get bitter job.
;-

Pax; #0, better eft agate leaving *Swat

dem IIMMIPS11111% at! leaving eeboalt

i.a jille--s-Agi booms t hat't have tbebigb soot edeeetiee.
*odd you *rep ealogiel. seals?

."



Under'what circumstances do you believe every student slsouLd

school? y:

They shouldn't. drop.

-Under any circumstances?

Not ,34er any circumstances.

I.Q did yOur parents encouvage you to drop school?

A

A

Q

A

Nov did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They tried to convince ne not to drop and not to get married.

Hoy long was it after you dropped school that you got serried?

I sot married'in June std'I had dropped school in Hey.

What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

I don't know. 7 don't have any lea.

Ii' ou could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

I would like to be a teacher.

When you were in clime did you ever asked for help ?.

I couldn't understood and I was embarrassed to est the teacher so I
never asked en/thing.

Jr

VoulC you 'like to go to niabt clausal.'
-", ;,

Ye but I work at night ties 6230 to 11.130.

If me could go to classes when end where would you like have then?

In the nornlaaaar! deein't Matter *bete, I would go..

;
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Q What could the
doom!?

people In the schools have done to maks you go to

I don't Mow.
had to drop to

What could the
go to classes?

I don't know.

They could have asked me to go and they did but I

help my mother.

people. in the schools have dons to make you like to

like school?

Q What could they have dons to sake you like school more?

A Well, they taught ma a lot of things. I don't have anything to say

againat the tescheto or inyone in school. They were v.7 nice with

me, but I had to drop to help my iother.'

What vould have to be dons in the schools before you would like to

retie to school?

Nothing I liked them the way they are now.

. r. Would you like to retail to school anyway?

Mow do you xagrot having left icbool?

Sop that I Iris looking fOrs job they all asked me if I had a diplomm..

A"! could your parents have dose to make you stay in school?

NV 'Bother wasted me to stay in sebool but my father didn't want us.

thy?

A ,soave he said that it woe Woo to be a lot of expenses because
theft loco nee or eta in the haat that oars rims to school.

limo you tholooly me that drooped ocbooll

sod biothOr.

*mold brae tO lappet is Igoe how life %foto you would like
is rstrmito selpsolt



What could you have done before You dropps'?

What do' pu else the cost from school now that rm have stopped
attaidiae .

Studying all that I miss when I dropped.

What could you have dons to stay in school?

I would likt to return to school.

I wonted to stay but I couldn't stay.

What could you do now to return to school?

I don't know. X watt to go..

Would you 'return to school dying the day or night?

I can't go during the day because I work but I would like to go tu
idea clamor?

Ls there anything you personally peed before you .weld like to return
to school?

Whet sisals thing or circumstance fade you drop school?

Miming to help my Mother.

What roll result if you would return to school?
.

I 'sad finish school and find a job.
. -

Bow era iou better off since 'swift school?

I don't know.

Ars you bettor eft,

5(



If yuu had to do it all over again would you drop school Main?

$0.

3

Under what circumetauces do you believe every student should drop
school!

They ehouldn't drop. They should finish school.

Sou did your parents smcoursge you to drop school?

NV father was the only one that didn't want ua to so to school.
mother wasted me to so back to school.

Did they diseJuresi ',or, from /saving schOolf

Vb.

Most could be does mow

My

I don't kawi.

If you could wort at Maything you wanted to what road you like to
dot

What I am doffs s right now secretarial work.
. .

Did you soy that ye* 1±01 to drop school to help your father.

Is, tat o, kiighOt to help`Ovmotber. wr father woald't give us
so 1.104.11.thist to bey aothe. for rly brothers Oa that they

..-44,100L 401/04. WIOA6sr sail that It tee sotgl!L to be very

MOO t 1400101i0410u

01141!"= , e
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What could the people In 14110 schools have dune
classes?

I don't know. .

Is Owe asythlas they could have dons to sans you go to classes?

I don't tcnow.

What could the people in the schools hav* done to oak* you like to
so to cleanse? --,

I don't !Making...

Did you Ilke iehaol? ,

14*.

to oak* you go to

'hem Opoo to sake you:stay In sdhoolt Could .

- r 4, IsnortwitorrryttlieMIPFry; _47



What do you nits the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

- Itothing

What could you personally hare dons to stay is school?

A Nothing.

What could you do now to return to school?

A . Just 'nay in sebool and study.

Q Is there anything y personally need before you would like to
return to school?

I need someone to help m mother WAWA I am the only one that works.

Mbat atos/a thing or clmcumstence Mode you drop school?
:

.

Wring to help my mother as I said before.

What 'Wild result if you would return to school?

I don't Mow I don't want to po back.

What Wadi result if you had your diplomat

I ussid pt's better job.

In Mat tura eio you really fool that you are better off since leaving
sahoall

LAWN Mmie Omplitah 'saws I practice it more baits ober* I work than
to otesol.

sot ofhoat

700 Wit Off niece is

Ph

via' "RIO jigs eilp oshool awls?



Under whet circumstances do you believe that every student should
drop school?

They shouldn't drop. They should stay in school, but it depends
if they need something at home.

-
".

What do you men?

If they don't have eVerythlog at home,
then what they need.

Do you think that going to Work is a good reason for dropping
school? '

*71.

A They didn't lay anything.

Did you play bookie when you yore in school?

if their parents can't give

No.

Nom did your parents encourage' you to drop school?

They didn't encourage me.

D.:* did your.Parenteldiscourage you to drop schOolt
;

vested to what would you li'sa to



-

ViO

if

What Could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes? ,

If they would help me to learn.

What could the people in the schools have don* to make y.ou like to
go to cchool? Is there anything theycould have done?

I think so.

What could they have dons?

If they could give 1114 advice.

Did you like to go to school?

Sometimes I liked school but I didn't like math.

143,461myou like it just sometimes?

.7

Because I would ,go and sometimes when vs were going to
the teacluerdidn't explain right.

Is that why you didn't like school?

'I liked school but I dilln't like math.

What would have to be glow.. in the schools
return to Schoen

If they neeld explain math because it was my
. I couldn't understand It. .-.

could you retort to sthoO1 if Ai* wee done?

Tee.

have a test

before you would like to

favorite subject but

Obat eye do'yee 'wet having left "choral?

locemee thoto ate y lot of things,1 don't know.
-'tbe Aidleth graded.

What obeli poi* prelate been doom to make
, kg-

Things they teach in

os stay in school?

Yesellifilia have dams to make you libm to go to school?
.--

add so. AWL they die tell as all the time to stay

I 1,



Q What could they have. done to ash' you like to go to school?

k I don't insim. -

.
.

What would have, to happen ,t. before you would like to return
. to school?

I don't know I have a baby. I am not sure becusse I have tc. talk
to my mother so that she could take care of the baby.

Would you return to school if this happened?

A

Q

at do you ales the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

I would like to learn more.'

Do you miss anything about school?

Whet could you personally have done to stay in achooll
.

;t don't know because when I dropped I didn't think.

What could you do now to return to school?
.

If I could talk to my mother to take care of the baby so I could g
- _

Q Ir theme smythigg you personally need before you would like to ret
to school?

.

Whet single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

7.4:::.). / world to school but I would hang eround with my frienas and t,-c.: . _____," .

xelv-N ovum t011ms to play bookie With them.
7 .,.::;7,',,,..,: , . ,

l r, , ;

$OW dials did yOu play bookie?

,-!-71;?..-.7.irka',..7''" . ; .7 ...- .--='=..,,,;7,-, , -; ...., . ...
,,-,i

ci izt..:..,.. iliou did you star i doini this?

.- c -- . . _ .,
-:-:,,, ta tile ?th grade, ' - .7- ',' '

,
, .

:.,

Us to did you oboe you played hodkie?
...7 hifif.V-t:i.o.,0,-, = ' . :,-- 1:. .., ..
A- 1

.

twsw3d smith my
--

4k4,

lou-oy beed, to olds mood.

±7414;°t*-.

-



Q

A : Yes.

P15-53

Did your friendssfrop school?

A

Iathst the only reason 101y you dropped?

Well, when we played bookie ay husband told se

Now long after you dropped school did

What would result if you would return

Iaauld get i better job.

In what ways are you better off since

About 3 meths later.

you

to get serried.

to school?

I dOu't Mail.

,

leaving school?

.1 Ate you better off?

In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

I should harm finish school.

If You' had to do it all over again would you drop school *gain?

No, I don't think so.



Do you innt' to tetuen to ethool? .

l_would,iike to but I would have to telt.to my mother to take care
Of the baby. :

'It would he better for me at night.A

Q . If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do? '

. .

A

. . .

Of tics. work.

Q What do you'dc.here?

A Just help the girls.'

Q Do4ou knew how to, type?

A 110, I mi learbing.

Q Would yoU like to do office wOrkt

A
1P
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that Could th4 people in the schools have dons to sake you go to
claases?

I don't bow.

Is there anything that the teschers_or the principals or the students
him* done?

What could the people in the schools have done aaka you like to
-'go to classes? :

A 'They couldn't hav done anything.

Q Did you like saw'?

I did like it but I didn't want to go to
,

school.

So I could work. In other words, I didn't like school armor..

Q What happonsd at school that made you dislike school?

A , $othtag, t just didn't dike it minors:

What would have to be done in the
return to school?

I don't %mow.

schools before you would like to

Do you like schools the vay they ere?

Yes.

Would yaw. return to ,school the ray
z

I would robots to ulfght.claases.

Fieedi'yos regret bowleg left school?

Iviisleliketobtiw
%at comili yeas lisiekU

!boy topl us to staff

What could they have

elMeMed 14eol, but I don't regret it.

litive lona to lake you stay in school?

100 didn't want to.

t asiet oft

emit



What could your parents have done to sake ye ... like to go to school?

Nothing.

What would have to hsipen at home before you would like to return to
school?

*thing.

Would you like to return to school anyway?

Yes to night classes not during the day.

What do you aiss the nest from school now that you have
attending?

stopped

.

Aly boyfriends and s7 girlfriends.

,Whet Could you have done to stsy in schools

I would hove register again to go to school.
:

Q What could you do now to return to school?.

A Just go register.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to 801001?

What aide thing or ciecumerunce made you drop school?

X didn't like to study but now I do think I need it.

,Mot would roes] : if you would rotors to school?

Mothiag I would ;et'a lob and go to college.'
.

Me/ ere you mall/ bettor off since latriageobool?

I didn't study anymore.
:

If you had to do it all over again weld you drop aeaool again?

411,'",!fA



Under whet circumstances do you believe
school?

. Mot under any eirtumetsaces.

every student should drop

Mow did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They 41'4't encourage me they told ea to stay.,

Row did your parentt discourage you to drop school?

They vented se to graduate so I could have a better job.

What wuld anyone do now to help you return to school?

I don't know.

If you Could work at anything you wanted to what would
do the met? - - ., .-

like everything as long as it is work. _

What would you like to be?

ou like to

-
I would Like to be a secretary but I can't because I didn't graduate.
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,

. ,

Whet could the people in the schools have done to milks yOu go to
classes?

,

I dropped because,I wanted to get married.

Dial you like the claimer:11

Tee I liked everything.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

I don't have anythin; against the school everything was alrisht.

What would save to be done in the schools before you 'would like to
return to school?

Nothing.

Q INo. dc, you regret having left cchool?
. .

. Getting married..

Co you regret having left school?

Tea.

have finished ichool.

. .

UN Mtasr yen voild like to rotor* to



ne-ss

What dO,you *iss fro.
attending? '' '

, ,

I was used to stUdying.

school pole that you have st

WItst could roe have alai's to stay in school?

would moo to ask my husband to lot ms so back.
'.

What could yam, bas. doss to stay in school befors you dropped?

A

A

Just stay is school Sod lot get.uarried.

11hat could you do qou to return to school?

I still like it, but I 0T.olt.know.

wou go to 64 ilium*, or night closest
'

Dry

Is there anything you persoSel
to school?

need before you would like to return

*at mode you drop school?

Get uorriad.

Whin did' iou dtop school?'

Whoa the school you ended bscause I got married in June.

ars los better off since leaving school?

I smsot hefts, off.

Woe .74 .yes. *rot off since isaving school?

.61;103000 *Job.'

If lei had to,dpilit'all over again would you drop school *saint

No.

Ondei what eiseasetaaces do you bolters *ivory student should drop
'Wheel?
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............." ,,.-0
:

What could the people in the schools have doe to asks you go to
cleseeos?

Nothing. I don'thave anything to say abaft tits teachers or anybody
they were all very nice but I tot tarried and I had to drop school.

.'s Met could the people in the schools have done to oaks you like to
go'to classos?

3Uut to . convince ay husband to let as go because he doesn't want
04 to 'O.

Did bi finish school?

No.

Whit Woad have to be done' in the ichoOls before you'would like to
return to school?

AlkotklAs they ate alright. I would be very glad to return to school.

Dow do you regret having loft echoelt

bocaue* every place I go'thOy ask you for the
you don't have it they wouldn't give you the job.

iAat could your parents have deal; to oOke you stay

I don't below.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

Jtoito oonwiecs a, husband.'

4 rCtorp to school talon?

diploma and if

in school?

Mist 4. pus alga the boot fees etibeel sow that you have stopped

teal aedWn( send:Lee



neies, .

I don't know."

A,

, ..,
.

*4 i-,-\!, ',:: . -- . . . .- . -,y_i = ":.. : ," . : i : .. . .... . , . . . - , ,,,
,:ii.4." . .- : Coulil you do Oanething now toratain to school?

''' .' .: . S--..-
1,1'

:;:,,..,;-_.- ii, I Went to return but I hew, to get my husband's pernission..

!,'"1",-:::-. : Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
ochoollto

. : .- .
...,

.6'''''''....

. ,

A

2

.!...:

;;g:',,: Q .ilbetsingle thing or circumstance loads you drop school?
-.,-

;,-,,-.. ::' ;-.,.'"," - --: .' - .:., "....,:: _:. .. *:...-r. :

A "- I got serried. - ,
.

.

',70'.:!,,'
,...A. Q .,. - When did,yOu get married?

-,-- A .' ".-I dropped while I Was la chool it was during the Christmas holidays.... _., . , . . _ - ,

Q at grade did you drop school?

Q Mat 'Mold result if you would return to school?

A , if I would return without my husband's permissioo I villuake his
gawp and be mould leave me.

Q Abe are you better off since leaving school?
. .

..'11..72 I as not better off because now I have to do all the housevotk. :

Q low ars you ww.st off elms 1wwwing school?

Well because I Miro ptaao mad typing and I have oot practice thowso
, I doe't rIelak lama thao sow*

. .--

U yam e* to do it all oast agate would you drop school again?

,,

. ,

Vain Ohot alroloaraasso do you balm,* every ottoftat should drop

SS 4y4

Thsy or somsthing like tiat.-:'-61"rf 441
awe did 'sir rarest@ aposorapo pow to drop school?

.- . , ., - .

la as ottP.
,

- : , -, - ,

did yeti' paresto 4Socoorsas yet to drop school?

.1.44 ,.. , .
IL , . . t';-,.: ';',./.fr

4.-- ..,.-..

A ,A,.. A, 4
- ,

't. T * '
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. Ault could be done now to help you return to school?

I could to night Messes but I never talk. I never get any
information.

Would your buSbend let you gel

I think so. He doenet let me go beCause of the baby he doesn't want
me to leave the baby alone.

Mother . I cannot take care of the baby because I as sick:: If not
/ would ptik,t,carik of the baby so abs could go to school.

If you meld work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
. do?

'

Secretarial work.



Q

What could the people in the schools have dons to make you
classes?

Nothing.

What could the-people
go to classes?

in the schools have done to make you

Nothing, everything was alright.

Did you like to go to classes?

YES..

Could they have done anything to make you like it more?

A No.

Q What would have to be lone in the schools before
return to school?

A lwouldn't change them.

Q Did you like them the way they are?

you

like to

would like to

A Yes.

Would you return to school anyway?

No.

Do you regret having left school?

Yes because if I had stayed I would have finished school.

What could your pa-ents have done to make you stay in school?

Q

A

A

Q

A Nothing.

Q What.could your paren,:s have done to sake you like to go to school?

A 'They Vented me to go to school so I could finish.

Q What would have to happen at hone before you would like to return
school?

A I don't know.

Q Would you return to school anyway?

A No.
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What do you miss the modt.from ichbol now that you have stopped
at..,ending?

Nothing everything still the same..

Did you miss anything from school after you dropped?

No.

What could you have done to make

Juat keep on going to school?

What could you do now to return

Nothing I don't know.

you stay in school?

to school?

Is there anything you parsonally'need before you would like to return
to nchool?

I don't want to go back. 'I am afraid to go totchool.
-w ,

Why?

A Because I don't like it anymore. I as too old.

Q Would you go to special cleaste?.

A I would have to think about it.

Q What made you drop school?

A I couldn't learn anything. I didn't try to study. I studied only
when I felt like doing so but the rest of the time I would just go
to play around.

What classes did you like in school?

4th grade because I had a very nice teacher.

Q Were the other teachers you had mean?

A No but I just couldn't learn with thee.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q

A

Q

If you would return to school Alt wuld result?

I don't know I will feel happy that I have finished school.

Now are you better off since leaving school?



.

everything still the sane.

HoW are you worst off since leaving school?

I don't know how to spell.

If. you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

Under whet circuestances Co you believe every student should drop
school?

-I don't !.now.

Do you think everybody should drop school?

No.

Under any cirdumetentes?
.-

Ho.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

Thoy didn't.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

I don't know.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

,

A I would like to finish school so I could be a cashier.

She never liked school and since ate lived with her grand -
parents we never knew how she was doing in school because
we didn't ow' her report card. Her trandperents had her
very spoil but I couldn't say anything because they Are
my husbaud's parents and he would get angry if I said
anything. Whenever I went to the opec house in school
the teschers would always tell ea that she didn't do
anything to try to learn, so they couldn't do anything
to help her. We have sons and they are all doing very
good in school. I have one that is in the 9th grads and
we always tell hie to behave and stud, in school but vs
couldn't do anything with her betaise stag didn't live
with us. This Sop that I was telling you about be is

.

eoppootodto loo in the 10th grade right now bet he had
sve



a little problem with a teacher. One day he forgot to
take his pen to class. This was the first time that had
happen because we always try to give them what they need.
But this day he had forgotten the pen, so the teacher
told him that if his father went to work without any
tools and he didn't say anything. :Then she asked another
little boy, who was an American, and he didn't have his
pen and the teacher didn't say anything to him. So my
sor. said "Why don't you tell him anything is it because
he is an American and I an a Mexican, and you are married
to an American" so the teacher took him to the office
and they called me.' And the teacher said that my eon
always went to school without paper and pen and I proved
to her and to Mr. Moreno that he always to everything
but that he had forgotten that day. So we argued and
they told me to leave him in school but I told them that
I was going to take him with me. Be was out of school
for a month and then Mr. Nixon came to talk to me. I

explained the situation to his and he said to send him
to school because he had very good grades he had A's
and B's.

51$
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What could the people thz, schools have done to make you go to
classes?

Nothing I didn't want to go because I was sick. I couldn't stand
the pain anywore. I had kidney infection. I had to go to Galveston
to see. the doctor.

r
What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

What stopped me frog going was my illness I wanted to finish school
and go to college at least one year.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return Co school?

I sight need my education some day.

Q 'What could your parents have done to rake you stay in school?

A They did all they could.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to classes?

A They did their beat so I could keep going to school.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

Nothing.

Would you return to school anyway if you could?

Of course.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

I

A WWy friends and the classes.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Tay my best to keep on going to school.

7de



Wh. could you do now to return to school?

G6 back to school.

Is there anything you personally need before
return to school?

. : What made you drop school?

Sit:Image

What grade did you drop school?

' 116 grade last year.

What would result if you would return to school?

Finish school and go to college one year.

Now are you better off since leaving school?,

Q

I as batter off in school than out of school.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

In the studies.:

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school agAin?

No.

Under what circuastances do you believe every student should dropschool?

They shouldn't drop.

Under any circuustences?

Not under any circusetnnces.

Q Now did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They wanted se to stay in school.

Q now did your pares:ct discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't discourage me.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing. 731
511
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If you could woik at anything you wanted
do? .-

Librarian.,



Whet could the people in
classes?

Nothing.

What could the people in the

SP to school?

Nothing.

have done to make you like to

Did you like to

No, I didn't.

What could they have done to sake you like it?

A - Nothing because I didn't like it.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

I would like to go to school because I think they are nice but I
don't have a father. Well, I do but he doesn't live with us, and
I time to work because I'am the only one that could work.

Would you change the schools in any way?

In what ways do you regret 1-ing left school?

Because when I look for job it is kind of hard because you need
the education.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

I don't think they could have done anything.
,

at could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?'

Nothing because I think my mother did all she could.

What would have %o happen at home before you would like to return to
school? .

c -
if a) father was living with us it would be different because he could
work and I could go to school.

What do you miss the most from school now tbat you have stopped
attending?

my friends.



Q

A

Q

A

A

Q

A

F17 -59

What could yoi personally have done to stay in school?

Nothing beasts. Ian the only one and if I don't work who would
support my mother.so there is no way but I wish I could go.

What could you do now to return to school ?'

Nothing. ..

Is there anything yowlersonally need before you would like to
return to schooll-.

I need money.

What single thing

Well, like I said

What would result

.

or circumstance made you drop school?

before I don't have a father and I have to. work.

if you would return to school.
s7,

I will probably. have sameonsto help Mi.

What would result if you would. return to school?

I think I would finish school.

In whet way's are you really better off since leaving school?

I don't think Ina better off.

In what ways are ',As worst off since leaving school?

because I need* education to get a good job.

If you bad to do it all over again would you drop school again?

I guess so.

tinder vilest circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

-".,4,/ ,omit think everyone should drop.

Under any circumstances?

lb.

Now did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They told me it was for my own good that I didn't go to school.
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liow did your pimiento discourage you to drop

They never did.

. Whit could anyoha,do now to help you return to school?

We 'need ewe help. .

What kind of help?

; I could go to night classes

liCuld you consider going. to night

,. If you could workat anything you wanted
do?

nurse.

to What would you like to



to make you go to

-I just wanted to drop. .

What could the people in the
in school?

schools have done to make you stay

Nothing. bacons's Twig thinking of.gettiug serried.

Could the people in the schools haie done anything to sake you like
t.6 go to school?
, -

I don't think so.

Did you like to go to ochool?

You but Ili husband would not let me go hack again.

Could the penpletn-the schools have done something to sake you like
to got

Tee let se go to school.

Wbai would have to be done in
return to school? -..

To let as go.

Vould you go during this day or night?

Whatever it is possible for me to do.

A

the schools before you would like to

-
.7

Would you return to schoci if this happened?

Yss.

In what ways do you regret having left school?

I didn't finieft school.
-

What could your parents have done to sake you stay in school?

WO parents could have convinced se to stay in school?

*wild you have stayed?
.11

think so.

What could your parents have dose to sake you like to go to school?

if they had eallialaad to as ill/40.0h I wee going to need school.

322
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A

A

Did they explain to

They didn't wait me to go to school because they knew that I
wanted trget minted, and they thought it.was better for me to
heap thee a little before I got married.%:..;

x.

Would you return,to school during the day or night?

I could go at night.

Would you return

Yes.

to school any

What do you miss the most from
attending?

I liked it very much.

school now that you have stopped

What could you personally have done to stay in school?

If I wanted I would have gone to night classes.
.

What could you have done before you dropped school?

I would have stayed in school. I couldn't have done anything because

I didn't have any other thought but that one.
- ;- -

What could you do now to return to school?

If I could work during the day and go to school at night.
.

..,.._,..
. .

, .. . .

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return

to school? .- .

NO.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

I thought it was better to drop so I could help my parents before

getting married.

Why did you drop? ,

I thought of helping my parents at least five monthi before getting
married.

. -

In what ways do you really feel that you are better ofi since leaving
school? .

1 had not worked until I got in the N.Y.C. i.m4 I have been working for

six months hors.
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Q Are you better off in everything?

A Yes.

Q In what ways are you worst uff since leaving school?

A Because I don't read what I am supposed to read or what I used to
read in school.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Undc: what circumstances du you believe every student should drop
school?

A When it is necessary when their parents cannot support them.
1

() Do you think that going to work is a good reason for dropping school?

A Yes because if the family is too big one must drop so that the rest
can keep on with their education.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They just told me to drop so I could help them a little bit because
I was getting married. We used to go up north.

Q What kind of grades did you get when you were in school?

A B's and C's

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A fhey just told me that if I was going to get married it was better to
drop. My mother wanted me to stay but my father didn't.

Q What could be done now to help ycu return to school?

A If I wanted to go.

Q Would you like to go to night classes?

A Yes.

Q If you could wnrk at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A Working in an office.

Q Doing what?

A Typing and filing. do
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F18-61; 17; 5-25-68; 10; 1.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like school the way it is?

A Yes.

Q What would have tc be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing I like them the way they are.

Q Would you return to school if you could?

A No.

Q Why?

A I don't know I have missed a lot of school (1 year)

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Maybe.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A Sometimes I regret it because I like school.

Q In what ways do yol regret it?

A I don't have a- answer for that.

Q Why do you regret having left school?

A 1 regret it because I would have liked to learn more.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.
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Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Probably the classes.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could you do now to return to school? Could you have done
anything now?

A Yes.

Q What could you do?

A Study and work.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A First because I got tired. You see, I have a feet problem and I get
tired very fast.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would result if you returned to school?

A It would be strange for me.

Q In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

A I am still the same.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A I am not better off in education nor in health I even think i am worst.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A i think that everything is alright at home I would stay in school.
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Under what eircumstauccs you believe every student should drop

school?

Many students prefer to work to help their families.

Do you think that is a good reAson for dropping school?

Of course.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't they wanted me to finish.

Now did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't discourage me.

What could he done now to help you return to school?

I would be ok if they would give me work after school.

Did you ever apply in any of the programs to get work after school:

Yes we applied in the N.Y.C. and went over there to talk to them but

they never called me.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to

do?

I would like to work in a clinic helping the little kids that are
sick helping them to learn how to read.

If you could chose any profession what would you chose to do?

A nurse.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing.

Q That could the people in the schools have done to mace you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like schools the way they are?

A I never liked school. I couldn't learn anything.

Q Why didn't you learn?

A I don't know. I never tried right I wanted to learn but I never
learned anything.

Q Is there any specific reason why you didn't like to go to school? Did

something happened?

A No, I never liked school.

Q Did you ever talk to the teachers to see if they could help you?

A Yes but I couldn't learn.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Yes.

Q In what ways?

A Because I didn't learn anything.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.
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Q Would you like to go to school during the day or night?

A Night.

That do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because I didn't like school and just couldn't learn.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A If I go I wouldn't learn anything.

Q Are you better off since leaving school?

A No.

Q In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

A In looking for a job because I cannot find a job.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A No, they shouldn't drop.

Q Under any circumstances?

A No.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?
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They didn't.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

Nothing.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Secretary.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing because it was me who made up my mind.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A othing I like school as it is right now.

Q That would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
retIrn to school?

A They are alright.

Q Would you return to school right now the way they are?

A Yes I would.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I didn't get my diploma and as a result I cannot get a good job.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They try to talk me out of leaving school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing I wanted to stay in school but I just couldn't.

Q Why not?

A I was going to get married.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A I would have to have enough money so I could afford it and ask my
mother to take care of the baby.

Q Would you return to school if this was done?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from .school now that you have stopped
at tenting?

A Everything I miss school itself, school kids, and the teachers.
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C's.

.-Juld you have done to stay in schoc]

Hiing I just had to quit school because I had to gk,. . ried.

W'.1.1t could you do now to return to school?

1 would have to have someone to take care of the bab}.. before I v

return to school.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A Money.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I had to drop school because I had to get married.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would get my diploma.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I couldn't do all the things I always wanted to do.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A I wouldn't.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A If they were in the same situation I was, but I feel that everyone
should stay.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't want me to drop school.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me that I was going to need my high school diploma.
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Q What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

A Just try to go and save money so I could go.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A I would like to teach.

At what level?

A Junior high or high school.
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Q What could the people in the schools have dole to r kt you go to

classes? Is there anything they could have don?

A No.

Q What could the people in the schools have .tone to mike ou like to

go to classes?

A Ye:, they could have teach me all the subjects so I ,Duld get interested

in the classes.

Q Did they teach you right?

A Yes.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before Id like to

return to school?

A Keep teaching what they were teaching.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

Yes.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it.

Q In any way?

A Yes I do because I like to learn more but I started to work.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A To tell me to stay.

Q If they had done this would you have stayed in school?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to

school?

A If they would tell me to go.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.
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What do you miss the most from school nlw that you have stopped
attending?

The studies because I really liked to study.

What could you have done to stay in school?

Keep studying.

That could you do now to return to school?

Stop working or go to night classes and work during the day.

Is there anytLing you personally need before you would like to
return to sLhool?

Clothes.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

My economic situation.

What wouldresult if you would return to school?

I would have a better education and a better chance to get a better
job.

How are you better off since leaving school?

I an aot better off.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

Well because now that I am working I am just thinking in what I am
doing and I am forgetting all the things from school.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

No.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

If they are poor and don't have what they need to go to school.

Do you think that by dropping school they would be better off?

No but at least they are working.

Do you think that it is very easy for them to find a job after they
drop?
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No.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

No they didn't encourage me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't but our economic situation requires for me to work so I
could provide what I needed because my mother couldn't give me what
I wanted.

Do you have a father?

No.

How many are there in your family?

Five.

What could be lone to help you return to school?

To give me an opportunity to go to school.

Would you go to day or night classes?

Night classes so I could work during the day.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Bookkeeper because that is what I studied in school.
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F19-65; 16; 3-25-68; 10; 0.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A They treated me right. I didn't have anything against the schools
I just got tired of going to school.

A

What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

I don't think they could have done anything because I just didn't
have any interest in going.

Q Could they have done anything?

A If I had had any hopes of getting a scholarship so that I could go to
college and finish school but since I didn't have any hopes, I decided
to drop and get m-Arried.

That could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go
to classeL?

A I liked to go but they couldn't have done v.,ch.

Q

What would have to be. done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nlthing 1 couldn't return anyway because I have family of my own. So
even if I wanted to I couldn't.

Q Would you change anything in the schools?

A I don't know.

Q Do you like them the way they ate now?

A Yes but sometimes the persons cannot understand.

Q What do you mean by persons?

A The students.

Q What is keeping you from going to school?

A The family.

Q Now do you regret having left school?

A I have always liked school but studying and studying I just got tired.

Q Do you regret having left school?
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A Yes but now I have a job and it is not so hard as in the beginning.

Q You said that you did regret having left school now do you regret it?

A Well, I would have finish school and go to college but I knew that
I couldn't go because my family never had encugh money.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They could have done a lot of things, they could have sent me to school
but they couldn't because of the economic situation they could sent me
to high school but not to college.

Q What do you mean theycould have -lone a lot of things?

A Well they could find a way to sent me to college.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A If my parents have done something. They didn't force me much because
I had always been a good student and as a result I started to lose
interest in school.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Change my economic situation.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A I had a few friends. I did just that the teachers told me to so I

really don't miss anything.

Q What kind of grades did you get?

A A's and B's.

Q Did you ever play hookie when you were in school?

A No, I was absent most of the time because of sickness or something
more important but I never played bookie.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I always had too much work to do from school and at home and I was
getting behind because I didn't d) my homework because 1 didn't have
time and more and more homeworks and I just stayed behind. If I had-

not had problems at home I would have stayed and tried to do my best.
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Q What cculd you do now to return to school?

A I could go to night classes but it is going to be hard because I am
working and the baby couldn't stay alone and I don't have anyone
to take care of her.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A It the economic situation would change and I have someone to take care
of the baby.

Q Did your husband finish school?

A No, he dropped from the 7th grade.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I lost interest in school I was in a higher level and the work was
getting harder and harder and then my husband asked me to marry him
and so I did.

Q What happen in school that made you lose interest in school?

A The classes were too hard for me.

Q Did you understand when they explained in clogs?

A I couldn't up41rstand the EngliAh classes. The teacher would explain
in such a w , that I couldn't understand them. Then tiJy would ask
me questions about literature and I was behind. I always had good
grades I guess that is why I had a higher level but I just couldn't
do the work.

Q Did this happen in all your classes?

A Yes except in Spanish because I always hPd good grades I was taking
classes with the Juniors and seniors..

Q Did you ever ask the teachers to explain something you didn't understand?

A No because I never liked to ask questions.

Q What circumstance would result if you would return to school?

A I would have a better education.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off much but when you drop you always try to be
successful and ',ou might do it if you are lucky.
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Are you better off in any way?

I don't think so.

How are you worst off? Are you better off in everything?

Before I wasn't but you try and you can advance. I didn't have
any hopes to gec a job and now I am working.

How are you better off?

At the beginning we went to Houston and we were working alright but
we couldn't live over there so we came back. He didn't have a job
for two months so our situation was very tight and then with Mr.
Garcia's help he got a job and I did too.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

I don't think so sometimes I feel like going back and sometimes I
don't know.

Would you drop school again?

If I would nave known I would have waited for my husband to have a
better opportunity to get a job.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

I don't think that there is any unless they have to help an o'd person
that is sick and cannot work.

Do you think that is a good reason for dropping school?

Not a very good one because they could go to night classes.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't say anything. My father doesn't live here he lives in
San Antonio. They are not divorced or separated but he didn't know
how we behaved here, and my mother she knew that we were good students
that is why she never said anything.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

No they didn't say anything they told me to stay in school but they
didn't insist much so I didn't pay much attention.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

Just to have a better economic situation.

If you could work at anything you wanted t..) what would you like to do?
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A Work in an office.

Q You said you wanted to go to college what did you want to study?

A Secretary or bookkeeper.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

They kind of make me feel that school vas good but I had to drop.
Lots of boys and girls told me that they would promote you if you
had good grades and I had good grades I only had one D but I always
picked it up before the year was over and they never promoted me.

What school were you in?

Christen.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes? Did you like to go to school?

Yes.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like tc
go to school more?

TEey were teaching me more of the things I liked like math, English,
spelling science and everything else.

What do you mean that they would promte you if you had good grades?
Who told you that?

Everyone including the teachers that they would go from room to room
and if by the middle of the year you still had good grades they would
promote you.

hhat would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

That whatever they say to keep their word.

What do you mean by that?

Well like if they said that they were going to promote you at the
half of the year to do it.

Would you return to school if this happened?

Yes I would.

In that ways do you regret having left school? Do you regret having
left school?

Yes I do.

In what ways?

Because I need to go to school to learn more. Not going to school is
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not going to help me in any way.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They still want me to go to school but since they say that I had
good grades they should promote me. My mother always said why
they didn't promote me I had good grades and that they didn't keep
their word and that I might as well drop out.

Q Did you ever talked to the principal or the teachers about this?

A I didn't see any use in it. When I was in Florida I talked to the
principal and he promoted me but the second time I went to talk to
him he said it was better for me to stay in the same grade to see
if I could be promoted. I was promoted and my mother ..bought it would
he better if I didn't talk to the principal because he would not promote
me.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return tc
school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school eventhough nothing had to happen at home?

A .es.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped attending?

A Math and science.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Mostly nothing.

Q What do you mean by that? Could you have done anything?

A No.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Talk to my parents and if they say it is better for me to go back
maybe I would return.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A Yes, confidence in them.
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What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

Because they said that they were going to promote them but they
didn't also we used to go up north and they would promote me over
there and when I came back they would place me back in a lower grade.

During what month did you go up north?

During April.

What month did you come back?

We usaully came back in October.

What would result if you would return to school?

Maybe I would finish school and go to college.

In what ways are-you better off since leaving school?

In no way.

In what ways are you worst off since leasing school?

I am not better off.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I need school. If I had finish I could go to college and get a better
job.

If you had to do it all over agai:: would you drop school again?

Yes.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

I don't think they should drop.

Under any circumstanes?

Yes.

How did your pz,..rents encourage you to drop school?

I would still be in the same grade because we went back to the school
and :hey said they would promote me and they never did so my parents
told me to drop.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

Once they tried,
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What could anyone do now to help you return to school?

First I would like to talk to my parents and if they think I should

go back I would.

Would you like to go to day or night classes?

My parents would think that night classes are better because we have

lots of bills and by the time my father pays all of them we only have

about $16 or $20 left.

Would you like to go to night classes?

If my father thinks it is ok I would.

That would you prefer?

Day classes.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what ,could you like to

do?

I would like to teach the mentally retarded children.
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What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

Nothing because they all told me to stay in school but I wasn't
interested in school anymore.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

If the students had the same age because you feel bed when you are
with kids younger than you are.

Would you return to school if this happened?

Yes.

How do you regret having left school?

In many ways because I don't have an education and you cannot get a
good paying job because you need a good education.

What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

They did all they could they wanted me to stay.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing they did what they could.

What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

Before we needed everything. I could return if they had all they
needed as they did when I was working but now I don't know because
I just got married.

Would you return to school if this happened?

Yes.

That du you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

The good times we had in school. All the teachers were very nice.

What schoul were you in?
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A Lamar.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I could have thought better about everything before I drop. Everything
eemed very. easy for Me.

Were you working when you drop :school:

A No.

',,'hat could y-u do now to return to school?

Nothing because I would like to return to school but it cll depends
on me.

Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school'

No, I don't think so.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Not knowing to think getter.

Did you talk to any counselor in school?

A No, I never lout/ h: of how moLL I was going to need school.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A Everything would he better. I would finish school and gst a better
job because i have never thought of going to college.

In what wa,.s dr. (.' better off since leaving se,,ol?

I an not hotter cot.

Q In what ways are you worst off sins.e, leaving school?

A In everything.

17 Could You give us an example?

A Because I eannot answer many things that I didn't learn in schoo; In

sometimes I AM embarrassed because I don't know what they are tit ine

11AS it easy for You to find A jot)?

A No.

If you :1.111 to ,!0 it Al over again world you drop school again?
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A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A They shouldn't drop under any circumstances.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They told me I was going to regret it later on because school was very
important and that I wasn't going to get a good job.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing if I want to, I would go back.

Q Would you go to day or night classes?

A Night.

Q If you could work at anything you wonted to what would you like to
do?

A I would like to be a teacher's aide.

Q HDW long was it after you drop that you realize you had made a mistake
by dropping school?

A Not very long time but I didn't thin!, of going back because all my
friends had been promoted and I didn't want to go back.
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The only reason was that she got married that is why she dropped.
The other da:' they called me about my boy, Gerardo, who had been
going out of classes for 15 days and they had not called me. 1

think that is very wrong because they should let the parent know
about this We thought it was not convinient for him or for us
to let him stay in that school so we took him out and put him in
a Catholic school. There if he is absent the sister would call
me right away and ask me why he didn't go to school. I then
would explain to them. But in the public schools they wait 15
or 16 days to let you know the boy was missing a lot of school.
He got out from the 6th grade from the public school and entered
St. Augustine again and did very good in the 7th grade and was
promoted to the 8th grade. They are always reporting to you if
he goes if he doesn't go.

Q What do y. A think you should answer to help L,Aler students. It is
not going to hurt you?

A Yes I know but I don't have any answers for some questions. like

the first one "what could the people in the schools have done to
make you go to school?" They couldn't have done anything beLuise
I don't have anything against the teachers or anything I just
dropped because I wanted to get married. I was doing alright in
school.

Q Do you understand that we have to ask all these questions because
there are a lot that play bookie and don't ge because they don't
want to?

A If the teachers had a lot interest the students would notice and
they would tell them that if they didn't go to school something
was going to happen and they would go to classes but they would
nut go to study. Some play hcokie because thy are scared, others
because they don't know how to study, others because they are
scared to take the tests because they didn't study. The teachers
always make differences because some are more itelligent and the
other students are not good in class, so the student doesn't care.
The gather would put more attention to the more intelligent or to
the best dressed or the one that has more money.

Mother I heard the other day a Lomm.ent from a student. I don't like that
class because the teacher doesn't even care, if they take or not
their hemewurk, others start talking and that is not right because
that is the teachers fault.

Interviewee Like this class I used to 'lave this class in Martin High with this
old teacher and she used to spend a lot of time just talking to
-ALIcnts that would come in.

Q That is the mr.in reason why we are asking these questions to see
why students drop school.
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I have this girl that used to say that the Leacher never checked
their homework so why give her homework. If the student is going
to have a hard time doing the homework at night and the next day
they wouldn't even ask for it, they would lose all interest in the
classes.

Q Also at hone they never asked then how they are doing.

A I always told my father how I was doing and show him my grades and
my notebooks eventhough he never asked me because he knew I always
studied.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A have more interest in the students and made the classes interesting.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go
to school:

A Make the classes more interesting and explain better.

What would have to he done in the schools before you would like t,
return to school?

A If all the teachers would have mre interest now that they are going
to know the problems of the students and that they should treat d1
of them the same as a group.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I didn't finish sdhool.

Q What grade did you drop from?

A 111th.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A If they didn't let me get married.

Q What could your parents ha.e done to make you like to go to Sch..,

A Nothing it was my decision.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
school'

A If my pareht would have force me to return.

Q Did yc ur 11,,shand graci;tc7

A No, he has a career, he is from Nexico.
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Q What do you riSS :he most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Everything. The studies and my friends just everything, all the
activities they have.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I would not get married.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I could go to some night classes.

Q L; there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

e What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Getting married.

Q In what ways are you really b tter off since leaving school?

A I am still the same.

sre you worst off since leaving school?

A I need school I need my education.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A An economic situation that is not stable.

Q Do you think that going to work is a good reason for dropping school?

A Well not just to go to work, but if they have to help at home and
s-,:pport someone else they could work after school but if it is not
enough I think is a good reason.

Q In what ways did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q In what ways did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.
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What could be done now to help you return to school?

I don't think anything. If I go I would go to take some classes

but I wouldn't go to regular classes.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you to

do?

I would like to teach classes in Spanish or in English.
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What could the people in the schools have done to makp you go to

school?

Nothing.

Could the people in the schools have done anything to make you like

to go to school?

Yes.

I believe that the teachers should always set the example

and not mistreat the students instead of trying to help

them. When I was in school they used to have favorities
and they didn't care if the favorites didn't do anything

they would be promoted anyway. I always tell my kids

to go to school no matter what happens. They should teach

the students how to act with adults they don't teach them

anything like that. I had never had trouble with any of

my kids about not going to school. Put last year my boy

had been absent for some time and they didn't let me know

until after five or six days he hadn't been going. The

teacher, Mrs. Sepulveda called me just before the last

exams and told me that he was not doing good because he

had missed a lot of school and I told her 1 was grateful

that she had called me but that I would have been more

grateful if she would have called a little bit earlier
not just before the final exams because now it was too

late for him to make up the time. She said that if he

would pass the finals he could be promoted and he did

anyway, but like I said if they would have called me

I would have tried to correct him ahead of time.

Did you like to go to school?

No.

Why?

because I didn't like math.

Did you ever talked to the teacher so that they could help you?

Only sometimes.

Could they have done anything?

Maybe but I never asked them and even if they explained the problems

I wasn't interested.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like it?

Could they have done anything?
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A I don't know how to answer.

Q What could be done in the schools to make you return to school?

A I wouldn't like to return.

Q If you could return what changes must take place?

A If they didn't have math courses.

Q Why?

A Because I don't like it because I am not interested I don't understand.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Maybe I would.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it right now.

Q What would your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing because they never told me not to go they always advised me
to stay in school that it was for my own good.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I don't think anything because I don't like school.

Q Could they have done something to make you 1 ke it

A No.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

Q Did your husband finish school?

A No he dropped from the 9th grade.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A The classes and everything.

Q What could you have done to stay in school.

A Try to understand math because 1 like everything else except math.
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Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No just more intelligence btnause I have never liked school.

Q Were you retained in any grade?

A Yes in the 5th grade and in the ith grade.

Q What kind of grades did you get?

A B's and C's.

What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I wanted to get married that is all.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A If I would return it would be because I really want to return and I
would put more attention.

Q What would result if you returned?

A I would be better and learn more. I cannot explain but I would like
to learn something I like to do.

Q In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off, but I don't regret having left school. I cannot
say that I need anything.

Q In what ways are you really worst off since leaving school?

A In nothing.

Q Are you better off in everything?

A Yes.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A It depends if it was different the way I start.

In what way?

A 1 don't know.
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Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

I don't know.

Do you think everyone should drop?

No.

Under any circumstances?

Yes.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They never did.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't discourage you to drop school they always encouraged me
to stay in school.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

I don't think anything.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Nothing just a housewife.

If they would give you a choice which type of job would you chose?

A nurse or a teacher.

Teach at what grade level?

Elementary?

What grade?

Between 5th and 6th because I thought they were the easiest for me.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A If they had teachers that would teach. Not like the ones I had

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A They are alright the way they are except for that teacher.

Q Would you return to school if they gave you a better teacher?

A I can't.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school?

A I do in a way because I could have learn something and I cannot learn
anything here.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Just tell me to go and always say to go.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing they could have talked to the teacher but I never told them
anything.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return
to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Keep on studying so I could finish school.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I cannot do anything now.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No, now I would need a baby sitter to take care of the babies.
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What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

Only that teacher I had and I wasn't interested in the classes
because they were not the ones I was suppose to learn.

What wnuld result if you would return to school?

I could learn -lore and finish school.

In what ways are you really better off since leaving school?

I left school so I cannot be better off because school is the most
important thing to get a good job.

In what ways are you worst off since leaving school?

I didn't learn anything and I could have learn !.,omething but I didn't
because of that class reacher.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again7

No if I had some different teacher I would stay.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

There is no reason for dropping school.

Under any circumstances?

Yes.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They never encouraged me.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

In no way.

What could he done now to help you return to school?

I would need a baby sitter like I said before.

If you could work at anything yoi wanted to what would you like to do?

I have never thoughtabout that.

If you were given a choice what would you chose?

Nurse.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know.

Q Did you like to go to school?

No.

Q Why?

A I don't know.

Q Was it any particular reason?

A I was too old that was all.

Q What could the people in the schools have done make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school? Do you like schools the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would any changes have to take place before you would hike to return
to school?

A No.

Q In what ways do you regret having left school? Do you regret it

A Yes.

Q In what way?

A Because I want to work and I cannot find a job.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your pareats have done to make you like to go to school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes.
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Q ;Would something have to happen at home before you would like to

return to school?

A No.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q You said you k!id like school?

A No, I don't like school.

Q Why?

A Because the teachers are very mean.

Q What could you do n.)w o return to school?

A I don't know.

rs there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Because I was going to get married.

Q How long was it after you drop when you got married?

A Four months.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would learn more.

Q Are you really better off since leaving school?

A No.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No.

Q Do you think everyone should drop school?
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No.

Under any circumstances?

No

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

In no way.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They didn't.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

I don't know.

Is there anything that could be done to help you return to school?

No.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Nurse.
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What could the people in the schocls have done to make you go to
school?

Nothing I die.'t want to go to school here because I was going to
go to San Antonio and go to school over there but tnen I had the
baby and I just couldn't go to school anymore.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
gr to school?

If they had given me advice but it was too late because it was so
fast.

What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

Nothing I would like to return.

Would yoa return to school any

I wanted to go this year but I have the baby and I don't have anyone
to take care of the baby but my husband wants me to go because I only
need three and a half credits to graduate.

In what ways Llo you regret Having left school?

I regret it very such because I cannot find a good job without a
diploma.

What could your Firents have done to make you stay in school?

Nothing.

What couId your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

Nothing.

What would have to happen at home before y,:u would like to return to
school?

I don't 'rnuw. Nothing.

Would you return to school!

Sure.

ihat do you riss t!le most from sch.,o1 now that you have stoppel
attending?

My friends and everything aboot school.

What could you have done to stay in school?
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A I could have stayed here at home after I got married to f,Aish

school but I was scared because my parent. were angry at me

because I got married. They wanted me to stay but I was scared

and when I realize I had made a mistake it was too late.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I have to find someone to take care of the baby.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to

return to school?

A I need to work because my husband doesn't earn much, and if I go

back to lchool I would have to buy the school supplies and this and

that then the baby. I would have to have a parttime job. I want

to go back before the beginning of the next six weeks but I don't

know how to do it.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Nothing I wanted to get married.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I would have my diploma and I could work in anything I want to.

Q How are you really better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off. I am worst off.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A Well I dropped school and he did too so we cannot find a job

without a diploma. We would be better off if we had finished

school.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Never.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe everyone should drop school?

A I advise them to stay in school until they finish under any circus- stances.

Q In what ways did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q In what ways did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q What could be done now to help you return to school?
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A To halt me with the baby.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A I can type as long as I have a job.

Q If they would give you a choice of jobs which would you chose?

A I would like to be a sales lady. I ',lave always liked that.
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q.
What could the people in the achools have done to make you go to
school?

A Nothing.

What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to chasers?

A When I was in high school I liked it because I took Jr. red croas
and I would go to the hospital to work.

Could they have done anything to make you like the classes?

A No.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I used to go to night classes.

Q In what ways do you regret having lett school?

A I don't know.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Yes and no, I dropped because my mother was sick.

Do you regret it?

A No.

Q Whit could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A A lot of things. They did everything to keep me in school but they
gotsick and I had to drop.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A I don't know. Nothing.

What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Hy friends and all of that.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I could have gone to school but my mother was sick.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know.
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Q Would you like to return to school?

A Yes but I have a little baby and he was sick and had to take him to
the hospital. That is why I stopped going to night classes.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No, I don't think so. Somebody to take care of the baby so I could
go to school.

Q What caused you to drop school?

A My parents.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A I don't know.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I don't know. I Aorgot some things Lut I haven't forgotten everything
from school because I have nephews and I help them.

Q Are you better off in everything?

A Yes I have onlj trouble with English.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A They shouldn't drop in the first place. They should keep on until
they finish.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A In no way.

Q What could be done now to help you return to scLool?

A I don't know. Since I am working I could go to night classes.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to wl at would you like to do?

A Nurse or a teacher's aide.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know. I really can't think of that.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A If they would pay you for some subjects of if they give you opportunities.
Like if they tell you that they will give you a job after you finish
a certain course.

Q Do you regret having left school?

A Yes, because if I had finished I would have a better career.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A Nothing. They couldn't send me to school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A They all wanted me to go but I just couldn't go. I needed a lot of
things and since I was the oldest, I had to work.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A Nothing.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A I don't know how to tell you.

Q Do you miss anything from school?

A Only my friends.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A Work and go to school.

Q Did you try to find a job after school?

A I did, and I could find one but they wouldn't give me parttime job.

Q What could you do now to return to school?
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A Just go.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to
return to school?

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I couldn't go. Sometimes I didn't have money for tickets or for
lunch and I got discouraged and dropped.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A L would finish school.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I em still the same.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A I don't knew. I need time to think about it.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so. Now it depends on me because I am married now.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A They should drop school.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A I got discouraged because I saw the situation at home.

Q Whet could be done now to help you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A Secretarial work.
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Q What could the people in, the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A I don't know.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to achool?

A If I didn't have to take P.E.

Q Would you return to school if this happened?

A Yes.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it. I wanted to work than go to school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't know.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I don't know.

Q That would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A i don't know.

What do ynu miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A Nothing. My friends that is all.

Q What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A Nothing.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A I don't know.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to return
to school?

A No.
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Q What ',Angle thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I don't know. I never liked school. I liked it when I was in elementary
school but I didn't like it over there in Lamar Jr. High because I had
to put on shorts and I have never liked that.

What would result if you would return to school?

A Nothing.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A I am not better off.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In no way.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you chop school again?

A I don't know.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every studPr' should drop
school?

A They shouldn't drop.

Q How did your parents eincourage you to drop ach

A They didn't say anything.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop sc

A I told them I didn't want to go because I was time. I

couldn't learn anything even though I tried 11,11d
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
school?

A I don't know but I have always thought it was interestieg to be going
to school.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to go
to school?

A I don't know.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I always liked them the way they are.

Q Would you return to school?

A Yes.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I have missed a lot of school.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I dropped school because I got married.

What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I always asked them for a car to go to school but we never had'an opportunity
tc. buy one. Maybe that would have made me stay.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A If my father would earn more money because he didn't earn very much when
I was in school.

Q Would you return to school?

A I think so.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped
attending?

A My friends and especially the studies and the teachers.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A If I hadn't been going around with my boyfriend.

What could you lo now to return to school?
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A Leave my housework to go to school.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you wcold like to return

to school?

A We don't have a car but we are going to try to get one because I am
going to need it if I go to school.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A I didn't like the kind of students I had with me in that year.

Q What would result if you would return to school?

A If I would have had other students and other teachers of my class I
would of probably stay in school.

Q What do you mean your class?

A Well because I used to be with students the same as I war and we used

to do things together. But this year I was in a class where there
was a girl that always wanted to do what the teacher told me to do.
I got tired and my boyfriend asked me to marry him and I ddd.

Q How are you better off since leaving school?

A In no way.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In no way.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

A They shouldn't drop school.

Q How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

A They didn't encourage me.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't. They always told me to go.

Q What could be done now to hel? you return to school?

A If they would take care of my house I would go to school.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do?

A Nurse's aide.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A In a way they didn't help me a lot because they used to tell me
that if IAldn't go to school it was better to drop and all of that
so they really didn't help much.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A I don't know I guess I don't like school that is why.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A I really don't know what to tell you..

Q Would you like to return to school?

A I don't think so.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I don't regret it because I am working.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school?

A They tried a lot of things but I couldn't go to school because my mother
would ge.: sick and she would call me to come home because she needed me
this happened almost all the time and so I decided to drop.

Q That could your parents have done to make you like to go to school?

A I really don't know.

Q What would_bave to happen at home before you would like to return to
school?

A I don't know that is .a hard question to answer I don't know what
could happen.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you have stopped attending?

A Nothing.

What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A I don't know I tried but I would miss school because my mother would
get sick again.

Q What could you do now to return to school?

A Nothing.
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Is there anything you perso:,,, ,v need before you would like to
return to school?

What single thing or circumsta-:e drop school?

Just missing a lot of school.

What would result if you would 7-rarn t., school?

Maybe it would work out but i don't. know.

How arc you really better off since leaving school?

I am wozking.

',ow are you v.:)r=L off since Leaving school?

I don't know.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again!

It all depends how the students and the teachers are but most probably
I wouldn't.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

Well if they are always telling you to drop instead of heping you
to stay they help you to get out. I know I missed e lot of school
but I would go back to school and tried my best. Hut every tine
they called me from the office they would say that if I wasn't going
to go to school to go and turn in my books. I told them that it

that was what they wanted that was ::hat I was going t,) do so I

I turned in mv hooks and vent home.

Do you think .very student should drop school?

No.

Under any circumstances?

Nu.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't like the idea of ire dropping school.

Hov did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They discourage no I g t 3iscouraged.

What could anyone do now to help you return to school?
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A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

A Well like delivering things. What I an doing right now.

Q Where do yo,J work?

A You see we have a stand and we sell tortillas de harina and I go
deliver them to the stores.

Q What have you always wanted to be?

A If I had stayed in school I would have liked to be a teacher.

Q Teaching what?

A In elementary school.

Q Why elementary?

A Because I like small kids a lot.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing everything was alright.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to school?

A

Q that would have in be done in tin schools before you would like to
return to school!

A Nothing because I don't like school.

Q How do you regret having left scheol?

A I don't regret it right now but 1 don't know about later on when
I have to

Q What co1.1 .11- parents have done to make you stay in school?

A I don't

What could our parents have done to make you like to go to scho.6:

A Nothing.

What would have t., happen a1 hove before you would lie to return
to school?

A Nothing.

What do von miss the most from school now that you have stopped cite:

A I miss going to school, my friends and everything.

Q What could y!Itl personally have done to stay in s

A f don't 1,,now.

Q What could von do now to return to school?

A Nothing. Not right ti,

Q Is there anythIng you personally noel before you would like to r.
to school?

No

What in; le thing or circumstance rade von drop sc:leol'

Just because I :AntEJ to.
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What would result if you would return to school?

If I made it.

How are you better off since leaving school?

I am not better off.

Hlw are you worst off since leaving school?

I don't know.

If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

No.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student shou_d drop
school? Do you think everyone should drop?

No.

Under any circumstances?

No.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't.

How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

They told me that I wasn't going to find a job later 311 and all of
that.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

Nothing right now.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to
do?

Work in a sate like a sales lady.
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Q What could the people in the schools nave done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

That could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

What would have to he done in the schools before you would like to
return to school?

A Nothing.

Q Do you like the schools the way they are?

A Yes.

Q Would you like to return to school?

A No.

Do you regret having left school?

A So far I haven't.

Q What could your parents have done to make you go to school?

A Nothing.

Q What could your parents have done to make you like to go to school!

A Nothing.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return ''
school?

A An emergency.

Would you return to school?

A No, I don't think so.

re:hat de you miss the cost from school now that you've stopped attend:ng':

A Playing and joking around.

What could you personally have done to stay in school?

A S thing.

coull you io now to return to school?
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don't know.

Is tF anythi; neei

e thing; or circumstance ma,le ',nu

i.i '..'ant to go.

wou', rn

hk_'causo I was already 18 years old.

Mlat would result if you would return to school?

Because I had to finish it.

Are you better off since leaving school?

Yes. Even if I am not, I already did it.

How are you worst off since leaving school?

I don't know.

If you had co do it all over again would you drop school again?

It all depends on the grades.

Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop
school?

I don't think they should drop.

How did your parents encourage you to drop school?

They didn't do it. I did it.

How did your parents discourage yuu to drop school?

I just told them I wanted to drop and I dropped.

What could be done now to help you return to school?

Nothin3.

If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to dc?

I would like to work in the hospital with the linen and all of that.
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Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you go to
classes?

A Nothing.

Q What could the people in the schools have done to make you like to
go to classes?

A Nothing.

Q What would have to be done in the schools before you would like to return?

A Nothing. It was ok.

Q Would you return to school?

A I don't know.

Q How do you regret having left school?

A I cannot find a job.

Q Have you tried to find one?

A Yes.

Q What could your parents have done to make you stay in school? Could
they have done anything?

A Yes and no.

Q What do you mean by that?

A Nothing at the time but I needed money for school and they didn't have any.

Q What would have to happen at home before you would like to return to school?

A Nothing.

Q What do you miss the most from school now that you've stopped attending?

A Nothing.

Q What could you have done to stay in school?

A I can go back.

Q Is there anything you personally need before you would like to retrn:

A No.

Q What single thing or circumstance made you drop school?

A Xonev.

Q What would result if you would return to school?
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A I think 1 could make it.

Q How are you really better off since leaving school?

A I am not.

Q How are you worst off since leaving school?

A In the job.

Q Are you working right now.

A No.

Q If you had to do it all over again would you drop school again?

A Yes.

Q Why?

A Maybe I am not sure.

Q Under what circumstances do you believe every student should drop school?

A 1 don't know.

Q Do you think everyone should drop?

A No.

Q Under any circumstances?

A Well, no unless they need tt. If the family is too big and they ion't have
what they need.

Q How did your parents encourage yon to drop school?

A They didn't.

Q How did your parents discourage you to drop school?

A They didn't,

Q What could anyone do now to heli, you return to school?

A Nothing.

Q If you could work at anything you wanted to what would you like to do!

A Work in an office as a secretary.
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